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COMING ATTRACTIONS
Readers of Stereophile undoubtedly notice that
many advertisers include quotes from Stereopbile reviews in their ads. And if you visit a
high-end retailer, you'll see complete reprints
of Stereophile reviews included in many manufacturen' literature. Such quotations and reprints
don't just happen. We only allow quotations
to be used if the advertiser asks permission in
writing and submits to us the exact quote as it
will appear in print so that we can verify that
the author's meaning has not been changed.
In the case of complete reprints, we insist on
preparing the artwork and mechanical boards
ourselves so that, again, we can be assured that
everything that the author intended to appear,
does appear.
By and large, this system works smoothly. It
is extremely rare for us to refuse permission for
aStereopbile review to be reprinted, in whole
or in part. But when someone uses Stereophilds
reviews, ratings, or name without permission,
we take the appropriate action. For example,
aretailer recently reprinted, without our approval, acomplete review that had appeared
in Stereopbile. Nothing had been changed, but
we took legal action and they agreed to stop.
In another instance, San Jose dealer Sound
Goods incorrectly quoted Stereopbile in substantial ways, giving the impression that products were recommended in higher classes than

they had been. Following the filing of alawsuit
in Federal Court, Sound Goods' Eric Abraham
agreed to an injunction prohibiting their further use of Stereophile's name and to afinancial settlement of $6000. Stereopbile agreed to
this settlement, given Abraham's defense that
the misquotation and misrepresentation of
"Recommended Components" was the inadvertent work of his advertising company and
of anew store manager.
We don't intend to be draconian, but we do
intend to protect both our copyright and our
and our authors' reputations for honesty and
integrity. In this manner, when you see the
words "Reprinted from Stereopbile," you can
be assured that what you read is what we said.
—John Atkinson

Errata
Vk inadvertently listed the wrong price for the
Parasound HCA800 II amplifier in April's "Recommended Components" listing. The correct
price for the revised amplifier is $395.
\Tie also misspelled the name of The Absolute
Sound contributor John W. Cooledge in Larry
Greenhill's March review of the Snell Type A/III
Improved loudspeaker.
In that same review, we mixed up the phone
numbers of db Systems and Snell. The correct
numbers are as follows: db Systems, (603)8995121; Snell, (508) 373-6114. Our apologies.
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Under
Pressure

John Atkinson

dor

he large peak at 16kHz reported by

Stereopbile. ..was nowhere in evidence.. .The most probable ex-

planation of this discrepancy is that the very
light ribbon depends on the air load for damping, and that load is much smaller in the thin
air up there at 7000 feet in Santa Fe than at altitudes where less lightheaded and scientifically
more accountable reviewers dwell." Thus
spake Peter Aczel,' erstwhile loudspeaker
designer and Editor/Publisher of the reincarnated The Audio Critic, a publication that
advertises itself as having "unusual credibility
among the top professionals in audio."
Normally, when Iread such criticism of this
magazine's reviews, often based, as is this, on
the fact that the writer has published an opinion contrary to ours and therefore feels the
need to defend his reputation by attacking ours,
Isee no need to respond in print. However, as
Mr. Aczel does raise apoint that I, too, was concerned about when Imoved to the high desert from the UK, Ifeel the matter worth looking

working day. Notwithstanding that, Icalculated
the speed of sound at this altitude to be effec-

at in more detail, at least re. high-frequency

tively identical to that at sea leve1, 2at 112Ift/s
(345m/s) at 72°F (24°C). (The effect of lower

behavior.
The atmosphere here at 7000' (ca 2150m for
all you fellow metriphiles) has adensity of
0.9925kg/m 3,interpolating between the data
given for altitudes of 2000m and 2500m in

air density on the speed of sound appears
to be swamped by its dependence on ambient temperature.) Any acoustic phenomena
directly related to the speed of sound—dif-

Shaeffer's and Day's A Field Guide to the Atmo-

fraction, interference, etc —will therefore be

sphere (Houghton Mifflin, 1981). This is 18%

the same in Santa Fe as at sea level.

lower than the air density at sea level and leads
to agreater sense of weariness at the end of the

IMe Audio CriticIssur 14, Summer through Winter 1989-90.
2Ichecked this figure by looking at the impulse response of
the Celestion 3000 loudspeaker reviewed in this issue, which
gives an accurate measure of the time it takes for the sound
emitted by the loudspeaker to reach the mike, and measuring
the physical distance between the ribbon and the mike. The
resultant Ctilim.lie of the speed of sound will be inaccurate only
to the extent the acoustic position of the ribbon differs from
its physical position and gives aresult in close agreement with
that calculated.
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So, how does lower air density affect aloudspeaker's high-frequency behavior?
Primarily, it lowers the efficiency of any
platonic diaphragm. According to the third edition of Martin Colloms's High Performance
Loudspeakers (Pentech Press, 1985), the reference efficiency of apistonic diaphragm (p.27)
is directly proportional to the air density and
inversely proportional to the square of the
moving mass, which includes that of the driveunit (diaphragm and coil) and the reactive mass
5

of the air load on its diaphragm. The effect of
the air density will therefore depend on the
drive- unit's design: if it has ahigh-mass dia-

as with aconventional drive-unit, due to the
fact that one of its dimensions will be larger
than the wavelengths of the sound it is emit-

phragm, any changes in the air load due to the

ting. As Iunderstand it, the reactance of the air

lower density will be negligible, and the change

load will therefore tend to change its value with

in efficiency will be directly related to the

frequency. As mentioned by Graham Bank in

change in air density.

his interview this month with Robert Harley,

With moving-coil woofers, where the pass-

there is very little to be found in the literature

band wavelengths are larger than the diaphragm

on the theoretical behavior of such units. In

radius, the air load mass is small compared with

fact, the only papers Icould find while prepar-

that of the diaphragm and coil (Martin CoHorns

ing this article were by three Sony engineers,

quotes 2gm vs 16gm for atypical 8" plastic-

on the design of a 'leaf' tweeter broadly simi-

cone driver), and can be neglected. Lowering

lar to the Infinity EMIT, 3 and by a Dutch

the air density by 18% will therefore lower the

engineer on the design of the recent Philips rib-

efficiency by pretty much the same 18%. This

bon midrange- and HF-units. 4 (This Philips

represents adrop of just under 0.9dB in power

tweeter, coincidentally, is the unit used in the

terms, meaning that aloudspeaker in Santa Fe

Waveform design as asupertweeter.) The Sony

needs to be driven slightly harder to reach the
same level as at sea level. (Alternatively, you

paper, usefully, does include acomplete analysis of their ribbon tweeter's behavior, includ-

could say that 123W in New Mexico buys you

ing atable showing how the air load on its dia-

the same loudness as 100W in Florida.)

phragm changes with frequency. It ranges from

How about moving-coil dome tweeters?
Here the moving mass, typically around

14mg at 2.5kHz to 0.6mg at 20kHz at sea level,
which would equate to 11.5mg and 0.5mg,

350mg, is considerably smaller than that of a
woofer. However, atweeter's piston radius is
also much smaller, generally still being smaller

respectively, at an altitude of 2150m. (The air
load is directly proportional to air density.) The
total mass of the diaphragm for this drive-unit

than the wavelength of the emitted sound in
the tweeter's passband. (A tone with a fre-

(mass of polyimide film plus mass of photo-

quency of 20kHz will have awavelength of
17mm or y,".) The air load mass will therefore

being 28mg.

also be smaller, meaning that aconventional
tweeter's efficiency will effectively drop by the

equation for efficiency mentioned earlier, and
hoping that my rusty mathematical skills could

same 18% as the woofer's. For aconventional

be persuaded into action, indicates that at

etched aluminum voice-coil) was stated as
Plugging these figures into the Colloms

dynamic loudspeaker system, therefore, the

20kHz, the drive-unit's efficiency will still drop

overall balance between the drive-units will be

by 17.5% at an altitude of 2150m: ie, it will drop

preserved at the higher altitude. This has been

by 0.83dB compared with amoving-coil unit's

my experience. When Imoved to the US, I 0.9dB. However, at the lower frequency,
2.5kHz, the decrease in air mass and reduced
brought with me two pairs of speakers featurdamping do compensate to asignificant extent
ing typical highish- mass moving-coil driveunits, the sounds of which Iwas very familiar

for the reduction in efficiency due to the

with: Celestion SL600s and Rogers LS3 /5as.
Both reassuringly sounded (and measured) the

reduced air density. Rather than dropping by
18%, or 0.9dB, it now drops by just 7.3%, or

same way in New Mexico as they had back in

0.33dB. When the Sony tweeter is moved to

England.
Where things get trickier is when the driver's

2150m, it will effectively gain about half adB

diaphragm and coil are low in mass but its radi-

rounding air at 2.5kHz when compared either

in its efficiency at transferring power to the sur-

ating area is significantly larger than that of a
conventional unit—ribbons of all kinds, electrostatics, and Magneplanar drivers. With these
drive-units, it is no longer safe to assume that
changes in the air mass loading their diaphragms
will be negligible compared with their moving masses. Computing the mass of the air load
on alarge diaphragm, however, is not as easy
6

3 — Tweeter Using New Structure and New Material for Diaphragm," Hcitaro Nakajima, Mauna Ugaji, and Hideo Suyama,
reprinted in the Audio Engineering Society anthology Loudspeakers Volume 2, pp.257-262.

4•
'Compact Ribbon Tweeter/Midrange Loudspeaker.") A.M.
Nieuverndijk, Journal re the Audio Engineering Society, Vol.36
No.10, October 1988
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with acomparable dome unit at that altitude

ditions apart from the increased air (and smog)

or its own efficiency at 20kHz. It will presuma-

density in Los Angeles.'

bly, therefore, acquire aslight HF droop at Santa
Fe's altitude, though at amaximum of -0.5dB
at 20kHz, this is trivial.

The top graph in fig.1 shows the response of

Experiments
As Ipostulated above that the primary effect
of adecreased air density at Santa Fe's altitude
would be areduction in efficiency of 0.9dB for
a conventional moving-coil drive-unit, it
seemed obvious to measure the voltage sensitivity of aloudspeaker system in Santa Fe, then
measure its sensitivity at sea level. As Tom Norton (who lives in Los Angeles) and Iboth had
access to aspeaker that is manufactured to a
very tight tolerance, the B&W 801 Matrix, it was
feasible to measure each of our samples and
compare the results. The two speakers were fed

0.011
-1611
-?811

with a -octave-wide warble tone centered on
IkHz, with the measuring mike at adistance of
lm on the midrange axis. (The influence of the
room acoustics with this distance and frequency range is negligible.) Unfortunately, ibm
and Ido not have the same spi meters, so the
results are only anecdotally comparable. However, with a1V RMS input to the loudspeaker,
Tom's sample at sea level gave an output of

-18d1
1811

1131:

Fig.1 Focal T120 measured on-axis at-16"
in Santa Fe (top) and in Los Angeles
(bottom).
aFocal T120 tweeter, which uses an inverted

either 80dB or 81.8dB, depending on which of

fiberglass dome, measured in Santa Fe, while

two spi meters he used, whereas my sample of

the lower graph shows the same tweeter mea-

the 801 gave 80dB for the same IV RMS input.

sured in Los Angeles. There appears to be no

The calculated figure of a0.9dB reduction in
efficiency due to a2150m altitude is therefore
probably of the right order.
How about the effect of reduced air density
on a moving-coil drive-unit's frequency
response? When Tom Norton last visited Santa
Fe, he coincidentally brought with him aselection of raw drive-units which we duly measured with the MISSA system. As Iwas visiting

-1818
-M11
-38d1
-48d1

California at the end of March anyway to attend
asocial function being hosted by The Absolute
Sound and Counterpoint to raise money for the
Academy for the Advancement of High End
Audio (or AAHA), Itook all the measuring

1.8

0.011
-1018

paraphernalia with me so that ibm and Icould
repeat the measurements under identical con5Each unit was measured with a30kHz bandwidth at adistance of 16" on its central axis in free space without abaffle.
There will therefore be various suckouts in the response duc
to reflection of the sound from the edges of each unit's mounting plate. In addition, the tweeters were fed via aseries 8uF
Wondercap to block low frequencies and DC; this and the lack
of abaffle will slope the response down below the treble range,
so don't take these measurements as being the truc response
of the drivers when mounted in aconventional system

Stereophile, May 1990

-18111

188h

lldh
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Fig.2 SEAS 6" woofer measured on-axis at
16" in Santa Fe (top) and in Los
Angeles (bottom).
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appreciable difference below 20kHz; certainly,
it is less than the difference between nominally

(0.4dB) peak appears, centered on 15.2kHz,

identical tweeters. You might just notice that
the resonant behavior aboie 20kHz, where the

2150m being an additional 1.7dB down at
20kHz; rather more than calculated earlier for

with then afaster rate of roll-off, the unit at

piston radius has become larger than the wave-

the Sony ribbon tweeter. Regarding any change

length, is slightly less well-controlled, presumably due to the lower resistive damping at
these frequencies offered by the air load.

in sensitivity, feeding the unit with 1.6V of pink

The idea that the reduced air load has less of
a resistive damping effect once the piston

91dB ±0.5dB, showing that if there is achange

radius is larger than the wavelength is rein-

noise at sea level gave an spi of 90.5d13; doing
the same thing at 2150m altitude gave an spi of
in this unit's output, it is probably 1dB or less.

forced by fig.2, which shows the response of

Conclusion

an unbaffled 6" SEAS woofer, again measured
in Santa Fe (top) and in Los Angeles (bottom).

get quieter with altitude, conventional moving-

As might seem intuitively obvious, all speakers

The cone's breakup modes above 2kHz can be
seen to be slightly accentuated at the higher

coil woofers and tweeters pretty much in direct

altitude, though in areal system these would

will vary with frequency and with the exact

proportion and planars by an amount which

be suppressed by the crossover's roll-off.

ratio between their own diaphragm mass and

Finally, Snell's Kevin Voecks kindly offered
at the AAHA event to measure asample of the

the air load. It might therefore be possible for
asystem like the Waveform, which mixes rib-

same Philips ribbon tweeter as used by Wave-

bon and conventional units, to change its bal-

form at sea level. He would then send me both

ance at the higher altitude due to the different

his measurements and the unit, so that Icould
investigate how its performance was changed

drive-units featuring different reductions in
their efficiency. That any effect is small, how-

by the altitude Fig.3 shows the response of the

ever, was confirmed by measuring both con-

Philips unit in Santa Fe (top) and in Los Angeles
(bottom), measured on-axis at 20", again with-

Philips ribbon used in the Waveform speaker,

ventional cone/dome units, as well as the

width. The measuring mikes were different, of

at sea level and in Santa Fe. Even in the worst
case, therefore—for example, adesign with a

course, though both B&K, and this might con-

conventional moving-coil woofer crossing

tribute to the difference that can be seen above

over around 2kHz to something like the Sony

out abaffle, with MLSSA set to a30kHz band-

10kHz, where at the higher altitude, aslight
I I1 11111

1 1I1I

I 'III

I

I

.„Pf\

ribbon tweeter mentioned earlier—the resultant mismatch between the two drivers at the
crossover point at Santa Fe's altitude will be that
the ribbon will play just under 0.6dB higher in
level than the woofer. It would seem that Mr.

\
1
-

Acid's hypothesis, that aplanar-type drive-unit
will play significantly louder than conventional
moving-coil units when the air density is
reduced, thus unbalancing asystem that mixes

I II
111111

I.14111111

1 1I111111

1 111—

I II111111

1 1I111111

1 1

both kinds of drive-units, is incorrect.
Regarding the validity of Stereopbile's
speaker reviews, normal drive-units may be a
little less well-controlled above their passbands
at our altitude, but the overall tonal balance of

/\T

aloudspeaker using such units will remain the
same. Iam forced back to our original conclusion regarding the Waveform loudspeaker: that
11111111

1 1111
1111

18111:

1 1111
1111

1

lilt1111ch

Fig.3 Philips "leaf" tweeter measured onaxis at 20" in Santa Fe (top) and in
Los Angeles (bottom).
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our sample featured areal 6dB or so boost in
the top audio octave that I, at least, felt to render the sound too fizzy. Remember, too, that
the speaker's designer heard the speaker in
Santa Fe and reassured us that, yes, that was
how he intended it to sound.
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LETTERS
We regret that resources not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.
No contest

was the only material available. The New Yor-

Editor:

keç however bas now discovered that it can
cover the magazine with awrapper in brown

Footnote 4on p.49 of the January 1990 Stereophile reminds one of Morris Bishop, aprofessor

(recycled) paper Iwill try to persuade our

at an eastern university, whose whimsical verse
appeared in The New }brker from time to time.

printer to offer something along these lines,

As nearly as Ican summon from the mists of
memory, about 40 years ago he wrote:

tally more appealing.

as I
find it both aesthetically and environmen—LA

Ishot apreposition in the air
and it fell Iknow not where.
Methinks it bid beneath achair

Why so little on Shahinian?

Up from out of in under there!

nearly five years, both as asubscriber and

Herman Burstein
Tarpon Springs, FL
Magazines &

the environment

Editor:
Ihave been an avid reader of Stereopbile for
newsstand purchaser. Icontinue to be amazed
and amused by the content of this journal, the
quality of your reviews, and the controversy

Ihave decided not to renew for the time being.

generated in your readers' and manufacturers'
letters. ..
In my travels of the hallowed corridors [of the Chicago CES], there at the "Cit-

Reasons: probably most important, your mail

adel of Sonic Accuracy," one exhibit continues

Editor:

package using plastic wrap, which Ifind as

to be among the best. Shahinian Acoustics of

wasteful and unecological as the way most CDs

Medford, NY, is the display that continually

are packaged. Yes, Iappreciate the thought
behind the plastic, but paper envelopes would

affords the visitor exquisite music. Dick Shahinian's taste in music is second to none, and

be almost as good and biodegradable. Idon't

it appears that your staff agrees. In order for us

consider myself a"fanatic," but have become

at the SCES to hear such fine programming, it

increasingly concerned about the enormous

would seem that the speakers offered by this
manufacturer also are among the finest pre-

plastic waste that occurs in this country (at the
least)—I am personally trying to use products
that are not wasteful, am buying more glass,
and recycling alot of items. Perhaps this is an
issue that you will address at some point soon
—I should think that living in an area like Santa
Fe would inspire you to be more aware of en-

sented at the show. Yet your staff, year after
year, only comments on the music played by
Mr. Shahinian and several times has questioned
his design philosophy. As Ilisten to Shahinian
Acoustics' speakers, along with writers and
reviewers of many journals, we all just seem to

vironmental issues. Yes, Ilike Stereophile.. .
for
afix I'll buy at the newsstand for now to avoid

abrief respite of elegant music exquisitely re-

plastic. Let me know when you change.

produced. The usual response Ihear is, "Wow!"

forget the drain of the setting and settle in for

Assaf Lev -Ani

Laurence A. Dibblee

Oakland, CA
Iappreciate Mr Lev-Ari's concern for the environment. My preferred way ofprotecting Ste-

Batavia, IL
Why no CLS II?

reophile issues is with "Kraft" brown paper

Editor:

wrappers, which used to be used on The New

In the most recent "Recommended Compo-

Yorker magazine Just as The New Yorker bad
to change to plastic bags, probably because
their printer converted to new machinery tbat
used only plastic; so did Stereophile bave no
choice of covering with our printer; plastic
Stereophile, May 1990

nents," you list the Martin-Logan Sequel II as
aClass Bloudspeaker. Although Ifind no argument with this finding, Ido not understand the
absence of the Martin-Logan CLS II from your
recommendations. As one who is particularly
11

N° 27
The music begins and awindow
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as aunique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to
share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.
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products are designed, manulactu ed, and di tnbuted.
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wkly.,

'e by

fond of the accuracy and soundstaging of the
CLS H, Iwould appreciate your comment as to
why this loudspeaker was not rated.
Richard K. Dunham
Ft. Wright, KY
As we have yet to bear the CLS 11 underfamiliar circumstances, offering avalue judgment
on its sound quality would be imprudent. A
review is planned, however as is one of the
Shahinian Diapason that so impressedf Gordon Holt at the 1990 WCES.
—JA

That Morrison man

back to notbin' but audio for this magazine.
Butfor those who do want to readJGH's writings on matters televisual, be publishes a
newsletter called Video Home Theater six
times ayear For subscription information,
write to 870 Crescent Drive, Boulder CO
80303.
—RL

Copies to Stereopbile & TAS
To: Orpheus and Nine,
4947 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014
Sir:

Editor:
Morrison's Avalon Sunset album, interested

Ihave seen your ad in the February edition of
Stereophile magazine. Please bear with me for
amoment ...
not that this is intended to be-

readers (and any VM fans who don't already

come an editorial, but in spite of recent rumors,

have it!) should seek out Poetic Champions
Compose (Mercury 832 585) from two or three
years ago [and reviewed in Volll Na 3. —Ed.].

of the top two or three magazines in the "high-

Further to the recent review and letters on Van

This album may be The Man's best work of the

Ithink Stereopbile remains, undeniably, one
end" hi-fi publishing industry. Perhaps your
organization, and other advertisers, can help

last 10-15 years. Ihaven't heard better. Incidentally, it comes across as one of his more secu-

do something to stop the constant bickering

lar recent works, though rich in mysticism and
deep in spirit.
Robert Stein
The Cable Company, Upper Black Eddy, PA

These two excellent publications, both of
which Ienjoy immensely, are teaching me alot

between them and The Absolute Sound.

with regard to what great sound (whether we
call it high-end or not) is all about. However,

No video, okay?

they both damage many of these positive feel-

Editor:

ings when they and their respectively aligned

Please don't turn this magazine into Videophile!
If Iwant to read about video, there are many

readers fight among themselves like abunch of
children arguing about whose father is "biggest

magazines on the subject at my newsstand.

and backiest." They both have their strengths and

Mark G. Kissel
Winchester, VA

weaknesses. It seems that the number of their
readers who feel it's necessary to enlighten the
rest of us with their opinions believe that Ste-

Okay, Okay

reophile has somehow diluted its purpose and
mission by trying to appeal to aslightly broader

Editor:
While it is true that video really helps the wife
(and family) acceptance factor, and we will all
probably have to accept it sooner or later, I
must concur with Mr. Neal (in the February
"Letters") and Katy Chayka (in the April "Let-

market. (Isn't that just good marketing strategy?) To do that means to include reviews of
some hardware that may cost less than S20,000/
system. Iappreciate that. Yes, it seems the only
complaints Ihear from the TAS side (and its

ters") that it should not be part of Stereopbile.

fans) is that Stereopbile is not courting only

Certainly surround decoders, and the like, are

(extreme) high-enders, but also trying to appeal
to some of us who love good music and can't

important and should be continued, just as
they have been. But please leave the Monitors,
VCRs, Lys, etc. for someone else. Other than
that, Ithink your magazine is the greatest and
Ihave enjoyed every issue so far.

afford only the best. Does it cause anyone
harm for Stereopbile to extend its reviews
(downward, heaven forbid?) into the ranks of
the mid-fl to upper-mid -fi listening class? Cer-

W.J. Thompson

tainly not. Iget the impression that anumber

Jacksonville, FL

of those who consider themselves high-end
listeners think that aminimum dollar value

The venerable JGH is working on bis final

must be attached before hardware can be considered elite enough for them to listen to it.

video review for Stereophile. After that, it's
Stereophile, May 1990
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Do CD
SoundRings'
Really
Work?
Here are afew people who say they do
Ihave only two words to say about
the effect of Monster Cable CD
SoundRings...beyond belief! Iam
certainly won over by SoundRings
and would recommend them as
an absolute must for any serious
CD collector
John Oaldey
H1-1,1Answers, England

Even without fancy instrument
tests, Ican unequivocally report
that sound rings do work—and
I'm not alone.. the proof of this
pudding is in the listening. The
sound of the CD with the
SoundRing installed was more
focused, the bass was more
pronounced and the imaging
of the various instruments was
sharper.
Harry Somerfield
San Francisco Chronicle,
San Francisco, CA

Just pta these rings on any ofyour
CD's with any type of CD player
and it will improve the sound
stage. Ican't urge you enough to
go out and buy some and try it.
I'll buy any leftovers you don't
like them.
Bill Brassington
The Audiophile Society Journal,
Rye, New York

Amazing and true.
Ring adisc and hear for yourself
how good the music sounds.

GO

UNORINGS

Musical Colors lirougbt to Lee.

MONSTER CRBLE'
Monster Cable Products Inc.
274 Wants Way
So. San Francisco, CA 94080-6761
PHONE (415) 871-6000
FAX (415) 8714555
Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio.
(416)847.8888

Let us enjoy these fine publications for their
opinions on music. The simple fact that HP or

With both Stereopbile and TAS, subscription

MF or JGH (in whom we trust) or JA or even

money is used to subsidize testing of hi-fi equipment. The difference is that, with Stereophile,

DO may not share the same opinion, does not
mean that one of them is right, and the others

consumer. With TAS, Ifeel the write-ups are

are wrong, or vice-versa. They are only opinions, offered by those with (generally) more
experience, and (sometimes) better ears, and
more finely tuned listening habits ...
Thank you for tolerating my display of frustration ...
Ijust hate to see two good teams of
people try to discredit each other when they
both have alot to offer the public.

Ifeel that the write-ups are then directed to the
directed to the industry. In other words, the
subscriber subsidizes TAS to serve as an unpaid
consultant to the hi-fi industry. Well, that's
okay. I'm not saying that is bad. Anybody who
wants to do that is welcome; ultimately, it benefits us all. But it is just not arole Icare to play
at this time.
To get back to the point that started all this.

James Karr

Iam not surprised that Stereopbile finally got

Pasadena, CA

in afew licks on TAS. I'm just surprised they
have been as restrained as they have

That funny -looking thing ...

Paul Alter

Editor:

Hyattsville, MD

That funny-looking thing on my chest is my
jaw. It dropped there when Iread the two letters in the February issue taking Stereopbile to
task for saying mean things about Tbe Absolute
Sound and/or Harry Pearson.
Ifind that ironic, because one of the main
reasons Idropped TAS was that I'd had it with
what Isaw as ad bominem attacks on anybody
and everybody they didn't agree with.

Dealers & compatibility
Editor:
Imust disagree with Sam Tellig: the B&K ST140 sounds terrible driving the Spica TC -50s,
squashing dynamics, lacking control, and sounding very bright most of the time. Aquick look
at the ST-140's behavior into low-impedance
loads and the impedance vs frequency graph

Ifeel that, in the hi-fi game, there is room for

for the TC-50 clearly shows why this is an ill-

differences of opinion; while the guy whose

advised combination. Ilived with this combi-

opinion is different from mine is obviously mis-

nation for almost two years, constantly chang-

guided, he is not necessarily arascal. And when

ing preamps, interconnects, and phono cartridges with surprisingly little effect on the

it comes to equipment that Idon't like, the
designer/manufacturer/seller thereof is not
necessarily arascal; there is room for bonest
mistakes. (And Ieven hear that Harry Pearson

weaknesses cited above. All the while, my
dealer (who shall remain nameless) kept telling me that this was asynergistic combination.

himself is awarm and wonderful person.) My

This same dealer by the way was kind enough

impression is that TAS did not share this attitude. Igot the feeling there was too much heat

to "help" me in other ways. He sold me aWelllèmpered Arm on aSonographe SG-3 turntable

and not enough light, and let my subscription
lapse.

The turntable was returned to the factory twice
for excessive wow and "motorboating." Many

But the main reason Idropped TAS was that

parts had to be changed as the 'table Ihad originally purchased was acombination of parts from

Ifinally realized there was nothing Icould gain
by reading it. What Iread in TAS did not help

an earlier iteration of the 'table combined with

me to improve my knowledge of hi-fi or my

parts from the then-current model. It was all for

setup. What Iread in TAS seemed designed

naught, though; the Well-ltmpered Arm seems
to be too heavy for the SG-3's suspension, even
when properly working. The result is insecure

mainly to guide designers, developers, manufacturers, etc., toward the TAS concept of sound
reproduction.
(For example, any equipment that has to be

b2ss, heightened sensitivity to environmental fac-

replaced several times during the testing because of malfunction and that takes avisit from

Originally this dealer had sold me 34" stands
for my Spicas, which Iquickly found to be suita-

the manufacturer to get working right and is
nevertheless highly praised, is not for me With
me, reliability is amajor factor.)

ble only when having Wilt Chamberlain as a
house guest. Finally, to make things right, the

Stereophile, May 1990

tors, and an overall homogenization of timbres.

dealer offered me asubstantial discount on a
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
time:'
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room.... Not so with the Velodyne-1 was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through

16

asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion."
David Hall, President/ Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800NELODYNE
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Koetsu Black Gold Line. When it sounded harsh

The amp is quite cable-dependent: MIT sounds

and bright in his system (compared to an Alpha

better than AudioQuest interconnect (the AQ
causes the lack of midrange that Guy experienced), and TARA Labs speaker cable sounds

1%vo!), he told me that it had to break in. It never
did.
Ibelieve that any audiophile who has either
gone it alone or who has had the help of an unin-

more open and transparent than AQ or van den

formed or inexperienced dealer will have had
experiences similar to mine The whole problem

The real treat and hot tip is to bi-amp your
speakers (I use the Vandersteen 2Ci) with two

of compatibility, or incompatibility as the case

B&K.s. For the cost of the PS Audio 100c (which
I've tried in my system), the results are incredi-

may be, may very well be the most significant
practical problem facing the audiophile today.
How can we address this problem? Manufacturers must be pressured into clearly stating the
interfacing problems inherent in their products.

Hul cable.

ble: amuch more transparent, relaxed, and
extended sound that Ifeel rivals any solid-state
amp in the price range.
Asystem like I've described—two B&Ks, a

Many companies—like Counterpoint, with its
SA-4 output-uansformerless amps—already do

Conrad-Johnson, and Vandersteens, as well as
the necessary cable and even aCD player—

this. But many more companies do not volunteer this information. The measurement sections

costs less than apair of Mirage M- Is, and rivals
any system I've heard ...
Ihope my comments
help other readers who have read Guy's review.

of test reports should put more emphasis on spotting areas of potential incompatibility. Finally (at

D. H. Green

last), we must stress that the consumer consider

Fullerton, CA

compatibility and not buy any product that will
not perform optimally in his or her system, no

Disparate opinions

matter how closely it may approach the state of
the art in someone else's system.

Every once in awhile, something Iread in Ste-

Marty Kohn
Torrance, CA

Editor:
reophile will cause me to raise an eyebrow, or
perhaps even cause astrained throat clearing.
But Guy Lemcoe's "comparison" of affordable

Different amplifiers

amplifiers (December issue) raises some serious

Editor:

questions in my mind ...
Disparity of opinion, alack of consensus,

Having reread Guy Lemcoe's review of the B&K
ST-140 amp in Vol.12 No.12, Ihad to wonder if
Guy had reviewed adifferent model from the one
which forms the heart of my system. In the end,
Ifelt Guy's review left the impression that this
amp was just okay for its price range; not nearly
as good as the Adcom.

was one of the main topics at last summer's
"Recommended Components" meeting, judging from the transcript in the November issue
("As We All See It," p.5). Of the B&K ST-140,
JGH (in whose ears we trust) has said: "This
amp is detailed, beautifully sweet and airy at

After aweek of serious listening, using many

the top, capable of reproducing remarkable

of the same records (and CDs) that Guy used, I

depth and spread, and all that with atruly
authoritative low end that can compete with

have to say his comments are unfair, but I'll temper my reply somewhat, after considering the

the best." Sam Tellig has called it "warm, rich,

equipment used in the review. The following is

and tubelike" Sam said, "The midrange is silky

my opinion of the amplifier after ayear of use

smooth and sweet," with alot of "palpable
presence." Now, can this be the same amplifier

with several components.
Anyone seriously considering the B&K must

that Mr. Lemcoe (in whose ears Inow have

take ahard look at their own equipment before-

doubts) described as having alightweight bass

hand. Having used this amp with the B&K Pro-5

register, asucked-out midrange, brittle treble
and an overall cold sonic signature? No one else
seems to have heard these things in the five
previous reports.

and PS Audio 4.6 preamps, the amp is as Guy
described it. But switch to atube preamp such
as the Conrad-Johnson PV-I0 or Audio Research
SP-9, and Ichallenge Guy to find abetter amp
for the price. It becomes warm, rich, and open;
though I'll admit the bottom-end extension is not
Class A.
Stereophile, May 1990

On this, why five reports on the ST-140,
while giving us almost nothing on B&K's larger
and more powerful amps? (The Cheapskate did
give abrief description of the ST-202 in 1987.)
17

JUST LISTEN...
ral
And you have achance to listen again...
as B&W's guest at ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS in London, England.

T

., ,world's most famous
recording studio, Abbey Road,
employs B&W loudspeakers for
all classical music recordings, as
do most of the world's major
record companies.
B& W's Matrix 801 Series 2
monitor is the only moving coil
dynamic loudspeaker to be currently designated "Class A" by
Stereophile magazine. (Best
attainable sound, without any
practical considerations; the state
of the art")
Stereophile,
"Recommended Components,"
Vol 12 No 10. Oct
1989
'No purchase necessary

Just visit your nearest authorized B&W dealer and experience
the sound preferred by the
world's most demanding listeners
You may then qualify to win a
trip (for two) to London,
England and to receive a
special VIP tour of Abbey
Road Studios as B&W's honored guest.'

UN'

el 6 6 e y

Sala yOta aulhOrCed BOW Dealer lof 001810

0919 expreS July 31. 1990 Yee, where prohoaeo by law

The Abbey Road
Classical Collection—
B&W's special relationship with
Abbey Road and EMI
makes possible this
very special CD,
including some
of the finest,
award winning,
classical selections ever recorded at Abbey Road. Its yours for
just 55 00 (a 515 95 value), now,
only at your authonzed B&W dealer
LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE

tAt

re,otie

P0 Box 653
In Canada

Ruhalo. NY

14240

104 Carnforlh Rd .
Toronlo. ON Pv14A 21(7
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It would be interesting to see how the 200Wpc.

portant determinant of a system's overall "sound,"

dual-mono EX-442 ($898) would fare against

as witnessed by the work of McIntosh and people like Nelson Pass. Even OTL tube designs

the Adcom and PS Audio. Let's start comparing apples with apples.
With this review, the credibility of the sub-

from highly respected designers like Counterpoint and Futterman are highly load-sensitive
Once again, we must take asystem approach,

jective review unfortunately may have just
slipped anotch.
Mark G. Kissel

and determine the viability of acomponent in

Winchester. VA

the context of the other components it will be

Has JA been living under a
rock?
Editor:
Re: "Follow Up: NAD 2100 and B&K ST- 140
Amplifiers" (Vol.13 No.1). Has JA been living
under arock for the last three years?
Ihave been an avid reader of Stereophile for

used with.

Gregory Campbell
Hancock, MI

As ¡salin Guy Lemcoe's listening room last
October auditioning the recent sample of the
B&K ST- 140 that we bad purchased for revieu; Ikneu. Mat we were going to get letters
like the ones above. Though the amplifier

the last three years. and have grown to love
your magazine's no-nonsense approach to

undoubtedly does offer abasically good sound
quality in view of its price, particularly re-

product reviews. Ialso read TAS, but find that,
although TAS is sometimes very useful, one

presence" it didn't sound as exceptional as the

generally receives much more substantive
reporting from the writers of Stereopbile. So
what's my beef?
The B&K ST-140 (which Iown, 1988 vintage) has been recommended since Ibecame

garding the Anarcbist's infamous 'palpable
1984 sample we had previously owned, the
one that JGH described as being "beautifully
sweet and airy at the top." Though its bass was
similar in being rather loose and ill-defined,

areader, and long since before. Ican't recall see-

its high frequencies were more grainy and
'
fizzy" There was also more of a sense of

ing ST mention it without his also mentioning

strain than Iwould bave expected from a

that it is rated at 105Wpc. JA seems surprised,
almost conveying asense of betrayal, in the

105W amplifier As Ireported in January
(p.188), though the new sample's circuit ap-

footnote to the Follow Up, in which he admits

peared very similar to the old, with still asingle pair of complementary output MOSFE71
used per channel, it was otherwise physically

to "having aproblem with ...continued ...
recommendation of the B&K ST-140." Does
this mean that you haven't listened to an ST-140
of current production? Do we have another
Adcom controversy on our hands?
The manufacturer's literature clearly states
that the ST-140 is not designed for low-impedance loads. In fact, it seems to prefer a
higher impedance, and to this end speaker
cables make abig difference. Remember ST
going on and on afew issues back about Lars
and the "well wire," and about solid-core ca-

avery different amplifier In particular, the
raising of the rail voltages without increasing
the number of output devices will severely
limit the amp's ability to deliver current into
real-life loudspeakers—the Spica 7C-50 is not
that severe aload in my opinion, dropping to
4ohms only in the upper bass and the midtreble—and the apparent lowering of the output bias current has been correlated in the past
with atendency to more "basby" HF repro-

bles in general? My own experience has shown
that, in my system, the ST-140 sounds best

duction.

with adouble run of Radio Shack 18-gauge

mented these changes some time ago, which

Now it may well be true that B&K imple-

hookup wire. The over-ripeness in the bass is

means that we were remiss in not sooner

gone, and focus is much better. Various stranded

repladng our original sample with anew one
For that Iapologize—with components that

cables Ihave tried just don't seem to get the job
done. Can it be that the higher series resistance

are consistently recommendedfor anumber

of those itty-bitty wires makes abetter match
for the ST-140?

of years, Stereophile bas a responsibility to
ensure that it bas current samples on band.

As for compatibility with real-life speaker
loads, you just ain't gonna get aKrell for $495!

However while Ifeel the ST-140 still offers
excellent overall quality for the money, it will

Amplifier loading may be the single most im-

be compatible with only asmall number of

Stereophile, May 1990
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High Definition® has nev
been more down to eart
Ever, audiophile. every music lover wants to
war through the veil of his or her audio
system. straight to the music.
The new SP14 and popular SP9 hybrid
preamplifiers put that dream within everyone's
reach, bringing together superlative sonics
and affordability But without sacrificing
Audio Research's legendary quality of design,
construction and service.
For sonics and control features nearly equal to
the state of the art, choose the SP14—the preamplifier that will take you as fiir as your system
is ever likely to go. It will bring the best out of
new components, for years to come.
And while more modest in
features and performance,
the SP9 has been delighting

thousands of cost-conscious audiophiles
and music lovers the world over for two
years. It's aproven performer
Both preamplifiers reflect the 20-year Audio
Research tradition of distinguished
engineering. Ultra-critical parts selection and
unstinting handcrafted manufacture assure
honest musical satisfaction today, and
reliable performance for years to come.
Like every Audio Research product, the
SP14 and SP9 represent not just
apurchase. but an investment.
Audition either model soon
at your authorized
Audio Research dealer

LEPT

audio march

BALANCE

audio research

HIGH

DEFINITION•

6801 Shingle Creek Parkway IMinneapolis MN 55430 IPhone: 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402

loudspeakers in its current configuration,

So, for astart, one should use, if possible,

those that don't drop much below 8 ohms

equipment that is better than the component

across the audio band—the Vandersteen 2Ci
is a good example. Ihave therefore asked

under review. If you are not going to use the

B&K'sJohn Beyerfor asample of their ST-202;

reviews will suffer.

Ihope to publish a review some time in the

Hong Kong
Isuspect that Mr Kwok 's letter is but thefirst

early summer

—.TA

best equipment, then the credibility of your
H. Kwok

of many on this subject. Obviously, Ihave no

Use the best

disagreement with bis thesis that acomponent

Editor:

being reviewed needs to be used with equip-

Iam aStereophile subscriber and would there-

ment that allows what it is doing to be beard.

fore like to see your magazine improve. Al-

You will note from my loudspeaker reviews,

though Iam writing to disagree with what you

for example, that Itend to use the best amplifiers that Ican lay my bands on, no matter

have said in reply to Yip Mang Meng's letter in
February, 1also intend to let you know what

what the price of the loudspeaker being tested;

some of your readers want from your equip-

we purchased apair of Mark Levinson No.

ment reviews.

20.5s last Fall, as well as aKrell KSA-200, for

Ifind Mr. Meng's suggestion, that you should

this very reason.

use the best hi-fi equipment to test the com-

Where I would disagree concerns what

ponent under review, quite sensible. Iam in

loudspeakers are likely to be most appropriate

support of this. Ican see that, deep down, you

with which to judge amplifiers and source

are in agreement also in that you have repeat-

components. Perhaps peculiarly for an audi-

edly made reference to your chief tester JGH

ophile Ihave no respectfor the popular notion

because, as you say, his ears you can trust.
When you have to use the best ears to judge a

that loudspeaker price equates directly with
overall quality. Partly, Iam sure, it comes

component, you must also use the best equip-

from my experiences in the late '70s and early

ment together with the component in order to

'8(4 when Iregularly took part in blind listen-

let the pair of golden ears hear all the good and

ing tests for the English magazine Hi -Fi

the bad from the component. If you hook the
component up to just any other mediocre hi-fi

cally transparent curtain conceals the iden-

Choice. Wben avisually opaque but acousti-

equipment for your review, the mediocre equip-

tity and therefore price of the speakers you are

ment will probably mask many of the compo-

listening to, all you are left with to make a

nent's good points; what the golden ear will

valuejudgment is the sound of the music After
afew sessions in which you havefound your-

hear is the masked sound.
Inotice that, in each equipment review, you

self praising cheap speakers and trashing

have asection giving measurements of the

costly ones, it is bard to retain any respectfor

component under review. Likewise, if you do

the concept of loudspeaker price as an indi-

not use good enough measuring equipment,

cator of quality. Yes, there are good expensive

the measurements may not be accurate; the dis-

loudspeakers; there are also truly atrocious

tortion of the measuring equipment may mask

expensive loudspeakers.

the measurements of the component under
review.

There are also superb inexpensive loudspeakers, such as the Spica 7e-50. Is Mr Kwok

As areader, Iam not so much interested in

saying that any reviewjudgments made using

knowing how the component under review

Spica TC-50s are invalid? Of course not—

will sound when hooked up with second-best

though it must be admitted that the little Spica

equipment. Ican get ahi- fi retailer to do this

won't tell you as much about an amplifier's

if Iwant to hear how it sounds when used with

deep bass as the IRS V. All that matters to me

affordable equipment. What Iam more inter-

is that a speaker through which Iaudition

ested in is knowing how good the component
under review really is. For this, you must use

electronics be capable ofproducing asound
that is both musical and analytical and a

the best equipment with it. It would be diffi-

soundstage that is accurately reproduced (as

cult for me to ask ashop to hook the component up with, say, an IRS V. Ihave to look to you

opposed to produced). It is also important that
the reviewer be intimately familiar with the

to let me know.

overall signature of the loudspeakers be or she

Stereophile, May 1990
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RAVES FROM
THE CRITICS.
WE'RE HAPPY TO
REPORT IT RUNS
IN THE FAMILY.
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The Mirage M-ls have garnered their fair share
of raves from the industry. They've invoked such
comments as "...I'm completely hankers over this
product: and '...the best conventional loudspeaker of the decade.'
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
by their sonic transparency. The speakers virtually
seem to disappear. In our view, that's the mark of a
good loudspeaker.
We've extended that philosophy to the Mirage
60-Series loudspeakers as well. Each reflects an
overall concern for naturalness, genuine musicality
and transparency.
Like the M-ls, they're designed for optimum
dispersion. The perceived sound stage is dramati-

eemar

cally extended without compromising center
imaging. The specially-designed woofers reproduce
low frequencies with undaunted accuracy.
The mark that Mirage has made on the audiophile world is substantial. From the flagship M-ls to
the wide range offered by the Mirage 60-Series, you
simply can't do better.
Just give them alisten. You'll hear what we mean.
For afree booklet of M-1 reviews from seven leading
audio publications, write us or see your Mirage dealer.

mirage
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uses, as Iam with the Celestion SL 700s Imainly use.
As Isaid in the February issue where the IRS
Vfits as an absolute reference is unclear to me
Does it produce a sound indistinguishable
from the real thing? Na My most recent experience of the IRS V was at the recent WCES,
where Iauditioned it using some of my own
recordings. The sound was impressive particularly regarding the weight and realism of

answer to apuzzling question became apparent: what Ithought were rolled-off highs and
soft high frequencies were, in fact, functions
of my high-frequency hearing limitations.
As Ithought about this shortcoming, aquestion regarding the ages of some of your subjective reviewers came to mind, J. Gordon Holt
among the most notable. Do not get me wrong,
Ienjoy the work of Mr. Holt and all your reviewers, and enjoy the honesty of their reviews.

the low frequencies and the sense of overall

Without their work, Ibelieve we audiophiles

ease to the mids and highs; tbe soundstage was
vast, even billowing But regarding accuracy,

would be hard pressed to separate the quality
equipment from the piles of junk that pretend

something which Ithink important if aspeak-

to be of audiophile quality. As an audiophile,

er is to be used as areference component, !was

aclassical music lover, and an "aged" one at
that, Ihave afew questions that Iwould appre-

unmoved. Based on this auditioning—of
course, you are welcome to dismiss my opin-

ciate your addressing:

ion on the grounds that Ihaven't beard the IRS
Vin my own listening room—despite its su-

First, shouldn't your readers be told the age
and hearing range of your subjective reviewers,

perb overall performance, the big Infinity
transmits the music through as much of afilter

especially if the reviews focus on high-fre-

in absolute terms as that presented by the B&W
801 Matrix or Quad US Monitor for example
A reviewer using the IRS Vto reach value
judgments therefore has to make similar allowancesfor its idiosyncrasies asfor any other

quency deficiencies?
Second, if areviewer's high-frequency range
is limited, do you believe that this deficiency
will impede the reviewer's ability to perceive
with accuracy the realism of music, its over-

high-quality loudspeaker's. Unless you apriori

tones, and the psychoacoustics which are—we
have been told—so necessary to capturing the

adopt the posture that the IRS is the most

realism of the musical experience?

transparent, least colored window onto the
soundstagg with the associated mindset that
"What sounds good with the IRS Vis good"—

Third, do you believe that the differences
reported in different reviews about the same
equipment (the Audio Research SP-9 comes

and you 'refree to do SCt Mr Kwok— Ican't see

immediately to mind) could be the result of this

that our failure to use the IRS Vinvalidates

high-frequency limitation? And if so, should
your readers not be apprised of such apossibility?

any of our review conclusions. And, as Ipointed
out two months aga Stereophile's use of readily available reference components both renders our review conclusions more accessible
to readers and allows them to test those conclusions for themselves when they are in the
position of spending their own money on components.

—JA

Hearing ability. ..
Editor:
You will probably not print this letter, as it raises
significant questions about the validity of your
subjective reviews, as well as about your subjective reviewers.
The doubts to which Irefer are related to an
event which recently occurred in my life: Itook
ahearing test, and, as Iam 53, discovered that
my high-frequency hearing ability ends at
14kHz. This deficiency is normal in my age
group, Iwas told. With this fact, however, the
Stereophile, May 1990

As Isaid, Iam concerned about these questions and would appreciate your addressing
them.
Anthony Molfetta
Nesconset, NY

...or disability
Editor:
Concerning the current interest on the inherent
effect of hearing acuity on subjective judgment, wouldn't it be enlightening to do apiece
on the medical measurement and distribution
of hearing impairment and challenge Mr. Julian
Hirsch, et al, to publish specs on their hearing?
A study by Rockstein & Sussman, 1979, verified that, by their mid-30s, nearly everyone
shows some hearing impairment. The irony is
that we do more to correct visual than hearing
impairment.
Tom T. Wong
Alhambra, CA
23
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HEARI \G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERle
AUDIOUsw
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

Icould be defensive and say that Stereophile's
reviewers 'II reveal their hearing disabilities—
sorry, Imeant abilities—when the reviewers
for all the other magazines—includinglulian
Hirsch, of course—also do sa (f. Gordon Holt,

I'm beginning to think that many of your
reviewers:
1) are 97 years old and haven't heard asound
above 2kHz for the last 38 years;
2) bought their audio systems at aMontgom-

being asenior statesman, is thus impervious
to the effects of age.) However; it is afair ques-

ery Ward's fire sale;

tion to ask of those who make their living listening and perhaps the magazine will respond to

three years the treble controls have been
turned all the way down and the bass controls
all the way up on their preamps.
But seriously (again?), while there are some

it formally. Informally, ¡can only offer my statistics: at 41 I'm somewhat older than the median
of Stereophile's readership. and although my

3) have not yet discovered that for the past

mighty respectable musicians among your

wife definitely thinks I'm deaf this bearing disability only cuts in when she is asking me to do

reviewers, musicians (and Iis one!) are often
the absolute worst judges of sound quality. First

something around the house Though it is many
years since Ihad my hearing checked, Ihave no

of all, it is no criticism to note that they usually
concentrate primarily on the performance Sec-

difficulty in hearing I6,500Hz tones at normal
listening levels, which suggests that Idon't do

ond, since they never expect to hear live sound
anyway, the sound quality takes amental back

too bad for my age.
Regarding the effect ofpremature HF roll-

seat, if indeed it is important at all. Barring gross

off on areviewer's acuity: as long as awriter
still has extension to 12kHz or so lam not con-

quality to be good even if it bears no resemblance to alive, acoustical performance.

vinced that,

reviewer's tolerance of top-octave problems,

The name of your mag is Stereopbile, not
Opus or Musical America. It is read by audi-

it has asignificant effect otherwise What does
affect aperson's ability to make consistent

ophiles who are primarily concerned with
sound quality (alas, some of them solely with

judgments, lam told, is hearing disabilities

the sound and not the music at all). Iwant both

lower down in frequency

reviews dedicated to audiophile standards. I
certainly do not want to again take one of your

Music VS

apart from increasing the

—

JA

equipment

Editor:
Okay! Ibit! Your recent offer was too good to
pass up. My subscription lapsed years ago (from
the halcyon days when JGH had the mag transcribed by monks with quill pens!), and ttired
of the occasional single-issue purchase at outrageous prices. Imean, it cost as much as aPent-

distortion, they often judge recorded sound

reviewers at face value and plunk down $25+
for adisc that seldom gets played due to its
poor recorded sound quality.
Dennis W. Brandt
Wrightsville, PA
When Iwas hired as Music Editor; LA, JA, and
Iagreed that the music section of Stereophile
should be just that—a music section. Of course

house, and someone had always ripped out the
centerfold before Ibought it!

all of our music reviewers have astanding

But seriously, folks, now that tam acard-

of space—in each review to audiophile con-

carrying member again, Iwant to decry acontradiction your mag is perpetuating. Imean the
dichotomy between your equipment and re-

directive to devote space—often agreat deal
cerns. Some of our record reviewers are less
audiopbiliac then others, though all are experts in their various musical categories. But,

cording reviewers. Can it be possible that on

releasesfrom -audiophile" record companies

one page you rave about the difference created
by the "Whiz Bang" interconnect at 8850 a

aside though it is incumbent upon the record
reviewer to passjudgment on the sound qual-

meter (ya know—the one you must have even

ity, final recommendations in the music section must be based primarily on performance

though no double-blind test ever proves there
is an audible difference?) and on another page
your illustrious record reviewers sing the praises of still another over-bright, over- miked,
compressed, bass-shy DG or London recording while blasting the sound of the latest minimally miked, natural-sounding Telarc?
Stereophile, May 1990

quality. ¡fan essential, great, or merely very
good performance is available only in a
recording with awful sound, then so be it—as
important as sound quality is, musical quality
must always supersede it.
And, strange as it may seem, there have
25

The Theta
You've Always Wanted,
Only Affordable
You've seen the reviews, maybe heard for yourself how aTheta Digital
DS Pre or DS Pro can release the music captured on CDs You've
thought to yourself. "That's what Iwant — but not at $4.000.00. We've been working on it. A year of research and development went
into these two designs.
The basic units still use Theta's famous digital to analog program. on
replaceable ROM chips. with the kind of powerful computer it takes to
implement Theta's complex programming.
We've cut some materials costs and reduced the number of internal
chassis. but we've done this with minimal effect on sound.
Go back to your Theta dealer and get agood listen to aDS Pre basic or
aDS Pro basic.
We think you'll be very, very pleased.

DS Pro ba'it: $1995.

Tunn lS P”.. b.

•••••••••••••.•••

TliFTA DS P,

••
DS Pre hasie $2395. •

Digital Done Right
•

Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Spité R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 5974195 FAX (818) 597-1079

been some excellent recordings latelyfrom the

hg's greatest to date, as well as the cheapest. The

PolyGram majors you name Mr Brandt, par-

improved sound from my NEC 650E CD is

ticularly from DG (see Richard Schneider's
reviews). Philips bas been known for decades,
among audiophiles and non-audiophiles
alike, for its natural, inviting opera record-

unbelievable—clarity, openness, detail, stage
width (planars), smoother strings, et al—is
really like some expensive upgrade or changing
to amore expensive unit.

ings.' And most 7klarc recordings do not sound

Louisville, KY

natural to me, for one.
Yes, Iagree-1 think musicians do listen
more platonically, more ideally, than do most

N. Brown, Sr.

Armor All & LV disks
Editor:

audiophiles. Ialso think they have a better

Yes, Armor All does everything Sam Tellig said

time listening to music than do most audi-

it does. Irecently have been fortunate enough
to enter the world of high-end audio compo-

ophiles. If Ihad to choose, that is bow Iwould
choose Virtually all of my favorite recordings
are horribly recorded. so Isee no point in
refining my auditory sensibilities to the point
where 1could only stand to listen to the small
handful of excellently recorded performances
—as, unfortunately, even some Stereophile
writers have done As dedicated as Stereophile
is to the finest in recorded sound, such an
inversion ofpriorities is one Ihope we never
embrace. I'm sorry—listeners who are "pri-

nents: Audio Research electronics, interconnects, speaker wire, Magnepans, Velodyne,
Theta, and full-blown Home Theatre, Harman/Kardon 8' projection, built-in surround,
four amps in avery large room, 25' cathedral
ceiling, etc., etc.
Idescribed the system to you because the
effect that Armor All has on CDs played through
this system is quite startling (I may have to have
the perpetual smile on my face chiseled oft);

marily concerned with sound quality" give

perhaps the benefits are more evident as the

audiophiles abad name. And where do you
have to pay $25+ adisc?
—RL

quality of the system goes up. Anyway, what
it does do is just beautiful.

The great Armor All caper

went to my LaserVision LaserDisc collection.
If it works on CDs, why not on LaserDiscs?

Editor:
Eureka! Sam Tells has just earned his money
in spades!!! The great Armor All caper is abooming success. Iguess it just goes to show you that
certain areas of high fidelity still lie somewhere
between witchcraft and space travel. At any
rate, it sure as heck makes an audible difference,
usually much for the better. Even though I
found afew CDs which did not seem to benefit particularly from Armor Ailing (generally,
they were poor recordings anyway), nearly all

As soon as Itried CDs, my mind immediately

After all, aLaserDisc is just alarger CD with
video information added.
Unbelievable! The pictures are extremely
clean, with much more depth and punch.
Clearer, and every square inch cleaner from
edge to edge and top to bottom. (I don't use a
monitor such as NEC or Proton, but the effect
on aprojection system is terrific.) Please tell
everyone who has movies on LaserDisc to use
Armor All. And, of course, the sound improves
the same as for CDs ...

realized achange in subjective aura best described as an improved sensation of depth and
clarity. My wife, who has extremely good hear-

If we can tweak aCD—that is, add abalancing ring to steady it so it can be read better, or

ing, was quite certain of the improvement, as

apply aclear coating so more information is

were several golden-eared friends.

reflected back when alaser beam strikes it ...
this tells me there is much, much more on these
discs than we can now extract, and Idon't
think the digital CD format is the Bad Boy we

Bob Fontaine
Marco Island, FL

Unbelievable Armor All

all make it out to be Iwould like to go one step

Editor:

farther: Idon't think there is amachine on this
planet that can read every single "1" and "0"

Ihave been with Stereophile since the "Cheapskate" began. As aresult Ihave avery creditable
system. However, this Armor All find is Sam Tel-

on aCD disc. Armor All allows aCD to reflect
more info to the laser-beam pickup, edginess

IAnd their often rather thick-sounding, unirnolving onbestral
recordings.
—JA

and harshness are reduced, strings are sweeter,
brushes and cymbals are crystalline-clear. In

Stereophile, May 1990
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Adcom's GFP-565
Preamplifier:
Pure and Simple.
AOCCINI
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In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the
GFP-565 — the world's first affordable
preamplifier with direct, linear gain path
circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with
any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can
experience the exceptionally lifelike sound
which has astonished even the most
demanding critics.
Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility_
You can use one or more sets of
outputs: I) BYPASS -direct-coupled before
tone controls, filters, etc. for the most direct
path to your power amplifier while retaining
control of volume and balance. 2) LAB direct-coupled with no output-coupling
capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL -same as LAB but
with highest quality output capacitors for
use with amplifiers needing the extra
protection of ultra-low-frequency roll-off.
Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are
easily accommodated by this flexible
arrangement.

Pure Convenience
The minimalist aesthetics of the
GFP-565 are deceptive in their simplicity.
Without being overly complicated to use,
this preamplifier is able to integrate and
control all of the components in the most
sophisticated of music systems. There are
five high-level inputs as well as aphono
input. A separate front-panel switch allows
the use of an external processor, only when
needed, leaving both tape circuits free. And,
of course, you may listen to one input while
recording from another.
More Sound, Less Money
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
Pure and simple.

Apcom
•

•

you Can

•r

I
IElkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 0806 U.S.A. COI) 390- 1130 Diqnbuted in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5

other words, wake up and smell the coffee, it's

made the "digital discovery" of the decade!!

all there on that CD, beautiful sweet clear
natural-sounding music as good as and probably better than analog. All we have to wait for
is that super CD player that can read all the info.
One final thought: Any time an audio component is substituted for another for improvement, the improvement may be only in acertain range. Adifferent amp or cables or speaker
may sound better in the midrange or high or
low end, but never over the entire range at
once. Armor All may be the first audio component to improve the entire range at once.
Anyway, on behalf of all humanity, sincere
thanks for your Armor All tip.
Leonard Werner
E. Amherst, NY

Thrice

Armor All

Editor:
Dear, Dear, Dear, Mr. Tellig,

John Del Carlo
Professional Opera Singer
Villiprott, West Germany

Armor All kudos
Editor:
Sam 1llig and his friend Lars deserve some son
of special kudos for their discovery of the effect
of Armor All on the playing side of aCD. ..The
results have been quite as dramatic as they said
they would be.
Apart from thanking Sam and Lars for this
significant discovery, Iwrite also to mention
another aspect of the Armor All method. Ihave
used the Mod Squad's Compact Disc Damper
for some years. Recently Ipurchased their socalled CDD 2double damper. Ihave never been
quite sure as to how much this damper really
improves the overall performance of acompact
disc, but Iuse it from time to time. Anyway, I

Three is alucky number, you know. Even

put the damper on aCD that Ihad treated with

though I've only been asubscriber to Stereo-

Armor All and heard achange in the sound. It

pbile for less than ayear, your tip about using
Armor All on CDs is worth the subscription
price of 20 years!!!
Icould not believe the sound?! Everything
you said was true, and more!!! The images are
now so clearly placed and ambience is much
more evident. Icould go on, but Isuspect you

appeared to be slightly muffled, sort of thinly
veiled, but veiled nonetheless. Now Idon't use
the damper anymore on Armor All-treated
CDs. Which means, as Iwork my way through
treating some 100 discs, that eventually Iwon't
be using the damper at all.
John C. Guenther

know what Imean. My system is pretty good,

Stuart, FL

actually. It consists of Aragon's 4004 amp and
24K preamp with The Mod Squad's Prism CD
Player and Reel to Reel Design's Legacy is as the

Louder & cleaner Armor

All

Editor:

speakers. (By the way, an "exceptional" speaker

Either Sam Tellig's agenius or I'm one gullible

out of Springfield—$1648!!! You should know
about it.) In any case, my system is capable of

reader with audiophile pretensions.

extreme accuracy. With an Armor Ailed disc,
it's incredible!
Here in WG, Iquickly went to one of the
local high-end stores in Kóln after reading your
article. Armed with asmall bottle of German
Armor All and abit of aT-shirt, Itreated afavorite disc of his and told him to play it after store
hours. Came back the next day, his expression
told me the answer. One word did come out
of his mouth, though. He kept repeating "unbelievable," so many times. Ijust smiled and let
him make acopy of your article till his StereoOde arrived.
Thank you, thank you, thank you, for letting
us "audio-nuts" have something to improve
our systems with without costing an arm and
aleg!!! My hat's off to Lars, too! It is, and you bave
Stereophile, May 1990

After reading his recent article on Armor All,
Irushed home to treat afew CDs with the stuff.
Iasked my wife, who does not read audiophile
magazines, to give me her impressions. You're
right! Both my wife and Iobserved that the
highs became more crystalline, the bass tighter
(I could make out the notes more clearly), and
yes, strangest of all, the sound was louder and
cleaner in almost every CD we treated! We were
particularly delighted to hear little details we
had never quite heard before —Pavarotti burping between verses, audience coughing at live
concerts. Glenn Gould's voice never sounded
better (or worse, Iguess) on his Goldberg Variations CD.
I've tried asecond application to some CDs
and the sound seems to have improved even
further. Ijust hope this stuff doesn't build up
29

Introducing the
Next Great Wadia Decoding Computer
The Wadia DigiMaster X-32
;;)

Wliela

re 011,Joi

The Wadla DigiMaster X-32 ...embodying many of

the same leading-edge design features and commitment to sonk
We would all like to enjoy every bit
excellence as the widely acclaimed 2000 and DigiMaster X-64.
of music, every bit of ambience
encoded in our CDs and DATs. But so much of that is lost in the digital filters
and digital-to-analog converters in our machines; many displeasing artifacts are
added. Likewise, "digiphobes" have despaired of ever finding afix for these
vexing problems. Until now.

As reviewers and sound professionals the world over have discovered, the
solution is called Wadia.
Advanced Design. The
DigiMaster X-32 introduces a
new CPU engine, cutting size
and enhancing performance by
means of two ultra-fast AT&T
DSPs and two giant programmable gate array chips. Software,
and now even hardware,
upgradeability is as easy as
replacing ROM chips!
Incredible!

Conventional brickwall fitter Impulse response (left) vs.
the response of the DieMaster" software (right). Notice
the intertransient ringing on the left photo This

(47115CS

the transient

rrsponse to be smeared and colored. The DigiMasler respottse. on the

right, is dean, and the intertransienl silence is absolute.

Revolutionary Software. Wadia's patent-pending DigiMaster" decoding
software is at the heart of the DigiMaster X-32. It is the only decoding
software available that is purposely designed to handle all dynamic music
structures — including both harmonic and inharmonic waveforms, plus attack
transients, without ringing and smearing. The DigiMaster" software is based
upon the LaGrangian and Spline algorithms, and is available only from Wadia.
The DigiMaster X-32 operates at 32X resampling and I
8-bit resolution.
It is priced at $1,995.
Go With The Leader! To hear what the winner of
three prestigious international awards (IEEE, MUSE
& Cory) can do for your CDs and DATs, visit aWadia
dealer today.

,)RPORATION

511 2nd STREET
HUDSON. WISCONSIN 54016
(715) 386.8100
FAX (715) 386.8116

and ruin my CDs. Bravo, Mr. Tellig. With Armor

diallcylsiloxane polymers have only anegligible

All, Ican now enjoy Kathleen Battle and Wyn-

quantity of reactive groups at the polymer

ton Marsalis through my aging, fragile Quad
ESLs, with the volume setting on my Quad 33

chain ends (hydroxyl groups). Perhaps Ishould
have but I'm all for the free enterprise system:
entrepreneurs—and snake oil salesmen—

set at just 5:00, and never have to worry about
arcing!
If this is indeed just apsychological illusion

deserve to make aliving too, Iguess.

brought on by heightened expectations from

Maybe the stuff is more effective than the
Armor All treatment, but at the price of $30 for

reading jaded hi-fi critics, then at least it's an
affordable illusion! (How's that for abrand

enough to treat only 200 CDs—temporarily —
is it that much more effective? Iknow that we

name for repackaged Armor All?) For me, this
is the cheapskate CD tweak of the decade.
Leo E. Legaspi
Emerson, NJ

The Armor All approach
Editor:
Our "group" has been experimenting with the
Armor All approach to CDs, and the preliminary results are that the following products also
yield results analogous to Armor All: Clear

compulsive jerks spend aridiculous amount
of money to obtain minute improvements in
fidelity, but we also hate being ripped off. I
would love to get asample of this stuff and analyze it. Iwould be willing to bet that the value
of it, or its components, is only afew cents/kg.
What the heck, if Ifind the time and aspare $30
laying around, maybe I'll do just that. In the
meantime, you are going to evaluate this stuff
and let us know the magnitude of its effectiveness, aren't you?!

Guard, Son-of-a-Gun (STP), and Black Chrome

As for the Armor All treatment of CDs sug-

The indications are that these products will

gested by Mr. Tellig, Ican verify that it does,

produce results at least equal to Armor All, and
in all probability be more durable. We are also

indeed, work as well as he and his (fictional?)
friend Lars 2stated. There was an across-the-

experimenting with the use of Armor All Clean-

board improvement in all the parameters from
the high-end lexicon that Ican think of, but

er prior to the Armor All application. As of now,
the use of the cleaner does not appear justified.

since it embarrasses me to throw around these
terms, let me just quote Mr. Tellig and say that

You might be interested to know that products
advertising results very suspiciously like those
due to Armor All, et al, have begun to appear.

magnitude of the improvement that was most

S. D. Smith, Paul Warden
West Newbury, MA

amazing. Although not quite as great as the
improvement Iobserved from the modifica-

Armor All & Finyl
Editor:
[Regarding the advertisement for Finyl in the

there was simply "more there there." It was the

tion of my Magnavox 650 by Walter Jung or of
my Parasound HCA-800 power amp by Jung's
partner Hampton Childress, it was much—an
order of magnitude—greater than that con-

March 1990 issue, p.921, Ijust called the num-

tributed by aMod Squad Disc Damper, Sor-

ber given in the ad and the fellow Ispoke with
claims that Finyl is not awater-polydialkysil-

bothane Feet, Euphonic Technology Chassis

oxane emulsion like Armor All, but aclear liquid that does not react with the CD's polycarbonate surface and will wash off with soap and
water. Ialso gathered that the treatment is temporary and periodic re-application is required
and, of course, that it is much more effective
than Armor All and other "commercial polishes" that they have tested. He also stated that
Armor All may have an eventual deleterious
effect on CDs because of solvent attack.

Stabilizer, and DNM Solid Core interconnects
combined.
Since the apparent increase in volume is the
first thing that grabs your attention when playing an Armor Ailed disc, Idecided to make a
rough measurement with my Radio Shack
sound-level meter before and after treatment.
Iwas surprised that there was no measurable
difference (± 0.1dB) on three different CDs that
Itried. I've encountered this phenomenon
before most recently after my CD-player mod-

Ididn't tell the fellow that Armor All, being
simply awater emulsion, contains no solvents,

ification. Would any of you audio engineers

or that polycarbonate resins have (essentially)
no chemically reactive sites, or that the poly-

2Having met Um in the flesh at the 1989 Summer CES, and
enjoyed his conversation, Icn abblitt traders that he is cniudy
fictional.
— JA

Stereophile, May 1990
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TFA Return. Phase Il and Astral Blue Speaker Cables

Internationally acclaimed, the legendary SPACE & TIME Phase
II Speaker Cable continues to draw worldwide praise for its
unique ability to recreate the original musical experience.
And now upgradeable with the SPACE & TIME TFA Return
Speaker Cable, an even higher level of performance is obtained. Joining this elite team, the new SPACE & TIME Astral
Blue Speaker Cable offers musicality bettered only by the
Phase Il cable, yet at an even more affordable price.
The proprietary single solid-core conductor used in all SPACE
& TIME Speaker Cables avoids the multiplicity of signals produced by traditional stranded cables. This unique conductor
delivers the musical signal in perfect time and with perfect
harmonic structure, allowing an amazing soundstage to be
created right in your living room. Individual instruments are
delineated with stunning reality and musical colors are recreated so vividly you can almost reach out and touch them.
Join the move to the musicality of SPACE & TIME Audio
Cables at select dealers worldwide. Experience the audible
advantage and the next breathtaking quote will be yours.
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SPACE &
TIME.

Tara Labs. Inc.

2567 Siskiyou Boulevard

Ashland, Oregon

97520

503-488-6465

care to comment upon this? I've heard it explained as an increase in dynamic range. Fine.
But that implies areal increase in loudness,
doesn't it?
As Mr. Tellig suggests, the smoothing (leveling) of the surface of the CD may be afactor in
the functioning of the Siloxane coating, but my

harsh CD glare is gone and the treble is much
smoother. The midrange has atube-like liquidity and the bass shows abronze-like sonority
akin to Vladimir Horowitz's unique sound.
Transistor lovers may not like its effect of removing the over-etched analytic sound of
some transistor gear, but tube lovers will be
ecstatic!

theory upon first reading his article was that the
main factor was achange (for the better, apparently) in the refractive index of the surface to
maybe give a tighter focusing of the laser.

problem. Maple syrup is water-soluble You can

Maybe not. My knowledge of the functioning

wash it off or lick it off! David Adler, M.D.

of lasers is only rudimentary. However, the
description of the fluid in the Finyl ad does

Clark, NJ

imply something like this —"Optical Imped-

In the rare case where astereophile doesn't
like the effects of this treatment, there's no

Armor All measurements

ance Matching. .." (talk about mixed meta-

Editor:

phors!). Anyway, let us know when you have
figured it out.

A new product for the audio marketplace has

Although Stereopbile seems to be pitched

appeared, with Audio Anarchist Sam Tellig
extolling its virtues: Armor All Protectant. This

primarily to those with annual incomes of at

situation offers agreat example of how to inte-

least 1100k, every now and then you come up
with something of value to us working-class
stiffs, and that's why Iremain asubscriber

grate the subjective and objective into product reviews. Sam tells us that, in his opinion,
Armor All treatment gives compact discs "more

(since 1970, with a"brief' hiatus between 1977

detail," "more ambience," and "less sonic grit,

and 1978). Iwant to thank Mr. Tellig (and Lars)
for the tip.
Gerald D. Burt, Ph.D.

grime, g,rundge." That is the subjective portion.
Sam also tells us "that the sound was louder."

Moreland Hills, OH
PS: On further perusal of the attached ad, I

This is where the objective measurements

think Ihave come up with apossibility for the

and prove it to me, without talk of "CD jitter"

composition of "FINYL." FINYL = vinyl?

or similar hand-waving. How much louder are

Water soluble! -OH groups? Polyvinyl alcohol?
It fits, and the latest chemical marketing re-

certain bands? Are peak volumes louder, or are

porter price for PVA is $1.15/1b. Matter of fact,
Ithink I'll try some on acouple of real dog CDs
Ihave.

Armor All vs maple syrup
Editor:

come into play. If it is really louder, measure it

treated discs? Are all frequencies louder, or just
transients simply steeper? Let Sam and Lars give
their opinions, let John Atkinson and MELISSA
do the measuring, and I'll try it for myself;
among all of us, with all this data, we will all
reach conclusions, even if we disagree.
Tom McMinn

Iread Sam Tellig's article on Armor All with
great interest. Following his directions carefully, Iapplied it to some of my CDs. Using the
excellent VU meters on my Nakamichi 600, I
measured the loudest peaks on the CDs both
before and after treatment. Alas, they measured
the same. Icould hear no difference! (Sam says
they sound louder after treatment.)
Rather than give up at that point, Ithought

St. Louis, MO

Armor All agnosticism
Editor:
As aresident of California's central valley, where
summer temperatures consistently exceed
100°F, Iwas intrigued by the Anarchist's February spiel about Armor All. You see, automobiles
with vinyl interiors are notoriously subject to

about materials other than Armor All that might

cracking and deterioration here through acom-

be useful, and settled on Vermont Maple Syrup

bination of high temperature and the green-

...
the real stuff, not the many cheap imitations. It can be applied using the powder puff

house effect. Armor All, of course, is supposed
to combat this deterioration. However, many

technique, or you can spoon abit onto the CD

people have noticed that their dashboards, etc.
still crack even after using the stuff. In fact,

and spread it around with apowder puff or soft
cloth. Results are amazing. After treatment, the
Stereophile, May 1990
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The small speaker above the rest is aSonance in-wall speaker.
•Off the floor and almost invisible, aSonance satisfies your sense
of aesthetics as capably as it satisfies the demands of superior
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ommend against using Armor All. When asked
what to use instead, they generally become
vague and mention things like lemon-oil furniture polish and leather creams.. .or nothing.
Now, it's obvious that CDs aren't going to suf-

tor for Armor All as it spreads the stuff in aradial
pattern.) The two discs are Jeff Beck's Guitar
Shop (Epic EK 44313) and Joe Satriani's Living
in aBlue Dream (Relativity 88561-1015-2). I
played the treated discs on my stock Magnavox

fer from the greenhouse effect when safely

CDB650. No obvious differences at first.

kept in cozy listening rooms. But what if that

Ithen borrowed my friend's discs for comparison. The differences were indeed startling!

mysterious blend of polymers, silicone, and
whatever actually causes deterioration in some
plastics? Sort of auser-induced CD rot. The
ravings of aparanoid alarmist, you say? Maybe.
But I'm certainly willing to wait for awhile to

The treated discs sound awful! The high-hat
on the opening track of the Beck disc lacks the
crisp sharpness that it should have. Track 2's
bass line is muted, not having the "punch" of
the untreated disc; the snare drum lacks its

see if Lars is reported frantically calling the
Anarchist to tell him that his CDs are shrivel-

characteristic sharp transient sound, the cym-

ing, crackling, and crumbling like Dorian Gray.

bals lack sharpness. The opening of track 3,

Maybe lemon oil would be preferable? Or better yet, how about carnauba wax? I've never
heard of that hurting anything. But let Lars try
it first.

due to its simplicity enabling the listener to
concentrate on each sound, really shows off
the differences between the treated and un-

Jim McClanahan

treated discs, especially when the bass notes

Clovis, CA

kick in. Track 5starts with solo electric guitar
processed through reverb and echo units; this

Armor All screw -up

allows the listener to concentrate on each note

Editor:

and the subsequent sustain. The attack is much

Ihave some discs that were treated in 1984 to

clearer and the tones more defined on the
untreated disc Ifound similar sonic differences
on the Satriani disc—overall, there is no comparison; the untreated discs sound much
better!

allow scratched discs to at least play on the firstgeneration Denons, etc. Ileft the store Iwas at
in January '85 and had stored five demo discs
that all were treated, and you guessed it. After
finding these in abox of old service manuals,
none will play, all were eaten up on the outer
surface enough to cause zero play. Ihave tried
to re-apply and three look okay now, but no
play. ..Ipersonally think this is the biggest
screw-up of all time. Iam not an alarmist, I
knew Armor All would help scratched discs in

Idid my comparisons on my home system,
consisting of the following stock components:
Magnavox CD13650 CD playeg Haller 110 preamp,
Haller 220 amp, and Advent 6003 speakers connected with large-gauge (10 or so) stranded
speaker cable. Hardly ahigh-end system, yet
the differences are audible even to this skeptic.

1984, as we had to use it at the store Iwas at to

I'd sure like to know why the two discs

keep demos alive, kind of like WD40 and disc
jockeys.
Scott Nixon

sound different! Perhaps the player's errorcorrecting circuitry is kicking in and doing

High Point, NC

enough rounding and/or interpolation to effec-

Armor All vapors
Editor:
Ithink Sam Tellig has been breathing too many
Armor All vapors! After reading his column in
the February 1990 issue of Stereopbile, Igreeted
his claims of improving the sound of CDs with
Armor All with great skepticism. "What the
heck," Isaid to myself, "what harm can it do?"
Ispecifically chose two discs that Iknew a
friend of mine also owned and treated my
copies after first discreetly labeling them so as
to not be readily identifiable without having

tively "mute" the sound? Maybe one could
somehow measure the amount of error correcting being done by the CD player as each of
the two discs are played? Idon't know the
answer; I'm not familiar with the technical
details of CD-player operation.
Maybe Ishould buy two copies of the DG
recording of Berlioz's Harold in Italy that Sam
used, compare the two untreated copies to be
certain that they are the same, then treat one
of them and compare the two discs again. This
would be an interesting test for someone with

to examine the disc very closely. (Note that a

more money to burn than I—perhaps one of
Stereophile's skeptical writers could conduct

Discwasher CD cleaner makes agood applica-

such atest. It seems to me that it would have

Stereophile, May 1990
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been more responsible to your readers to have

rent surge takes place. With the wrong set of

done more objective testing such as this before
publishing this Armor All nonsense.

changes (from high to low here and low to high

Maybe Sam should purchase adigital signal
processor so that he can meddle with the
digital information from his CD player to his

unless you know where to look. Often the ears
are one of the first instruments to give me aclue
as to where aproblem may lie.

heart's content without having to apply damaging chemicals to his discs. Oops, no, he's prob-

arating the unwanted effects of digital interfer-

ably too cheap for something like that.
I, for one, would sure like to know how to
get this Armor All crap off my discs! Maybe Sam
could provide some ideas along these lines? On
second thought, Imight be better off to just go
out and buy some replacement discs. Icould

there), things happen that can be difficult to see

My worst problems have always been sepence from the analog parts of my designs. A
problem seen in some digital voltmeters (DVM)
which may be applicable to the DACs in audio
gear is that small temperature changes may
cause afew least-significant-bit changes in a
DAC or ADC. When heavy wire test leads are
connected to the DVM, they act as aheatsink,

then use these ruined discs for comparison
with the new ones to show others what awaste

changing the interior temperature of the DVM

of time and money it is to Armor All your CDs.

and biasing the ADC to give adifferent reading

James E. Truesdale

than when small wire test leads were used. At

Ferguson, MO

those voltage levels, thermocouple effects are
significant and need to be taken into account.

7h remove Armor All, Mr Trecommends Dawn
Dishwashing Detergent and water massaging

S00000. ..
all these bad things occur and

the Armor All Protectant off each disc by band.

really don't hurt anything in the digital domain
(not if properly designed), but because we

JA

eventually need to get to the analog domain,

Progress?

—

Editor:

they cause real problems there. When Iwas a
telemetry analyst, Iused to look at the power-

Iused to listen to alot of live music. No longer.

supply telemetry to tell what was going on in

Even when Igo to the symphony, Inow find

abird. Same thing applies to audio. If apower
supply is not very well regulated, its double

that Ihear the music reinforcement system as
much as Ihear the symphony. Hiss and pops
and ticks are intolerable to me, so the CD was
agodsend. Especially so with my first CD
player (a Hitachi DAI000), which was magic in
bringing an "aliveness" to most of the music.
Then the door broke (literally). When it was
returned from being fixed, the dynamics were
no longer there. In any case, Isold off my LP
collection (about 2500 LPs) five years ago. I
miss many of the records, and my CD collection is currently hovering around the 300
mark. Iam thankful that much of the older stuff
is being reissued on CD.

line-frequency droop will asymmetrically
compress the signal to agreater and greater
degree as the current demands grow larger and
larger. Ihave always wondered what effect
regulating the supply would be on an amp
which is not heavily regulated (has lots of
music power compared to RMS) and is generally well liked. Ispeculate that it would be more
"alive," have "tighter" bass, while the frequency
response would not change character.
Charles C. White, Jr.
Coeur d'Alene, ID

As aformer aerospace DSP radar engineer

Idon't understand why Mr White, unless be

(now Iwork on instrumentation, usually medical), let me put my two cents (now 25e) in on

desperately needed the money and/or space
would have gotten rid of bis 2500 records

the digital signal-code jitter question. As long

without first replacing them? Why should be

as the code is properly clocked into the D/A

bave to "miss" them at all? Ibear about people doing this all the time: they seem to think
that, because they've bought aCD player they

converter, the jitter can't directly affect the output. The jitter can affect things (and if the
design is incompetent, in really big ways) both
from the power supply and from the way return currents are passed around in the circuit

somehow are not allowed to keep their records
and turntable anymore—they can't wait to
ditch them, even though some of theirfavorite

(something not reflected in the schematic).

recordings are not available on CD. Mr White

Every time adigital circuit changes state, acur-

readers: does this make sense?

Stereophile, May 1990
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Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel

Over the years, B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading man-

bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps, the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping

ufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."
Impressed as Iam by the MC-101, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifiers on test here even more remarkable.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to
jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty morning.
Internal construction is most impressive,
with amassive, shielded toroidal transformer centrally sited within the steel chassis.
Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
of the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capacitance. The input and driver circuits are carried on asingle glassfibre board that sits

with the M-200's beefy design, no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Corning or Dale) 1% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium input jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Shannon's bass guitar, but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the instrument clear. The M-200 is such an amp.

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."
All too often extremely powerful amps
excel on bombastic symphony works, but
fall down when it comes to conveying the
subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
The M-200 proved to be aglorious exception. Yes, the massed brass and great
whomping bass drum shots in "Uranus, the
Magician" were appropriately startling, but
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

Advertisement
violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth. as the size and power of the orchestra were communicated to great effect.
The M-200 was superb in its
capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values],
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously. Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.), available from: Hi-Fi Heretic, P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget; their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B
& K, Vandersteen, etc.
B & K has undertaken the ... daunting
task of manufacturing and marketing affordable equipment in numbers sufficient
to ensure areasonable return on invest-

B & K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, NY 14218
1-800-543-5252
(NY: 716-822-8488)
(FAX: 716-822-8306)

INDUSTRY

US: Peter W. Mitchell
The Digital Audio Tape Recorder Act, H.R.
4096, was introduced into the US Congress on
Feb. 22, Washington's birthday. This is the
copy-control bill that would mandate inclusion
of an SCMS circuit in all DAT recorders sold for
consumer use; it enables digital copying of CDs
onto tape but blocks most digital dubbing
between DAT decks. Asimilar bill was scheduled to be introduced into the Senate about a
month later.
Sanyo is now producing aset of five ICs that
costs about $100 and contains virtually all of
the active circuitry for aDAT recorder, including SCMS copy-control logic. Since the SCMS
circuit is buried within the same chips that
respond to manual commands and handle
other functions (such as detecting whether a
tape is in the machine before starting to record),
it will be virtually impossible to circumvent the
SCMS functions.
Some consumers resent limitations on copy-

MI6

ing freedom as amatter of general principle,
and others object to the SCMS because they
make their own original recordings and want
to be able to copy them. The obvious solution
is to spend alittle more money and buy aprofessional DAT recorder, which is not subject to
the SCMS law. The Panasonic Pro 3500 DAT
machine sounds good, with its MASH oversampiing encoder, and the current version (indicated by ablue dot on the box) contains a
switch that enables 44.1kHz recording, allowing CDs to be freely copied in the digital domain.
In this mode the 3500 also accepts 44.056kHz
code from the Sony PCM-Fl family of digital
recording processors (via the AES/EBU digital
output of aPCM-601, or the digital-output
modification for the Fl that is offered by Apogee Electronics in Santa Monica, CA).
The only organized opposition to the SCMS
bill comes from music publishers, who want
Stereophile, May 1990

royalties whenever acommercial recording is

promise for DAT, aformat that already existed

copied. They probably won't get their way this
time around, but the International Federation
of Phonographic Industries (IFPI) is already

in final form. The CD-R group not only has to
find grounds for agreement on copy-control
and royalties, but also has to deal with three or

looking into methods of extracting royalties
from consumers. The SCMS copy-control

many continents. (Philips, which has joined the

compromise, which broke the DAT blockade,
was adopted at aJune 1989 meeting between
equipment manufacturers and record companies. The resulting Memorandum of Understanding noted that the companies "had agreed

more proposed CD- R technologies from as
roster of companies promising to market aDAT
recorder this year, says it has also developed
its own CD-R system and knows of 20 other
designs.)

to explore the feasibility of atechnical mech-

Ayear ago it seemed possible that, after five
years of waiting, the market for DAT might be

anism for alternative systems for private copy-

aborted by the arrival of the recordable CD. In

ing remuneration in future digital recording

view of the recording industry's desire for
copy-control and royalties, together with the
uncertainty about which technologies will

devices. .."
According to Audio Week, an industry newsletter, IFPI recently revealed that this legal jar-

emerge as the standard, it now seems likely that

gon actually represents aproposal to combine

we will have to wait several years for CD-R.

debit-card technology with SCMS. Adebit card

DAT will have its chance to capture the public's
interest after all.

has astrip of magnetic oxide on its back, like
abank credit card. It would fit in aslot in

Sony, the champion of down-sizing, has also

appropriately equipped DAT recorders, and

developed amini-DAT. Anormal DAT cassette

information about each CD being copied

is already impressively small, storing two hours
of CD-quality sound in apackage half the size
of an analog cassette. Sony's new DMR (Digi-

would be coded on the strip. After copying the
allotted number of CDs, the SCMS circuit
would block further recording until you take

tal Memo Recorder) cassette is downright tiny.

the card to astore and buy afresh one. The

With dimensions of 1.2" by 0.8" by 0.2", it

codes recorded on the card would be used to
allocate collected payments to the appropriate

could be hidden behind apostage stamp! The

composers, performers, music publishers, and

DMR is intended for dictation; think of it as the
digital replacement for the analog microcas-

record companies.
This won't happen right away. The first appli-

sette recorder. But its specifications hint at per-

cation of debit-card technology to consumer
electronics will be in video—in European sat-

ble for music: 80dB dynamic range, no flutter,
frequency response from 10Hz to 15kHz. The

ellite receivers and in pay-per-view cable
decoders. But it's asafe bet that record companies eventually will ask Congress to impose
some such scheme on all digital recording systems, including DAT and CD-R (the recordable
CD). So, as Jack Hannold forecast in these pages

formance that, if not high-end, may still be usa-

DMR uses 12-bit digital coding and a32kHz
sampling rate; this is inadequate for wide-range
music but could deliver substantially better
sound than the analog cassettes most teenagers
listen to.
The DMR is also impressive for the simplicity

last October, the SCMS circuit may just be the
first entry of the camel's nose under the tent.

of its mechanism, in contrast to the VCR-like
DAT. For example, while VCRs and DATs use

Tandy has finally admitted that its underoriginally promised for Christmas 1989, won't

delicate swinging arms to pull the tape out of
the cassette and wrap it around the cylindrical
head drum, the DMR cassette has aconcave

be available anytime soon. Having endorsed

front that automatically bends the tape around

the SCMS compromise for DAT recorders,
Tandy joined with record companies and other

the head as it is inserted. And while VCRs and
DATs use elaborate tracking servos to keep the

equipment manufacturers in aworking group

diagonal tracks on arecorded tape aligned with

that hopes to negotiate asimilar compromise
for CD-R. The process won't be quick; the first

the spinning heads, the DMR overscans the
whole tape and stores everything in digital
memory, then sorts the data electronically

$500 THOR home-recordable CD system,

meeting produced nothing but an agenda for
future meetings. The previous working group
took

2/
2

years to produce the SCMS com-

Stereophile, May 1990

before decoding (aided by codes that identify
where blocks of recorded data begin and end).
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Silicon is cheap; so, while DAT recorders will

product information that hasn't appeared any-

always cost twice as much as CD players be-

where in print.

cause of their complexity, DMR recorders may
fall into the same mass-market price range as

But most reviewers don't spend much time
in stores. We tend to get our product informa-

the analog cassette deck and Walkman. Any
time acomplex mechanical operation can be
replaced by electronic logic and memory
chips, dramatic cost-saving possibilities are the

tion directly from manufacturers, especially
when new products are introduced—via press
conferences, press-kit mailings, Consumer
Electronics Shows, Stereophile High End

natural consequence It's no accident that Sony

shows, phone calls to the company, and occa-

just bought amicrochip factory in Texas from
Advanced Micro Devices, one of America's

sionally even apersonal visit from adesigner.
Some reviewers are instantly recognizable:

leading producers of microprocessors and
specialized computer chips.

lopsided, carrying aspare suitcase stuffed with

Sony's first DMR will reach the market next
winter. Since it will be sold as ahigh-tech voice

fifty pounds of product literature and the
reviewer's notes about what he has seen and

recorder (for news-gathering and business conferences), it does not contain the SCMS copy-

even an avid collector may have only afew

control. But the language of the proposed
SCMS law refers to all digital audio recorders
sold for consumer use, and according to Sony
the SCMS circuit could be included in future
versions if people decide to use the DMR for
music.

they're the people who leave shows walking

heard. But there are thousands of products, and
hundred brochures. So when Ireceive aproduct for review, it usually isn't one for which I
already have information on file.
If manufacturers packed brochures with
their products, the reviewer might at least have

A problem of information

as much information as the potential purchaser.
A few companies do, but most don't; we're
lucky if aproduct arrives for review with a

It's comforting to suppose that reviewers know

preliminary typed copy of the owner's manual.

everything they need to know about the prod-

Usually this doesn't matter. For most prod-

ucts under test. (In our more self-congratulatory moments, some of us like to regard our-

ucts the intended application is obvious, and

selves as omniscient, but that delusion passes

the reviewer may prefer to discover for himself
how to get the product to perform at its best,

quickly!) In fact, there is agap in our knowl-

rather than taking the maker's word for it. A

edge base—and acurious disparity between
what reviewers know and what you, the in-

good reviewer is likely to experiment with

store shopper, know about the products you're

speaker positioning, rather than simply putting
the speakers where the manual says to; and if

planning to buy. This gap arises from the audio
industry's custom of providing information
mainly through retail dealers. The store is the

discover that by using different speakers and/or
cables.

place where you are expected to audition products, buy them, and get them fixed, so it's also

But occasionally amanufacturer gets himself and his product in trouble by failing to sup-

the main place where you are expected to
obtain information.
For example, manufacturers publish expen-

an amplifier is load-sensitive, the reviewer may

ply information. Case in point: the NAD 2100
amplifier, reviewed by GL in the December'89
issue with afollowup by JA in January. I'm

sively printed brochures containing detailed

familiar with this case because my work lets me

information about every product's design, special features, and intended use (Of course, since

view the audio industry from both sides. On
one hand, Iwrite about audio and video tech-

the aim is to persuade, this information is pre-

nology for consumer magazines; on the other

sented in the most positive light, often with

hand Iwrite instruction manuals and product

hype and exaggeration.) You can obtain such

literature for several manufacturers, including

literature directly by calling or writing the company, but most brochures are distributed via

NAD. (Obviously this could create aconflict of
interest, which Iminimize by functioning

stores. Larger companies also provide dealers
with "sales training" in the form of additional

mainly as atechnology analyst rather than as
aproduct reviewer, and by warning readers of

printed literature, background "white papers,"
and seminars. Your dealer is likely to have some

to write about an NAD product or adirect com-
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my potential bias when circumstances lead me
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Think about it. Every
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everything you want. Passive and active line stages. Moving
coil and moving magnet phono stages. Superior performance
and comprehensive convenience. Biamplification capability
without an external crossover.
Most don't. Duet does.
Choose a Duet and get everything you want
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petitor. Nothing in the following paragraphs

block rather than stereo amplifiers.

should be construed as an endorsement of the
2100's sound; in fact, Ihaven't listened to the
amp under circumstances that would enable

The 2100 is part of NAD's Monitor Series, a
group of products whose modular construction makes manufacturing more efficient (sav-

me to judge whether it sounds better than, or
even as good as, its competitors.)

ing money) by allowing the same circuit boards
to be used in multiple products. For example:

GL and JA were only marginally satisfied by
the sound of the 2100; JA in particular was
bothered by atendency toward shallow imaging. 'I‘vo reviewers in TAS (No.65, March/April,
p.111) were more enthusiastic about the sound

the tuner, preamp, and remote-control circuits
of the 7100 receiver were repackaged as atuner
/preamp, while its power amp is sold separately
as the 2100. Similarly, sections of the 7400 and
7600 receivers are sold separately as the 1300

of the 2100 but remarked the same flatness of

preamp, 4300 tuner, 3400 integrated amp, and

soundstaging. But neither review focused on
the 2100's principal intended use: as amonoblock amplifier. Self-evidently, impaired sound-

2600A power amp, and each power amp section is bridgeable for monoblock use.
This building-block construction produces

staging must be due to some unwanted internal
interaction between the two channels of the

and provides aconvenient upgrade path. Acus-

stereo amplifier. But when the two channels
are bridged to mono and used for one speaker

a7100 receiver; if he becomes more intensely

two benefits for customers: it reduces prices
tomer with mid-fl aspirations may begin with

and asecond bridged amp is used for the other

involved with audio later, he can bridge the two

channel, there can be no interaction between

channels of the 7100 into mono, tripling its

them and therefore no impairment of imaging.

nominal power output, and buy amatching

Logically, if flat soundstaging is the 2100's prin-

2100 (also bridged) for the other stereo channel, gaining improved imaging as well as higher
power. NAD's Monitor Series brochure dis-

cipal flaw, it must vanish when two 2100s are
used as separate monoblocks. But neither
review explored this possibility.

cusses this upgrade and also describes NAD's

It's not the fault of the reviewers. NAD's US
distributor goofed by initially sending asingle

block bridged 2100s installed directly behind

2100 to each reviewer, and by not sending
along the brochures that describe to dealers
and consumers the recommended monoblock
use of the 2100. Even when NAD/USA sent a
second sample (the updated 2100X) to each
reviewer, it failed to recommend bridgedmono testing.
Isuspect that the flat imaging, as well as the

budget high-end system as apair of monothe speakers to avoid the cost of high-tech
speaker cable. But since NAD/USA failed to
communicate this recommendation to reviewers, we don't know yet whether this really is a
cost-effective entry into high-end sound with
great imaging. We only know that the 2100 has
flat imaging when used as astereo amp.
This is not the first time amanufacturer

lack of deep-bass body that reviewers noted,

might have obtained amore positive review

may be aresult of adesign trade-off: the use of

(or readers amore useful review) had more

lightly regulated power supplies for high transient headroom. Expensive amplifiers often

information been included with the product.
Manufacturers' replies to reviews often con-

feature large power supplies with massive

tain relevant details that should have been

transformers, huge filter capacitors, and elab-

supplied with the product in the first place. For

orate regulation to ensure that supply voltages

instance, PS Audio recently complained about
areview that failed to take adequate account

remain constant despite wildly varying current
demands in the amplifier. NAD's bi-level "power envelope" supply provides an extra 6dB of
dynamic headroom for musical transients at
low cost; but aheavy current demand in either
channel may cause amomentary fluctuation
of power-supply voltage, which in turn may
affect the reproduction of signals in the other
channel. The potential for such intermodulation via the power supply is one of the reasons
why Ihave long advocated the use of monoStereophile, May 1990

of aPS amplifier's unusual sensitivity to cable
interactions. If the amplifier is so sensitive,
that fact should have been emphasized in
the owner's manual (and also in the brochure,
to warn customers before they buy the product), with specific information about known
incompatibilities.
Listening and learning: it's agreat life, especially when we get achance to stop focusing
on the equipment and enjoy the music.
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Iforget to slip acassette into the car player.
More promising for those who relish live
broadcasts is the pending arrival of NICAM, or
Near Instantaneously Companded Audio Multiplexing. This is the BBC-invented digital system (also adopted by their commercial-carrying rivals, the TV stations of the Independent

UK: Ken Kessler

Broadcasting Authority) which will carry stereo
sound for television programs. The system pro-

Pulling teeth—that's what it's like getting the
controllers of the UK's airwaves to modernize.

vides two fully separated channels of "near

As an example, please note that it's taken 25

the standard TV signal, in addition to the stan-

years for the nation's most popular station, the

dard mono FM sound carrier. But, yes, that's

BBC's Radio 1, to earn its own full-time stereo

right: as late as 1990, there is no blanket broadcasting of stereo TV sound in the UK.

frequency. Prior to 1989, this pop music sta-

CD"-quality sound transmitted digitally within

tion—which ranges from the most banal pro-

You can imagine how it irks those of us who

gramming on earth to some of the best—had
2, politely referred to as a"middle of the road"

have been to the US or Japan, where stereo
sound for everything from movies-on-TV to
talk shows to Miami Vice is in stereo. It explains

station. When you were lucky, you got acouple

why stereo VCRs don't sell anywhere near as

of hours' worth of good stuff each evening.
Not that everyone can rejoice about stereo
Radio 1, because the transmission coverage of

many as they should in the UK, alleged to be
the country with the highest market penetration of VCRs in the world. Until NICAM comes

to share its stereo transmission time with Radio

this island nation is such that living only 56

on toward the end of 1990, when 75% of the

miles from London means sporadic reception

country should be covered, the only way to

at best, and there's little 1can do to get any of
my tuners' signal-strength meters to peak. A

hear stereo TV broadcasts is to live in London

source who shall remain nameless told me that

or Yorkshire, where NICAM is occasionally
used by the independent TV stations, or to sub-

East Kent (we're the bit which points to France
and is currently being mauled to make way for

Oh, and 1990 is just for the IBA stations; the

the Channel llinnel) has lousy reception because the BBC thinks of it as too close to Lon-

scribe to one of the cable or satellite systems.
BBC doesn't plan to start its NICAM transmis-

don to be in any need of asignal boost. In other

sions until 1991.
Cable, never really asuccess here, is now

words, living in the most densely populated
part of the UK is no guarantee that you'll pick

being challenged by the satellite companies,
but they're struggling, too. And you don't have

up stations with adequate signal strength or
hiss-free stereo.

visit my family or friends in the US, Imarvel at

It's ironic that acountry so tiny has so much
difficulty feeding many of its citizens with
decent-quality signals. The tragedy is that what
can be received has fidelity to rival any radio
network in the world. If you're lucky enough
to live in an area with strong reception, you can

to be agenius to figure out why. Whenever I
30 or more cable stations, with enough variety
to satisfy any couch potato. What the British
cable and satellite companies are offering to the
British public are amere five or six mediocre
stations, for amonthly subscription fee higher

occasionally hear some of the best live broad-

than that paid by Americans for 30+ channels.
Idon't want to sound too British by echoing

casts available anywhere on earth. But the irony
is that British radio is to broadcasting what

(they really do hate success in Great Britain),

(most) audiophile labels are to records: nice
sound, shame about the music. If you favor
anything other than adiet consisting entirely
of classical music, MOR, or the very worst chart
fodder, you're out of luck. Unless, that is, you
happen to live in an area with an eclectic, intelligent, local commercial radio station. Idon't,
so my radio usage is limited to the times when
46

the way they love to see big companies fail
but the cable and satellite companies deserve
everything they get. Which brings us back to
NICAM.
Iand many others don't really feel the need
to subscribe to cable or satellite because the
four regular TV stations —BBC1, BBC2, ITV,
and Channel 4—offer Just enough variety to
keep most people happy, while at the same
Stereophile, May 1990

time keeping one's potential for vegetating in

ported it with big investments, only to be let

front of the tube to aminimum. The picture

down by the BBC, which chose to renege on

quality is superb—thanks to a625-line standard—the advertisements on ITV and Channel

the original promises for political reasons. This
also hampered the independent networks,

4are the best in the world (better, indeed, than
many of the shows), there's enough to satisfy

which share transmitters with the Beeb. Idon't

everyone from the intelligentsia to the trendies
to the thickest moron in the country, and—

there are already NICAM-equipped, but most
of the high-end lys and VCRs sold in the past

after too many years of switching off at mid-

year either have the facility or will accept some

night—there's even broadcasting right through
the night for the nation's insomniacs.

form of NICAM module.

have the numbers on how many homes out

Idon't know if any of the bookies were tak-

But it's music which makes NICAM so attrac-

ing odds on it, but everyone knew that there

tive: the British networks have mastered the art

would have to be outboard NICAM decoders

of quality broadcasting of live concerts, music

for all of the homes with decent non-NICAM

documentaries, and "magazine"-style music

VCRs and TVs who didn't want to dump their

programs. MTV has shown that filling the air-

sets for new ones. The surprise is that the first

waves 24 hours aday, 365 days ayear means an

outboard decoder to be announced came not

awful lot of rubbish. The British are much

from Ferguson or Philips or Sony or JVC, but

more sparing, but there's never a week in

from aspecialist hi-fi manufacturer. A&R Cam-

which there aren't music programs to satisfy

bridge, for it was they, announced in early

awide variety of tastes. The traditional chart
show, Top Of The Pops, is still the most convenient way to catch up with the Top 40, while

February not just an outboard NICAM decoder,
but an "audiophile" NICAM decoder.
A&R's MD, John Dawson, told me—when I

Rapido, created and presented by ayoung

registered shock at the price—that nobody

Frenchman with an all but incomprehensible

would ever know how good NICAM can be if

accent, just may be the most intelligent rock

they only ever heard the built-in decoders. I

show ever aired. Then there's Rock Steady,

parried that for f449 ($720) you can get ahi-

which mixes features and concert footage,
Saturday morning kiddie shows for pop video

fi VCR with onboard NICAM, yet the Arcam
Delta 150 NICAM Stereo TV Toner, sans video

premieres, and arts programs like The South

recorder, is f349.90 ($560). He said, "Wait till

Bank Show which focus on the most avant-

you hear it."

garde or cultish musicians around (like an hour

Even if he had one for review right at this

on the Velvet Underground). Classical is well-

moment, I'd still be waiting until the end of the

covered, especially the Proms in late summer,
there are awards programs, guest spots on the

that East Kent will be part of the 75% of the

breakfast-time programs, appearances on the

nation receiving the broadcasts. But until then,

general talk shows, and on and on.

Ican dream about aTV tuner which boasts
more than the NICAM circuitry.

Until NICAM broadcasting commences, the

year, and even then there's no reason to believe

only shows everyone can hear in stereo are Top
Of The Pops through simulcasts with Radio 1

Its specification includes presets for eight stations, coverage of UHF channels 21 to 69, 75-

on FM, and the occasional simulcast for important classical concerts. The thought that this

ohm aerial output with remodulator output,
composite video output on BNC and SCART

is about to change is good news for all. (I only

sockets, dual-language facility (which will be

wish that it had started in mid-February, so I

amajor part of NICAM programming), fixed

could have heard the marvelous half-hour of

and variable audio outputs, and full remote

Eric Clapton live at the Albert Hall in the same

control. So, in addition to offering superior

NICAM stereo restricted to the aforementioned

NICAM decoding and better audio stages, it also

London and Yorkshire He swapped leads with

promises better video quality.

Robert Cray and Buddy Guy, the latter playing

The better picture is courtesy of the remodu-

the most outrageous version of "Money" I've

lator, as in aVCR, which buffers and feeds all
of the TV signals to the aerial output socket;

heard in years. But I'm getting carried away. ..)
NICAM-ready TVs and VCRs have been in

Delta 150 owners won't need aerial splitters,

the shops for acouple of years. You have to

which invariably harm the signal. Users will

sympathize with companies like JVC who sup-

feed this output to the AV input on most cur-

Stereophile, May 1990
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Swiss Report:
"Inexpensive High End Treasures"
Parasound P/FET-900

"We had to measure TIM twice because initially
we didn't trust the unbelievably low value of 0.0004%.
Exact checks revealed this astonishing value was correct."
Parasound HCA-8001I

"We found amaximum output of 2x 184 watts at
2ohms. This power amp is totally suited to drive even
very difficult speakers with low and complex impedances."

"The sound reproduction is incredibly
spacious, pleasantly rounded, yet precise.
Mids and high are faultless."
"A pre-power amp combination which
should cost twice as much."

Parasound
800 822-8802; in CA 415 397-7100
950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111

These raves from
High End Hifi Video Test
Switzerland October, 1989
We welcome your inquiry.

rent TVs and monitors for an improved picture

the textbook, suggesting that this part of the

The Delta 150 employs surface acoustic wave

player was designed by digital-oriented en-

(SAW) filters for separating the sound and picture signals, followed by parallel IF circuits for

gineers. In stand-alone D/A converters, generally alot more attention is paid to the analog

amplification and separate synchronous PLL
audio and video detectors. A&R chose this

electronic side, and the design is often done by

costly and complex method to ensure that the
interference between sound and picture would
be eliminated, to guarantee the maximum fidelity for both. And as A&R is one of the leading
manufacturers of outboard D/A converters, the

people with solid analog backgrounds.
Asecond reason for the better sound might
be the physical separation between the transport (high currents) and time-base and demodulation circuitry (high frequencies)—which create, in an electrical sense, ahighly polluted

item which completes the Delta 150, you can

environment—and the vulnerable conversion

see why Dawson reckons that his company's
decoder will outshine the mass-market on-

electronics. The frequency spectrum of the signals circulating inside aCD player necessarily

board offerings.

extends to afew tens of megahertz, but even
100MHz is not exceptional. If you don't believe

The rest of the specification includes enough
tweaky touches, like 1% metal-film resistors
and designer capacitors, to pass audiophile

that, take aportable FM radio, hold it close to
your CD player, and scan an otherwise"empty"

muster. What will be interesting to learn is
whether or not the Arcam device can, by virtue

part of the frequency band; then switch the CD
player off and scan again. Such high frequen-

of its street credibility, challenge the British

cies are difficult to screen, as they tend to leak
through the chassis and the power-supply wir-

audiophile mentality to generate interest in
music which doesn't come from traditional hi-

ing, popping up unexpectedly and in total

fi sources. British audiophiles are consistent in

agreement with Murphy's Law: right where

that their purism extends to utter disinterest in
(or even hatred of) video, Dolby Surround

they will do most harm.

Sound, car hi-fi, personal hi-fi, or any other

power supply different from the one used in
the player and be mounted in its own chassis,

sound system peripheral to "pure" hi-fi. But

As an outboard D/A converter will have a

to hell with them: Ican't wait to hear Cbeers

it will operate in amuch "cleaner" environ-

with state-of-the-art sound.

ment. Probably equally important is the fact
that there is no separate clock-signal link
between player and outboard converter. The
necessary timing information is present in the
digital signal stream from player to converter,
but the actual clock signal must be recreated
locally. The fact that the new clock can be situated right where it is needed—ie, next to the
demodulation and D/A converter chips—
means an advantage over the normal situation
inside most CD players, where all clock signals

The Netherlands:
Peter van Willenswaard

are distributed from acentral and hence distant
clock, which makes it hard to avoid unwanted
delays. Unwanted delays in digital circuits can

The advent of stand-alone digital/analog con-

cause slight or severe malfunctioning (from

verters and (pre)amplifiers containing such

glitches to shutoff). But there's more.

converters (ill-named "digital" amplifiers) presents new possibilities. ..
and anew problem.
Outboard D/A conversion usually results in

Digital link and cable quality

abetter sound quality compared to the stan-

digital data stream? There are ones and zeros

dard analog signal transported from the digi-

going in and that's what is coming out. Since

Now what can go wrong in asimple one-way

tal medium to the amplifier. There are anumber

acable is passive, it cannot convert ones into

of reasons for this. One is that the analog stages

zeros or vice versa, so it cannot change the

in aCD player are too often of mediocre quality

sound, right? Wrong. Maybe it can't, but it

and feature op-amp applications straight from

does. (One Mr. Lightner thought up an amusing

Stereophile, May 1990
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What do Apogee,
Duntech,
Martin-Logan,
Monster Cable
Van den Hul USA
and VPI
have in common?

These are some of the state of the art audio companies that
have purchased Aragon amplifiers for their research and
development work.

Please read these Aragon reviews or call us tor acopy:
Slereophile Magazine December 1987, Thomas J. Norton
Hi.Fi News &Record Reviews June 1988, Ken Kessler

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 • (914) 693-8008

inversion of Murphy's law: "If it happens, it
must be possible.")

their 601 processor.) As far as Iknow there is

Quite some time ago we had aDenon DAP5500 for review. This is athoroughly built

no compulsory prescription for the impedances used in consumer audio, nor for their
tolerances. Imeasured some ten different dig-

preamplifier with aD/A converter on board,
offering achoice from three digital inputs. The

ital inputs and outputs on CDs and DATs at
hand, with varying results. For inputs Iused a

digital sources we used were, among others, the
Cambridge Audio CD-2, the Pioneer PD-91,

imation of adigital audio data stream (though

and the Marantz CD-94. These are, when

now Iuse aswept sinewave 0.5 to 50MHz).

listened to via their analog outputs, finesounding signal sources. Each has its own

Some inputs proved to be exactly 75 ohms,
others were closer to 90 ohms, and one even

character of course, but all offer aquite high

behaved as 150 ohms for the rising fast part of

1MHz squarewave test signal as arough approx-

level of performance. As we would never have

the squarewave and less than 75 ohms for the

thought that the signal from the three digital
outputs might be different (the players playing

horizontal slow part. The CD-2 is different

the same CD), we weren't too systematic at first
in our choice of the source and of the connect-

5
e-B

ing coaxial cable But then my colleague got the
uneasy feeling that the sound through the DAP-

1.-

2.21-

5500, when using the CD-2, was consistently
inferior to that when using the Marantz. He

0-

asked me to listen. Isat in disbelief, but had to

WA'

confirm his findings. Iimmediately connected

141-

the various digital outputs to an oscilloscope

.511
1.51
1.51
CONTEIS1 -PIMPS F13351 SC099

(the relatively affordable Philips PM 3350, a
digitizing 'scope maintaining its full 100MHz
sampling rate during one-shot operation!) to
see what was happening. The connection was
made with a15m-long but low-capacitance
cable, and both the Marantz and the Pioneer

3.51

4.54
1-9

Fig.1 One-shot view of the digital-output
waveform as found in the Marantz
CD-94 and PD-91
11

came up with apicture like fig.l. The CD-2 pro-

-

Asti

f

duced rather differently shaped pulses (fig.2).
Even without any cable at all, but using a
1pF/10M-ohm 10:1 probe directly at the digital output, the signal looked just marginally
better (fig.3). It was only later that Irealized I

-3.15-

should have terminated the cable with 75

31211113 COMM
51112

ohms, but the pictures are still helpful in illus-

I51

258

351

termination. By the way, even if you do terminate the CD-2's digital output with apurely
resistive 75 ohms, although the pulse shape
becomes more or less rectangular, the signal
still looks abit messy. The new CD-3's digital
output, by the way, is alot better.

451
9-6

trating the consequences of an incorrect cable
Fig.2 Digital-output waveform of the
Cambridge CD-2
I11

é'I-

Most manufacturers specify 75-ohm source
and input impedances respectively for their
digital interfaces. Not all supply aconnecting
cable, and those who do may not necessarily
supply acorrect one. (I have my doubts, for
instance, about the cable Arcam supplies with
their Black Box, which in my measurements
ends up around 55 ohms, roughly the same
value as Ifound for the cable Sony delivers with
Stereophile, May 1990

591
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151

359

551

451
t-i

Fig.3 Idem, but via 10:1 probe immediately
on output

ON/OFF/ON
C,8 K

tumbler

Fig.4 Digital buffer amplifier, circuit diagram
from all others, showing avery unusual output

RG-59) should be used for the connection

characteristic: apparently falling from 600 to

between digital outputs and inputs.

75 ohms with rising frequency. As already mentioned, when terminated with 75 ohms the

Digital waterparting

resulting signal from the CD-2 reassumes more
or less the shape it should have, indicating that

Ialso built abuffer amplifier offering alow
capacitance and relatively high impedance at

it was purposely designed this way (but why?).

its input, and an almost purely resistive 75-ohm

The observed risetimes ranged from <20 to

output impedance. ,Such an amplifier isolates

8Ons for the various digital outputs.
Against this background, it is no great won-

the cable completely from the source, provides
acorrect termination at at least one side of

der, after all, that there are changes in sound

the cable (which must be a75-ohm one, of

quality. Take alook at the admittedly exagger-

course; eg, RG-59), and in addition permits a

ated case of fig.2. The 1.5m-long unterminated
cable of unknown characteristic impedance,

termination of choice of the source's digital
output; for example, 75 ohms, 10 ohms, or

in combination with the unusually defined out-

open circuit. The amplifier employs video tran-

put properties of the CD-2, produces an almost
triangular signal. What matters most with this

sistors, all four of them applied in common-

kind of data signal is where every zero cross-

collector configuration, which in combination
with low-value resistors ensures very fast oper-

ing takes place, as the subsequent digital elec-

ation (I measured more than 200MHz band-

tronics use these points to decide on the
change between a1and a0and vice versa. Two

runs in class-A under all conditions for max-

width). The circuit diagram is shown in fig.4. It

factors can shift the location of each zero crossing: the risetime and the low-frequency modu-

imum linearity, and in order to avoid zero cross-

lation component visible in the signal, shifting

totally determined by resistors, the output tran-

ing anomalies. The output impedance is almost

the total signal slowly up and down. Although

sistors being only responsible for 2ohms of the

grossly exaggerated here, it gives an idea of

total 75-ohm value.

what may happen in case of impedance mis-

The design is simple and straightforward,
and can be built in avery small space, which

matching in digital data connections.
To test this possibility, Ilistened with differ-

it must be if it is to operate correctly beyond

ent cables between afixed source-receiver

10MHz. Though it is not DC-coupled, its LF

combination. Ifound that, for instance, a60-

-3dB point lies at 25kHz, very low for this pur-

ohm TV cable sounded better than the same
length of 50-ohm RG-58, and that RG-59
sounded best of all.
Conclusion One: Atrue 75-ohm cable (cg,
52

IAlso see Martin Colloms's review of the Wadia 1000, Stereopbile, Vol.12 No.9, p.II3, where he mentions this buffer.
attributing its design to Peter Wittersand (alias Peter van Willenswaard)
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NOW, MORE THAN EVER
The Counterpoint SA-4 Monoblocks are designed for the
handful of people who consider that, of all the attributes a
power amplifier may possess, none is more important
than sonic purity.
In the four years of the SA-4's existence, many new
power amplifiers claiming this or that technological
breakthrough

have

appeared,

only

to

disappear

[sometimes along with their parent company]. The SA-4's
classic, all-tube, output transformer and capacitor-less
direct

drive

design

remains

the

standard

for

transparency.
We warmly invite you to audition the 'latest improved
version of the Counterpoint SA-4's against other high
performance amps. Then, own a classic; the differences,
we assure you, are not subtle.

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU
10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

1979-1989

2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083 • Call 800-266-9090

TIFFANY

THE CRITICS' CHOICE

NEW ADVANCED
TIFFANY CONNECTORS
Did you know that over 400 models of high-end preamps, power amps and CD players, manufactured
all over the world, feature TIFFANY RCA Chassis Mount Connectors?
Leading audio designers rely on TIFFANY Connectors for reasons that even outweigh the obvious sonic
merits. Top-grade materials and proven mechanical reliability coupled with the most advanced plating
techniques guarantee the user the best, most consistent connection time after time after time.
To bear testimony to TIFFANY quality assurance, we offer aLIFETIME WARRANTY which extends from
the manufacturer through to you: the consumer.
After 12 years of manufacturing the leading audio connectors while seeking new methods and materials
to improve our designs, we have developed the PURE COPPER SERIES CHASSIS MOUNT CONNECTORS.
Identical in mechanical design to the standard TIFFANY CONNECTORS but with two stripes, the CM-3/0F(
and the CM-4/0FC are machined from highly refined copper bars and impeccably finished with abrilliant,
dense gold-plate.
If you are part of the majority of audiophiles who own equipment supplied with TIFFANY Connectors,
the exact same mechanical dimensions allow for asimple upgrade to these new superior models. If your
equipment does not feature TIFFANY, then this upgrade will yield even greater results. In either case, see
your local TIFFANY dealer or write to us or call for details.
For acopy of the white paper "AN EXPLANATION OF CONNECTOR DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY" send
$4.00 to the below address.
-1990

MBI

TIFFANY ELECTRONICS GROUP

PH (212) 744-4456

FAX (212) 744-5276

0i1101111.114RNS INDUSTRIES, INIC. 1110113 GRACIE ST, MEW YORK. MT 10021

`711\1,'71E0g is JIMEEESS A SWISS-MADE TURNTABLE FOR $500!!
The TD-318 Mark II is built on 103 years of tradition, featuring a
unique dual chassis design to isolate the dynamically balanced sixpound platter from the servo-controlled belt drive motor
This two-speed table is supplied with the factory installed
THORENS tone-arm featuring auto lift and auto shut-off.
THORENS not only offers afive year warranty but supports
it with an inventory of over 20,000 spare parts.
With turntables ranging in price from $300 to $12,000, you are
assured that the best turntable for you is aTHORENS.
BLR ELECTRONICS, INC.: 84-03 Cuthbert Road. Kew Gardens, NY 11415
Phone: 718-441-2696 Fax: 718-849-7698
© 1990-5
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Fig.5 Digital buffer amplifier, power supply
pose. To keep the input as straight as possible,

it would make sense to use the computer-type

Idecided to avoid any length of input cable and

decoupling capacitors for in- and output coup-

mounted acinch RCA plug directly on the aluminum case (photo 1), allowing it to be plugged

ling instead of the normal ceramic ones; the

into the CD player's digital-output RCA socket.
Those who would like to built the buffer amp

against ceramic caps in audio circuits ever since

too should look for cinch-plug models with a

former are faster, and I've got something
Walt Jung's and Richard Marsh's 1980 articles
in Audio.

nut at the cable end, like the one in photo 2.
(Trying to solder something to an aluminum
surface is big fun, even with the right materials,
Iwarn you!)
The power supply (fig.5) is in aseparate plastic case for two reasons: the amplifier case can
be lcept as srnall as possible, and there is far less
risk of spurious high-frequency signals from
the mains finding their way into our precious
digital music path. The DC cord feeding the
amplifier is amicrophone type, with twisted

Photo 1 To avoid an input cable, acinch
plug was directly mounted on the
amplifier case.

wires and ascreen; Iran it directly into the amp,
used two of the four wires as ground return,
and connected the screen at the buffer amp
side only. The buffer output is available via a
cinch chassis socket to permit afree choice of
cables. Imean, some 75-ohm cables may prove
more 75-ohm than others.. .The amplifier
itself was built in HF style on a3by 4cm piece

Photo 2 Type of cinch plug used

of fully copper-covered printed circuit board
acting as aground plane, with two narrow
strips of the same material glued to it along two
parallel sides to serve as plus and minus powersupply rails (photo 3). All the components are
directly soldered to either the ground plane,
the plus or minus mils, or each other. Once finished, the square of printed circuit board can
be glued into place in the aluminum case (mine
was 25 by 35 by 60mm, approximately 1" by
1.4" by 2.25") and connected. The input termination switch must, of course, be located
between the input and the electronics. Keep
all connections as short as possible (typically
<lcm, around

Ihaven't tried, but maybe

Stereophile, May 1990

Photo 3 Finished buffer amplifier. Note that
all components are mounted to
the central ground plane, to the
power supply rails, or to each
other.
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A Major Event
In The History Of
Phased Array
Speaker Systems.

The DQ 12

is anew Phased
Array" system which
provides the open
window on the soundstage for which
Dahlquist is famous.
Images come to life
with a vivid, three
dimensional feel that
truly suggests live
sound sources.
The design provides for extremely
accurate voice band
reproduction by paying special attention to the
shape of the mid-top end baffle.
In addition, millions of electrostatically aligned fibers adjacent
to the tweeter diaphragm control
high frequency diffraction at
the source.

The mid range
system consists of
alow distortion, low
mass laminate cone
operating in an
aperiodic loading
structure. This provides optimal cone
loading and controlled dipolar radiation
for accurate depth
of field reproduction.
The DO12 provides
the emotional involvement with music, so
important for long
term satisfaction and
enjoyment.
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Use

US District Court Judge George M. Marovich

The buffer amplifier is to be plugged directly

stated: "Here the court is of the opinion that

into the digital output of your CD player (or
DAT recorder, if you have one). Use RG-59
for the remaining connection to aD/A con-

instead may serve to harass Kahn."
Asecond decision on November 17, 1989 in

verter or "digital amplifier." And enjoy the
improvement.
Ihave yet to meet asituation where the insertion of the 75-ohm buffer amp did not improve
sound quality. It helped in all cases. Not enough
for the CD-2, though (keep listening to that one
through its analog outputs). Ifind the Maranta
CD-94 to deliver one of the best-sounding digital signals of all the players Ihave tried in and
up to this price range (I had no chance to compare, for instance, the much more expensive
Accuphase). The use of the buffer amp takes
away some digital hash, the images on the
soundstage gain in stability, in between the

this suit does not serve auseful purpose and

the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
Court for Southern New York, which has jurisdiction over all patent infringement appeals.
vacated an earlier "stay" issued by the same
court on April 19, 1988. The original "stay" was
in Motorola's favor because it halted Kahn's suit
against General Motors (one of C-Quam's only
manufacturers) for infringement of Kahn's patent The Appeal Court's action clears the way
for Kahn's suit against GM to go forward.
The Appeal Court panel, in aunanimous
decision, noted:
"We take note that on October 23, 1989, the
District Court for the Northern District of

silences are better. It's more relaxed.

Illinois dismissed Motorola's suit. We have con-

One possible reason for the improved sound
quality might be that the buffer amp prevents

sidered whether the case before us is mooted
by this action, and have concluded that such

any unwanted signals or reflections from mis-

determination can not be made at this stage

matches to travel back into the CD player; if
they do reach the densely packed LSI decoder/

because of uncertainty as to the status of any
possible appeal in Illinois, and in the interest
of expeditious reopening of the New York

digital filter chip, they may disturb its proper
functioning, if only ever so slightly. It's also a
possible explanation of the improvement heard

prejudiced by delay."

when listening with a shorting plug in an
unused digital output; Ialso had good results

Kahn's suit against GM, besides requesting
damages for willful infringement and tortuous

with 75-ohm plugs on some players. This is

conduct, requests apermanent injunction halt-

why Iincluded the three-position switch with
a75-ohm and a10-ohm choice. Ashort circuit

system AM-stereo car-radio receivers.

action, in view of Kahn's assertions that he is

ing GM's manufacture and sales of single-

would kill all signal; 10 ohms is an arbitrary
value, low enough to look like 0ohms to the
CD but letting through enough signal to make
the output of the buffer amp work into aD/A
converter (which starts with ahigh-amplification/clipping stage anyway).
Conclusion Itvo: Digital outputs should be

UK: John Atkinson
It was with deep regret that Ilearned of the
death of Donald Aldous on March 26. He was

properly buffered and offer as pure a75-ohm

76. Donald was Hi-Fi News & Record Review's

source impedance as possible.

Technical Editor when Ijoined that magazine
as araw recruit in 1976, and my introduction

US: Don Scott
Two recent, significant, federal court decisions
may have some effect on revitalizing Leonard
Kahn's competing AM stereo system with that

to the world of journalism was eased considerably by the patience he showed me, and by his
willingness to share his apparently boundless
knowledge about sound-reproducing hardware

of Motorola's C-Quam: on October 23, 1989,

For someone like myself who grew up with

the Federal Court for the Northern District of

stereo, Donald provided not just alink back to

Illinois dismissed Motorola's suit against the
Kahn AM stereo patent (US Patent 4,018,994).

the days of mono, but almost to the beginning
of electrical recording. His published writings

The suit had attempted to declare Kahn's patent
invalid and not infringed by Motorola and asso-

covered more than half acentury, his first article appearing in Popular Radio in 1933. As its

ciated C-Quam-only receiver manufacturers.

"Founder-Member No.1," Donald was also
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Bryston 48 power amplifier

Bryston amplifiers produce a sound image so real, it feels as though you can
reach out and touch the musical instruments. The harmonic structure, image,
tonal balance, depth, clarity and dynamic range of each instrument are
faithfully reproduced. The clean, unblemished Bryston sound is achieved, in
large part, through superb open-loop linearity.
Other manufacturers rely upon aclosed feedback loop to correct distortion
and establish acceptable specifications. The engineers at Bryston have focused
on creating an almost linear or distortion-free signal across all amplification
levels.
When measured with the loop opened, the signal is nearly perfect; only
minor amounts of feedback are required to remove the remaining distortion.
A number of significant design factors contribute to Bryston's amplifier
linearity. Two independent power supplies eliminate interaction between left
and right channels for clear separation. In fact, each channel's circuitry is
duplicated throughout the amplifier and joined only at the 120 volt power cord.
Bryston amplifiers define the art of driving loudspeakers. Every component,
every design element works together to recreate the live musical event.

UUr
r
iLl_ljÍ
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416)746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: (802)223-6159

instrumental in forming the British Sound

and editing the equipment reports, the new

Recording Association in 1933, this organization later being transformed into the UK branch
of the Audio Engineering Society. He became

commercially successful British hi-fi magazines
of all time.

publication quickly became one of the most

aregular contributor to the record-review mag-

Donald came from asomewhat different tra-

azine Gramophone Record Review in 1935;

dition of journalism than the one which Iwas

from then on, Donald produced a steady
stream of well-written, informed prose on

to adopt; as KEF's Raymond Cooke pointed out

sound reproduction. From 1945 to 1955, he was
Director of Walden Films in Devon, England,
where his particular concerns involved audiovisual aids and direct-to-disc recording. (He
was the author of apopular British technical
manual on the latter that was published toward
the end of the war.) The advent of the post-war
hi-fi boom saw him becoming the Technical
Editor of Audio Record Review, amagazine that

in his letter informing me of Donald's passing
away, his style was to commentate, not to criticize When Donald received one of the first HiFi News Awards for Achievements in Audio in
1985, Ivor Humphreys, now of Gramophone
magazine, wrote that he was "one of the hi-fi
industry's truest and most consistent friends."
Donald Aldous was universally respected for
his integrity, and the world of hi-fi writers will
be asmaller place without his inevitable parting

was to be merged with what was then just plain

"Fight on, chaps!" He is survived by his sec-

Hi -Fi News in 1972. With Donald organizing

ond wife, Joyce.

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
Ma\

411•11*..»m

music ...above all.
In the US AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
ln Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd .5. Weston, ON M9L 2SB
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We've Got Great Plans
WE'VE MOVED TO A
THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
SELECTION of highend CDs, records,
cables and accessories in New York.

2MEDIA ROOMS with
front and rear projection
television, full surround
sound and custom audio,
video cabinetry.

THE WORLD'S FINEST
AUDIO SYSTEM—featuring Krell Reference and Krell
Digital components and
Martin-Logan Statement
Loud Speakers.

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: •Accuphase •Acoustic Energy •Adcom •
Apogee •Aragon •Audible Illusions •Audio Access •Audioquest •Audio
Research •Benz Micro •Boston Acoustics •Cal Audio Labs •Classe •
Convergent Audio Technology •Creek • Day-Sequerra •Duntech •Epos •
Grad° •Hales Audio •Heybrook •Krell •Krell Reference •Krell Digital •
Martin-Logan •Meridian •Micromega •Mod Squad •Museatex •NAD •
Nitty Gritty •Onix •Pioneer Elite •Primare •Proac •PS Audio •
Quicksilver •Rega •Revox •Roksan •RPG Diffusors •Snell Acoustics •
Soundstream •Tera •Theta Digital •Tice Power Block •Vandersteen •

Ei

Vendetta Research •Versa Dynamics •VPI •Wadia Digital •Wilson Audio
WATT and PUPPY
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in Store For You.
NEW LOCATION
BIG PLANS TO CELEBRATE THE
OPENING OF OUR NEW STORE— a
much bigger store, over 6,000 square
feet—all the room we need to demonstrate for you the very finest in audio

Y

and video systems.

ON-PREMISES
SERVICE for
all components.

• Two spacious media rooms.
• Nine audio/video demonstration
rooms.

—No
4tai

• A professional staff ready to answer
your questions and help you select
the right system.
- • On-premises service for all
components.
• Custom remote control, multi-room
audio/video systems designed and
installed.
And to help you learn more about the
latest in high-end audio systems, we're
hosting aseries of very special seminars. Seminars featuring designers and
engineers from Krell, Martin-Logan,
Wadia, Duntech, Classe Audio, Theta
Digital and many more.
So come by and see our new store.
Come by and hear how close to live we
can make recorded music sound.

"

SOUNDBY
S INGER

DIMENSION PLAIN

High-end Audio Done Right.

HIGH-END AUDIO GOES

18 East 16th Street

PUBLIC. Write for your
free copy of the recent
article featured in New York
Magazine!

(212) 924-8600
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THE AUDIO ANARCHIST
Sam Tellig

"T

hat's because you don't have a

Victor Tiscareno, of AudioPrism, says you
can treat 100 to 200 discs with asingle marker.

Linn."
Ihad just told John Atkinson

That's conservative. But I've treated over 300

that Inow preferred digital in my sound system to analog. Finally, digital was smoother,

discs, maybe closer to 400, and I'm still on my

more detailed, more natural, all those good

first one. Don't lose any sleep about paying

things.. .
as well as being one heck of alot

$14.95. We're talking pennies per disc!
Here's how to make the marker last. Treat

more convenient. -

only the outer edge of your CD. Victor recom-

What happened?

mends painting the inner ridge, too, where

The CD Stoplight.. .or the Magic Wand

there is one—but this is messy. You get most
of the desired effect simply painting the outer

from Issaquah!
"You gotta hear this thing."

edge.

It was the Gindian, who writes for another

Ignore Victor's instructions and do this: nice
the CD and put it through your pinky. 2 Now,

stereo rag; fresh back from the Vegas CES,
Please understand that the Gindian has been

use your thumb to twirl the disc while, with
your other hand, you apply the CD Stoplight

down on digital since day one—possibly
because there were so few opportunities to tweak.

to the edge. You may have to "pump" the
marker once or twice, as you do with ordinary

"Maybe Ican warm up to digital, after all,"
exulted the Gindian. "This green pen makes

paint markers. As you get close to the point
where you started, stop using your thumb,

an even bigger difference than Armor All."
A few days later Ireceived anote from our

unless you want to develop agreen thumb!
Heh-heh. Yust support the disc on the knuckle

own JA, scribbled in green ink:
"Have you painted your CDs green yet?"

edge of the disc—easy once you get the knack.

which Iskipped.

"Yes, John, as soon as Ireceive my CD Stoplight from AudioPrism, in Issaquah, Washington." (AudioPrism, of Issaquah, Washington,

of your pinky and paint the rest of the outer
(Poor, self-conscious Lars is now starting to
pronounce his j's, which is the last thing I

distributes the product for Clear Image Audio

wanted to encourage.)
Victor suggests that you might want to put

of Bellevue, Washington.)

the paint marker under your armpit for afew

Icouldn't wait ...
but Ihad to. Meanwhile,
Ifoolishly experimented with two green paint

minutes—like athermometer!—in order to get

markers purchased at alocal hobby shop. Don't

although it is hardly necessary.
Now, the trick is to treat 20, 30, or even more

doit!
True, the hobby-shop paint markers did produce scinic improvements. But the paint did

the paint flowing more readily. This works,

discs at atime so the paint has no chance to dry
out. Pump the CD Stoplight, just like an ordinary paint marker, if it appears to be running

not properly adhere to the disc. Worse, the
paint started eating into the lightly varnished

dry, but don't overdo it. Be sure to cap the

top, or label, side of some discs. Disaster.
The CD Stoplight, by contrast, is said to be

marker tightly.
What's the point of all this?

CD-safe. Nontoxic, too. It appears not to eat
your CDs and will adhere to the outer edge and

The Gindian is right. You can ask Atkinson, too.
As far as what Ithink, the CD Stoplight has

dry properly. The CD Stoplight retails for asuggested $14.95.
This is not arip-off, even though the CD
Stoplight appears to be just aplain old paint

the greatest effect of any CD tweak Ihave used

marker—albeit one with aspecial groove built

True, YEA-A, Idon't own aLinn.

into the hard, felt-covered tip, this to make it
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ital, in my system, sound better than analog—
assuming an excellent recording, of course.
Ican yust see the mail now. Or the 'philes at
Stanford University who know that Amy, the

easy to paint around adisc.
1OK, Sounds Like. and Michael Gindi

yet. This is the missing element that makes dig-

—JA

2Martin Colloins recommcnds destaticizing the CD first with
aZcrostat.
— JA

Stereophile, May 1990

madcap Russian major and contributor to MAD
Magazine, is the Anarchist's daughter.
"Hey, Amy, has your dad gone completely
crazy with that Armor All stuff? What's next?"
What's next, dear friends, is painting your
CDs green. Heh-heh-heh-heh.
Ilove this. Would Yulian Hirsch tell you
about painting your CDs green? Or Len Feldman? Or Little Hans? Nah. They'd rather tell
you about 18 bits, 20 bits, 22 bits, shifty bits—
none of which matters anywhere near as much
as painting the outer edge of your CDs green

Uh-uh.
Iwas about to take avacation with my Sony
Discman D-15. So 1hastily treated 20 discs with
the CD Stoplight and placed them in apair of
Disc Wallets.
Holy Cow! The difference with the Discman
was phenomenal—especially the bass response
The bass was much more ripe more rich, more
detailed.
The CD Stoplight should be available by the
time this article appears in print. Get one.

with the CD Stoplight!

What next?

As Isaid to Lars, this will give the Yapanese
manufacturers something to think about. In
fact, at least one Yapanese manufacturer has

works like a$30 digital alarm clock and is said
to subtly improve the overall sound of one's

apparently thought about it—Sanyo is said to

system. It's the ElectroTec EP-C, from acom-

paint the inside of its drawers green on certain

pany called Coherence Industries.
You plug it in and it's supposed to improve

upmarket CD players, not sold in the US. Aha!

Lars recently received adevice that looks and

How 'bout it, Sanyo: why not send some of

the conductivity of your household electrical

those machines over here? (One of the best

system—have a"smoothing effect" on the

cheap players Iauditioned, several years ago,
was aSanyo.)

less anarchy! More to come as Itry to digest all

motion of electrons so there is less chaos ...

Here's what the CD Stoplight does. The

of this. (As you can see, I'm getting into what

green paint—and the exact color may change

seems to be Auntie Enid or Peter W. Belt territory, and over my head. Possibly out of my mind.)

by the time this thing gets on the market,
which should be right about now—is sup-

Well, wouldn't you know? Lars had one of

posed to absorb the infra-red light of the CD
laser.

these "alarm clocks" sent to me, Iplugged it
in, and, of course, Ididn't want to hear that the

Apparently, what happens with an untreated

sound of my system has improved because I

disc is that some of the ruby-red laser light
splashes off the edge of the disc and comes

don't want to spend what would be $495 at
retail for what is ostensibly nothing more than

back to distort the sound. The effect of using
the CD Stoplight varies somewhat from disc to

a$30 alarm clock. That's right —$5 short of
$500 bucks retail. Isn't this technology grand?
It lets you sell what seems to be a$30 digital

disc, but Iheard adifference every time Idid
abefore-and-after test.

alarm clock for 16 times more money? Of

The sound became less hashy, less grainy—

course, there's supposed to be aspecial, pro-

more sweet and smooth. Focus improved—

prietary microprocessor inside.
Well, wouldn't you know it, my system never

you know, specificity of imaging and all that.
Bass response got better. You know how CDs
sometimes give ?ou what's been described as
aconstipated bass—as if your Philips player
needs Phillips Milk of Magnesia? Vkll, CD Stoplight relieves the constipation.
Iwon't take this analogy any further.
Best of all, vocals improved dramatically.
One of my big beefs about CD has been that
sibilants were almost always splashy —spitty
or sizzily. It would drive me nuts, which is one
reason Iso seldom listened to opera on CD.
Now Ican.
You think you need an expensive player or
processor to hear the difference the CD Stoplight makes?
Stereophile, May 1990

has sounded better. Is it because my AudioQuest Quartz Hyperlitz interconnect has been
burning in? Because the Krell SBP-16X processor is sounding better and better? The KSP-7B
preamp? Or is the Electraec EP-C having some
beneficial effect? Is this why Inow find the
music more natural, less artificial, more free of
strain? The Swede is having his sweet revenge
for all those yokes at his expense—yustice at
last!
Imentioned that Lars is now starting to pronounce hisfs. He's about 50% effective Sometimes he hesitates for amoment because he
knows there's ajon the way. ..and then it
yumps—I mean djumps— right out at you.
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MAGNEPLANAR

MAGNEPLANAR MG-2.5/R

III MAGNEPAN
1645 Ninth Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Poor Lars has been taking aribbing, and I

marks. It can help polish—but not remove—

have to say he has kept his remarkable good

scratches on CDs. It does not appear to have

humor about it. It's not only me, it's Mario and
the others who have yuinped on the bandwagon.
Mario: "Hey, Lars, when are you taking your

significant optical brightening qualities.
Another product—harder to find—is Masse

vacation?"
Lars: "In Yune."
Mario: "In Y000n? When's that?"
Sam: "You know, Mario—the month before
Yuly."

All In One "non-abrasive Cleaner Protector,"
used for cleaning and polishing cars, airplanes,
and boats. A 10oz container is $13.95 —
available from Dolinsky Distributing Company,
15501 Excelsior Boulevard, Minnetonka, MN
55345. Add $3 shipping in the US. This puts a

Sometimes people who are almost strangers

nice glaze on CDs and may serve to protect the

have taken to teasing Lars. Recently, he walked

disc against scratches—particularly if you take

into an audio salon and the salesman didn't say
hello, but wailed at Lars like awerewolf

your CDs out of their jewel boxes and put them

"What's that all about?" questioned Lars.
"You know, wolf tone riding above the midrange. ESB speakers."

in Disc Wallets for use with your portable
Discman.
To apply either 3M Imperial Hand Glaze or
the Klasse, put afew drops on adisc, then rub
in with acotton ball. Avoid circular motions

"Yust in yest."

around the disc. Polish off the residue with

Or how about this, one night at Definitive

another cotton ball and finish, if you like, with
acotton polishing cloth. As with any of these

Hi -Fi, shortly before last Christmas ...
Sam: "You know what Lars's favorite Christmas song is?"
Everyone shook their heads.

products, use at your own risk.
Does anyone else have suggestions—products available from laboratory-supply or

Sam: "'Yingle Bells'."

optical-supply sources, for example? Write me

Mario: "And I'll bet his next favorite is'Yoy

direct: Sam 'Wig, PO. Box 1198, Ridgefield, CT

to the World'."

06877.

Rudy: "Or 'God Rest Ye Merry, Yentlemen'."

If you decide to experiment—again, at your

Now, as Lars learns to talk like you and me,

own risk—be sure to use very small quantities

.all this mirth will come to an end. (Lars's Eng-

of whatever you're experimenting with. And

lish is actually excellent, in case you were won-

it's generally agood idea to avoid getting any-

dering.)
Every time Imeet some readers for the first

thing on the lightly varnished label side of a
disc—anything that contains apowerful sol-

time, they ask me if this Lars is real—whether

vent may take away the varnish.

Iinvented him. You think Icould make this
stuff up?

What we're looking for, Ithink, is areally
good optical brightener that doesn't turn to

My eyes glaze over

bottle. Any ideas?

I've been searching for something better than
Armor All. The Armor All Protectant is agreat

Stop Press!

dust and doesn't sell for $30 for ateeny, tiny

optical brightener—no doubt about it. But the

Yesterday Ihad to go down to Big Aauto parts —

stuff doesn't last very long—needs to be re-

disguised as an auto mechanic so Icould get

newed. No point in treating discs that you

adealer's discount—to buy agas cap for my

aren't going to play very soon. Moreovei Armor

VW Jetta. Ialso bought some Rain X, for three

All has atendency to leave adusty film—so

bucks and change, at the suggestion of afriend.

each disc should be wiped off before you play

Rain Xis "the invisible windshield wiper,"
said to seal, polish, and protect glass and plastic

it again.
I've been experimenting with anumber of

windshields. As Lars might say, "Boy oboy o

products and welcome recommendations from

boy oboy, is this stuff good!" After Itreated my

readers.

windshield, Iused it on CDs—using one cot-

First is 3M Imperial Hand Glaze, sold by auto
parts distributors. Ask for Part #05990—it sells

ton ball to apply, another to wipe.'

for around $10 aquart. The stuff is used by auto
body and auto detailing shops to fill swirl

3It has not escaped my attention that all this wiping could he
di:wonted as anal-retentive behavior. Ithink it was my "friend:*
Mario. who said, "You* awiper, all right"
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Cutting the Edge.
The highly acclaimed Quattro series of compact disc players set the
stage for anew Reference D/A Processor from STAX. The DAC-Xlt
is an uncompromising design that combines the best from old and
new, east and west. Employing aclassically engineered vacuum tube
output section yet relying upon the most sophisticated digital filtering,
noise shaping, and digital to analog converting techniques gives the
DAC-Xlt asound that is next to none.
Of course it is not just outstanding engineering that frees the
DAC-Xlt from sounding like anything but the recording itself,
STAX sources the various components used in its production from
around the world. The 20 bit digital to analog chip set and the
vacuum tubes are made in the United States. The capacitors are
German made. While the special leadless resistors and PC-OCC
copper are custom made in Japan. All of which are pristeenly hand
assembled in limited quantities by experienced craftsmen.
The DAC-Xlt is built to last alife time. Because it will
accomodate six different digital sources and recognizes any
standard sampling frequency the DAC-Xlt makes the perfect DIA
converting center to drive balanced or single ended lines. Plus its
updatable design keeps you on the cutting edge of digital sound
reproduction for years to come.

Pictured: DAC-X tVacuum Tube Output Reference ID/A Processor
For afull-line brochure, please send $5.00 to:
STAX KOGYO, INC. 940 E. Dominguez 't .
Carson, CA 90746

STAX'

Rain X makes aCD surface sparkle—not

may damage—indeed, ruin—a CD. That is, the

unlike Armor All—but without the nuisance

stuff may sufficiently alter the polycarbonate

of the stuffs turning to dust. 4 It doesn't flake

material of the CD that the disc becomes un -

off and it's said not to build up. What's more,
it's real easy to polish off—not much rubbing

playable.

needed, so less chance of adding scratches. I

dent thing to do is to STOP USING ARMOR
ALL PROTECTANT IMMEDIATELY. The sonic
benefits of Armor All are not at issue here. What

think it's safe—on the bottom, or play side,
anyway—but you don't get any promises or
guarantees from me. One application is said to
last amonth before it needs renewal—on a
windshield. Unless you leave your CDs in the

Until these reports are sorted out, the pru-

is, is the life of the CD itself. One report, from
Scott Nixon, of Analogic Design Group [see
"Letters"], is particularly alarming. He tried
using Armor All four or five years ago and has

rain, Rain X treatment on discs should last
much longer. I'm going to repackage Rain X in
asmall spray bottle and take it down to Defini-

discovered that discs treated then have had

tive Hi, disguised as Salar II.

may be at work—storage conditions, etc. But

The 3y
2oz bottle Ibought for under four
bucks may treat several hundred CDs, if used
sparingly. If this product were sold for treating
CDs—distributed by one of the wire bandits—
it would undoubtedly cost ten times the price.
Now. ..
any more "bright" ideas?

their play surfaces destroyed. Other factors
the possibility exists that it was Armor All that
done in the discs.
There may be better ways of doing it, but I
find that Dawn Dishwashing Detergent in
warm water seems to remove most, if not all, of
the Armor All. I've been treating each washed
disc, once dried, with Rain X, which seems to

More!

remove any remaining residue of Armor All

As the deadline for this month's column comes—

Protectant and shine up the disc anew. I'm

and goes—it's becoming more obvious that

using one cotton ball to apply, another to buff.

Rain X is it—a real find. You get the optical
brightening effect of Armor All Protectant with-

So far Ihaven't lost any discs. But Ican't vouch
for the long-term effects.

out the thin layer of dust. Rain X dries fast and
is easy to apply and polish off with acotton
ball—leaves only athin residue to get off.
If you try Rain X and don't agree with me,
you can always use it on your car windshield—
stops streaking ...
terrific product. Don't close
your mind about Rain Xor the CD Stoplight before you try—like some people in the industry.
Sorry Ididn't find Rain X before Armor All.
But, my friends, Ithink we have established
that polishing adisc—making it shine—affects
sound quality. And Ithink we've also established that you don't have to pay ten, twenty,
or thirty bucks for ateeny, tiny bottle of some
audiophile product. It's always cheaper to shop
at an auto parts or hardware store.
There will be more, more to come—but
John's going to cut off my faxes at some point.
Next installment: the whale that's been lifted
from Lars's system!
Stop Stop Press!
I'm hearing alarming reports which suggest
that the long-term use of Armor All Protectant

4If you want to remove Armor All Protcctant bcfort appl
ing Rain X. use amild solution of warm water and Dawn Dishwashing Detergent. Wash and rinse by hand.
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COMPONENT RACK SYSTEM
•Adjustable
•Expandable
•Stackable
•Affordable
Be your own audio
housing
architect. Everything
is optional. .
shelves, isolation
platforms, record racks, etc.
Wide enough for
19" components.
Buy only what you
need when you
need it!
Priced from $150

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Made in USA by

ARCICI, INC

Tele - (212) 724-6021

P 0

Box 1502.

Ansonia Station
• New York, NY

10023

You might call us unconventional. Rebellious.
Or even— "radical." Because at Audio
Advisor, we sell high-end, audiophile-quality
equipment direct, right from our door to yours.
You say you're worried about buying
expensive equipment through the mail? When
you buy from us, there's no need to worry.
We package your purchases as if they're
travelling to China (and some do, too).
Concerned about service? We're always
concerned about it, so we have atoll-free
number that connects you with expert tech-

nicians, audiophiles who actually live with
the equipment. You'll get intelligent advice,
correct answers, and considerate service on
every product we sell.
And then there's price (no small issue).
Because we deal direct and buy in bulk from
the best manufacturers, we offer the best
prices. Really. Exclusives, too, because when
we find great bargains, we buy all of it. Every
last one.
So go ahead, call us radical. Most great
ideas are. But call us.

FOR ONCE, GET MORE THAN YOU
BARGAINED FOR.
zze

are

"The ‘rfl
monoblochs
easily
tlae most musical and enjoyable amplifletslbave heard. They have an exquisitely
liquid and tonally pure presentation that
puts the listener closer to the musical
experience." ItobertIlarleY, Stereophile,
Vol. 13, No. 1, January 1990.

So often, you pay too much and get too little.
Sound familiar? But here's an amp that
delivers more than you bargained for: VTL
Monoblocks. Reviewers love them so much
they keep them. They even pay money for
them (unheard of!).
And they rave about them. They say VTL
amps sound better than amps costing twice
the price. Some even say VTL amps are better
than any other amp in the entire world.
Can so many be so wrong? No, they're
right! VTL amps sound unbelievably fantastic. And there's aVTL amp to suit any budget
and any system; each one is built to last 20
years or more.

Call us today and order yours. We'll inspect
them thoroughly before we ship them. We'll
pack them with care so they arrive ready to
spoil you. And we're so sure you'll agree
these amps are more than you bargained for,
an unheard of value—that we'll give you your
money back if you're not completely satisfied.
VTL Stereo 50/50 $999.95 ($19.95)
VTL 80 Watt Mono Blocks $1990. /pr.($39.95)
VTL 150 Watt Mono Blocks $3100. /pr.($49.95)
VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks $3999.95/pr.
(Shipping FREE) More models available. Just call and ask!

*dea in
ail order.
HOW TO THINK BIG ON ASMALL BUDGET.
Introducing the VTL Integrator Line Stage
preamp. It's made for CD-based systems, but
you can plug in tape and tuner, too. It's
compact, but filled with some remarkable
circuitry. Like dual-mono power supply. High
quality caps and resistors. High quality tubes
from RAM Labs, for ultra-low noise. Gold
RCAs. Tape out, too.
But what's most important about the VTL
Integrator is the sound. It's fantastic! Brilliant highs. Liquid midrange. Great bass. It's
the sound every music lover dreams about,
but thought he or she couldn't afford.
Until now, that is. The VTL Integrator is
just $399.95. With $6.95 added for shipping,
that's just $406.90 delivered anywhere in
the U.S.
How do we do it? We keep things simple.
VTL builds each one like atank (a compact
tank). Then Audio Advisor sells it direct. And

that simple formula keeps cost way down, but
quality way up.
You'll get fast, friendly service after the
sale, too. Because at Audio Advisor we service what we sell.
So call and order your integrator today. If
you don't agree its alot of preamp for alittle
money, we'll give your money back. Radical!
VTL Integrator Line Stage Preamp
$399.95 ($6.95)

Join the revolution!
L L

1-800-942-0220
T 0 D A 5

Use your charge card (Amex, Discover,
MC, Visa). And ask for our complete catalog.

Not astore.
11I
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R bert Harley examines whether
d

ices to improve CD sound

ha e any effect on error
ra

sor the level of

jitt rin the digital
dat

stream

T

he promise of "perfect sound forever,"
successfully foisted on an unwitting
public by the Compact Disc's promoters,

at first seemed to put an end to the audiophile's
inexorable need to tweak aplayback system's
front end at the point of information retrieval.
Several factors contributed to the demise of
tweaking during the period when CD players
began replacing turntables as the primary frontend signal source. First, the binary nature (ones
and zeros) of digital audio would apparently
preclude variations in playback sound quality
due to imperfections in the recording medium.
Second, if CD's sound was indeed "perfect,"
how could digital tweaking improve on perfection? Finally, CD players and discs presented
an enigma to audiophiles accustomed to the
more easily understood concept of astylus
wiggling in aphonograph groove. These conditions created aclimate in which it was assumed
that nothing in the optical and mechanical systems of aCD player could affect digital playback's musicality.
Recently, however, there has been averitable explosion of interest in all manner of CD
tweaks, opening adigital Pandora's box. An avalanche of CD tweak products (and the audiophile's embrace of them) has suddenly appeared

to
in the past few months, Monster Cable's, AudioQuest's, and Euphonic itchnology's CD Soundrings notwithstanding. Most of these tweaks
would appear to border on voodoo, with no
basis in scientific fact. Green marking pens, an
automobile interior protectant, and an "optical
impedance matching" fluid are just some of the
products touted as producing musical nirvana.
The popular media has even picked up on this
phenomenon, sparked by Sam Tellig's Audio
Anarchist column in Vol.13 No.2 describing the
sonic benefits of applying Armor All, the
automobile treatment, to aCD's surface. Print

objective, measurable
phenomenon that
explains the undeniable
musical differences
heard by many listeners
where no differences
should exist.

articles have appeared in the Los Angeles

mysteries, and encouraged by the promise that

Times, ke Magazine, and on television stations
MTV, VH-1, and CNN, all reporting, with vary-

identification of previously unexplored phenomena could improve digital audio to the

ing degrees of incredulity, the CD tweaking
phenomenon.

point where today's digital audio era will be
regarded as the stone age.

The intensity of my interest in the subject
was heightened by aproduct called "CD Stoplight," marketed by AudioPrism. CD Stoplight
is agreen paint applied to the outside edge of
aCD (not the disc surface, but the 1.2mm disc
thickness) that reportedly improves sound
quality. Icould not in my wildest imagination
see how green paint on the disc edge could
change, for better or worse, aCD's sound.
However, trusting my ears as the definitive test,
Icompared treated to untreated discs and was
flabbergasted. Soundstage depth increased,
mids and highs were smoother with less grain,
and the presentation became more musically

These events prompted me to conduct a
scientific examination of several CD "sonic
cure-all" devices and treatments. Iwanted to
find an objective, measurable phenomenon
that explains the undeniable musical differences heard by many listeners where, at least
according to established digital audio theory,
no differences should exist. For this inquiry,
Imeasured several digital-domain performance
criteria on untreated CDs, and then on the same
CDs treated with various CD tweaks. The
parameters measured include data error rates,
ability to correct (rather than conceal) data
errors, and jitter. The six CD treatments and

involving. Other listeners, to aperson, have had

devices chosen for this experiment include

similar impressions. Since Iam somewhat

three that allegedly affect optical phenomena

familiar with the mechanisms by which data are

and three that ostensibly affect the CD player's
mechanical performance. The three optical
treatments tested are CD Stoplight (the green

retrieved from aCD (I worked in CD mastering
for three years before joining Stereopleile), this
was perplexing: Icould think of no plausible explanation for adifference in sonic qual-

paint), Finyl (a liquid applied to adisc surface,
that, according to its promoters, provides "opti-

ity. As we shall see, the light reflected from aCD

cal impedance matching"), and Armor All. The

striking the photo-detector contains all the

mechanical devices include CD Soundrings,
The Mod Squad's CD Damper disc, and the

information encoded on the disc. ,Even if CD
Stoplight could somehow affect the light striking the photo-detector, how could this change
make the soundstage deeper? Iwas simultane-

Arcici LaserBase, avibration-absorbing CDplayer platform. Ialso measured playback signal jitter in amid-priced CD player and the

ously disturbed and encouraged by this expe-

$4000 Esoteric P2 transport (regarded as hav-

rience. Disturbed because it illustrates our fun-

ing superb sonics). However, this is not in-

damental lack of understanding of digital audio's

tended as asurvey of the musical benefits of

1According to an article by Martin Colloms in the April 1990
issue of HFN/IIR, the green paint selectively absorbs the infrared laser light that is reflecting around the disc interior, the
result being abetter S/N ratio in the HF seal recovered by the
photo detector You might expect this to be apparent in the
"eye" pattern displayed by the HF signal when displayed on
an oscilloscope screen, but it actually appears to be very hard
to judge this by eye alone
—JA
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these devices and treatments. In addition, I
looked at the variation in quality of discs made
at various CD manufacturing facilities around
the world.
Another purpose of the article is to dispel
some common misconceptions about CD
71

W HO SAYS CABLES
HAVE TO BE AS EXPENSIVE
AS THEY SOU ND?
Not us. Oh no, no, no! We at Audio Advisor believe great sounding cables can
actually be quite inexpensive. You'll find the proof listed below. Our cables are
made by the best manufacturers. They deliver great sound. And — here's the
clincher—they're really low-priced. You get our exclusive guarantee. too:
Try the cables we recommend for your
Charge it! Order toll-free:
system. If you're not completely satis1-800-942-0220
fied, return them within 30 days. and
MasterCard/Visa/American Express/Discover
we'll send you acomplete refund.
Two New Cables from Tara Labs
From the makers of the famous Space &Time Phase
II speaker cable. All cables made with high-purity
Australian copper.

Note: Speaker cables are terminated in spades unless pins are requested. Bananas or X-terminators
are extra. Longer and custom lengths are available.
Shipping costs. for 1-3 pair: $5.95 in US.
New Golden Section
Interconnect from
Cardas Audio
Smooth highs, tight lows.
great for CD players!

New AudioGuest Blue
Speaker Cable
Better than speaker
cables twice the price!

$70.00

3ft. pr

$59.95

10 h. pr.

$79.95

15 h. pr.

$95.00

5ft. pr

$79.95

15 h. pr.

$95.00

20 ft. pr.

$120.00

9h. pr.

$119.95

20 ft. pr.

# IParagon
Interconnect
Sound is open. airy.
detailed.

# 2Astral Blue
Speaker Cable
Solid-core, twin-lead
design. Excellent!

3ft. pr

$49.95

7ft. pr

$55.00

5ft. pr

$66.00

10 ft. pr.

9h. pr

$98.00

audio
advisor, Inc

Not astore. More.
225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids. MI 49503

7ft. pr

$59.95

..

$117.00

error correction and its effect on sonic qual-

involving and satisfying an experience as might

ity. If one believes the promoters of some of
these CD treatments, errors are the single big-

have otherwise been possible, subtle breath
effects on brass or wind instruments are more

gest source of sonic degradation in digital
audio. In reality, errors are the least of CD's

and bowing on string instruments." This list,

problems. However, this has not prevented

they concede, "is not claimed to be complete"

difficult to discern as are nuances of fingering

marketeers from exploiting the audiophile's
errorphobia in an attempt to sell products. For
example, Digital Systems and Solutions, Inc.,
manufacturer of Finyl, claim in their white
paper that error concealment "results in aserious degrading of playback fidelity." They also
state that errors can get through undetected,

Technical background
Encoding and data retrieval
Before getting into the measurement results,
let's arm ourselves with alittle technical background on how the CD works.

leading to alitany of sonic horrors including:

A CD's surface is covered by asingle spiral
track of alternating "pit" and "land" forma-

"poor articulation of bass and mid-bass notes,
attenuation of dynamics and smearing of tran-

data, are created during the laser mastering pro-

sients, increased noise with loss of inner detail
and intertransient silence, reduced midrange

coated with avery thin layer of photosensitive

presence that diminishes clarity and trans-

material. The glass master is rotated on aturn-

parency, loss of image specificity and focus,

table while exposed to alaser beam that is
modulated (turned on and off) by the digital

reduction of the apparent width and depth of
soundstage—virtually eliminating the possibility of holophonic [sic] imagery, decreased
resolution of the low level detail that is so
necessary to the recovery of hall ambience,
altered instrumental and vocal timbres that lack
coherence or cohesiveness, obscuring of vocal
textures and expression, instrumental lines and
musical themes are more difficult to sort out,
complex rhythms and tempos are less easily
followed, the music will not be as emotionally
Stereophile, May 1990

tions. These structures, which encode binary
cess. The CD master disc is aglass substrate

data we wish to record on the disc. This creates
aspiral of exposed and unexposed areas of the
disc. When the master is later put under a
chemical developing solution, areas of the photosensitive material exposed to the recording
laser beam are etched away, creating apit. Unexposed areas are unaffected by the developing
solution and are called lands. These formations,
which are among the smallest manufactured
structures, are transferred through the manu73

We Like One Kind of Music: The Best
If only superior quality satisfies
you, send for our catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and LPs.
With more than 20 years serving
audiophiles, we promise all the
quality your system can reveal.
Reference Recording ,

INVESTMENT QUALITY VINYL
also available on compact discs:
($16.99 per LP or CD, plus $1.50 shipping)
RR-32
RR-31
RR-30
RR-29
RR-28
RR-27
RR-26
RR-25
RR-24
RR-23
RR-22
RR-21
RR-20
RR-19
RR-18
RR-17
RR-16
RR-15
RR-14
RR-13
RR-11
RR-10

Eileen Farrell Sings Rodgers & Hart
Jim Brock: "Tropic Affair"
Eileen Farrell Sings Harold Arlen
Chicago Pro Musica: Threepenny Opera Suite
Marni Nixon Sings Classic Kern
Albert Fuller Plays Rameau (harpsichord)
Blazing Redheads ("funky jazz wia dash of salsa")
Nojima Plays Liszt (piano)
Airto/Flora Purim: "Three-Way Mirror"
Helicon Ensemble: Vivaldi and Bach concertos
Copland: "Appalachian Spring Suite," etc.
"Star Of Wonder" (S. F. Choral Artists)
Michael Garson: "Serendipity" (acoustic jazz)
Marni Nixon Sings Gershwin,
Mayorga
"Reflections" (flute and piano) Garson/Walker
Chicago Pro Musica: Stravinsky "L'Histoire"
Chicago Pro Musica: Walton "Facade" Suite
Respighi: "Church Windows" (Pacific Sym.)
"Your Friendly Neighborhood Big Band"
"Popular Masterworks Of The Baroque"
Berlioz: "Symphonie fantastique" (Utah Sym.)
Chihara: "The Tempest" (Performing Arts Orch.)

The world's first
DIRECT-TO-CD RECORDING!
"Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller"
($29.99, plus $1.50 shipping)

'DIRECT-TO-CD

ORpLiEus
AND

NINE

Stride pianist DICK HYMAN
plays Fats Waller for our time,
recorded DIRECT-TO-CD via
microwave transmission! NO
tape of any kind was used; NO
copying, NO editing, NO
manipulation! A numbered,
LIMITED EDITION CD,
presented in adeluxe, slipcovered Digipak (RR-33DCD).

We stock every title available from
20 labels, whose standards define
recording excellence today.
Whether Classical, Jazz, Big Band
& Swing, Popular & Vocal, or Rock,
each performance is first class, and
the recordings do them justice.
For our catalog and ayear of our
New Releases Newsletter, send $5 —
refunded with first purchase; $24.00
in discount coupons with catalog.

ORPHEU S
AND

NINE

Just what the Muses had in mind.
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RPHEUS

AND

NINE

0;47 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014

Please send me your current catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and premium vinyl
dises. Ienclose $5 to he applied against
my first purchase, now or later. Also send
524.00 in discount coupons with my catalog.
NAME

ITS

be

STATE

/IP

Satisfaction guaranteed without exception.

at Serra Stereo • .49.t7 Juniper° Serra Boulevard • Colma, CA 94014 • 415-992-2282
at Hermary's •386 El Camino Real (at Hey St.) •San Carlos, CA 94070 •415-593-1111

Now that we understand how the playback
beam/photo-detector can distinguish between
pit and land, let's look at how these distinctions
represent digital audio data. One may intuitively think that it would be logical for apit to
represent binary one and aland to represent
binary zero, or vice versa. This method would
certainly work, but amuch more sophisticated
scheme has been devised that is fundamental
to the CD. It is called Eight-to-Fourteen Modulation, or EFM. This encoding system elegantly
solves avariety of data-retrieval functions. In
EFM encoding, pit and land do not represent
binary data directly. Instead, transitions from
pit-to-land or land-to-pit represent binary one,
while all other surfaces (land or pit bottom) represent binary zero. EFM encoding takes symbols of 8bits and converts them into unique
14-bit words, creating apattern in which binary
ones are separated by aminimum of two zeros
and amaximum of 10 zeros. The bit stream is
thus given aspecific pattern of ones and zeros
that result in nine discrete pit or land lengths
on the disc. The shortest pit or land length
encodes three bits, while the longest encodes
Fig.1 Scanning Electron Microscope image
of Compact Disc surface

11 bits. The blocks of 14 bits are linked by three
"merging bits," resulting in an encoding ratio
of 17:8. At first glance, it may seem odd that
EFM encoding, in more than doubling the
number of bits to be stored, can actually

facturing process to mass-produced discs. Fig.1

increase data density. But just this occurs: Stor-

is ascanning electron microscope of aCD sur-

age density is increased by 25% over unmodulated encoding.

face Note that ahuman hair is about the width
of 50 tracks.
The playback laser beam in the CD player is
focused on these tiny pits and held on track by
aservo system as the disc rotates. This beam is

EFM has other inherent advantages. By
inserting zeros between successive ones, the
bandwidth of the signal reflected from the disc

reflected from the disc to aphoto-detector, a

is decreased. The data rate from aCD is 4.3218
million bits per second, 2but the EFM signal has

device that converts light into voltage. To distinguish between pit and land areas, the pit

abandwidth of only 720kHz. In addition, the
EFM signal serves as aclock that, among other

depth is one-quarter the wavelength of the
playback laser beam. When laser light strikes

functions, controls the player's rotational servo.
The signal reflected from the disc is com-

apit, aportion of the beam is reflected from the
surrounding land, while some light is reflected

ing to the nine discrete pit or land lengths. 3The

prised of nine discrete frequencies, correspond-

from the pit bottom. Since the portion of light

highest-frequency component, called 13," is

reflected from the pit bottom must travel a
longer distance (
/
1
4 wavelength down plus 14

produced by the shortest pit or land length and
has afrequency of 720kHz. This represents

wavelength back up), this portion of the beam

binary data 100. The lowest-frequency compo-

is delayed by half awavelength in relation to
the beam reflected by the land. When these
two beams combine, phase cancellation occurs,

2of this 4.3218 million bits per second, only 1.4 million hits
are the basic audio data, the rest being redundant data, sub-

resulting in decreased output from the photo-

code data, and the result of the UM transcoding.

detector. This variable-intensity beam thus
contains all the information encoded on the disc

3Note that the varying frequencies refer to the intensity modulation of the reflected beam, not the frequency of the laser
beam, which has aconstant wavelength of - 90 nanometers
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that can completely correct aburst error of up
to 4000 successive bits. The reconstructed data
are identical to what was missing. This is called
error correction. If the data loss exceeds the
player's ability to correctly replace missing
data, the player makes abest-guess estimate of
the missing data and inserts this approximation
into the data stream. This is called error concealment, or interpolation. It is important to
make the distinction between correction and
concealment: correction is perfect and inaudible, while concealment has the potential for
amomentary sonic degradation where the
interpolation occurs.

Reproduced with the permission of the publisher. Howard W.
Sams & Company Principles of Digital Audio. Second Edition,
by Kenneth C Pohlmann copynght 1989

Fig.2 Relationship between data, pits, and
the HF signal
nent, called "Ill," is produced by the longest
pit or land length and has a frequency of
193Idiz. This represents binary data 10000000000.
The signal reflected from the disc, produced
by EFM encoding, is often called the HF (high
frequency) signal. The varying periods of the
sinewaves correspond to the periods of time
required to read the various pit lengths. At first
impression, the HF signal appears to be analog,
not one that carries digital data. However, the

Fig.3 A clean HF signal results from wellshaped pits.

zero crossings of the waveforms contain the
digital information encoded on the disc. Fig.2
shows the relationship between binary data,
pit structure, and the recovered HF signal.
HF signal quality is adirect function of pit
shape, which in turn is affected by many factors during the CD manufacturing process.
There is adirect correlation between error rates
and pit shape. Poorly shaped pits result in a
low-amplitude HF signal with poorly defined
lines. Figs.3 and 4show an excellent HF signal
and apoor HF signal respectively.
CD data errors

Fig.4 A poor-quality HF signal

A good general indication of disc quality
(and the claimed error-reduction effects of

Any digital storage medium is prone to data
errors, and the CD is no exception. An error

some CD tweaks) is the Block Error Rate, or

occurs when abinary one is mistakenly read
as abinary zero (or vice versa), or when the

ond that contain errant data, before error cor-

BLER. BLER is the number of blocks per sec-

data flow is momentarily interrupted. The lat-

rection. The raw data stream from aCD (called

ter, more common in CDs, is caused by manufacturing defects, surface scratches, and dirt

"channel bits") contains 7350 blocks per second, with a maximum allowable BLER (as

or other foreign particles on the disc. For-

specified by Philips) of 220. Adisc with aBLER
of 100 thus has 100 blocks out of 7350 with

tunately, the CD format incorporates extremely
powerful error detection and correction codes
Stereophile, May 1990

errant or missing data. In these experiments,
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Block Error Rate is the primary indicator of a
particular tweak's effect on error-rate performance.
In addition to measuring the effects of CD
tweaks on BLER, Iexplored their potential to

In the unlikely event
that concealment is

reduce interpolations. To do this, Iused the
Pierre Verany test CD that has intentional

performed, it will be

dropouts in the spiral track. The disc has a

momentary and thus

sequence of tracks with increasingly long
periods of missing data. First, Ifound the track
that was just above the threshold of producing

have no effect on the

an uncorrectable error (called an "E23 error")

overall sound.

as analyzed by the Design Science CD Analyzer
(see sidebar). The track was played repeatedly
to assure consistency, thus avoiding the ascription to chance of any subsequent change.
Then, the same track was played and analyzed,
this time after the addition of aCD treatment

pressing facility to assure 100% error-free
performance Samples of the finished CD-ROM
are compared, bit for bit, to the original source

or device This twofold approach—measuring

data. For high-reliability applications, each
replicated disc undergoes this process. This rig-

atweak's effect on both BLER and interpola-

orous testing reveals much about the error-

tions—would seem to cover the gamut of
error- reduction potential.
There are two general misconceptions about

correction ability of the CD's Cross Interleaved
Reed-Solomon encoding (CIRC). Throughout

CD errors and sound quality: 1) errors are the
primary source of sonic degradation; and 2) if
there are no uncorrectable errors, there can be
no difference in sound.

dozens of hours of this verification procedure
Icannot remember even asingle instance of
one wrong bit getting through. It could be
argued that CD-ROM has additional error-

The first conclusion is largely due to the

correction ability not found on CD audio discs.
This is true, but the additional layer of error

marketing programs of CD-accessory manu-

correction is almost never invoked. Further-

facturers who claim their products reduce
error rates. Many of the devices tested claim to

more, in all the hours of error-rate measuring
for this project, Inever encountered an E23

improve sound quality by reducing the amount
of error concealment performed by the CD

error, the first and most sensitive indication of
an interpolation (except on the Pierre Verany

player. In fact, interpolations (error concealment) rarely occur. In the unlikely event that

disc, which has intentional errors). In fact, Isaw
only one E22 error, the last stage of correction

concealment is performed, it will be momen-

before concealment. In retesting the disc, the
E22 error disappeared, indicating it was prob-

tary and thus have no effect on the overall
sound. At worst, atransient tick or glitch would
be audible.

ably due to apiece of dirt on the disc Finally,

To better understand the nature of data
errors, alook at CD Read-Only Memory (CD-

error is exemplified by the warning system in

ROM) is useful. A CD-ROM is manufactured
just like an audio CD, but contains computer

beeps and changes the computer's display
color to red to alert the operator if even an E22

data (text, graphics, application software etc.)

error (fully corrected) is detected.
It is apparent that uncoil:Lc-LAW data errors are

instead of music The data retrieved from aCDROM must be absolutely accurate to the bit
level, after error correction. If even asingle
wrong bit gets past the error correction, the
entire program could crash. The errant bit may
be within instructions for the host computer's
microprocessor, causing the whole application
to come to an instant halt, making the disc useless. To prevent this, aquality-control procedure is routinely used at the mastering and
Stereophile, May 1990

the unlikely occurrence of an uncorrectable
the Design Science CD Analyzer. The system

infrequent, and certainly not the cause of sonic
degradation from CDs. Consequently, certain
products' claims of enhanced musicality through
reduced error rates do not stand up under close
scrutiny.
The second prevalent misconception about
the CD is that if the ones and zeros are the same,
the sound must be identical. This tenet is widely
held, especially among engineers and corn79

Test Gear
Used
discs, such as during aCD production run.
The Design Science CD Analyzer is most
often used in the quality control stage of CD
manufacturing. It is also ideal for record
companies who want to verify the quality
of CDs made for them by the pressing
plant. The Design Science CD Analyzer is
available from Design Science, 5245 Sale
Avenue, Woodland Hills, CA 91364. Tel:
This project was made possible by the loan
of two pieces of sophisticated test equipment. The first is aCD quality analyzer
called the Design Science CD Analyzer,
developed by Gordon Rudd in conjunction
with Disctronics. It consists of aboard that
fits in the expansion slot of an IBMcompatible PC, software, and aspecially
modified Philips CD player. The board takes
the HF signal from the player and performs

(818) 348-3392.
Jitter measurements were made with a
Kenwood DB-3545 Jitter Analyzer, adevice
used mostly by CD transport manufacturers
during quality control. It measures jitter in
the HF signal by looking at the time between
the falling and rising edges (or vice versa)
of 13. the shortest pit or land length on the
disc. Ideally, 13 should have aperiod of 694
nanoseconds (billionths of asecond) that
remains constant. However, no CD trans-

all decoding functions, just like aCD player.
Software then analyzes the error types and

port is jitter- free, causing the period of 13

presents the data in graphic form on the

nanoseconds. (The eight other frequencies

to be slightly shorter and longer than 694

computer display. In addition to measuring

in the HF signal will also be changed.) The

error types and rates, the system also mea-

DB-3545 displays the jitter graphically,

sures HF level, tracking level, and asymmetry. The CD Analyzer distinguishes be-

allowing easy interpretation of jitter distribution and character. Typically, aGaussian

tween each of the CD's error syndromes.

distribution (bell-shaped curve) is seen, as

These syndromes are called Ell, E12, E13,
E21, E22, and E23. The designations refer

the period of 13 varies around the ideal

to the severity of errors, in increasing order
of severity. Ell, E12, and E13 indicate either

displayed continuously in real time with 1nanosecond resolution. The analyzer also

one, two, or three errant or missing sym-

has user-definable jitter limits with a

value. The maximum period of 13 is also

bols in ablock as detected by the first stage

GO/NO-GO display. The DB-3545 mea-

of error correction (the Cl decoder). E21,

sures jitter only in the HF signal from aCD

E22, and E23 indicate one, two, or three

transport, and not in the SP/DIF digital out-

errant symbols in ablock at the second

put of aCD player or DAT machine. The

stage of error correction (the C2 decoder).

DB-3545 sells for $3950. Kenwood makes

An E23 error is the first stage of error con-

acomplete line of test equipment, includ-

cealment, causing the player to interpolate

ing CD and DAT measurement instruments.

the missing or errant data.

They can be reached at Kenwood USA Cor-

Test data can be stored on afloppy for
later analysis. The system also features a

poration, Communications and Test Equipment Group, 2201 E. Dominguez Street,

statistical analysis program that compares

P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801 -

performance trends over alarge number of

5745. Tel: (213)639-4200.
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puter users. Acornerstone of digital audio theory is that sound quality is independent of the
recording or transmission medium. The collective attitude among many engineers is succinctly expressed by the phrase "bits is bits." 4
This adage expresses the idea that if the ones
and zeros in adigital audio signal are identical,
no other digital-domain phenomenon (in a
properly designed digital audio system) can
influence sound quality. This attitude explicitly
rules out sonic differences between CD trans-

Variations in playback
quality exist even when
the digital code is
unchanged.

ports, optical vs coaxial cable CD Soundrings,
CD Stoplight, isolation feet, Armor A11, 5 and
any other CD tweaks that incontrovertibly
influence sound quality to sensitive listeners.
Those who subscribe to this theory tend to
be scornful and contemptuous of anyone

ion based on prejudice, not experimentation.
During my involvement in CD mastering, Itoo

believing such differences exist. The follow-

shared this view However, listening experiences

ing excerpt from aletter published in the Los

forced me to abandon these closely held

Angeles Times, in response to an article about

beliefs. No amount of rhetoric will convince

green marking pens on CDs, exemplifies the

the unbelieving. Iencourage anyone who

vehemence with which this belief is held:

asserts dogmatically and without atrace of
doubt (a good description of my attitude at one

"I got agood laugh out of Patrick Goldstein's
March 4Pop Eye column on the supposed salu-

time) that "bits is bits," to listen with an open

tary effects of green marking pens on CD

mind through adecent playback system to the

sound quality. Yeah, and if somebody takes a

effects of, say, CD Stoplight. Critical listening

picture of you, it robs you of your soul.
"What gullible and technically illiterate 'CD

is an essential tool for exploring these phenomena, yet is dismissed as "unscientific" or "subjective" by the "bits is bits" mentality. As we
will see, variations in playback quality exist
even when the digital code is unchanged.

fanatics' fail to understand is that CDs are fundamentally different from vinyl LPs, where the
precision with which the stylus tracks the
squiggly grooves has adirect bearing on sound
fidelity.

Jitter

"The information on CDs is computer data,

Iwas fairly confident that an examination of

pure and simple—nothing but long strings of
ones and zeros. And like all computer data, it's

the various tweaks' effects on error correction
would reveal no changes. Indeed, Ihad con-

either there or it isn't; there are no 'in-between'
gradations of playback quality.

ducted asimilar experiment with CD Soundrings afew years ago and found no reduction

"The chance that amarking pen can improve
CD sound isn't minuscule. It's zero. People who
claim to hear adifference are suffering from
wishful thinking or hallucinations"
It is apparent that the author of the above letter (a computer engineer and president of a
musical electronics company) formed his opin-

in error rates with the rings. 6 In addition, it is
possible to prove that adigital master tape and
amultiple-generation digital copy have identical data (in abit-for-bit comparison), even
though they do not sound the same. Moreover,
JVC's K-2 Interface seems to improve sound
quality without changing the pattern of ones
and zeros in the digital code.

4This belief is held mow by computer and electrical engineers
who work in fields other than audio, or digikd audio engineers
who do not listen to and evaluate music as apan of their wiirk.
Most CD mastering engineers, who have daily "ears-on - experience with digital audio. tend not to hold this view.
5Thew is evidence that Armor All applied to CDs can have
serious side effects, including attacking the polycarbonate and
fogging the laser lens. (Sec "Letters" and The Audio Anarchist" in this issue.) Itherefore discourage treating CDs with
Armor AU.
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Clearly, some other phenomenon is at work.
The most likely source of audible changes in
digital audio is jitter, atime-axis variation in the
digital bitstream. Jitter is most often introduced
by mechanical imperfections in digital audio6See "Industry Update" in Vol.12 No.8 and! JA's recent interview with Monster Cable's Noel Lee and Rodney Herman
(Vol.12 No.12).
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storage devices. ACD player's rotational servo,

to the DAC. Many engineers, including those

for example, can introduce time-base errors (jit-

at JVC who designed the K-2 Interface and dig-

ter) in the recovered signal if its speed varies
even by atiny amount. Another example of a
jitter-inducing mechanism is a digital tape

ital designers at Madrigal Audio Laboratories,
maintain that jitter can still reach the DAC,
despite the buffering.

transport. The speed variations which introduce

In researching the article, Ihad afascinating

jitter have an analog counterpart in wow and
flutter. Jitter can also create bit errors if severe

discussion with Steve Taylor, Vice President
and Director of Engineering at Madrigal, about

enough, although this is uncommon. Fig.5
shows the effects of jitter on digital code. Jitter changes the position where atransition in

digital audio in general and jitter in particular.
He shared the results of research conducted at
Madrigal by himself and Kevin Burke, Vice

the digital signal occurs. It has all the right infor-

President of Research. They found acorrela-

mation and in the right orde; but skewed in time.
If you have ever watched amultiple-generation VHS video tape, you've seen the effects of

tion between sonic performance and the qual-

o

ity of the HF signal read from a CD. The
amount of jitter in the signal, as well as the
shape and asymmetry of the HF signal, caused
sonic changes when all other variables were
kept constant. The circuitry that processes the
HF signal before decoding can also affect the
sonic character. Consequently, they developed

Reproduced with the permission of the publisher, Howard W.
Sams & Company. Principies of Digi al Audio. Second Edition,
by Kenneth C Pohlmann. copyright 1989

Fig.5 Jitter affects the time relationship
between digital transitions.
time-base error, which is analogous to digital
audio jitter. With each successive generation,
the horizontal lines that make up the picture
become increasingly skewed in relation to each
other. As this time-base error accumulates,
image outlines become slightly crooked, making the picture appear fuzzy.

acircuit that cleans up the HF signal before
decoding.
Their research also confirmed that even the
smallest amounts of jitter in the word clock that
synchronizes the D/A converter affect the
musicality of digital playback. Ashift of as little
as 100 picoseconds (0.1 nanoseconds, or y
lo of
a billionth of asecond) in the word clock
causes audible conversion-timing errors. These
errors are more noticeable on high-frequency
signals, and, significantly, low-level signals. A
slight time shift (see fig.6) causes amplitude distortion. If asample uses only afew bits, such

If jitter reaches the digital-to-analog converter, severe errors in the output analog signal result. Fig.6 shows how timing variations

as when quantizing alow-level signal, the error
in relation to the signal is much greater than if

can affect the shape of an analog waveform. In
theory, however, jitter is never allowed to reach

tude sample Jitter thus has agreater deleterious
effect on low-level signal components. 7 It is

the DAC: jitter-laden data are input to abuffer

probably no coincidence that JVC's K-2 inter-

and clocked out with quartz-crystal accuracy

the same error were applied to ahigh-ampli-

face and high-quality CD transports—both of
which reduce jitter—improve soundstage
depth and low-level resolution, contributing

Fig.6 Timing variations distort the analog
waveform.
Stereophile, May 1990

7An excellent discussion of the effects of data liner appeared
in an article by Malcolm Hawksford in the February 1990 issue
of HFN/RR. In addition, at the Afith AES Convention, held in
Montreux, Switzerland, in March, aworkshop uas held on the
audible effects of data jitter. A full report on the workshop's
conclusions and on the convention in general will appear in
the _June issue, but briefly to summarize the workshop's findings, jitter of the digital data stream translates into sidcbands
either side of the spectral components of the finally recovered
analog audio signal. For example, if jitter in the data stream
presented to the DAC has aperiodic nature equivalent to, say,
200Hz, then ±200Hz sidebands will appear around every spectral component in the analog music signal. As suggested by
Madrigal's engineers, it appears that the degradation increases
with rising signal frequency, implying that jitter has to be kept
below athreshold very much lower than originally believed
if audible degradation is not to result.
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to asense of spaciousness.

reduction, as claimed in their white paper. If

With some of the CD's technical aspects

the mechanisms by which these treatments

behind us, let's look at the measurement results.

work are unknown:the promoters should say
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Fig.7 Design Science CD Analyzer error
printout of an untreated disc

I
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Print

Fig.8 Same disc, but treated
simultaneously with Finyl, CD
Stoplight, and aCD Soundring on top
of aMod Squad damper disc

Test results
First, none of the CD tweaks reduced data

so instead of blaming data errors.

errors. Neither the Block Error Rate, nor the
ability to correct, rather than conceal, errors

Idid, however, find huge variations in BLER
between discs made at different manufacturing
facilities. In fact, Imeasured several commer-

was affected by any of the devices or treatments. In fact, BLER slightly increased after
application of liquids to the disc, probably the
result of tiny surface scratches introduced

cially available discs whose BLER exceeded
Philips's "Red Book" specification of 220, all

Finyl left small fibers behind on the disc, also

from Discovery Systems. Although ahigh BLER
will not cause audible artifacts, it will significantly affect the CD player's ability to correct,

slightly increasing BLER. Uncorrectable (E23)
errors occurred at the same place on the Pierre

rather than interpolate, errors. When along
burst error is encountered, the information

Verany test disc (track 31, with aImm dropout),
with or without any device or treatment. The

used to reconstruct missing data comes from

when buffing dry. The red pad supplied with

farther into the disc an E23 (uncorrectable)

surrounding data. If these adjacent data contain errors, the ability to reconstruct missing

error occurs, the better the ability to correct

sections is reduced. Even though ahigh BLER,

large HF signal dropouts. In addition, BLER

by itself, will not be audible, it can cause the
player to interpolate or mute more often in the

remained the same when the CD player was in
aquiet environment or when subjected to

presence of burst errors.

90dB SPL, measured at the player. This experiment was performed when attempting to mea-

(Incidentally, Ionce bought adisc whose
Table of Contents was not even readable. Sub-

sure any effects of the Arcici LaserBase isolation platform. All measurements were performed five times in each condition (the

sequent measurement revealed that it did not
meet the Philips "Red Book" specifications in
five different parameters: BLER, HF signal level,

untreated, or control run, and after application
of the tweak). Figs.7 and 8show the Design

track pitch variations, starting radius of Table
of Contents, and starting radius of program. I

Science CD Analyzer printout of an untreated

returned the disc to the record company with

disc and the same disc treated simultaneously
with Finyl, CD Stoplight, and aCD Soundring

my test data. Although this disc was an excep-

on top of the Mod Squad damper disc. As can
be seen, no error-rate reduction is evident.

tion, many poor-quality discs do find their way
into stores.)

Although Iheard an improvement with Finyl,

The makers of CD Stoplight claim to have
measured adifference in the recovered analog

it was most certainly not the result of error

output signal with atreated disc. They played

Stereophile, May 1990
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apure tone from atest disc and measured the
spectral content on either side of the tone.
Reportedly, aCD Stoplight-treated disc produces lower-amplitude sidebands around the
pure frequency Just as this was going to press,
AudioPrism faxed me graphs made on aHewlettPackard spectrum analyzer that support their
findings. Without knowing all the measure-

Most of these tweaks
would appear to border
on voodoo, with no basis
in scientific fact.

ment details, the graphs do appear to show a
slightly lower noise floor after the addition of
CD Stoplight. Watc.h for an update as more information becomes available and can be verified.
The jitter measurements that Icarried out
raised more questions than they answered. As
with error rates, none of the devices or treatments reduced jitter in the HF signal. During

greater than the difference in jitter between a
fairly cheap Magnavox CD player and the Esoteric PD2 transport. The measurements indicated that some of this jitter was inherent in the
disc, and not solely the result of the CD trans-

the testing, Ihad no idea how much jitter
reduction to anticipate, and consequently set

port's speed instability. If CD transports with

the measurement parameters so that even the

better low-level resolution, and more liquid
textures, then it follows that CDs manufactured

smallest change would be detected. When I
measured no change in jitter, Ithought that per-

lower jitter provide greater soundstage depth,

haps the jitter analyzer, or my interpretation of

with less jitter will exhibit the same increase
in musicality when played on the same trans-

the results, lacked sufficient resolution. However, after completing the jitter measurements,

depth, space, and fine detail than when the data

port. In auditioning the PD2, Iheard more

Ireceived the Esoteric PD2, a$4000 CD transport. It had enormously lower jitter than the

stream came from aMarantz CD-94.

Magnavox player that Ihad used in conjunc-

period of the light-intensity modulation moves

tion with the error analyzer. Any concerns
about the jitter analyzer's resolution were thus

around an ideal value. This can be caused by
variations in the rotational speed of the CD

allayed. The PD2's jitter reduction was an order
of magnitude greater than what Ihad been

drive, or, significantly, slightly longer or shorter

looking for during the tweak-effect measurements.

Thoughts and speculation

Jitter in the HF signal is created when the

pit lengths on the CD. Both conditions will produce identical results: the zero crossings of the
HF signal will continually shift in time. Jitter in
the HF signal is thus acombination of small variations in pit length (intrinsic to the particular

Instead of shedding light on the causes of sonic
differences, the jitter measurements only deep-

disc), and imperfections in the transport's rotational speed.

ened the mystery. First, because the tweaks
produced no change in jitter, other unidentified optical phenomena must be occurring

With the idea that the CD mastering process
could have an effect on reproduced sound, I

during CD playback. Just how some of these
treatments affect sound quality is an enigma

on known mastering machines. 8 It was important to establish if the jitter amount was inher-

waiting to be solved. Second, the jitter measurements led to atrain of thought that produced a startling hypothesis: different CD

ent in aparticular mastering machine, or if jitter
was dependent on other factors. Ifound no
correlation between jitter amount and a

mastering machines, and the optical and chem-

specific mastering machine. This led to the con-

immediately measured the jitter of discs made

ical conditions present when the CD master

clusion that other factors in the mastering and

disc is made, could affect the musicality of the
CD. If this proves true, the revelation is abomb-

chemical developing process introduce slight

shell, both technically and commercially.
What led to consideration of this possibility was the fact that the amount of intrinsic jitter varied enormously between discs. Indeed,
the disc-to-disc variation in jitter was much
Stereophile, May 1990

8Most CD mastering machines can he identified by the writing
style on the disc's inside ring. Although some niachines share
the same type style, enough variations exist to know which
machine cut 2 particular disc. One engineer tworked with
could spot amachine by its track-pitch variations. Imperfections in the drive mechanism produce tiny changes in track
pitch, unique to that machine.
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changes in pit length, which is manifested as
increased jitter in the HF signal.

From my measurements,

The hypothesis that aCD's sonic character
is affected by the mastering process is predi-

it is apparent that none

cated on the assumption that jitter in the HF sig-

of these CD tweaks

nal produces audible changes in the analog output. There are compelling reasons to believe
this is true. During the development of the Proceed CD player, Madrigal engineers performed
blind listening tests, varying the quality of the
HF signal. They concluded that the HF signal
does have an audible effect, and subsequently
designed acircuit that cleans it up before it

°have any effect on a
player's error-correction
ability or on the amount
of jitter in the HF signal.

reaches the decoder. Moreover, the enhanced
musicality offered by the Esoteric PD2 transport is most likely due to its lower jitter. Since

why this occurs. Ironically, the engineers

CDs exhibit greater variations in jitter than that

responsible for this marvel of technology are

between acheap transport and astate-of-theart transport, the inexorable conclusion is that

the least likely to believe sonic differences exist,
and the most likely to dismiss such claims as

CDs made under different conditions have

rantings of the lunatic fringe.

different sonic characteristics.

One encouraging bit of news, however,

Several experiments may help prove or dis-

comes from arepresentative of PDO. He admit-

prove this theory. One would be to make two

ted that engineers at the PDO plant in Hanover,

CD manufacturing runs from the same master
tape, but at different mastering and pressing

CD made on a"write once" system and aplas-

plants. If they have different amounts of jitter

West Germany, heard adifference between a

and different sonic characteristics, it will be one

tic replicated disc made from the same master
tape. Their testing revealed ahigher error rate

piece of evidence that supports the theory.

on the one-off disc, but with no uncorrectable

However, it will be difficult to isolate jitter as

errors. As aresult, they have launched an inves-

the cause of sonic changes: According to some

tigation into why asonic difference exists

listeners, discs made by PDO (Philips DuPont

between these discs, and also into the effects

Optical Corporation) sound better than discs

of Armor All and CD Stoplight.

made at other manufacturing facilities. (PDO-

Another interesting item comes from acom-

made discs did not have lower jitter than other

pany called Hi Bright, which represents app-

discs, at least in my initial survey.) This could

anese CD manufacturer. This manufacturer

be attributed to the fact that PDO uses aslightly

claims to have discovered sonic differences

different process in creating the center hole.

among various molding materials, and con-

Instead of molding the disc with the hole, it is

cludes that polycarbonate (used in virtually all

punched after the disc has been made. This

CDs) is not sonically ideal. They pressed discs

process reportedly results in lower eccentricity

in polycarbonate and their own material, called

(out of round), which would lower the tracking

APO (Amorphous Poly-Olefin), from the same
stamper, and claim better sonics from their pro-

servo's current demands. At any rate, the ramifications of this theory are so far-reaching that
afull investigation is called for.
An interesting aspect of this CD tweaking,
brought to my attention by Doug Sax, is that
all of these optical-related tweaks improve the
listening experience and none makes it worse.

prietary molding compound. At the time of
writing, Ihad not been able to get samples of
each disc for comparison. Iwill, however,
report my findings in afuture article.
That the disc material could affect musicality
is certainly plausible. If green paint and Armor

This implies that perhaps the CD format can

All affect sound quality, it follows that the sub-

be greatly improved by an understanding of
these phenomena. If green paint around the

strate material would have an even greater

edge of the disc, or Finyl on its surface, can

molding that is not widely known is aphenome-

effect on reproduced sound. One aspect of CD

improve musicality, imagine the results of

non called birefringence, adouble refraction

intensive research by the CD's designers into

of the playback beam. When the beam enters

Stereophile, May 1990
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the polycarbonate, part of the beam travels at
adifferent velocity and polarization, caused by

Postscript:
more measurements

changes in the refractive index of the polycar-

After the above article had been set in type, I

bonate. The changes in refractive index are
caused by stresses induced in the polycar-

saw aFax that Robert Harley had received from

bonate during the injection-molding process.

had made that seemed to indicate that paint-

Acertain amount of birefringence is inherent,

ing the edge of the CD green with CD Stoplight

but if it is excessive degradation of the HF signal results. Birefringence is measured by the

signal. Along with the idea that Igleaned from

AudioPrism. It concerned measurements they

reduced the amount of noise in the final analog

relative phase shift of the refracted beams, and

the Montreux AES Convention—that jitter

specified in the "Red Book" to be less than 100
nanometers, double pass. Birefringence, which

nal recovered from CD—this prompted asim-

varies in amount between manufacturing runs,

ple measurement that Ithought might reveal

noise appears as sidebands in the analog sig-

should certainly be considered a potential

such adifference Using DRA Lab's MELISSA—

source of musical degradation.

strictly speaking, "MLSSe —system, Iwould
analyze the noise spectrum of asingle tone sig-

Conclusion

nal with the CD first played au nature!, then

From my measurements, it is apparent that

with the edges painted green.

none of these CD tweaks have any effect on a

Upon reflection, the experiment would not
be as simple as Ihad at first thought. An FFT-

player's error-correction ability or on the
amount of jitter in the HF signal. However, it

type spectrum analyzer, such as MELISSA,

is beyond doubt that they increase the musicality of CDs. Just as in analog audio, there are

trades off bandwidth against resolution. With
the maximum frequency resolution offered by

things going on in digital audio that have not
been identified, but influence sonic characteristics. There is areal need to explore these

the system, Iwould be restricted to a lkHz

questions through empirical measurement and
by listening. Iam convinced that undiscovered
optical phenomena in CD playback affect
sound quality. Only by combining critical

bandwidth. Conversely, uying to analyze noise
over the 20kHz audio bandwidth would
restrict frequency discrimination to 37Hz or
so, which might not be sufficient to show up
any differences. In addition, the 12-bit A/D
converter used by MELISSA might not feature

listening with the scientific method can these

asufficiently wide dynamic range to reveal

mysteries be solved.
Although Ihad wanted to find measurable

such differences. However, if Ilooked at -20dB
tones, the noise floor would be just in reach,

differences with the tweaks, the experiments
at least ruled out data errors and jitter as the

with meaningful results resulting.
The experiment would be twofold. Iwould

cause of audible differences. More significantly,
however, the jitter measurements led to the

first use the -20dB 920Hz tone from the initial

hypothesis that the conditions under which

pressing of the Stereopbile Test CD with the
analyzer bandwidth set to IkHz (4kHz sam-

CDs are made have audible effects on playback

pling). This would give a2Hz frequency reso-

quality. This idea has profound ramifications,

lution, which Ihoped would show the fine

warranting a full investigation to reveal its

structure of the noise around the analog tone.

merit.
This is an exciting time to witness digital

Second, Iwould use the -20dB 1001Hz tone

audio's evolution. We are on the verge of identifying and understanding the subtle mechanisms that affect the digital musical experience.
We may one day look back on today's digital
audio quality the way we now look at a1950s-

from the first HFN/RR Test CD with the
analyzer bandwidth set to 25kHz. This would
give me an idea of broad changes in the noise
floor up to CD's 22.05kHz Nyquist frequency
that might be placed at the feet of CD Stoplight.
Regarding hardware, it seemed pointless to use

era black-and-white television, considered a

the best transport possible; Iwanted something

miracle of technology in its day. Only by realiz-

that would misbehave if it could. Itherefore

ing digital audio's flaws can real improvement

played the discs on my Philips D6800 portable

be made.

CD player, powered from an AC adaptor.

"All our knowledge brings us nearer to our
ignorance."
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Initially, Igot meaningless results. With the
920Hz test, painting the edges of the CD green
Stereophile, May 1990

produced differences in the levels of noise.
However, so did removing the disc from the
player, then replacing it and repeating the measurement. While the levels of the fundamental and of the AC mains harmonics were repeatable to within afraction of adB, the intrinsic
error in the measurement system at the very
low levels of background noise seemed higher
than what Iwas trying to find. However, if the
CD Stoplight did produce any difference, car-

5dB; that between 925Hz and 935Hz went
down slightly. This might seem trivial, and it
could never be audible, but it did happen with
both samples of the Stereopbile disc with
which Iperformed the experiment.
With the wideband analysis of the noise
floor and the 1001Hz tone, Ididn't expect to
find any differences around the fundamental,
the frequency discrimination being too poor.
However, Iwondered if any systematic differ-

rying out anumber of measurements and aver-

ences could be observed at higher frequencies.

aging the results might reveal them. (Random

At first sight, there appeared not to be, differences in the levels stored in the frequency bins

up-and-down fluctuations in the levels stored
in the frequency "bins" due to errors and quantizing problems will tend to cancel out, while
any systematic change will be left unchanged.)
Time to start again. Using fresh discs, Icarried out the noise analysis five times with
untreated discs for each of the two tests, then
averaged the results. This procedure was then
repeated with the edges of the discs painted
green. 9 Ithen wrote a short program that

between the two conditions appearing random. (The levels of the fundamental tone were
identical.) But eyeballing the difference data
file, it appeared that there were more negative
differences than positive. This indeed was the
case, the mean level per frequency bin decreasing by 0.28dB. Though this is very small, particularly if you remember that this difference

would input the averaged data files produced

is occurring at -100dB referred to aCD's maximum operating level, it still seems to me to be

for the two tests and output agraphic represen-

statistically significant. (For all you statisticians

tation of the difference between them, as well
as calculating the mean difference per fre-

out there, there were 512 bins or samples, with
astandard deviation of the differences between

quency bin and the standard deviation. (I'm a
great believer in letting computers do what

the value with and without CD Stoplight of

they do best—boring calculations!) This pro-

I.67dB.) For comparison, comparing the data
files from supposedly identical tests —je, cap-

gram also gave me agood idea of the kind of

turing the waveform two successive times and

differences that were produced by identical

performing the analysis—gave achange in the

repeat measurements of the same signal, so that
Icould easily see what differences were of the

with astandard deviation of 3.54dB.

order of the experimental error and what were
not, and thus could be attributed to CD Stoplight.
The results were interesting, not the least
because they were apparently positive. There
appeared to be consistent, if tiny, changes in
the nature of the noise floor that presumably
correlated with the application of CD Stoplight

mean level per bin on the order of ±0.1ilB,
Admittedly, this was avery hurried experiment, with the measurable effect due to CD
Stoplight being at the very limit of the system's
resolution, around the level of the experimental error. It would therefore be foolhardy to
argue that these minuscule but apparently real
changes would directly correlate with the

to the disc edge. Looking first at the narrow-

unsubtle improvement in sound quality noted

band analysis of the 920Hz tone, there was no
overall discernible difference in the nature of

when CD Stoplight is applied to the CD edge.

the noise between 10Hz and 1000Hz. However,

tone seemed to change. With application of

thought for those who persuasively argue that
nothing that can be done to improve the
character of the optical signal recovered from
the disc can have any effect on the analog sig-

Stoplight, the noise floor between 900Hz and
910Hz went up slightly, by between 1dB and

Also, Iwould welcome hearing from anyone

both times Icarried out the test the nature of
the noise floor either side of the fundamental

9Five was an arbitrary number—five measun.
sts were carried out because that was the number Ihad chosen for the program Ihad written to average quasi-anechoic loudspeaker frequency lt,p0IISCS =OM a 30° lateral window for Stereopbile's
loudspeaker reviews. The same program was used here.
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Ioffer these results, however, as food for

nal ultimately output from aCD player's DAC.
out there who repeats this kind of experiment
with test equipment with much higher
resolution—the DSP module for the ubiquitous Audio Precision System One, for example.
—John Atkinson
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Why Istarted Audio Express

After 14 years in high end retail audio. Ive found that people want:
1) wider selection of "best buy" components and accessories
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Cary Audio
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and build quality for only $995.00
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Stereophile's
readers review
the magazine's
Poem LP

POEM:
Gun 11.1•6.....gl.

i

NW,

nthe Fall of 1989, Stereopbile magazine
released its first recording,' of Gary Wood-

decent system, atrue soundstage would be

ward and Brooks Smith playing flute so-

natas by Prokofiev and Reinecke, and awork
by American composer Griffes that gave the LP

when the recording was played back.
We were pretty sure that we had succeeded
in these intentions; confident enough, in fact,

its title: Poem. The full story was published in
the September 1989 issue (p.66). We wanted to

Stereophile's readers to write reviews for pub-

created between and behind the loudspeakers

that we felt it worthwhile to commission

offer our readers an LP of acoustic music made
with the minimum of electronics and processing—

lication. In the January and February 1990

the sounds of the instruments would be as true

reviews of no more than 500 words, with the

issues, therefore, we asked readers to submit

to reality as possible. The images of the instruments were also captured with apurist microphone technique so that, with even ahalfway
94

IPoem is available by mail for $15.98 plus $2 S&H from Stereophlie Record Department, P.O. Box 364, Mount Morris.
61054,
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Does this initial
release embrace
the notorious
J. Gordon Holt
rule? Definitely
not!

promise that the six that we consider the best
would appear in print. Wk would also invite the
overall winner to be our guest in Santa Fe, while
all those whose reviews were published would
receive acopy of the Stereophile Test CD and
an advance pressing of our next LP, of Brahms
piano works including his third Sonata, in f,
which we expect to release in July.
Our thanks go to all those who wrote reviews of Poem with no more ado, here are the
winners. As can be seen, the opinions and the
styles in which those opinions are presented
vary considerably. (You should note that we
have, in fact, printed seven reviews: as one of
the winning entries was from someone with
whom the magazine has abusiness relationship—he is awell-known hi-fi dealer—we felt
that we should extend the number of winners
accordingly.)

PROKOFIEV: Sonata in D for flute & piano, Op.94
REINEÉKE: Sonata in E("Undine"), Op.167
GRIFFES: Poem
Gary Woodward, flute; Brooks Smith, Steinway piano
Stereophile STPH001-1 (LP only, ). FCavi Alexander, eng.;
John Atkinson. Richard Lehnert, Larry Archibald.
prods. AAA. TT: 5238

Joint first-prize winner:
Bernard Shaw, in correspondence to The Alusical Digest for 1948, described Prokofiev's Flute
Sonata, the principal work here, as "a humorous masterpiece of authentic violin music."
2(:l) release is planned for later this year (when LA and,JA can
agree on adigital mastering system that they fed doesn't significantly alter the master tape's sonies).
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Apparently that keen music-critic-turneddewy-eyed-socialist fell prey to Opus 94a
(commissioned by David Oistrakh). But Shaw
may be forgiven, since the original version
failed to gain currency until well into the LP era.
Israel Nestyev, Prokofiev's biographeg termed
Opus 94 "an effusion of pure lyricism following the stark images of the Seventh Sonata, the
Second String Quartet and the Ballad of the
Unknown Boy" Indeed, stark, but nothing that
could ever be called Heavy Mental! Prokofiev's
best works by far remain freshly "neoclassical,"
such as the First Symphony and the Flute
Sonata. Yet all display atypical off-kilter lilt, to
which his son once revealed the secret: Every
composition was nearly complete, then his
father went back and "Prokofievized" it.
Therefore we have the characteristic (although
stupefying) Russian ballets, the rollicking Fifth
Symphony, the menacing Nevsky, and the various concerti as his most popular pieces—also
those that sound most like him.
Thus it seems appropriate to discuss first the
sonics presented here Now "sound" as we hear
it on a record involves many contributors
beyond immediate control. For instance, the
instrument-maker, the microphone-maker, the
phonograph-maker. Final analysis cannot dismiss any of these, yet most reviews, including
this one, do. Absolute polarity too displays its
inimitable role, for no record may be heard
aright without that vital adjustment. (Incidentally, this issue happens to be opposite those
on the renowned Baker's Dozen Best list.)
Whichever, we encounter (on gorgeously silent
vinyl) asomewhat distant perspective on a
rather nasty acoustic, the flute furthermore
lacking focus (good tone, however) and the
piano so remote one wonders whether the two
share the same stage. 'Riming to the reference
recording (that aforehinted introductory LP, by
Doriot Anthony Dwyer and Jesus Maria San roma, Boston 208 —nia, alas), the flute, while
somewhat fife-sounding, fairly leaps into the
room, the piano striding firmly behind—a real
team. Viva la mono!
As to performance Woodward and Smith play
the notes pretty well, although the former's
constant vibrato serves no apparent expressive
purpose. Dwyer, on the other hand, had me
slapping my knee continuously at her felicitous
turns of phrase. Pity, she retires this year from
the Boston Symphony, where for decades she
appeared to similar effect each week. Still, for
consolation to the present artists (and engineer
Kavi Alexander), Jean-Pierre Rampal's Erato
account (on MHS) fizzles completely.
Overside, the Griffes Poem should alert
everyone to an unduly neglected American
master whose piano compositions especially
95

merit greater attention. The Reinecke Sonata—
well, perhaps we need Richter, who performed
at the Prokofiev premier.
Does this initial release from the fledgling
Stereopbile label embrace the notorious J. Gordon Holt rule? Definitely not! Here we have
decent performances in decent sound.
ClarkJohnsen
Boston, MA

Joint first-prize winner:
I'll admit to some initial disappointment when,
in the September 1989 issue, Iread about
Stereopbile's recording of flute and piano
works, performed by Gary Woodward and
Brooks Smith. As was reportedly the case for
Mozart, the flute is not one of my favorite
orchestral instruments. Iimagined 45 minutes
of insipid 19th-century noodling and/or pseudoimpressionistic pap. Well, Ineed not have
worried. Poem offers an involving musical program, solidly performed and stunningly recorded.
Gary Woodward's tone is quite beautiful—
though broader, breathier, and less "gleaming"
than Rampal's, less "high calorie" than Galway's. His lower range is absolutely sensual—
Woodward manages to sound like an alto flute
at times. He has ample technique and his intonation is never less than spot-on. Side one of
STPH001-1 begins with Griffes's Poem, a
dreamlike fantasy well suited to Woodward's
romantic sound and sensibilities. The flutist's
subtle tonal shadings of individual notes and
phrases are marvelous, although the performance ultimately seemed abit earthbound.
The album's high point, for me, follows—the
Reinecke "Undine" Sonata, one of this undervalued composer's better-known compositions. This beautifully crafted work, perfect in
scale and form, is played by Woodward with
an affecting simplicity and fluidity. Pianist
Smith is very much at home with the Brahmsian piano idiom, and comes across as an equal
participant.
Less successful is the Prokofiev D-major
sonata. The performance seems cautious, espe-

This is the way a
piano sounds in a
small, empty
auditorium.

cially Smith's contribution, which lacks incisiveness. Rampal (on Odyssey Y 33905), with
his longtime partner Robert Veyron- Lacroix,
gives areading that is effortlessly virtuosic, with
areal sense of abandon, especially in the exciting final movement.
The sound is magnificent. The producers
have certainly succeeded in their goal to preserve the true sound of acoustic instruments
in ahall. Through my system —Grado TLZ,
Premier FT3, VPI HW-19 II, ARC SP9 Mk.II
preamp, Rowland Model 3amplifiers, Mirage
M-1 loudspeakers—the perspective is that of
aseat in the front third of asmall, empty hall.
The piano is clearly close to the rear wall and
the solo flute near the edge of the stage, well
in front of the piano. Woodward's flute sound
is amazingly consistent from top to bottom
without any unnatural colorations, or asense
of strain when he plays loudly. The piano does
sometimes lack focus and definition—the left
hand in particular—but Isuspect this is a
response we all have after too many closely
miked piano recordings. This is the way apiano
sounds in asmall, empty auditorium.
Icompared Poem to the Wilson violin and
piano discs that Iadmire greatly (Wilson W8722 and W-8315). Although also recorded in
asmall hall, the feel is actually more like that
of aliving room—a perfectly valid way to make
a"chamber music" recording. The sound is
close and intimate. But Ifind Poem's sonics to
be just as involving in the way they recreate the
feeling of being in areal hall listening to real
musicians. Kudos to Kavi Alexander and to Stereopbile for producing atrue reference recording. Ieagerly await the next release.
Andrew Quint
Merlon Station, PA

First Runner-Up
As loyal readers know, the selections on the first
LP produced by Stereopbile magazine consist
of works for flute and piano by Griffes,
Reinecke, and Prokofiev, as played by Gary
Woodward and Brooks Smith. This album is a
quite pleasant listening experience, though I
personally find the compositions to be somewhat dull fare. The performance seems to be
well-executed, however, and lovers of this
musical idiom will most likely find much to
enjoy within these grooves.
In terms of reproduced sound, the soundstage is true to the photographs in the Stereopbile article, with the musicians clearly located
behind the speakers, and the piano distinctly
behind the flute. The hall ambience and sense
of space around the instruments are distinctly
Stereophile, May 1990

reproduced, and there is no reason to believe
that these aspects of the reproduction are anything less than faithful to the original.
My main criticism of the sound quality lies
in the sounds of the instruments themselves
Having done two years of strictly amateur but
purist (ORTF and Blumlein) choral recording.
Ihave some appreciation for the difficulty of
achieving abalance between players who are
different distances from the microphone
Admittedly, the problem of balancing flute and
piano to achieve asatisfyingly musical result
is great. Nevertheless, Ifeel that producers of
this LP should have spent the extra time necessary to achieve abetter balance. The piano lid
was nearly closed, and the photographs in Stereophile show it placed close to the rear wall.
As aresult, the piano sounds overly muted, and
the bass notes sound particularly affected by
the piano's close proximity to the rear wall. The
inner detail of the attack and decay of the piano
notes is missing. (The most fascinating part, to
me, of piano sound is the amazing complexity
of the notes' decay, as demonstrated to great
effect by James Boyk at the first, 1987, Stereopbile show in Santa Monica.)
The other major problem is that the flute is
too immediate, and has too much breathy quality, sometimes bordering on an almost "spiny"
nature. Perhaps the radiation pattern of the flute
was oriented unfavorably with respect to the
microphones' pickup pattern.
In retrospect, Ifeel that the piano's lid should
have been opened more, with the piano moved
further from the microphone to compensate
if necessary, and that the flute should have been
further from the microphones and perhaps
angled differently. One way in which an overall
volume balance could have been achieved
would have been with ahypercardioid microphone pattern, if available, to focus more on
one of the instruments.
The producers of this album clearly went to
extreme effort, and they should be commended for their obviously strong desire to
produce afirst release of high quality. Hopefully, the types of problems noted above will
be ameliorated in their future recordings. Iwish
them every success.
David L. Glackin
Altadena, CA
Second Runner-Up
Iwalked alone down the darkening streets of
Santa Fe; walked until Icame to the deserted
railroad tracks covered with rust, and watched
my lengthening shadow play upon the wall of
the old Depot Station. The crunch of the gravel
beneath my feet reminded me that I'd been
Stereophile, May 1990

There is no reason to
believe that these
aspects of the
reproduction are
anything less than
faithful to the original.

here before; and reminded me of the reason I'd
come back.
1walked back up the winding street until I
came to the house; knocked three times at the
door, and waited.
"Yes?" avoice said.
"Joe sent me," Ianswered.
The door opened slowly; the tall man in the
tattered straw hat admitted me to the candle-lit
living room, and showed me my place in the
circle of men seated on the floor. Isat. There
were six of us.
"Now," the tall man whispered. "Now, we
may begin."
He passed the pipe filled with the Sacred
Smoking Mixture. Each of us, in turn, inhaled
the smoke and held it in as long as we could.
The pipe went around three times. The candle
began to glow with nova intensity.
"Now, the drink," said the man. He passed
alarge earthen bowl filled with abitter gruel.
Itook two large swallows and passed it. My
breath came out in oven-hot blasts. It was the
fire within.
The leader spoke again. "Tonight we must
face our Warrior's Task. We must listen to this
record." He held up the sleeve. Icould make
out the word "Poem." He slipped out the record and placed it on the turntable behind him.
The music seemed to come from everywhere at once.
"Listen!" Iexclaimed. "The flute sounds!
Like the plaintive cry of the lone coyote from
the distant mountains!"
"Like the magical voice of our Brother the
Wind," said another, "whispering though the
barren trees under the full moon."
"The Ghost of Electricity, flowing from the
Land of Mystery," came another, in ahushed
tone.
"We commune with the Spirits of the Forgotten Time," said the Man in the Hat. "Listen, as
they reveal their knowledge."
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The room grew silent, except for the exquisite music, which seemed to go on forever.
There was asudden gust of wind; the candle
flickered and went out. Isat in silence; the
songs took me away in aspiraling vortex of
images. There was aflash of blue light inside
my brain; then black.
Iawoke in ashivering sweat; the room was
deserted, the dawn light creeping in through
the torn curtains. Ismelled flowers but there
were none. Igot up and stretched my stiff muscles, lit acigarette, and walked out into the crisp
morning air. If Icould only turn back the
clock...
Ronaldi. Ramsey
Tesuque, NM

Third Runner-Up
What is good music? What is agood recording?
The music should awaken some emotion in
you and bring your soul to life. The recording
provides transportation for the music. It can
be aVolkswagen or aRolls-Royce, the difference being the comfort of the trip. Who left the
window open? And who is eating Rice Krispies
in the back seat?
Crackle is along for the ride on side one. (Pop
and Snap decided to hang out at the used record store.) Ieven stopped at acar wash before
the trip, but Crackle didn't seem to take the
hint. Thank goodness he fell asleep before
side two.
Ignoring our unwanted passenger, everything seems to be natural on this recording (no
plastic seatcovers on the fine leather). My only
complaint is that there is too much room in this
performance, or maybe these pieces would be
better served by asmaller room. The impact
of the piano's lower registers suffers the most.
The impact is there, but it requires concentration to separate it from the room (like having
an intimate conversation at a heavy metal
concert).
Ihave adifferent problem with the performance the record conveys. There was a
mechanical quality in the way the pieces were
played. The music did not flow naturally. There
was no magic. The Prokofiev piece was better
than either the Griffes or the Reinecke, but this
feeling may have more to do with my musical
preference than the performance, because it,
too, danced like arobot.
Two examples of this awkwardness come to
mind. Griffes's Poem produced atension in me
similar to dreams of walking to school and
realizing that the term paper you have not
started is due today. And on Reinecke's Allegro,
avision of some impish Puck appears skipping
Stereophile, May 1990

My heart started
breaking, as if JA,
LA, and RL had just
played some
practical joke on
me.

Ihad been had.

down arocky road. As you watch, you realize
that he is going to fall and you sit by powerless
to help.
If the goal of these works is to provide tension and thereby an emotional response, then
they are highly successful. However, they poke
emotions Iwould rather not have disturbed. I
find enough tension on Highway One, thank you.
Eric Watterson
Lexington, SC
Fourth Runner-Up
Ifeel as if Iknow you all personally after reading your prose religiously for three and ahalf
years. "Stereopbile cutting an LP!" Ithought,
"This is going to be one heck of arecording!"
My copy of Poem arrived on February 17th.
Oh, boy! Iwas so excited, Icould hardly wait
for it to get dark outside so that I
could begin
some serious listening. Night fell, and Poem lay
on my trusty Well-Tempered Record Player. 3
Ilowered the arm into the lead-in groove and
the Grado brought forth the first notes of side
one. Iturned out the lights and settled into my
sweet seat. Sixty seconds later, my heart started
breaking, as ifJA, LA, and RL had just played
some practical joke on me, and snatched $17.98
from my clutching hands. Ihad been had.
The sound was atrocious. "Grainy," "congested," "veiled," and "edgy" aren't strong
enough adjectives to describe this recording.
My god, it sounds as if the tape is oversaturated,
the VUs pegged at +9dB and no one cares! I
realized quickly that Itruly couldn't endure
more than 10 minutes of side one. The surface
noise was worse than recordings that Ihave
from the major labels. There was nothing palpable about this record. Ican't describe the
3My LP playback system consists oía Well-limipered Record
Player fitted with aGrado TLZ. MIT 330 interconnects go to
an Adcom GFP- 555 prearnp. Aural Symphonies As-One interconnects go to aheavily modified Adcorn GFA-555 amp (Musical Fidelity in Los Angeles. highly recommended). Bi- wired
AudioQuest Red fitted with Win* expanding bananas feeds my
Vandersteen 2(:Ls on Sound Anchor stands. Records are cleaned
on aVP1 HV1'16.5, and Iuse a Disc-washer stylus brush (dry).
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musicality of this record since Ican't stand to
listen to acomplete side.
Iwas so looking forward to describing the
luscious sound that Ijust assumed that you
would be able to capture You got my hopes up,
then let me way down. You should be ashamed
of yourselves.
My conclusion is that either:
A) This is really atrick. You are trying to see
if everyone will write in waxing poetic about
how marvelous you geniuses are They will talk
of "timbre so sweet, you can taste the platinum!" Ha, Ha! You will have the last laugh
when 10,000 audiophiles write in telling you
about how marvelous your record is, and in the
June issue you expose that you really recorded
Poem using exclusively Tandy equipment,
from mikes to portable deck.
Or B) You have truly captured the sound of
the recording venue. If this is really the case,
then Iprefer the sound of recorded music done
well. Iown many recommended recordings—
Cheskys, Reference Recordings, Wilsons,
Sheffield Labs, old Mercurys, and even ahandful of Shaded Dogs. Poem is not in the same
league Poem is check. Iam not being facetious;
Ican't believe how bad this record is.
It breaks my heart to have to rain on your
parade. Telling afriend he has done abad job
is not easy. The sad truth is, Poem is unlistenable.
Scott Weinman
Redondo Beach, CA

Fifth Runner -Up
Stereopbile's initial effort to conceive and produce what it regards as an example of an audiophile LP of definitive quality has been asuccess from almost any technical perspective.
The recording, entitled Poem, reproduces
works for solo flute with piano accompaniment.
The sound of the record persuades alistener
that it is possible to create asonic impression of
actuality. The superlative surfaces of the record
provide such quiet as to approach that of aDDD
compact disc The soundstaging is dramatic but
happily constrained to dimensions commensurate with music of this sort. The timbre of the
sound, both of the piano and of the flute, is as
authentic-sounding as anything this reviewer has
experienced other than hearing an actual performance In short, from atechnical point of view,
the collaboration of Stereopbile and Water
Lily Acoustics (its technical partner) has been
a triumph and a solid contribution to the
recording art.
In light of the foregoing, one cannot but
muse about the widely presumed, eventual
demise of the LP medium at the hands of CDs
Stereophile, May 1990

Brooks Smith
provides one of the
more artistic,
sympathetic, and
considerate piano
accompaniments
this reviewer has
heard.
and tapes. One wonders if such afate would
have been inevitable had commercial recording
companies been willing to lavish the kind of
patient effort, technical dedication, and capital
risk that Stereopbile's Poem suggests might
have been theirs to do.
The music of Poem is arguably less than worthy of the technical achievement the recording represents. It may be that flutist Gary
Woodward sought music that would best
exhibit his patent virtuosity, with less consideration for its artistic significance. To none of the
three composers presented—Griffes, Reinecke,
and Prokofiev —can there be ascribed the transcendental stature of the few, true masters of
music composition. It might have been salutary had flutist Woodward leavened his perhaps
self-serving selections with, say, acomposition
of the period 1750-1850 from amaster's pen.
One looks forward the more, therefore, to
Stereopbile's second effort in definitive LP
recording, as it will present piano works by
Brahms.
While Gary Woodward's flute playing was
thrilling to hear from astandpoint of sheer virtuosity, it would be inexcusable to omit reference to Brooks Smith's piano accompaniment.
Pianist Smith provides one of the more artistic sympathetic and considerate piano accompaniments this reviewer has heard. In both the
Reinecke and the Prokofiev sonatas were
opportunities for domination by the piano.
Brooks Smith does not stray from apath of sensitive support. Gary Woodward knew what he
was doing if he persuaded Smith to accompany
him; and Smith must have recognized in Woodward asoloist of stature beyond his years.
The success of Stereopbile's first recording
effort is such as to generate the hope that Stereopbile will continue such effort beyond its
announced second audiophile LP.
John C. Guenther
Stuart,
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of 1989, Celestion invited a

of US audiojournalists to the l'enta

Hi- Fi Show in London, where the company announced the introduction of its new
ribbon/dynamic hybrid loudspeakers) We
in Ipswich, England and bad achance to talk
to Graham Bank, the primary design engineer
behind the new hybrids Graham is best known
for bis work in the early '80s (with Gordon
Hadaway) in developing Celestion 's laser
interferometry system that allowed visual
examination of diaphragm breakup modes in
a unique manner

Graham Bank, of Celestion

Robert Harley talks to loudspeaker designer

also got atour of Celestion 's venerablefactory

The ribbon/dynamic hybrids represent a
dramatic departurefor acompany at theforefront of metal-dome tweeter design. During
a round-table discussion with Graham Bank
and several other audio writers, Iasked him
what bad led Celestion to develop a ribbon
transducer. ..
Graham Bank: Sound quality. Having said
that, there are some disadvantages. One is, [ribbons] tend to have poor sensitivity, generally.
They often have adifficult impedance—sometimes you need avery big amplifier. The second disadvantage is the dipolar radiation pattern. There are often difficulties positioning a
dipolar device in aroom. (That's true of an elecIThe Celestion 3000 incorporates asingle 8" woofer with
aribbon midrange/tweeter, and the 7000 employs two 8"
dynamic drivers mated with the same ribbon. They are priced
at 111799 and $3199 respectively. SecJA's full review of the 3000
in this issue.
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trostatic as well.) You have just about as much
sound coming out the back as you do the front.
And price can also be aproblem. Sometimes
you can get some of these things solved, but
it's not often you get all of them solved together. There is an awful lot of engineering both in
design and manufacturing [of the new loudspeakers]. So we decided that if were going to

The trick is to marry
a moving-coil driver
to the ribbon.

get our sound quality and use that technology,
we would have to make it cost-effective. We
would like the ribbon's sound quality without
any of its problems, and we think we've solved
those problems. You get tremendous value for
money.
Robert Harley: Can you give abrief explanation of how a ribbon works?
GB: It is an electromagnetic transducer, just
like a moving-coil loudspeaker, except, of
course, there is no coil. There is amagnetic

see now we have asoft corner. And what happens is we can fool the ribbon into thinking it's
on amuch much bigger baffle. So all those
diffraction effects are much lower in intensity.?
We put the ribbon in this low-diffraction
environment but it radiates from the front and
the back. You can absorb radiation from the
rear of the drive-unit—we do it all the time

field produced by anorth and south pole. The

with abass driver; we put it in abox and absorb

current that is going to drive the magnetic force

it—but when you are dealing with avery lowmass system, if you reflect any sound at all back

is put down the foil. In layman's terms, you can
think of it [the ribbon foil] as asingle [coil] turn,
squashed out. The big single advantage of the
ribbon is that there is no diaphragm. The diaphragm and the conductor are one and the

to the ribbon, it becomes completely transparent. The whole ribbon has amass two-thirds
of aregular dome tweeter and has seven times
the area.

same So once you've got that current-carrying

What we've done is to avoid any reflections

conductor, you don't have to fix anything to it.
RH: What were some of the cabinet design

from the ribbon back. The ribbon chamber is
loaded with acoustic foam, so that by the time

considerations? The cabinet shape is some-

the energy gets to the bottom, it's gone You've

what unusual.

got asort of pseudo transmission-line absorption by having the ribbon at 45°. So not only

GB: Having constructed the ribbon, we wanted
to marry it to aconventional bass driver. The

have we got the diffraction benefit, we've got

decision was, what to put it in? Let's talk about

amethod of absorbing all of the ribbon's rear
radiation. So we're not playing with adipolar

diffraction and why loudspeakers are shaped
the way they are. We know if we take around

radiator; now we've got amonopole, like a

loudspeaker source and put it in an enclosure

regular driver. We don't have to worry about

that has corners, then it will produce diffrac-

rear radiation.

tion from that point. The one advantage to a

RH: What are some of the inherent problems

round loudspeaker, however, is that being a

of integrating aribbon with adynamic driver?
GB: There is ahemisphere of sound pressure

round source, once you put it into arectangular
panel, there are lots of different distances from
the edges. You will get diffraction effects from

in the radiation pattern, or pressure distribution, from apoint source The pressure is equal

these edges, but the effect on the pressure

all over. This is the radiation pattern of abass

response is not as severe as one might expect.

driver in aregular loudspeaker. It's also the pat-

In our case we've got aribbon 500mm long.

tern at the low-frequency end of the ribbon,
where the ribbon is not directional. The trick

If you put it on the front of a[rectangular] cabinet, then nearly all the ribbon is the same distance from the edge of the cabinet. How do we
get around the diffraction problem? Well, we
pull one or two tricks. We put it on the corner

is to marry amoving-coil driver to the ribbon.
To do that, you have to know the aspect ratio
of the ribbon, you have to chose that very carefully so that it becomes like amonopole at low

because, while we have these two surfaces, we
can put rounded edges in here [the 45° cabinet angle that houses the ribbon]. So you can
104

2And, presumably, lower in frequency.
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frequencies. And then when you join it to the

have ahead start because these other people

bass driver, [the crossover] becomes seamless.
Our cutoff (crossover frequency) is around
900Hz.

are making ribbons by trial and error. And two,
maybe we can get there quicker. (They will all

If you imagine along ribbon, as the frequency falls, it becomes shorter with respect to the
wavelength. The ribbon actually becomes very
small compared to the wavelength. And that's
just what the bass unit is like. As the frequency
rises, however, the wavelength becomes amultiple of, or on the order of, the size of the rib-

get there eventually.) And if we can get ahead
start, we may be able to produce asolution that
suits us.
The important thing is the surprise we had
when we went to look for these designs. If you
want to design abass driver or atweeter, there
are people who have designed them and written them up. The information is available

bon, and the radiation pattern changes: the

through theJournal of the Audio Engineering

sound pressure changes from asphere to acyl-

Society. Bass drivers, vented boxes, all sorts of

inder. And because the ribbon is anarrow strip,
it preserves this radiation pattern to very high
frequencies. So the high-frequency distribu-

systems like that have all been modeled so you
can predict more or less what is going to happen. But when it came to ribbons, that type of

tion in the horizontal plane is very good. It's

long strip, we were flabbergasted [that there

like having an Ilmm-wide tweeter.

was no published research]. So we set about
to do an original piece of work on it.

RH: Did you base your design on existing ribbon transducers or conduct new research?
GB: We thought, "There are lots of guys who

If you look at the technology of making ribbons, it is very difficult to handle. ..We haven't

design ribbons; they have their mathematical

been 'round to other people's ribbon factories.

models and all these data. All we have to do is
find it and use it." So we looked and we looked
and we looked. There isn't anything. No one

We've tried to do it in isolation. We felt they
knew something about it through trial and

has calculated what arectangular piston's radiation impedance is. The functions have never
been calculated.
That told us two things. One is that we now

error. We thought that perhaps we didn't want
to learn it that way. We wanted to do it our own
way. We distanced ourselves from what are
recognized as the leaders in flat panels.
Viie are going to write some papers on it. Peo-
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We like to think there might be a niche
for a moving-coil/ribbon hybrid that is
very easy to use.

pie will say we came out of nowhere. "How can

foil gets hot and grows in length, the slack is

you possibly make aribbon? You don't know
anything about it. These guys have been doing

same form in the gap. When you play aribbon

it for years and years." Everybody on the mar-

taken up by the tension. So it always stays the
and it goes hot, it can sag. The ones on the
Mylar film aren't too bad, but the pure foil rib-

keting side felt nervous about it. So we thought
it was important to follow it through and do
some more research on the way ribbons work.

RH: Tell me about the crossover in the system.

We are publishing so everybody can benefit.

GB: The crossover is third-order (18dB/oc-

On the commercial side, if you have acommer-

(ave). Once you put in atransformer [on the ribbon], you can make aregular crossover. There

cial secret, you guard it with your life. Engineers, once they find something out, want to
tell everybody. Engineers are dangerous people
You get an engineer in the right frame of mind
and you just turn on the switch and it all comes

bons sag when they get hot.

is nothing exciting about designing acrossover.
You just have aset of choices. The more complicated you make it, the more bits you have,
and the more chance there is that things can go

out. That's because, as agroup of people, we're

wrong and that it will not sound as good. We

not aclosed society; we don't feel threatened
by the commercial side.

try to minimize the number of components. I

RH: How much of the new loudspeaker design

think crossovers are avery bad thing, but you
can't make aloudspeaker without one.

was done by listening and bow much by measurement or theoretical calculations?

RH: Did you consider afull-range ribbon
driver?

GB: Ikept it an even thing. The first thing that

GB: One of the best, most controlled ways to

attracted us was the level of quality available
in the ribbon. We started with the ribbon, and

air is the moving-coil system. Because we

reproduce low frequencies and move lots of

there are aspects of that we would like to have,

know the most about it, and it's the most pre-

but we didn't want the disadvantages. In the
end we did the engineering and we wanted to

dictable. Having said that, if aguy wants aflat
panel loudspeaker then you will never con-

preserve the sound, so it's like asandwich of

vince him of anything else. Ican tell him all day

sorts. Iguess it's aquarter, half, and aquarter—

there are more controlled, better ways of doing
it. Imight as well talk to the wall. Because he

listening, engineering, listening. It's quite alot
of engineering. Quite alot of investment. The
reason for that is the technology is so different
from what we currently make, there is awhole
section in the factory which it now occupies.
RH: Do the ribbon's end suspensions act as a
damping materialfor the ribbon?
GB: Only at the ends does it act as damping.
But we are talking about avery small area compared with the whole area of the ribbon. If you
wanted to damp it you would have to apply it
to alarger area. The suspensions are injectionmolded from silicone rubber. The silicone
cross rubbers are bonded to the aluminum foil,
again with a military-spec bonding agent.
That's part of the suspension as well. The end
suspension is pre-tensioned so that when the
Stereophile, May 1990

wants that particular quality, he wants afullrange ribbon. There is some mystique about
it. But it has its limitations. I'm not so sure they
are simple ones to get around.
Trying to design afull-range ribbon is a) not
going to be very easy, and b) acoustically not
that beneficial. Because to move enough air
with adevice that is almost square, you get into
a3:1 aspect ratio. You might as well have it circular. When you can make asmall one, why
have abig one? Acoustically, you make loudspeakers physically small because otherwise
they become part of the space they are radiating into. They disturb the space they are in
themselves. There is alot of argument for making the thing small, as acompact source rather
107

than an extended source. Those are the limitations of aregular ribbon system. Having said

small. But they are due to distortion within that
system. You don't get that in aribbon. Distor-

that, they do have asound quality, if you can

tion stays flat. Again, that is another aspect of
the ribbon, because there is no eddy current.

cope with all the other things. We didn't go into
the market as a"me too."
RH: What qualities do you perceive in ribbons?
GB: The sound quality comes from having an
incredibly low-mass system. The really big
advantage to aribbon, if you do it right, is that
if you make acoil, of necessity you get eddy
currents in the metalwork. You can change
that, but you lose power. Once you wind your
coil and put it near apiece of steel, you are making alittle transformer. What you are doing is

The only distortion you get is when the transformer saturates.
RH: What measurement techniques do you
use in designing loudspeakers?
GB: Acoustical measurements. We tend to do
mostly swept sinewaves, pressure response.
And just regular distortion. So that is the
acoustical side of it. We consciously have not
done any impulse or Fast Fourier work. We
don't have abig chamber. We worry about the

transforming power from the voice coil into the
pole piece, and the pole piece gets hot. Part of

low frequency, and to get that right we need a
very big, quiet chamber.

the reason speakers get hot has nothing to do
with the voice coil getting hot, but the bloody

RH: Does your ribbon design conflict with the
patents Magnepan bolds?

eddy currents. One of the big advantages of a

GB: We don't think so. We did apatent search

ribbon is that there are no eddy currents. It's
along strip. ..
there is no inductance in it. And
it's got avery low mass. All the other mechan-

on the cross suspension and the end suspension and, really, that is the embodiment of our
system. You can't really patent aribbon because

isms are mechanisms of storing energy through

it's in the public domain. You take apiece of

eddy-current loss. Then, after you've done
that, you stick adiaphragm on the coil—and
you can do that extremely well—but it's still

conductor and put it between two magnets. It's
as old as the hills. But you can patent your
method of using it and methods of improving

acoil. Once you listen to aribbon, it has aqual-

it, like keeping it centered and having it sus-

ity about it that moving-coil drivels do differently.
What's interesting for us and what we've

pended from the ends. Most people let it flop

looked at is the possibility of getting not only

about. They suspend it very lightly. We thought

solid-state amplifiers, but tube amplifiers with

that wasn't very satisfactory in terms of what
we wanted to do.

low power. You can get a30W or 40W tube
amplifier that would normally have difficulty

They do have alot of patents. And they are
quite active. They are doing patents in Europe,

with abig planar device, and hook it into these

they pop up in places like Sweden, Denmark,

and get yourself quite an interesting system.

and the applications cite previous patents in
America. They would only go after us if they
felt we were athreat.

And there are more doors opened and more
possibilities, you are opening the range downward. People can have ribbon sound quality

Someone asked ubether Graham had thought

and asmall amplifier as well. We like to make

about athree-way system with adouble ribbon.

sound quality available to more and more
people.

GB: Once you understand the physics of this,

Another writer asked whether ribbons bad

and shorter ones. Yes, Iwould have to say it has
occurred to us, to think about what the next

similar distortion characteristics to movingcoil drivers.

you can see the advantages in making longer

GB: It's almost the same. It's very predictable

step might be. But we have no particular plans.
We would like to see how it goes. We think

because it has to do with displacement. It is displacement limited. The distortion is very, very

we've got it right. You know the Martin-Logan
Sequel, which is the electrostatic moving-coil

low and remains low. It never rises in the top

hybrid; Isuppose we like to think there might

end. You know how in amoving-coil driver

be aniche for amoving-coil/ribbon hybrid that
is very easy to use. We didn't want to make a

you measure low-frequency distortion due to
displacement, then there are some rises and
they are due to the interaction of that coil with
the metalwork. They are not displacement distortions, because the displacement is very
108

product that was too big to begin with, because
we didn't want to end up with aproduct like
the Infinity IRS. So we're hopeful that people
will want it.
Stereophile, May 1990
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
AIR TIGHT ATM-2 POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Air Tight ATM-2 power amplifier
Type: vacuum-tube stereo power amplifier. Output power: 80Wpc into 4ohm and 8ohm loads
(19dBW, 16dBW). Full-power bandwidth: 20Hz-20kHz, +1dB. Input sensitivity: 1V Input impedance: 100k ohms. Load impedance: 4and 8ohms. Dimensions: 16 1/
3"(415mm) W by 83
4 "
/
(223mm) H by 15" (830mm) D. Weight: 71 lbs. Sample tested: SN 63044. Price: $5950. Approximate number of dealers: 2. Manufacturer: A&M Limited, 1-2-23 Shibo Takatsuki City, Osaka,
Japan. International distributor: AXISS Corp., 210 New Kokusai Bldg., 3-4-1 Marunouchi, Chiyodaku, Tokyo 100, Japan. Importer: Edge Marketing, 611-B Santa Clara Ave., Venice, CA 90291-3445.
Tel: (213) 392-2927.
If this were ascript for an episode of Dragnet,

sonic performer.

Sergeant Joe Friday might start things off with

This amplifier is manufactured in Japan by

"Just the facts, Sir" And ifJoe were aStereophile

A&M Limited. The designer, and the man
behind A&M, is Mr. A. Miura. After along career

reader, he would surely relish the mandatory
introductory description of how the gear

at Luxman, he retired to start an audio com-

under test looks and fits together. Most of us,

pany with apure audiophile credo. There are

Isuspect, cheat and read the summary first—
and only then decide whether to read it all.

ish creation consisting of exceptional passive

no mass-market concessions here. This is alav-

That's exactly how Ihandle equipment reviews
in Audio. The listening impressions and sum-

parts hard-wired together. The chassis is

mary comprise at most acouple of short paragraphs which can be digested in about 20

and rightly so, that PCBs are aproduction convenience which generally degrade sound qual-

seconds. Usually, that's as far as Iget. I'm not
an accountant—I find the tedious enumeration
of knobs, bells, and whistles about as exciting

releasing energy, and we all know that the best
capacitor is no capacitor. Ask Mike Moffat of

as the IRS's (the Feds, not the folks from
Infinity) Form 1040.
Having said all that, Ican only warn you that
in this case the facts go along way toward
explaining why the ATM-2 is such astunning
Stereophile, May 1990

devoid of printed circuit boards. A&M believes,

ity. The board acts as acapacitor, storing and

Theta Digital about the sound of PCBs. The
sonic differences between boards, according
to Mike, can be dramatic. The best-sounding
board he's found is Teflon-based, which makes
sense because Teflon is avery good dielectric
ill

material. Another problem with PCBs is mutual

is the case with the Air Tight. It should not be

inductance between adjacent traces. Traces are
usually laid down in atightly packed pattern,

back") Schwarzenegger could manage the task

and because they are unshielded, there's crosstalk between them. This is why a breadboarded circuit sometimes sounds much better
than its PCB production-line version.

heavy to the point that only Arnold ("I'll be
with ease.

Technical details
The gain and driver stages consist of three dual

The Air Tight has that sports-car look about

triodes per channel. The input signal is DC-

it. If VTL may be likened to aJeep (looks only

coupled to a 12AX7 with both halves connected in parallel. The venerable 12AX7 pro-

amother or David Manley could love), and
Audio Research to aCadillac, then the Air Tight
is clearly in the Ferrari class. It looks expensive.
The brushed-aluminum chassis, its flowing

vides most of the voltage gain. The signal is
then directly coupled to a12AU7 operating as
asplitter stage. From here the signal is capaci-

aerodynamic lines, and the massive trans-

tively coupled to a12BH7A cathode follower

formers all contribute to asensation of plush
solidity—without ahint of industrial pedantry.

stage. The advantages of the cathode follower

All of the signal path's passive parts are sand-

circuit as a driver stage are well known.
Because the gain of such astage is less than

wiched between two copper plates, one of
which forms the bottom of the chassis.

sation you get very linear and stable amplifi-

Front or rear inputs may be selected from the
front panel. The front inputs are physically
much closer to the input tube. Because the wiring from the rear inputs is much longer and is
routed under the output transformers, they are
said to be slightly less transparent than the front
set. Two ALPS pots (one per channel) are interposed in the signal path and provide ameans
of attenuating high-level inputs such as aCD
player. Thus, the output from aCD player may
be fed directly into the amp without apassive
or active line preamp.
The output transformers are tapped for 4and
8ohm loads. The output connectors are basically designed to accept large-gauge bare
wire— forget banana plugs. You could, how-

unity, some signal gain is lost. But in compencation that is relatively immune from tube
aging effects and supply-voltage variation. The
circuit's high input impedance and low output
impedance isolate the output and input stages.
The low input capacitance makes the cathode
follower useful into the megahertz region.
The input voltage swing may be very large,
and can in principle approach the supply voltage in magnitude. Here the cathodes of the
cathode follower stage are hard-wired to the
control grids of amatched pair of KT88Bs (special KT88s designed specifically for the ATM2). Mr. Miura considers the KT88 to be the
"king" of power tubes, and I'm not about to
disagree. The pair of KT88Bs is operated in
push-pull, while the screen grids are connected

ever, force spade lugs in there, but the odds are
you'd mangle them in the process. This is the

to the output transformer in ultralinear fash-

only physical aspect of the Air Tight I'm displeased with. Plastic compression fittings in

current being over 100 milliamps, so don't

an amp of this caliber? Iwas actually forced to
excise the spade lugs from the amp end of the
Space & Time TFA/Return speaker cable in
order to make agood connection.
Biasing the amp is quite simple There's abias
meter on the front panel that, in conjunction
with aswitch, allows you to check the bias of

ion. The output tubes run pretty hot, the bias
expect the KT88Bs to last too long. A 1000hour lifetime would be reasonable, according
to Mr. Miura.
It's not intuitively obvious that apush-pull
output stage, at least theoretically, cancels even
harmonic distortion products, leaving the third
harmonic as the dominant form of distortion.

each output tube. Pots are provided for tweak-

That this is so can be shown mathematically—
assuming that the two tubes are identical. This

ing the bias of each pair of KT88s.

means that unless the transfer functions of

The output transformers are custom-made
for A&M by Tamura of Tokyo. They possess an

the output tubes match very closely, evenharmonic cancellation will be far from perfect.
Thus, even if individual tube bias adjustments

extended bandwidth and are rated at over
200W power handling. They contribute much

are provided, it is still very important to closely

of the amp's 51 pounds. The average audiophile

match output tubes in apush-pull circuit.

should be able to bench-press his amp, and this
112

Some tube aficionados shun push-pull cirStereophile, May 1990

cuits in favor of single-ended triode designs.
The attraction may very well be the gratuitous

information and spatial nuances. There was
Julianne Baird firmly rooted left of center, her

even harmonics generated by such acircuit. For
some, sweeter and lusher is automatically

throat and chest clearly identifiable without
strain. The interplay of hall reverb with direct

better. My spouse's reflexive sweetening of her

sound was clearly resolved. Ihad no difficulty

cup of coffee would be an example of that.
Euphonic colorations possess an undeniable

in perceiving all layers of the soundstage.
At this point the ATM-2 had me scratching

charm. I've wondered out loud over the years,
only half joking, when someone would market

my head in bewilderment. Isimply had not
expected this measure of transparency from a

an even-harmonic distortion generator. Ican

stereo amp, having come to associate such
excellence with monoblock designs. As time

just see the advertising hype for such aproduct: Tired of reality? Infuse your music with a
mass quantity of pleasing even harmonics! Any
volunteers?
Overall feedback is taken from atertiary
winding of the output transformer. This further extends the amp's stability into reactive
loads. The power supply is pretty beefy, with
a good-sized AC mains transformer and a
generous-capacity reservoir. Rectification is

wore on, this impression was constantly reinforced. You ought to try The Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall— 1963 (Vanguard VSD2150) through this amp. Driving the Pawel
Acoustics PA-1 minimonitors (review forthcoming), the Air Tight untangled spatial relationships and portrayed image size as never

solid-state. Oh, that thump you hear when the

before. Ihad no problem at all defining the
number of mikes used or their pickup patterns.
In general, the space of the original recording

amp is first turned on has nothing to do with

venue was reproduced with palpable realism

the tubes flashing—it's caused by the expan-

—whenever such ambience was present. The

sion of alarge choke in the power supply as it
bangs on the chassis.

artificial spatial constructs of multi- miked re-

Listening Impressions
The first thing about this amp that hits you
squarely between the eyes is its level of trans-

cordings were clearly exposed. It seemed that
no spatial detail escaped the Air Tight's scrutiny.
Reproduction of textures, while clearly
smooth and musically right, was not obviously
tube-like. The midrange was not overly liquid

parency. Switching from the Music Reference
FtM-9 to the Air Tight brought about astartling
reduction in soundstage haze. It was as though

or warm. Neither was the treble soft or muted.

layers of fog (make that smog for you folks in
LA) evaporated. Icould reach deeper into the

thing very few amps do right. If you're look-

soundstage and resolve hall dimensions much
more readily.

Textures retained amixture of softness and
hardness characteristic of live music; someing for that classic tube sound, look somewhere else. There are no mushy or glowing
lower mids here. Bass lines were consistently

JA keeps teasing me about my increased use
of CD program material. Have Iabandoned

tight and extefided, but without the addition
of subjective upper-bass or lower-mid empha-

analog? Not at all. My late-night listening sessions are purely analog. These are characterized by an intense gestalt of being part of the

sis that an ARC D-250 is capable of. The upper
registers of soprano voice were imbued with
proper sweetness and agrainless quality. Violin

performance. Moments of great joy, sadness,

overtones were captured without the glare or

and beauty are communicated as only analog
can. But as long as CDs of the caliber of Dorian

brightness that afflict so many lesser tube amps.
Treble transients were reproduced with

Recordings' recent releases of English lute

speed and control. Sibilants were not overem-

songs come my way, Iwill continue to exercise

phasized or muted, and the extreme highs were
airy and free of hash. Again, a remarkable

my Theta DS Pre Take Greensleeves, for example (DOR-90126). The warmth and bloom of
the Troy Savings Bank Music Hall were repro-

achievement for atube amp.
There was always plenty of low-level detail.

duced to adegree afforded only by ahandful

This was achieved without transient etch or

of amplifiers. The Prodigy 150 monoblocks

upper-frequency emphasis, and must be
attributed in great part to this amp's minimal

come to mind as an apt comparison. Just like
this awesome OTL, the Air Tight was able to
flesh out asoundstage without obscuring hall
Stereophile, May 1990

smearing of transients. Audience participation
on live recordings, massed voices, or the
113

breathing noises of aclosely miked singer were

assume that this amp was designed around a

all clearly retrieved.

tube preamp. So when Imet Mr. Miura at the

This level of resolution is often associated

1990 Winter CES, Iput the question to him.

with aclean and tidy sort of amp. You know the

And sure enough, he named the Marantz 7as

kind—an analytical, cone-head sort of sound

his reference preamp. Most Air Tight owners

without asatisfying sense of dynamics: All the

will no doubt prefer to mate it with atubed pre-

details are there, but the soundstage languishes

amp to obtain that comfortable tube sound that

in asemi-comatose state.

they may have sought all along from atubed

Well, that's not the case at all here. The Air

amp. That's not to say that the coupling of a

Tight in no way restricted the ebb and flow of

solid-state preamp is out of the question. I

music. The sound expanded and soared with-

obtained fine results with the Classé Audio DR-

out harshness or asense of congestion. As long

6. This is an astonishingly clean and detailed

as the load impedance was anominal 8ohms

preamp with atextural liquidity quite remark-

or did not dip below 5ohms or so, the Air Tight

able for its solid-state origins. The overall

could generate plenty of muscle. Ihave been

sound took on amuch more neutral character

using it with ahost of moving-coil dynamic

that did not trade timbrai accuracy for romantic

minimonitors on hand for review with excel-

expression. Of course, the latter situation is less

lent results. However, even on its 4-ohm taps,
the Air Tight did not tolerate the Apogee Stage

recordings sounded better than ever, while the

forgiving of sonically flawed recordings. Good

very well. The Stage, an amp-hungry 3-ohm

mediocre or worse stuff was made much less

load, gave it fits. Clipping was routine at moder-

listenable.

ate SPLs. The moral of the story is that any amp
must be used wisely and in contexts for which
it is suitable.
With most amps, Ican quickly find asonic

Summary
After years and years of auditioning tube ampli-

artifact or signature—a sonic fingerprint. Not

fiers, I'm ready to declare the Air Tight ATM2as the most refined little tube amp money can

so with the Air Tight. For one thing, it presented aneutral tonal balance. There wasn't a

ner faithful to the music. It is tonally neutral,

tonal emphasis to latch on to. Without an

transparent, and revealing to the point where

buy. This suave performer does it all, in aman-

apparent lower-midrange bulge, lower-treble

it demands the attention of the best preamps.

glare, muted highs, grainy mids, loss of trans-

As with all world-class components, its ulti-

parency, or fuzzing over of either spatial or low-

mate sonic signature will be dictated by the

level detail, the ATM-2 basically took on the

front-end components used with it; its sonic

sound character of the preamp or other front-

flavor may shift from lush romanticism to astar-

end components.

ker solid-state reality, depending on what's

Chameleon-like, it adapted to its sonic background. After about aweek of use, Ibecame
acutely aware of the Threshold FET- 10's slight

upstream.
Most noteworthy is the Air Tight's ability to

upper-midrange dryness and fine upper-

flesh out asoundstage with precision and palpably real image outlines. This, coupled with

octave grain. Mind you, these subtle flavors that
the FET- 10 imparts to the music are normally

capable of spatial resolution no solid-state amp

buried by the amp's sonic signature. But with
the Air Tight, grasping the essence of apreamp
turned out to be no problem at all. The question of what preamp to use is not atrivial one:

its remarkable transparency, make the ATM-2
can touch. In this respect, it clearly not only
preserves its tube heritage, but pushes the art
forward. And this comes without the tax most
other tube amps impose; namely, tubey sound.

almost any preamp substitution will transform

Treble transients are quick and detailed, the

the ATM-2's flavor. Should you desire aromantic tube sound with warm mida and soft highs,

bass extended and tight, and textures are not
overly soft or fuzzy. The ATM-2 's only limita-

simply insert apreamp with those traits and ...

tions are its power rating and an inability to

voilà! Isubstituted the line-level section of

drive low-impedance loads. Mated sensibly to

A&M's all-tube preamp (the Alt-1) for the FET10's own line-stage module with predictable

anominal 8-ohm (or higher) load, expect nothing less than the music's full dynamic range.

results. The sound became sweeter, warmer,
and slightly softer. It seemed reasonable to

can fly without congestion or compression.

114

During loud and complex passages, this amp
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Granted, it's expensive. But in the rarefied
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context of Class A, where it clearly belongs,
cost effectiveness never was and never should
be aconsideration. It is of true reference qual-
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ity, and I'm sure that it will enjoy along stay in
my reference system.
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Measurements
The Air Tight ATM-2 power amplifier clipped
(1% THD) at 83W (19.2dBW) when driving an
8-ohm resistive load, measured at the 8-ohm
tap. When driving 4ohms, 1% THD was present at levels below clipping. Using 3% THD as
the definition of clipping, the ATM-2 clipped

.••
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Fig.1 Air T'ght ATM-2 frequency response
at 1W into 8ohms. Both input
attenuators at minimum attenuation.

I
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at 112W (17.5dBW) into a4-ohm resistive load,
again measured at the 8-ohm tap. It was not
possible to select aclipping power when the
ATM-2 drove 2ohms due to the increased level

•.•

of distortion when asked to drive this very low
impedance. However, the amplifier remained

LUI

stable and did not blow its 10A AC line fuse
when driven very hard into 2ohms.
Frequency response at 1W output into 8
ohms (fig.1) was ruler-flat from 10Hz (the
lowest measured frequency) to nearly 40kHz.
The right channel was about 0.2dB lower in

Fig.2 THD and noise at 1W into 8ohms,
dotted trace is right channel.

level than the left channel, with both input

atube amplifier. In fact, at aconstant 2ohms

attenuators at their full clockwise position

from 20Hz to 20kHz, it was the highest Ihave
measured. THD and Noise at 1W into 8ohms

(minimum attenuation). Adding 2.2µF of capacitance in parallel with the load resistor to simulate the reactive load presented by some loud-

(fig.2) was within spec (0.07% at Ilalz and 1W
output) on the right channel (dotted trace), but

speakers revealed aslightly rising HF response

the left channel's higher distortion (solid trace:

above 10kHz, typical of many amplifiers. Out-

0.17% at lIcHz) did not meet the published

put impedance was surprisingly high, even for

specifications.

—Robert Harley

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC STEREO 90/90
DELUXE POWER AMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton
Vacuum-tube stereo power amplifier. Rated power: 90Wpc (into 5ohms) (19.5dBW). Distortion:
not specified. Frequency response: not specified. Sensitivity: 0.775V RMS. Input impedance:
130k ohms. Dimensions: 19" W by 11" D by 7" H. Weight: 48 lbs. Price: $1950. Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Vacuum Tube Logic, 4774 Murietta, Suites 9&10, Chino. CA
91710. Tel: (714) 626-1665. Fax: (714) 627-6988.
While veteran readers require no introduction

or Conrad-Johnson vacuum-tube amplifier

to Vacuum ibbe Logic, new readers (of which
there are, apparently, quite afew) might be for-

provides no such sensation; they look like '90s
amplifiers. Their thermionic innards are only

given for feeling time-warped on getting their

visible upon peering behind the e -thick (or

first look at aVTL amplifier. Aquick glance at

thereabouts) brushed-metal faceplate. AVTL,
on the other hand, lets you know its origins

the front panel of the typical Audio Research
Stereophile, May 1990
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Vacuum Tube Logic Stereo 90 power amplifier
immediately. All of the company's amplifiers
conform to the same generic look—a simple
black (though not unattractive) chassis, sprouting anywhere from athicket to aforest of glowing glass, gleaming transformers, and filter
capacitors. A pair of shipping straps—which

included—to that of the earlier VTL 75/75
(reviewed by JGH in January 1988), but with
an increased power output obtained by means
of ahigher B+ voltage rail (now set at 575V) and
slightly different output tubes (6550A vs 6550
in the earlier design). A pair of dual triodes

are not designed to be used as carrying
handles—ride up and over the top of all this
electronic shrubbery, providing asmall degree
of protection.' The overall appearance of VTL

(12AT7s) form the driver stages. The first dual

amplifiers seems to generate rather strong

driver/phase-inverter. The pair of 6550A out-

pro/con reactions. Ifind the styling straight-

put tubes per channel are connected in the classic "Ultralinear" mode, with afixed bias, operating in class-ABI. The tubes are not driven

forward—neither beautiful nor ugly—and
appreciate the opportunity to avoid paying for
expensive cosmetics. For those who may pre-

12AT7's elements are connected in parallel
(claimed to halve the noise and output impedance); the second acts as acathode-coupled

hard, nor does the amplifier run particularly

cages covering the above-chassis components

hot for anon-solid-state design; VTL claims
atube life of 7000-10,000 hours. 3The output

are available as an option.

transformers are, as in all VTL amplifiers,

fer aless Art Deco/industrial look, full metal

Pity the poor audiophile trying to keep up
with VTL's proliferating product line. Monoblock models from 25W to 500W (the latter
with 12 output tubes, no less) are offered, with
amind-numbing array of output-tube configura-

designed and built by VTL. Asingle output tap,
optimized for 5ohms, is provided. The power
supply is dual mono in rectification and filtration, the latter providing 1000µF per channel
which, combined with the 575V power sup-

tions-6550As, EL34s, KT66s (the Glasnost
versions2), EL84s, and 300Bs. VTL has managed,
in its relatively brief existence, to provide the
potential buyer with a dizzying array of
choices. Fortunately, if you're in the market for
astereo power amplifier, VTL has made your
choice abit less intimidating: the Stereo 50/50
at (surprise) 50Wpc, and the 90/90 Deluxe.
The circuitry of the VTL 90/90, like that of
all their amplifiers, is strongly reminiscent of
classic tube designs of the '50s—designed with
the latest parts technology and modern priorities. It is, in fact, virtually identical—price
IAnd also serving as handy, built-in braces when inverting
the amplifier for underchassis service (and, Isuspect, for initial
construction as well).
2VTL gets its vacuum tubes from all over the world: the Soviet
Union, China, the UK, and the US.
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3The 90/90 is also claimed to draw about 120W in idle, so you
could leave it on all the time and only have to re-tube once
ayear or so. But Idon't recommend that with tube amplifiers.
Iused atwo-hour warmup prior to most of my listening sessions. Although Ioccasionally left the amplifier on overnight
when it was more convenient, two hours' warrnup seemed
more than adequate for optimum sound quality. VTL does not
guarantee their tubes when used with other than their own
preamplifiers. As to why, I'll quote from JA's November 19illi
(NUM No.II) review of the VTL 100W compact monoblocks:
"If the preamp develops DC on its output —possible with a
servo-type, direct-coupled, solid-state design—or very-low frequency oscillations—as can happen with aregulated singlerail tube preamp when the regulation starts to fail—the pulse
from the former and the AC from the latter will be passed to
the VTI:s output stage by the design's extended LF response
and will swamp the fixed bias supply, leading to tube failure."
Iencountered no problems in using the 90/90 with aKlyne
preamp. and %mulch' .tbe dissuaded from using VTL amps with
other non-VTL preamps— as long as Icould confirm that no
DC was present on the preamp's output. The risk of apreamp
failure resulting in DC output is always possible, of course, but
it would also be a major problem with a direct -coupled
(response to DC) solid-state power amplifier. Significant DC
on the input of such an amplifier, amplified and sent to the
loudspeakers, could definitely ruin your day.

Stereophile, May 1990

ply, provides astorage capacity of 165 joules.'

speaker cables were AudioQuest Green (orig-

However, there's only one power transformer,

inal Green to the woofers, Hyperlitz Green to

with separate secondaries feeding each channel's supply.
The construction quality of the 90/90 is

the mid/tweeters, bi- wired configuration).
Since Ihad frequent occasion to disconnect the
output and input leads during anumber of

good. Most of the internal circuitry is on asin-

listening sessions while making comparisons

gle printed circuit board. Parts quality appealed

to other amplifiers, Iloaded down the outputs
of the VTL with 7.5 ohm resistors when they
were not connected to the loudspeakers.

to be high; although ten small electrolytic capacitors were noted on the board, their values
were such that other types of capacitor dielec-

Unlike solid-state amplifiers, vacuum-tube

tric would not be practical. Idid encounter one
potentially serious problem. Attempts to tighten

designs should not be operated without aload.

down spade lugs on the output terminals —
standard, five-way binding posts—revealed
that all four terminals were just loose enough

The amplifier was left turned on throughout
each session—except during the actual act of
disconnecting and reconnecting inputs and outputs—to maintain stable operating conditions.

to have atendency to rotate when cincheddown hard. The internal connections from the

Auditioning

output transformers to these terminals were

Ican't say that Iwas truly surprised by what I

securely soldered, but these connections could
be strained or even fractured by an overly

heard from the VTL 90/90. Though this was

ambitious hand on awrench or nut driver. For-

my first experience with aVTL product in my
own system, Ihave heard other designs from

tunately, Inoted this problem prior to getting

this company on numerous occasions, at

carried away, and exercised caution thereafter.

shows and in the listening rooms of other Ste-

Iwas unable to rectify the problem by tighten-

reopbile staffers. Like other amplifiers from

ing the nuts on the rear of the terminals due to

VTL, the 90/90 simply does not sound partic-

the close quarters in that part of the chassis.

ularly like atube amp. Or, to be more precise,

This was the only build-flaw Icould find, but

it does not have what we have come to think

the fact that all four of the terminals were simi-

of as a"classic" vacuum-tube amplifier sound.
And yet, in away, it does. Confusing? Not really.

larly loose indicates that it is more than an isolated problem and needs to be addressed by VTL.
Warning: Due to the proximity of the output
terminals to the power supply, and the high
storage capacity of the supply, Ido not recommend, in any case, that owners mess around
inside the chassis unless they know exactly
what they are doing. At best, you'll void the
warrantee. At worst, you won't need one.
Associated equipment used in auditioning

Listened to on its own, you'd be hard pressed
to identify it as atube design—this long-time
solid-state user noted no dramatic change to
a"tubey" sound on first plugging the 90/90
into his system. Compare it closely to agood
solid-state amplifier, however, and the differences become more apparent. More about this
later.

the VTL 90/90 included aVP! TNT turntable,

My initial listening impressions were quite
positive. The 90/90 had a wide, expansive

SME V tonearm, Benz Micro MC-3 cartridge,

soundstage with anotably lively, radiant mid-

California Audio Labs Aria II CD player, Klyne

range. Voices and instruments were naturally

SK-5a preamp, and B&W 801 Matrix Series 2

rounded and three-dimensional, highs were

(on 12 "-high Sound Anchor stands) and Van-

open, extended, and liquid. Textures were rich

dersteen 2Ci loudspeakers (the latter also on

and grainless. Bass was surprisingly deep,

Sound Anchor stands). Interconnects were

potent, and well-defined for a moderately
powered tube design. While Iwas not entirely

AudioQuest Lapis (preamp to power amp) and
Monster M-1000 (CD player to preamp). Loud-

convinced that the VTL was doing eveytbing
right—sorting out the upper midrange to high

4 1000gF doesn't sound like much when compared with solidstate power supplia having perhaps as much as 60,000µF, until
you recall that the stored energy in acapacitor, measured in
joules (watt-seconds), is equal to half the capacitance times
the square of the voltage. Thus the 165 joule capacity of the
VTL 90/90, vs 75 joules stored in the 60,000gF filter capacitors
of asolid-state amplifier with 50V rails in its power supply (not
atypical). According to vn. head David Manley, early V2CUUM[Ube amplifiers had as little as 4µ Fof filter capacitance!
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treble balance would clearly require agreat
deal more listening—there was no doubt in my
mind that this was agood amplifier. Just how
good remained to be seen.
At least 70% of my auditioning of the VTL
was done through the B&W 801s, using LPs
117

almost exclusively. Ihad doubts, prior to listen-

in the natural sweetness of vocal sibilants—

ing, about the suitability of this inherently

overall Ifelt something was missing. Not avital

warm loudspeaker for use with the 90/90.

something, to be sure, but asense of that last

Though it has never sounded unnaturally "full"

bit of "air" and unlimited top-end extension

in my large listening room(s) (and when used

which, for this reviewer, are important for ulti-

on good stands), Iwondered if atube ampli-

mate realism. But we're talking subtlety here;

fier would provide enough low-end and mid-

the 90/90 very definitely did not sound dull or

low-end control. Feedback from Bob Harley

in any way "closed-in."

concerning asynergistic match between another

When Isay, therefore, that the VTL does not

pair of 801s (without stands, no less 5)and larger

sound like atube amp but, at the same time, it

VTL amplifiers, the 225 Monoblocics, encouraged

does, I'm not double-talking. A tube amplifier

me to proceed.
Iwas impressed. The midbass of the 801s

typically has weaknesses at the frequency
extremes; the 90/90, while no exception to

was, if anything, slightly leaner and more neu-

this, does not instantly impress you with, and

tral than it had been before (with the Levinson
No.23). The "body" sound of the guitars on

constantly remind you of, those limitations. 8

Acoustic Guitar (East World EWLF-98001, Japanese Direct Disk) was clearly defined, with-

struck, as Iwas, by the way the VTL 90/90 han-

out atrace of muddiness. Rob Wasserman's

large, generous, yet believable soundstage.

But Ican almost guarantee that you'll be
dles the all-important midrange. It throws a

acoustic bass on Duets (MCA-42131), 6 while I

Images are immediate and alive. The opening

wouldn't call it taut and punchy with this
amp/speaker matchup, still came across with
anatural blend of warmth and definition. Fur-

selection, "Caislean Oir," on Clannad's Macalla
(RCA NFLA 8063), changed the listening room
into ahuge, blossoming, and strikingly deep

ther down the scale, the low bass was surpris-

and atmospheric environment. Classic Mer-

ingly potent and expansive; it never sounded

cury recordings were richly detailed, with their
special sense of life and clarity, their "Living
Presence" — to use the company's chosen

squashed or constricted at any reasonable
listening level. But it did lack the bottom-end
clarity and sock of agood solid-state amplifier—even taking into account its (fairly)

despite the Mercurys' undeniable flaws, 9 has

limited power. The surge of low-frequency

all too seldom been equaled in newer record-

energy from the bass drum on Stravinsky's
Firebird (Sheffield Lab 24) was definitely there;
its characteristically sharp initial impact and

ings. Voices were immediate and lucid, with a
slight lushness and bloom that gave them a

name for the series—intact, aquality which,

fully rounded quality.

rapidly damped decay were less evident. The

The "liveliness" of the VTL's midrange had,

quantity of the amplifier's bass was definitely

for me, one minor downside. Icouldn't avoid

convincing, as was its low-end reach; its

the feeling that the upper midrange/lower tre-

quality—speed, if you wilr—less so. But only

ble was too forward—just abit pushy and insis-

rarely did Ifind this to detract from the over-

tent. Others have criticized the "laid-back"

all presentation.
The same can be said for the other frequency

quality of solid-state amplifiers in this area—
the brightness region. Ihave never entirely

extreme. While the VTL had fine overall detail

agreed with this, so it is perhaps inevitable that

and was very definitely "open" in sound, Idid

at times Ifound the immediacy of the VTL abit

find it to be slightly softened in its upper octave.
Though in at least one important respect the

off-putting. You should certainly be aware that

high-frequency character of the VTL excelled-

solid-state amplifier. Record noise was abit

5RH is presently using the Phantom Acoustics Shadows, which
could partly compensate for the lack of stands. Istill strongly
advise the use of good stands with this loudspeaker; he plans
to try them at the first opportunity.

significant energy in the brightness region

the 90/90 is brighter-sounding than the typical
more obvious. Closely milted instruments with

6 A studio recording, but exceptionally clean and well balanced—one of the best pop recordings Ihave heard in ages.
7This isn't the place to go into any depth on the subject, but
"fast" bass is something of amisnomer Irefer, instead, to a
subjective impression of "fast" bass—a characteristic due to
avariety of system factors, not all of them in the lowest frequencies.
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8'lb be completely fair, VTL is not really alone in this. Modem tube designs from many sources ase sounding less and less
like that stereotypical tube amp. In fact, Iwould venture to
guess that the tube amp that sounds unequivocally like atube
amp is becoming an endangered species.
9 In particular, they tend to become raw and bright at high
levels, acharacteristic, in my opinion, of the Telefunken microphones used in their production—with possible help from
the first generation of stereo cutting heads.
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could cut through the fabric of the surrounding

was no really substantive difference in overall

sound abit too aggressively. And massed cho-

soundstage dimensionality between the two

rus was frequently more up-front than seemed

amplifiers, though individual instruments and

natural.

voices were more fleshed out through the

I've already noted the expansive soundstage

90/90—and Cyndee Peters's acapella selec-

recreated by the VTL. It is, perhaps, not surpris-

tion on this recording was notably warm and

ing that Ifound the character of that soundstage

translucent. On Yayacbilca (Opus 379-02) the

different from that to which Iwas accustomed.
Diffinei it, but not necessarily better. The accepted

VTL sounded superbly natural, soft yet
detailed. Imissed acertain quality of high-end

audiophile wisdom is that good tube amplifiers

sparkle, but did not sense the lack except by

excel at the recreation of depth and three-

direct comparison with the Levinson. The

dimensionality. And the VTL is very definitely

sound was perhaps abit forward—the flute, in

agood tube amplifier. Its special strength is in

particular, was brightened—but otherwise

properly portraying the three-dimensionality

everything was in proper proportion. That
"bloom" in the image was evident. Percussive

of individual voices and instruments. But perhaps because of its slightly forward quality, or

details, which abound on this disc, were

because of its marginal softening of top-end air,

defined yet subtle. Altogether, avery impres-

Idid not find its rendition of depth in the over-

sive performance.

all soundspace to be exceptional. Definitely

The 90/90 was perhaps even more suited to

in the "good" category, but not, in any sense,

the Vandersteen 2Cis. Here my listening was

groundbreaking.
The 90/90's imaging qualities were, similarly,

divided about equally between LPs and CDs.
The general characteristics heard on the B&Ws

good. Ironically, however, Ifound that its slight

were still evident on the Vandersteens: abit

midrange bloom and fullness, highly desirable

soft, though not obviously so, at the very top

and appealing as they were in themselves,

and bottom, though surprisingly potent and
deep in the latter; somewhat forward sound,

reduced the clarity of the overall imaging.
Individual images were all there in their proper
places, but they just took up abit too much

and avibrant, liquid midrange. But the total picture here added up to considerably more than

space. Lateral placement was reasonably pre-

the sum of its parts. The soundtrack from Glory

cise, but definitely favored expansiveness over

(Virgin 2-91329) sounded, well, glorious—a

tight focus.
My observations on the sound of the VTL

big, yet appropriate, soundstage with areal sensation of depth—probably artificial, as sound-

90/90, through the B&Ws, can perhaps best be

tracks are seldom purist recordings, but very

summarized by its performance with two Opus

effective nonetheless. Idiscovered new and

3recordings. In the process, I'll include com-

interesting counterpoint in composer James

ments on my comparisons between the VTL
and the Levinson No.23. The latter is amore

On Assorted Images (Virgin Classics Sampler

expensive, powerful amplifier, to be sure, but

7-90814-2)," the voices on Britten's Prologue

Homer's scoring in the end-credits sequencer

the VTL was by no means put to shame by the

from Paul Bunyan and the clarinet on the

comparison.

excerpt from Weber's Clarinet Concerto 1

On Black is tbe Color (Opus 377-06), the

floated on that proverbial "cushion of air." And

lead-in vocal was just slightly forward. Voices

how do Iexplain that, with the exception of

were nicely rounded—three-dimensional, if

the ultimate in definition, the low-end weight,

you will—with an attractive bloom and soft,

clarity, and drive from the VTL/Vandersteen

natural sibilants. Image specificity was less

combination were formidable? The above-

tightly focused than Iam accustomed to with
this recording. With the Levinson, the voice
had been abit leaner, more laid-back, and more
sharply delineated in the soundstage. Ididn't
like the trace of brightness noted with the VTL,
but did like its otherwise appealing blend of
clarity and sweetness. The Levinson had a
greater sense of upper-end "air," which I
missed with the 90/90. With the B&Ws there
Stereophile, May 1990

10 And agood thing. While this soundtrack is impressively
the score is very repetitious—though it works well
in the film. There are only about 15 minutes of musically interesting material here, the presence of the Boys Choir of Harlem
notwithstanding. The latter is very distantly miked, contributing mightily to the overall atmosphere of the proceedings, but
not making that group's special qualities in any way apparent.
II If you have the slightest interest in the music on this disc,
buy it. But be forewarned—you may find at least half adozen
selections appealing enough to tempt you into buying the
whole albums. Idid.
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referenced Glory CD, with its solid bass,
Copland's Fanfarefor the Common Man from

through those loudspeakers was sufficiently

the Virgin sampler, and, especially, the organ
transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an

bination of the bigger VTL monoblocks with

Exbibition (Dorian DOR-90117), made the

Harley's phone number?

impressive to make me want to hear that comthe B&Ws. Now, just where did Iput Bob

2Ci's bass capabilities quite evident. We may
not be talking Levinson No.23 /B&W 801 performance here, but we are talking satisfying

Postscript: measurements

low-frequency reproduction. A performance

as seen in fig.l. The dotted trace is the right

The VTL 90/90 had aflat frequency response

decidedly more satisfying than that of any

channel, indicating that its output level is about

minimonitor Ican name.
Ialso briefly compared the VTL to aless
expensive, less powerful, but highly regarded

0.5dB higher than the left channel. It also didn't

solid-state amplifier—the Forte la. While the
Forté performed more than respectably, it
could not match the luxuriant midrange of the

feature the slightly falling top end of the left
channel, though this was negligible within the
audio band. Output impedance was ahigh 1.6
ohms across the band.
THD and Noise, measured at 1W into 8ohms,

VTL, sounding abit threadbare by comparison.

produced the trace shown in fig.2, the distor-

It also displayed adegree of upper-range dry-

tion and noise remaining pretty constant at

ness which was totally absent from the VTL.
My single significant concern with the per-

0.6% from 20Hz to 20kHz. When Iattempted

formance of the VTL 90/90—through both
loudspeakers—remains its tendency to brightness. Never edginess or tizziness—those are
artifacts of an upper-octave emphasis that the

to measure the VTL 90/90's output at clipping,
however, Iencountered alower clipping level
with higher distortion than anticipated. Consequently, Iran the Audio Precision's automated THD vs Power test, which confirmed

VTL does not have—but too much upper mid-

my findings. Fig.3 shows the left channel of the

range/lower treble, especially noticeable as the

90/90's distortion characteristics as afunction
of output power into 8 ohms, plotted from

going gets louder. This could, at times, be a
plus; reproduction of CDs through the Vandersteens, for instance, tended to sound a bit
homogenized with the Levinson. The VTL gave
them more natural texture and clarity. Alesser
concern, that slight loss of ultimate image
focus, was not aproblem through the Vandersteens.
As amatter of fact, Ieventually came to feel
that the VTL was abetter amplifier for driving
the Vandersteens than the Levinson. It was
superior in openness and life through these
loudspeakers, and its reproduction of front-toback depth was more convincing—which it
had not been through the 801s. As ever, compatibility is the ultimate key. The VTL 90/90 is
capable of strikingly good performance. But
audition it in the system in which you intend

30W upward. Assuming that a3% THD figure
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Fig.1 VTL 90/90, frequency response at 1W
into 8ohms (right channel dotted)
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to use it. Pay particular attention to any tendency to aloss of image focus or distracting
brightness. Given reasonable, and synergistic,
performance of the loudspeakers, you should
find that the positive attributes of the VTL
90/90 are apowerful draw. They definitely
clicked with the Vandersteens. And while I
can't say that I'm quite ready to abandon good
old solid-state amplification for driving the
B&W 801s, Iwill say that the sound of the 90/90
120

Fig.2 VTL 90/90, THD + noise at 1W into
8ohms
Stereophile, May 1990
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Fig.3 VTL 90/90, left channel, THD +
noise vs output power into 8ohms
(AC line voltage = 117V)

Fig.4 VTL 90/90, left channel, THD +
noise vs output power into 4ohms
(AC line voltage = 117V)

gave fair representation of the ultimate power

With the measured 117V AC line voltage, the
90/90's high-voltage supply measured 520V.

capability in real terms, this 3% THD level was
reached at 83W (19.2dBW) (left channel) and

Incidentally, this high voltage is present on the

78W (18.9dBW)(right channel) with the amplifier driving an 8ohm load. Into a4ohm load,

filter capacitor terminals and asmall printed cir-

the 3% THD level was reached at 52W
(14.2dBW) (left channel, shown in fig.4) and
51W (14.1dBW) (right channel).

cuit board for each channel's supply. These are
covered by pieces of thin cardboard, one of
which was loose and fell off when the bottom
cover was removed, creating what Iconsider

Since these clipping points are below the

adangerous situation. This piece of cardboard

90/90's specified output, Imeasured the AC

is the only insulation isolating the high voltage

line voltage to ensure that the lower-than-spec
figure was not due to abrown-out situation.

from the chassis bottom plate if the latter
becomes bent.
—Robert Harley

ONKYO T-4700 FM TUNER
Don Scott

Onkyo T-4700 FM tuner
FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1/7pV/9.81dBf mono,
4pV/17/24dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 20pV/31.22dBf with noise reduction,
34pV/35.83dBf without noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.3dB. Selectivity: 80dB alternate channel,
24-45dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 80dB mono, 77dB stereo. Stereo total harmonic
distortion: 0.12%. Stereo separation: 45dB. SCA rejection: 45dB. AM suppression ratio: 55dB.
19 and 38kHz products: -40dB. Power consumption: 18W. Dimensions: 17 1/
8"W by 14 7
M" D
by 35/13" H. Weight: 9.37 lbs. SN 3909010180. Price: 8450. Approximate number of dealers: 1000.
Manufacturer: Onkyo U.S.A., 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446. Tel: (201) 825-7950.
The T-4700 is the fifth Onkyo tuner reviewed
in Stereopbile. The others were the T-9090

and had the best sound. The T-909011, however, is still one of the top RF performers and

(replaced by the T-909011), the T-22, and the

offers decent sonics, at least in the wideband

T-4087 (the latter both extinct). Of the previ-

mode. The T-4087 has the best balance of RF

ous group, the T-22 was the least expensive

and audio virtues in the Onkyo camp and is still

Stereophile, May 1990
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highly recommended, especially for reception

RF performance

from cable-FM. The question to be answered

Measured sensitivity was 1.7µV/9.81dBf, slight-

in this article is whether the new T-4700 is

ly better than claimed. 50dB quieting in stereo

nearly as good as the T-9090Il for $300 less,
as Onlcyo claims, and how it compares with the

occurred at 34µV/35.83dBf with no blend and

T-4087.

at an outstanding 20µV/31.22dBf using the
blend. This exceptional RF -sniffing ability,

If you're heavy into arcade shows, bells, and

combined with 25-45dB adjacent-channel

whistles, then this tuner will instill pure eupho-

selectivity and all excellent other reception

ria. On the left front panel are controls and indi-

parameters, translates into atuner that will miss

cators for the APR (Automatic Precision Recep-

few, if any, signals delivered to its antenna jacks.

tion) computerized system and manual override
controls. Automatic and manual choices of

In all respects, except for slightly lower SCA
rejection (45V vs 60dB), the T-4700 is equal to

operating modes are DX/Local, IF bandwidth

the T-9090Il in its receptive capabilities. Idid,

Wide/Narrow, Hi-Blend on/off, tuning Auto/
Manual, antenna A/B, Auto Stereo/Mono, and

however, find it necessary to internally adjust
R101 (clearly marked Muting) to lower the mut-

momentary APR activate. Muting defeat is com-

ing level to take advantage of the tuner's excel-

bined in one button with shift from 50 to

lent weak stereo signal quieting and to avoid

25kHz tuning, presumably for cable operation.

chopping on fading signals.

However, achoice of 200kHz for normal and
10kHz for fine-tuning would allow the manu-

FM audio quality

facturer's intent. 50 and 25kHz tuning have no
application in the US and are included only to

Out of the box, this tuner sounded nasty, with
the usual transistor grit. After about 50 hours'

lessen circuit changes when atuner/receiver

on-time, like much solid-state gear, the grit has

is sold in foreign markets. Auto tuning and

lessened to mild listening abrasion. But unfor-

25kHz stepping cannot be used simultaneously. Two levels of auto-tuning threshold (27

tunately the T-4700's audio does not equal its
outstanding RF performance. A/B-ing with a

and 37dBf) are switch-selectable.
Next, in the center and right, are controls for

borrowed T-9090Il always gave the nod to the
T-909011—gone was the irritation, allowing

40 random AM/FM presets. Five alphanumeric

long periods of listening. Stereo separation,

characters can be assigned to each preset:

again, was only fair, 45dB as claimed. Also lack-

JUNK, 105. The 40 presets can further be split

ing was astrong center image of common-

into six station classes: CLASS, CNTRY, JAZZ,
by pressing the appropriate Class button fol-

mode material. Using the high-blend creates
astronger center image and still allows respectable subjective stereo imaging at mid frequen-

lowed by Preset Scan. And for those just inter-

cies. The blend does not lessen high-frequency

ested in listening, there is an on/off switch,

irritation, as with most tuners, indicating the

ROCK, TALK, OPTN. Recall is accomplished

up/down tuning with direct 88.1-107.9 access,

real problem is in the audio output stages them-

6-7-digit frequency display, 8-level bar signal

selves. Response near the critical 'kHz preem-

meter, AM/FM switching, and an audio output-

phasis/deemphasis point was slightly off,

level control for normal operation. No fixed

appearing to swing near 800Hz. This causes a

audio level is provided. Display indicators are

slight droop between 800Hz and thereafter,

aqua, orange, green, and red. Aremote control
is included to cover all play functions except

most noticeable as alack of voice articulation.

two Iconsider important: manual up/down

rolled-off. Correction with a1/3-octave equalizer yielded more palatable audio. Perhaps this

scan and power on/off.

Deep bass and treble extension are also slightly

The rear panel contains two 75-ohm antenna

is atuner for an audio tweak-freak; with alittle

jacks, AM antenna terminals, connections for

pruning, it could be about as good as they come.

Onkyo-system remote control, and RCA audio
jacks. The tuner is ruggedly constructed and

AM section

the instruction manual is very clear despite the

The AM circuitry in the T-4700 has two more

tuner's complexity. All reception circuitry is

parts than acrystal set, and the results are

conventional, using afive-section MOSFET

apparent. Unless there are strong signals (over

front end and four ceramic filters to achieve

500µV/m) present, interference from the fluores-

exceptional FM selectivity.

cent display and clock noise masks reception.
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This self-inflicted interference can be lessened
by placing the loop antenna as far as possible
from the cabinet. Sensitivity on frequencies with
least interference (1120, 1270, and 1420kHz) was
atypical 300µV/m, and audio quality was only
basic Overall, AM on the soon-to-be-replaced
Onkyo T-4087, though not as clean as on the

The T-4087 lacks remote control but has a
slight sonic edge on the T-90901I, and still is
highly recommended. Another alternative to
the T-4700 is the Proton AT-670 ($400), now
under review. This is a very selective and
smooth-sounding tuner. The Denon TU -800

H/K Citation 23, is a300% improvement over

and the H/K Citation 23 also share the same
attributes, but weak stations will have to be

the T-4700.

listened to in mono, whereas the Proton uses

Conclusion

noise And if you are the proud owner of an old

It has been my experience that Onkyo has con-

McIntosh MR-78, hang on to it—most newer

Schotz circuitry to tame weak-signal stereo

sistently produced rugged, well-engineered

toners aren't any better. lb sum up the T-4700,

products. But somehow, despite valiant efforts,

however, Ifeel Onkyo did aClass A job with
its RF section, aClass D with the audio, and an

these products are not serious contenders for
top-dog audio awards. However, their design

Fwith the AM station.

of tuners having superior RF -prowess is undisputed—sort of the McIntosh of Japan. And

Appendix

because the T-4700 will get stations clearly that

Miners mentioned in this review but not refer-

most will pass over (at least RF-wise), it should
be given serious thought, 70% perfect audio

enced to review appearance: Onkyo T-22
($115), Vol.8 No.1; Onkyo T-4087 ($420), ol.9

being better than none. In fact, the last tuner

No.3; Onkyo T-9090 ($699) and McIntosh MR

reviewed that did everything right—both
audio and RF —was the long-discontinued

and Denon TU -800 ($500), Vol.11 No.5; H/K

Yamaha T-85. As for the present, the Onkyo T909011 and the T-4087 remain the two best-

78 ($2595), Vol.7 No.7; Onkyo T-90901I ($750)
Citation 23 (5699), Vol.10 No.6; Yamaha T-85
($469), Vol.9 No.8.

sounding tuners of the company's selection.

PROTON VT-331 MONITOR /RECEIVER
J. Gordon Holt
TV/Video tuner/monitor/receiver. Screen size: 31". Bandwidth/resolution: 7MHz/560 lines. Overscan: 5% typical. DC restoration: 95%. Screen brightness: up to 170 candelas/square meter.
Color temperature: 6500°K. Geometric distortion: below 2.5%; typically 0.7%. Audio frequency
response: ±3dB, 20Hz-20kHz. Power amplifiers: 10Wpc. Power consumption: 210W. Dimensions:
33" (826mm) W by 30" (761mm) H by 22" (556mm) D. Net weight: 147 lbs. List price: $2500.
Approximate number of dealers: 378. Manufacturer: Proton Corp., 5630 Cerritos Ave., Cypress,
CA 90630. Tel: (714) 952-6900.
REVIEWER'S WARNING: Thefollowing two

second thoughts. The circuit boards looked

reports are about video products. Those who
feel about video the way right-to-lifers feel

like the Tera's, they were located in the same

about abortion can skip to the next audio
review, while being thankful that these reports

same printed-circuit-board smell. When I
started using the remote-control unit, there was

have only wasted 6% of this issue's space.

no longer any doubt; the on-screen displays
looked exactly like the Tera's, the function

When my 18-year-old son and Iunpacked
Proton's VT-331, aweek after the Tera 621C that
Ireviewed last November was returned, he

places at the same angles, and both had the

responses were the same, and it had the same

commented that it looked like an oversized

tendency to audio-mute briefly whenever
something was switched. Either both of these

lbra. (The 147-pound 331 is something you do
not unpack by yourself!) Iassured him they

sets had been made by the same factory, or
someone was plagiarizing heavily from some-

were both just generic black-box monitors, but

one else. It turned out to be the former, for reasons Iwon't go into because they're boring.

after we peered into the back of the 331, Ihad
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Proton 31" TV Monitor
Because of their common source, twon-

speakers to it, or feed its audio signals to exter-

dered if the Proton would duplicate the Tera's

nal power amplifiers and speakers (via the vari-

very blue picture cast, which had prompted me

able outputs). You can also bypass its audio

to dismiss it summarily as awaste of any colorconscious viewer's time and money It doesn't.

electronics entirely, which is what Iwould sug-

In fact, the 331 has three selectable "White"

his audio system electronics.

gest to anyone who spent more than $4000 for

values, labeled Blue Red, and White (The man-

There are three 75 ohm RF receptacles at the

ual says there are four. Don't you believe it.)The

rear. One is for direct connection to the local

Blue, it turns out, is not as blue as the Tera's

cable or your own antenna, while the other

non-adjustable setup, the White is extremely

two comprise aprocessor loop for acable

close to the NTSC-standard 6500°K color tem-

decoder box. This lets you switch between

perature, and the Red is probably there just to
separate the other two colors, because it makes

your antenna and the output from the box,
using the latter for those channels which need

for atruly wretched-looking picture regardless

to be unscrambled for viewing. Other rear con-

of the ambient lighting.

nections include the external-loudspeaker ter-

Description

minals and two sets of audio/video inputs and
outputs. One audio out is at fixed level, the

Like many recent TV/monitors, the Proton 331

other is affected by the 331's volume control.

is designed to serve either as aTV tuner and

And one of the video inputs is switchable

monitor for acomponent audio/video system,

between aconventional composite source and

or as the whole system itself (je, as ateevee). For

aY/C (S-VHS) source. There are also switches

stand-alone use it has adual 10W power amplifier and itty bitty (3" by 5") loudspeakers

or external loudspeakers, and to optimize the

to select the X/C or composite input, internal

spaced 24" apart. But there is also asoundstage

331's screen purity, which is affected by the

expander, about which more later.

direction it faces. (Yes, it has to do with the

Alternatively, you can connect larger external
124

earth's magnetic field.)
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On the front panel, behind a dropdown
door, is athird set of A/V inputs and outputs.

VNR is Video Noise Reduction, which is supposed to reduce snow in poor pictures. ¡fit did,

These are for aVCR, and the outputs—unlike

Icouldn't see it. In fact, as far as Icould tell, it

those on the rear, which deliver whichever
source is selected for viewing—deliver only

didn't do anything at all except shift the picture
very slightly to the right. The Detail control did

the signal from the tuner. This allows you to
tape abroadcast or cable program while you're
watching atape or disc. You can watch the

amuch better de-noising job, and it's adjustable

Criterion laserdisc of Citizen Kane without
missing your favorite sitcom!

occasional instances where amanual tweak will
give abetter picture. (Example: Cable channels

Along anarrow strip right under the screen
are buttons for Channel, Volume, Ant/Aux,
TV/Video, and Power On/Off, plus status LEDs

MFT/AFT selects between Automatic and
Manual Fine liming of channels, for those

are sometimes not spot-on frequency.)
CATV/TV optimizes the 331's tuner programming for cable or off-the-air TV, while STD/

for Power, Stereo reception, Stereo/Second-

HRC selects between standard cable service

Audio-Program, Spatial audio, and Pseudo ste-

and so-called extended (181-channel) service
The Picture Up/Down controls affect con-

reo (from mono sources). Beneath these,
behind the drop-down door, is abewildering
array of additional switches and controls. Master Power shuts the set down completely, so
that it will not respond to any remote-control
signals. (Leaving this on all the time keeps the
set in astandby mode, minimizing stresses on
the components, keeping the circuits stabilized, and allowing the Remote to turn it on.)
The Add-Erase buttons let you select (Add)

trast (white level) only, which is as it should be.
(In some sets, "Picture" affects color saturation
too. It shouldn't.) The Select switch cycles
through the 331's adjustment modes for Black
Level (brightness), Detail, Color (saturation),
Tint (hue), Treble, Bass, and (channel) Balance
The adjacent Level Up/Down buttons then
allow you to adjust the selected function. (For
Tint, green is considered Up, red is Down.)

the channels you want the tuner to skip when

Grouped at the lower right are three gadgets:

you sequence through Channel Up or Channel Down, or to Erase previously selected ones.
An MTS button cycles through Stereo, SAP

DNR, "Ax Exciter" (which I'll discuss later), and
Microphone. DNR is a dynamic hiss filter,
which limits the audio's HF response according

(a foreign-language second channel, for exam-

to the signal's treble content—opening it up

ple), and Dual, which delivers the SAP from

when the signal's treble would mask the hiss,
and closing it down when it no longer can. A

one stereo output and the main program audio
from the other. The Spatial/Pseudo button
selects conventional stereo or synthesized ste-

threshold adjust allows you to set the point
where it starts working. This is areally useful

reo, for spreading mono sources. (It works

feature, and, properly used (don't overdo it!),

okay, sounding neither excessively phasey nor

does asurprisingly good job of reducing hiss
from linear videocassette tracks and non-CC

too narrow.) Either can be spread wider than
the 331's 24" loudspeaker spacing by depressing the adjacent Expansion button. This uses
aprocess similar to Carver's Sonic Holography,
where the difference signal is extracted, additionally amplified, and mixed back with the signal. It retains apparent imaging specificity here

laserdiscs, without noticeably impairing apparent treble response (Unfortunately, DNR can't
eliminate the frequent buzz from the latter, but
it does reduce it.)
"Microphone," abuilt-in mike input with a

better than in an all-audio system because the

level control, allows you to mix an incoming
sound (equally Land R) into the 331's stereo sig-

screen gives us visual hooks to hang the aural
images on.

manual suggests, ateacher can add additional

The 3.5MHz trap is a "dot-crawl" filter,
which eliminates the jiggly little notches
around the outlines of computer-generated
effects, like lettering. It works very well, and

nal. What in Heaven's name is it for? Well, as the
comments to an educational video, or you can
enchant your party guests by singing along
with everybody's favorite music video. (The
Japanese call this lcaraoke, and it's all the rage

also has the interesting effect of defocusing
moderately small picture details while having

there Over here, it's called showyoffee, and has

no effect on finer ones. Iwouldn't leave it on

shades.)
Imentioned the manual. Now's as good a

all the time. ..
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yet to replace our tradition of donning lamp-
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time as any to note that it is more than ade-

sharpness and detail, 3) black-level retention,

quately informative, but that parts of it were

4) freedom from video noise, 5) gray-scale

very badly edited, if at all. It contains what may

linearity, and 6) geometrical accuracy. That's

even be aflagship model of idiomatic Japlish.

why Ilose interest immediately in any set Isee

Iquote verbatim: "One can plug in micro-

that can't do an acceptably sharp picture or
halfway decent color, and why Iam so intoler-

phone utilizes TV's internal audio amplifiers
functions as amicrophone amplifiers and the

ant of any intentional futzing with the basic

Mix Level Control is ready for one to adjust the

(B&W) screen color. It is also why Iam so pleased

ratio of microphone input and the background

with the Proton 331.

audio level." The meaning is clear enough, but,
sheesh!
One thing Iheartily applaud about Proton's
instructions, though, is that they actually list

First, its color. This gets off to agood start
with its NTSC-standard screen gray, which
means—with the White control set for "White" —
that black-and-white pictures are completely

their address and phone number With most

free from any color cast that would distort on-

home-electronics products, you have to call

screen colors. As for its color performance?

your dealer just to find what country the

Well, let me tell you about that.

manufacturer is located in.
The supplied infra-red remote control dupli-

The color on this is so good, Istill can't take
it for granted, even after months of viewing.

cates the 331's sound and picture adjustments,
and adds aMute switch, the White selector, a

Tests using Reference Recordings' A Video

Display On/Off button (which shows source

on film after film: that the Proton 331 comes

status on-screen), aRevert (to previous channel) button, and aReset button that restores all

so close to reproducing what Isee at the
movies that it would take someone with re-

Reference test LV ,only confirmed what Isaw

adjustments to the way they were before you

markably good color memory to fault it. Unfor-

messed them all up. The control has amaxiies, through ahorizontal angle of about 30', but
those batteries don't stay fresh for long. For

tunately, though (sigh!), it isn't perfect. The
green phosphor, although pretty close to the
standard emerald-green hue, doesn't quite
track the other two primaries over its brightness

some unfathomable reason, Proton elected to
power their remote with apair of AAA batteries

range. As aresult, what should be high-saturation greens look alittle washed out, and yel-

mum operating range of 23' with fresh batter-

instead of the larger AAs. It wasn't for space rea-

low (a mixture of red and green) is the correct

sons; there's more than enough room in the
battery compartment for apair of the larger

lemon-peel hue only at low saturation levels,
shifting slightly toward orange as its saturation

cells (although the clips, of course, won't
accommodate them). Unlike the remote con-

color amplifier. On the other hand, highly satu-

increases, due to non-linearity in the green

trols for CD players, where selections are

rated primary (strawberry) reds, which are the

usually made by pressing afew buttons mo-

bane of most consumer monitors, were very

mentarily, the buttons on video-monitor

well rendered on the 331, having very little

remotes must often be operated for several

orange taint, and practically no tendency to

seconds at atizne, while such functions as hue,

clog up with noise streaks or to block out

color, and contrast increment slowly from one

luminance details in the red areas. (Although

setting to another. Video remote-controller bat-

you can get any set to do that if you run the

teries don't last nearly as long as CD ones even

color too high, which too many viewers tend

when they're AAs; under the circumstances,
using AAAs is ridiculous!

to do.)
A common color flaw in consumer sets is

Performance

Many are unable to reproduce simultaneously

Most longtime Stereophile readers know what

the skin colors of an African and aEuropean.

their inability to get all colors hued-in at once.

my order of priorities is for judging reproduced

If the African has the right chocolate brown

sound. For those who don't, I'll reiterate: 1) nat-

color, the European will look as if he has abad

uralness of timbres, 2) frequency range, 3) free
dom from noise and distortion, 4) dynamic
range, 5) imaging specificity, and 6) soundstaging. For video, they are 1) color accuracy, 2)
126

1My own reservations about some aspects of its presentation
'side, this laserdisc is something every serious videophile must
have Owning ahigh-quality monitor and not having this test
disc is like owning ahigh-quality phono unit and not having
atracking- force gauge.
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case of sunburn. But adjust the hue so that the

blackness of outer space with astar field against

European has the proper pale, brownish-pink

it. (Superb black-level retention is amuch more

look, and the black's complexion will be a

important aspect of film reproduction than

sickly greenish brown. This was never aproblem with the Proton.

most viewers appreciate.)
There was some geometrical distortion on

Proton claims avideo bandwidth of 5.2MHz
and 600 lines of horizontal resolution for the

slight barreling distortion (outward bending

the Proton. Acrosshatch pattern showed avery

331. One of those specs has got to be wrong, ,
because each MHz of bandwidth normally
yields about 80 lines. If the bandwidth spec is

of vertical lines at the picture edges) at medium

correct, the 331 should have 416-lines capability, not 600. Icouldn't have verified 600 any-

slightly upward—something I've never seen
before. Neither condition is serious enough to

way, not with the signal sources! have on hand,
but the resolution wedges on Reference Re-

be noticeable on program material unless you
look for it, and even then the scene has to show

to high contrast levels, and horizontal lines
about aquarter way up the screen were bent

cordings' A Video Standard laserdisc showed

straight lines in the right places on-screen.

about 350 lines, which is as good as I've gotten from it on any other monitor to date, and

spec), and consisted mainly of aDC (that is, lin-

is close to the theoretical capability of NTSC

ear) red shift across the entire tube face. This

Convergence was within 0.25% (better than

as delivered by any existing media. Satellite

was visible from my 5' seating distance if I

reception (DBS) can do better, but not much,

looked for it, but was not bad enough to be dis-

at around 375 lines. (Only a direct camera

tracting. Projection sets have user-accessible

source is significantly more detailed.) So, what

DC convergence trims, because the bigger the

then is the point of 600 lines' capability in a

picture, the more visible agiven amount of mis-

consumer set? None, in theory. But since video

convergence. Perhaps large-screen direct-view

bandwidth is never specified within decibel

sets are getting big enough to need these, too.

limits, as we have come to take for granted in

The 331's tuner is superb. Antenna reception

audio, amanufacturer's den of 600 lines gives

where Ilive is awful, but the Proton pulled in

some assurance that the set will probably

better-looking awful pictures than any other

deliver an honest 375.

set I've used. Picture quality from laserdisc (RF
Out to antenna In) is very nearly as good as

More important than the resolution spec is
how detailed the set actually looks, and this
one looks detailed. It's difficult to describe

through the direct video hookup, which is very

how 350 lines (horizontally) translates into pic-

around 20dB, which is mediocre for audio but

ture snap, but Ican say that images from good

not at all bad for aTV tuner.

unusual. Stereo separation was estimated at

sources (almost any recently released laserdisc,

The 331 delivered asurprisingly non-irri-

for instance) take on an almost third-dimensional
quality, giving afeeling of looking into the pic-

tating sound from its built-in amps and loudspeakers. Nothing boomed, tattled, or squawked

ture rather than at it. This is undoubtedly one

(although you'd best not boost bass too much),

reason Ifound watching afilm on the 331 to be

and HF extension was good enough to retain

so compellingly involving.

full intelligibility of speech, if not the highest

Black-level retention—the ability to retain

overtones in anything. The internal amps are

a preset black, independent of the picture

clean enough that you can use better external

brightness—was amazingly good. Poor BLR

speakers without being sorry that they have
more-extended top, but (of course) 10Wpc is

(also called DC restoration) causes picture
blacks to "float up" to gray during dark scenes.

hardly likely to drive Apogees at 90dB levels.

Proton claims 95% accuracy here, and (accord-

When passing audio to an external system, the

ing to Video Standard's test) it actually

331 sounds like every other good monitor I've
encountered recently: very smooth and slightly

appeared to somewhat better that figure. The
result is that you can see good shadow details
in daylight scenes with the same brightness and
contrast settings that will render the velvet
2When Iphoned than about this, Iwas told the figures should
have been 7MHz and 560 lines, which sounds more reasonable but still doesn't quite jibe.
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warmish, with aclosed-in uppermost end,
only fairly good low-end range, detail, and
impact, and anotably flat and slightly pinched
soundstage. (The Expansion setting helps the
latter.) In other words, audio perfectionists will
want to bypass the Proton's audio, unless they
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absolutely must have remote control of the
audio as well as the video functions. (Some
high-end preamps have remote control, but
not many.)
The Aphex Aural Exciter deserves some additional comment. This adds harmonics to signal frequencies above 3.5kHz, with the intent
of restoring transient information which has
been stripped from the program through peak-

Istill cannot take its picture for granted, but
continue to marvel at how much Hollywood
films on this remind me of what Isaw in the
movie theater. Even in night scenes, which are
notorious for exacerbating color and gray-scale
problems, the impression of watching the original film was immensely strong. In fact, from
aviewing distance far enough to obscure the

limiting, clipping, and generally bad delivery

scanning lines, the Proton looked as sharp,
crisp, and detailed as the original film. Actually,

to the listener. It sounds like aghastly idea, and

any monitor will look razor-sharp if you sit far

we all know that nothing lost from sound can

enough from it, but the resulting eentsy pic-

be properly restored, but this device actually
works quite well. It does indeed add fairly con-

(video) and film were considered two differ-

vincing detail and delicacy to otherwise
rounded-off signals, although it can't restore
life to something that has too little HF response
left to trigger its action. But like many other

ture is a throwback to the days when TV
ent art forms because TV was "intimate" while
film was "sweeping." The SMPTE 4 recommends that, for proper viewing, the screen

tion. Overused, it can render any program

should occupy at least a300 included angle of
visual field, and with the 331, that means a
viewing distance of about 5', from which point

material unlistenable, and even alittle of it will

the scanning lines are very visible. It is atrib-

exacerbate certain kinds of noise and distortion. (1 have heard so many recordings ruined

ute to the 331's remarkable image clarity that
it holds up even from this close adistance.

useful devices, it must be handled with discre-

by its overuse that Inow refer to it—informally,

For example, the vast majority of consumer

of course—as the Aphex Aural Polluter. But

sets suffer from what's called chroma shift,
where certain hues are shifted to one side of the
luminance information. This usually shows up,

then, that's snide and nasty. Heh-heh-heh.)
Iworry, though, about the Aphex Aural
Exciter's inclusion in aconsumer product. If
professional recording engineers so often over-

on faces for example, as agreenish left-hand
fringe and apurplish right-hand fringe. Others

use it, what can we expect from the general

just have poor color fill, where areas of highly

public? The AAE is one of the few 331 features
Ican see the scenario now. The average user

saturated yellow fail to fill-in small horizontal
details (as in lettering), or bright reds become
fuzzy-edged blobs extending to left and right

is going to turn the AAE on, crank it up too high

of their B&W borders. The 331 does neither.

that cannot be controlled from the remote, and

(so he can hear it working), declare the exag-

When abig NTSC image is as good as this,

gerated edginess to be Good, and leave it on

something interesting happens. The feeling of

forever after, whether the program warrants it

watching amovie, rather than just a video

or not. Within acouple of days, he will have

source, becomes almost overwhelming. Of

forgotten it's there at all, but will frequently

course, it doesn't really look like film; even at

abuse software manufacturers for making their

its best, an NTSC picture looks coarser in structure and much less detailed.' But it's good

audio so ear-shatteringly brittle-sounding. This
is no way to develop an ear for good sound,

enough that you quickly tune out the imper-

and it's unfair to the software people. It seems

fections and let the picture grab you. The expe-

to me the least Proton could have done is make
the thing shut off each time the 331 is turned

rience is much like listening to asuperb audio
system, in which—imperfections notwith-

off, so the user would have to switch it on again

standing—all awareness of the system vanishes

when he felt the need for it.

and you have the feeling you are listening right

Conclusion

4Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, setter
of alot of other industry standards too.

As you may have gathered by now, lam delighted
with the Proton 331. After months of viewing,'
3Idelayed finishing this review for as long as possible because
knew Iwould then start getting flak about returning the set .
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5Given the choice between a large image and ahigh-quality
image, Ifind that Ilean toward the former while wishing for
more of the latter. Iused to own aKloss One-A front-projection
set with aSY screen and atruly mediocre picture, yet Ifound
movie-watching much more emotionally involving on that
than on my 13" Radio Shack TV, which had amuch better picture. The Proton does not require making such adecision.
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through the reproducing chain to the music itself.

ter monitor than the Proton 331 available, I

In short, Inever believed big-screen video
could be this good at this price If there's abet-

don't know about it.
Most enthusiastically recommended.

S

NAD MR -13A MONITOR/RECEIVER
J. Gordon Holt
Screen size: 13". Tuner: 181-channel, with digitally synthesized tuning and programmable
Up/Down scan. Inputs: RF VHF/Cable (F connector) and UHF (screw terminals): Video 1(composite video, audio), S-Video (Y/C video, audio). Outputs: Composite video with fixed-level audio
and variable-level audio. Video bandwidth: 9MHz. Horizontal resolution: 330 lines RF In (NTSC
maximum), 4004- lines video in. DC restoration: 90%. Geometric linearity: 2% vertical, 4% horizontal. Convergence: 0.55mm typical. Picture tube: Slot-mask black matrix, shaped scanning beam
(see review), 0.6mm pitch. Stereo decoding: MTS, stereo, and SAP Frequency response: ±3dB,
30Hz-12kHz. THD: 0.5%. Stereo separation (tuner): 25dB. Amplifier output: 2.5Wpc (1% THD).
Tone controls: ±10dB at 100Hz and 10kHz. Controls: On front panel: TV/Video selector, Volume
Up/Down, Channel Up/Down, Function, Adjust Up/Down, Reset, Audio mode, Add/Erase, AutoProgram, CATV, AC Power. On remote control: All of the above, plus Timer/Clock, Mute, Numeric
Channel buttons, Audio/Picture Function Select, Review, Recall, TV/CATV. Power supply:
Transformer-isolated switching type. Power consumption. Dimensions: 15 1e (38.3cm) W by 13W
(34.8cm) W by 14 3/ti" (36.6cm) D. Weight: 21.4 lbs (9.6 kg). Price: $429. Approximate number of
dealers: 300. Manufacturer: NAD, 575 University Avenue, Norwood, MA 02062. Tel: (617) 762-0202.
Most people who are serious about home

string set. The result was the MR-13 moni-

video want the biggest screen they can afford—

tor/receiver—now in its second incarnation

the bigger the screen, the more the viewer's

as the MR-13A.

involvement with the onscreen action. What,

What's the difference between aso-called

then, could possibly be the appeal of ahigh-

monitor/receiver and aconventional TV set?

quality color receiver with asmaller screen

It has nothing to with performance, as is widely

than most black-and-white sets had 40 years
ago? Well, there are people who occasionally
like to watch The Toob somewhere other than

believed; what it has to do with is versatility.
ATV set is adedicated device, capable only of

in the living or family room. Like, in the kitchen

coming in through its antenna input. Amon-

receiving and showing TV or cable signals

while preparing meals, in the office when

itor/receiver has the same capability, but it also

they're supposed to be working on the McMil-

has inputs and outputs for connection to other
devices, like VCRs, laserclisc players, and exter-

lan account, in the RV when camped next to
some dull old spectacular scenery, or in the

nal audio equipment.

bathroom when there's nothing to read. For
this, the last thing they'd want would be a200-

The NAD has asingle 75-ohm unbalanced
RF input, for connection to acable service or

lb 35 -incher.

aVHF antenna, and an adaptor is provided for

In the past, most TV manufacturers have

use with aUHF antenna. There are two video

assumed that the only reason anyone would

inputs, for standard composite (combined

buy asmall-screen color set was because they

color/luminance) signals and for S-VHS (Y/C)

couldn't afford abigger one. So small sets were

sources, acomposite video output, and audio

made to be as competitive (read "cheap") as

connections for each video receptacle. There

possible, which meant offering as mediocre a

is also apair of terminals at the back for con-

picture as the marketing department felt the

necting external loudspeakers, and aswitch to
select between them and the small built-ins.

buyer would stand for. NAD saw things differently. They figured that people who could

Most of the controls are self-explanatory, but

afford a high-performance big-screen set

some aren't. Two examples of the latter: The

would 1) be able to afford adecent second set

Recall button displays for afew seconds the
current source assignment—Channel number

for less serious viewing, and 2) be sufficiently
spoiled by the picture quality on their main set

or Video source—and the current time. This

to demand something like it on their second-

should more logically have been called aSta-
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tus or Display button. Review returns you to
the last channel viewed, and allows alternating between it and the currently tuned channel. This should have been called Last, or
Revert. Reset actually does what it sounds as
if it does: it restores all picture and sound settings to their factory defaults. Unfortunately,
it can easily do this when you don't want it to,

times than Ican count, because its default setting is useless to me. I'll elaborate later.
Ichided Proton for using AAA batteries in
their video remote controller because they
won't last very long in normal use, but I'm less
inclined to do so in the 13A's case because the
set is so compact it seems only natural it would
have avery small, thin controller, and as asec-

because the button is located immediately to

ond set (which the 13A will be in most fami-

the right of the Function Up button, where
you're very likely to hit it by mistake if you

lies), its controller won't get as frequent use as
the main set.

don't watch what you're doing. (Not easy if
you're viewing in the dark.) Like the Tera and

The Timer/Clock button cycles through
three settings: Off (no screen display), current

Proton monitors Ireviewed here previously,
the NAD stores all your settings when you turn

to actual time), and Timer mode. Selecting the

Time on-screen (for setting the internal clock

the set off, but the remotes for those sets had

last-mentioned and punching anumber into

their Reset buttons at the far-left bottom
corners of the remotes, where they were much

it will cause the set to turn off automatically
after that many minutes, so you can leave it on

less likely to be pressed accidentally. I've cursed
NAD for this seemingly minor problem more

and go to sleep.
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ton, which cycles through all the audio and

and that would indeed be the case if all three

video adjustments so you can select the one

parts of each color triad varied in unison. But

you want to diddle The NAD has two function
selectors—one each for audio and video —

as long as the scanning beam is no larger than

chus reducing by about half the number of button pushes it takes to cycle through any one
selection. Ifind this an improvement over the
alternative, but Istill wish it was possible to
access all the adjustments directly, from buttons marked Hue, Detail, and so on—and pirferably without that infernal on-screen display.,
Outside of that, Iloved the way the NAD
responded to its remote control. Some remotes
give you the feeling you're controlling the
device through limp rubber bands, their response
is so slow. NAD's feels like tautly strung wires.

asingle phosphor dot, which is the case here,
the blue dot (for example) in one triad can be
lit up while the red and green dots are dim. In
asingle scan line this would be valueless, but
when it happens in many successive scan lines,
with the triads at that horizontal screen position alternating between red, green, and blue
lit up, the sequence resolves out as very fine
vertical picture detail. In fact, the NAD MR-13A
proved capable of displaying 350 lines of
onscreen horizontal rez, which is very good for
any video monitor and excellent for a 13incher. There are 13" color tubes with 0.3mm

For example, when Icalled out achannel by

dot triads, which might have given the MR-13A

number on either the Tera or the Proton 331,
Iwaited over 5seconds before anything hap-

even more resolution, but does it really mat-

pened. With the NAD, the channel switc'hed
the instant Ihit the second-digit button. (For

ter when 350 lines is close to the signal source
limit? Ithink not. 2
NAD uses an unusual technique for ensur-

single-digit numbers, you hit 0first.) Fine, but
what about cable channels above 100? For

ing that the screen-scanning dot remains sharp

these, there's abutton marked 100, which you
hit first and then enter two more digits. In other

beam is normally cylindrical—a very thin pencil of electrons, circular in cross-section. This,

words, to call out Channel 136, you hit 100 and

of course, produces acircular dot at the cen-

then 36. The sound changes instantaneously,

ter of the screen, but the farther from the center
it moves, the more the dot becomes horizontally elliptical. If uncorrected, the result is what

at the edges of the screen. A CRT's electron

too, without either muting or clicking. (The
Proton muted briefly; the Tera muted for
almost asecond.)

looks like aloss of focus and detail toward the

The specifications and circuit description of

sides of the screen. NAD avoids this with aspe-

the 13A would do credit to any 30" direct-view
monitor. The specs speak largely for themselves, but the circuit innovations are equally

cial focusing system that makes the beam itself
increasingly elliptical in the vertical direction
as it approaches the edges of the tube face, so

impressive for any set as small and light as this

that it projects around dot at all times. Clever.

one On alarge-screen set with small phosphor

For additional sharpness enhancement, the

dots, the NAD's 9MHz video bandwidth would

MR-13A employs what NAD calls seconddifferential edge enhancement. Steep signal

give it the theoretical capability of displaying
an awesome 720 lines, if you could find asignal
source capable of taking advantage of it. (In

wavefronts, which in video represent sharp
image-edge transitions, are extracted from the

fact, 375 is about as good as you'll get from any

main signal, additionally sharpened and ampli-

source other than astudio video camera.) The
horizontal resolution limit of the MR-13A is set

fied, and mixed back in with it, to make the

by the size of the Toshiba picture tube's redgreen-blue dot groups, of which there are

wavefronts more abrupt than they were originally. The process is similar to the action of a
conventional peaking (sharpness) control,

about 470 staggered columns from one side of

except that it works mainly on large-amplitude

the screen to the other. Since the resolution of
detail requires that alternate dot groups show
different intensities, it might appear that 470

control's tendency to exaggerate picture noise.
Frankly, though, it's difficult to understand why

groups could only yield 235 lines of resolution,
1Wry few video rtxes allow access to any adjustments without showing an on-screen display. This makes it impossible
to do asubtle tweak of color or hue or contrast without calling
your entire audiences attention to what you're doing. Most
of them will find it irritating.
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transients, and thus has little of the peaking

aset claiming 9MHz video bandwidth would
need this.
2Having just returned from England as Iread this copy, Ifind
discussion of the line resolution of the NTSC system ironic.
The UK PAL color system routinely offers broadcast picture
quality that makes even NTSC laserdisc look fuzzy.
—JA
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Another unusual feature is automatic bright-

point, as NAD seems to imply. In practice, the

ness limiting. The MR- 13A's default settings

set's screen never goes completely black except

(what you get when you hit the Reset button)

in acompletely dark room anyway, because the

for brightness and contrast are for viewing in

tube's shadow mask is somewhat reflective of

avery brightly lit room, and will bum holes in

ambient light. And the MR-13A does show

your retina in adark room. Yet the set has no

more black-level wander than I'd like to sec It's

tendency to bloom 3 when large areas of the

not usually irksome, but is quite noticeable in

screen are very bright, because of aclamping

night-sky scenes, where the velvet-black back-

circuit which, at acertain brightness point,
applies voltage regulation to the picture tube's

ground of astar field turns adarkish gray. Correcting for it results in some loss of shadow

anode and holds it constant. It is abrupt

detail in higher-contrast scenes.

(although not annoyingly so) in onset, and fool-

How does the MR-13A look otherwise? Well,

proof in its action. If you own Reference

first off, Iwill state that this is by far the best-

Recordings' A Video Standard laserdisc, you

looking 13" set Ihave ever seen. This is hardly

can easily see the limiter cut in by adjusting for

surprising, since this is probably the first 13 -

minimum contrast (white level), selecting still-

incher that anyone has tried to design really

frame 17175, then gradually increasing the con-

well. The picture is crisp, clean, very noise-free

trast to its maximum. The vertical line, which

under all but the most dreadful RF receiving

is supposed to stay straight, starts to bend quite

conditions, and razor-sharp. Colors are per-

badly up to apoint, then snaps back to only a

fectly registered (that is, there's no visible phase

modest bending and stays there as you advance
the contrast further.
NAD claims "efficient" power-supply regulation for the MR-13A, which is always agood

shift), color dematrixing seems right on the

thing, but it is less important when the set has
brightness limiting than it would otherwise be.
But if the 13A's regulation is so good, Iwondered why NAD chose to overscan their picture by more than most large-screen sets. NAD
claims "less than 10%" overscan, which is

nose, and the set produces the cleanest, most
saturated emerald green and lemon yellow of
any consumer monitor Ihave seen to date.
In the Proton, highly saturated yellows tended
to go abit orangey, while greens never quite
reached full saturation. The NAD does both
well enough that it would take abetter eye than
mine to fault the color. It also does asuperb job
of reproducing "rich, crimson (strawberry)

really not very good; most high-quality sets

red," which is something few sets can do. (The

have around 5%. As it turned out, the two sam-

Proton does it equally well, though.) Further

ple MR- 13As Ihad measured around 7% horizontally and vertically, which isn't all that bad.
Low geometric distortion and convergence

properly is the fact that, when you crank the

evidence that the MR-13A is dematrixing colors
colors up too high, they all oversaturate equally,

error are two other features NAD touts for the

instead of some (usually the greens) topping-

13A, and in fact it is excellent in both areas,
although it must be said again that it is alot eas-

out before the others do.

ier to get good geometry and convergence on

vertical parts of on-screen lettering—is excel-

asmall screen than on abig one. DC restoration, which affects black-level stability, is rated

lent; as good as that of any consumer monitor

at 90% ("rather than 100%"), with the lame
excuse that "unlike big-screen TVs, [the MR13A] won't always be used in a darkened
room' That's true, but corrections for ambient

Color fill—the ability to retain color in the

I've seen. But you won't get to appreciate it if
you're watching aVHS or even aSuper-VHS
cassette, because their color bandwidth is even
less than that of abroadcast signal. (You'll see
it to best advantage from laserdiscs and satellite)
The MR-13A is as free from video overshoot

lighting should be done with the contrast control, not the brightness, and they should be

as any consumer monitor Ihave seen. Many so-

done by the user, not arbitrarily by the set.

called high-resolution sets achieve their detail

Once properly adjusted, black level should
never need to be readjusted (see sidebar). Sure,

give you the specified number of lines of reso-

90% black retention is good, but it's no selling

lution but will also give you adistinct white

3Blooming is when the picture simultaneously expands and
defocuses beyond acertain brightness level. It is caused by
depletion of the picture tube's high-voltage supply.
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by peaking the high-end response, which will

border at the right of every sharp edge transition. The NAD achieves its horizontal-resolution performance honesty through adequate
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bandwidth, and the result is one of the least

augmenting the blue screen with other internal

"video-like" images you're likely to see. The

color "corrections," the NAD's color cast is eas-

set's detail (sharpness) control has less boost

ily cured because the only thing that has been
fudged is the color gun setup. Anyone who
knows what he's doing can easily correct the

range than most, but because of the intrinsically flat video response, plus the (wise) choice
of ahigh hinge point of around 2.5MHz, the

problem, but Imust emphasize that this should
not be attempted by someone who I) has never

control can adequately sharpen avery soft picture without adding much more than some
fine-grained noise to the picture.

tried it before, and/or 2) lacks aproper reference for correct screen gray. Ihave done it

The sound from the 13A's built-in speakers
is amazingly good, considering that they're
only 2W' in diameter! They don't boom, rat-

comparator and aproperly adjusted Proton 331
for reference, so Idood it.

tle, or squawk, though you can bottom them
out by turning up the bass too much. But it
would be stretching things abit to say they are
comparable in quality to my Sound-Lab A-3s.
The internal amplifiers aren't exactly Krells,
either, so while adding external speakers will

many times before, and Ihad aborrowed color

With the proper screen gray, the MR- 13A
became the first direct-view set I've seen that
edged out the Proton 331 for color. The differences are very slight, but they're visible in sideby-side comparisons. It's possible, using only

widen the soundstage and extend the low end

the external controls, to obtain an extraordinarily close color match between the sets, at

somewhat, it probably wouldn't buy you much

which time the NAD's small areas of superiority

else. Good powered mini speakers, like the

become immediately evident. In the sunlit

Acoustic Research AV-6 (5270/pair), would

forest-glade scenes of Gorillas in the Mist, for

help immensely, and NAD has recently intro-

instance, the tropical foliage on the NAD had

duced athree-piece powered satellite system—
the Pattern 100—for $499.

an almost luminous quality of saturation, while

The internal audio electronics are surprisingly good, with mainly omissive errors: There

and Yellow street signs on the NAD were just

it was just ashade washed-out on the Proton,
ashade closer to their correct hue on the NAD.

is some loss of transparency, depth, width, and

More significant than their differences, though,

both detail and extension at both ends of the
spectrum, but none of the imperfections are

was their similarity, which is one of the things
we should be able to take for granted with top-

worth fretting about unless you intend to use
the 13A as your mainstay screen, which it was

quality home monitors. We won't be able to,

never intended to be in the first place.

though, until manufacturers stop messing
around with screen color.

So, is this the minimonitor to end them all?
Sorry, it isn't; not as supplied, anyway. First of
all (here we go again), she's blue. Not the elec-

to get involved with what was going on on the

tric blue Ifound so irritating in the Tera (Vol.12
No.11), but definitely on the cool side, partic-

NAD's 13-incher, no matter how good its picture Winching from 18" away helped immenselY,

ularly in lowlight areas, which verge on but

and it is to the 13A's credit that the picture still

Imust confess that, after months of living
with the Proton 331's 31" screen, Ifound it hard

don't quite become purplish. Iwon't quote

holds together under such close scrutiny. But

chapter and verse again about why that's

close video viewing is as antisocial as audio

wrong, but suffice it to say that when makers

listening with a3" -wide "sweet spot"; only

of blue-screen sets talk about "good" color,
they aren't talking about accurate color. The
MR-13A can deliver truly spectacular color in

one person can get agood view (or listen).

brightly sunlit daylight scenes—reminiscent

your buck from your small-screen viewing. If

of Technicolor at its gaudiest—but whenever
the screen is displaying less saturated hues, or
darkly lit scenes, the blue cast takes over and

screen at eye level, or prop up its front with a
couple of books, because the picture tube's

the picture looks miserable—to me, anyway.
This was beginning to shape up as another

unabashedly convex face causes severe linebending if you don't watch it square-on. But

set Icould not recommend to anyone who
cares about color fidelity, but unlike the Tern,

even sitting close enough for the screen to fill
30° of included viewing angle, you can't fool

which made its screen blue uncorrectable by

your kinesthetic (muscle-state) sense, which
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Nonetheless, it's the way to go if you're watching alone and want to get the biggest bang for
you're picky, you'll want to try and get the
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tells you you're not really watching abig screen

which is far enough to accommodate several

because your eyes are sharply converged and
closely focused. But NAD's recommended

viewers at once. Asmall picture is certainly bet-

viewing distance of"8 feet or less" is, Ifeel, way

gets lost in the translation. It's fine for news and

overboard. Even from 6', the 13A looks like a
magnified postage stamp, occupying apiddling

letterboxed Indiana Jones and (be Last Cru-

8° of visual field. I'd suggest no more than 4'—

sade just doesn't cut it on any 13" screen, no

ter than no picture at all, but believe me, alot
idea programs, like PBS talking heads, but the

Black Level, White Level, and DC Restoration
A video image is painted on the phos-

control: It adjusts the gain or amplification

phorescent tube face by avery thin beam
of electrons, which scans the tube face

of the video amplifier. The further you
advance it, the greater the ratio between the

every 51 60 of asecond. The image brightness

strongest (brightest) parts of the signal and

is afunction of beam intensity (current):

the no-signal (black) level (fig.2); in other

The stronger the beam, the brighter the
image. The image goes to black when the

words, the greater its brightness range But
the Contrast control affects only the bright-

beam becomes too weak to illuminate the
face phosphors.

effect on the screen cutoff point —its go-

ness of picture "white" areas. It has no

The video signal, like an audio signal,
consists of aconstantly changing voltage,

to-black point. For that we call on the so-

but in video the voltages correspond to

The Brightness control has no effect on
signal strength—its range of voltage variations representing darkest to lightest

different levels of picture brightness. (We
are ignoring color here, because color information consists merely of brightness

called (and misnamed) "brightness" control.

screen areas. What it does is shift the entire

changes for the individual color guns in the
picture tube.) Zero voltage corresponds to

video signal up or down, relative to OV
(fig.3). It varies the zero-signal-voltage

black, and the maximum permissible voltage corresponds to the maximum brightness

point relative to the screen cutoff point, so
that the former can be made to correspond

the screen is capable of. Fig.1 shows afive-

precisely to the latter. That is, the signal
level corresponding to original-picture

step gray scale and its corresponding video
signal.
In most consumer monitors there are
two user controls which affect on-screen
brightness levels, usually labeled Contrast

black can be made to yield ascreen black.
This is why aBrightness control is more
1

2

3

4

6

and Brightness. The action of aContrast
control is exactly like that of an audio level
1

2

3

4

GRAY SCALE

]

SIGNAL BLACK

Fig.1 A five-step gray scale (top) with its
corresponding video signal.
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Fig.2 The contrast (white level) control
varies the signal's brightness range
but does not affect its black level.
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matter how close you sit. Okay, so I'm spoiled,

tings are pretty much on the nose) This means

Iadmit it. After abig screen, small is hard to take
seriously.
I've mentioned NAD's Reset defaults. These
are preset for what is probably the worst pos-

that, if you hit Reset by accident when everything is optimized for dark-room viewing, the
sudden burst of brightness almost makes your
eyes hurt. Unfortunately, Ican see the logic of

sible video viewing environment: a sunlit
room. Contrast is all the way up. (The other set-

NAD's setup: The people who will most often
view under the worst conditions are the ones

correctly called ablack-level control.
If black level is set too high (fig.3A), the
screen will never go completely black,

usually stay put. In professional monitors,
the input-signal-voltage level corresponding to black is passed all the way through

regardless of what the signal does. A star

DC-coupled video amplifiers to the picture

field will look like little white dots against

tube, so the signal stays clamped to its own

agray background. If black level is set too

zero reference point. In consumer equip-

low (fig.3B), the screen will go black before

ment, which does not use DC interstage

it should, causing details in dark picture

coupling, the signal-reference OV is lost

areas to be blacked out. For this reason,

early on, and without it, the signal level will

proper setup of amonitor requires that

tend to "float," establishing as its "zero"

black level (Brightness) be set first (fig.4).
Once this establishes the cutoff point for

point avoltage that is somewhere between
the maximum and minimum signal volt-

the Contrast (white level) control, the latter
may be used to adjust for the desired range

ages. When the picture tries to go black, it
goes to amedium gray instead. In other

of black-to-white ratio.
That's how it works in principle In prac-

retention."

tice, the black-level adjustment does not
1

2

3

4

words, the picture has very poor "black
DC restoration is ascheme for getting
around this. Here, the signal's zero level is
sampled at the input, once per frame, and
used to supply an external correcting voltage to the video amplifier output. DC restoration works, but never as well as true DCcoupled amplification. Black retention
from arestoration circuit may be as much
as 95% perfect, but it is never 100%. The
difference is visible on test signals, but
rarely in program material.

A

SCREEN
BLACK

13

Fig.3 The brightness (black level) control
does not affect contrast but raises or
lowers all brightness levels
simultaneously. Note that gray scale
bars 3, 4, and 5are below the screen
cut-off point and are thus invisible.
This is how shadow details are lost
when black level is set too low.
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II
1

2

AL

4

5

Fig.4 Correct black and white level
adjustment. All gray bars (1 to 4) are
visible and the black is true black.

who are least likely to try optimizing the pic-

agree—it's your privilege to exercise bad

ture for those conditions. So you preadjust the

judgment—but if you're going to spend this

picture for them, and allow the more critical

much money for aset with virtual state-of-the-

viewer to do his own picture tweaking. Ican't
argue with that, except to point out that there

art picture capability, Ithink you'd be foolish
to accept NAD's setup compromise If you care

are internal adjustments for all Reset parame-

about color accuracy, plan on reworking the

ters, and that if you're going to change the
screen-setup color, you might as well hit the

13A's gray-scale setup as soon as possible after
you buy it. This will not void the warranty,

Reset adjustments too while you're at it.
It may seem that I'm coming down unfairly

unless the reason you're having it serviced

hard on what is, after all, just intended as a"sec-

under that warranty is because you messed up

ond set," and avery good one at that. I've done

the gray scale and need it reset. (You might bear
in mind that most TV service centers will prob-

so only because the MR-13A is the most expen-

ably do amuch worse job of gray-scale setup

sive 13" monitor/receiver on the market, and

than NAD did originally.)

because it aspires to the quality of alarge-

What we have here is something that is rare

screen videophile product. Judged on the basis
of both price and picture quality, it is reason-

today in home electronics: aproduct that is
intrinsically better than it is as delivered. You

ably priced, but Iam not completely con-

may see an analogy there with loudspeakers,
whose driver balance controls have aFlat posi-

vinced of the wisdom of building this kind of
performance into such asmall-screen set. If
your big screen has spoiled you to the point
where you demand comparable quality in your
second set, there is no other monitor/receiver
of this price that will give it to you. The problem, as Isee it, is that below acertain screen
size—and Iwould arbitrarily set 20" as that
size—a monitor's picture ceases to be video,
the medium that involves you, and becomes
TV, the medium you look at dispassionately.
But all the nice things I've said about the
NAD MR-13A are predicated on areasonable

tion which reflect just as much the manufacturer's judgment as NAD's setup of the MR-13A.
But with loudspeakers, changing those default
settings is as simple as turning aknob or two,
and indeed, the user is invited to make alternative adjustments "to taster He can easily restore
the defaults if he wishes. But amonitor's screencolor adjustments are internal, not as easily set
properly, and NAD (like other consumer
manufacturers) does not advise buyers to
remove the back of the set, let alone take a
screwdriver to its innards. Setting screen color

starting point: aproper screen gray. Without

requires professional colorimetry equipment

that—that is, as delivered from the factory—

and atrained eye, neither of which most service personnel have NM) is presumably better

the MR-13A is incapable of showing an honest
picture, so it doesn't much matter how well it

equipped to do the job right than any of their

does other things. You may, of course, dis-

customers. They should do it.

CELESTION 3000 LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson
Two-way, sealed-box, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 21" by 0.5" aluminum-ribbon
tweeter, 8" (200mm) polyolefin-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 900Hz. Crossover slopes:
3rd-order, 18dB/octave, high- and low-pass. Frequency response: not specified. Low-frequency
extension: -3dB at 66Hz, -6dB at 49Hz (both free-space measurements). Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m
(2.83V). Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: up to 100W program. Dimensions:
25.6" (650mm) H by 13" W (330mm) by 11.8" (300mm) D. Internal volumes: 28 liters (woofer
enclosure), 8liters (ribbon enclosure). Weight: 43 lbs (19.5kg) each. Finish: Simulated black ash
veneer. Price: $1799/pair (matching Kstands cost $399/pair). Approximate number of dealers:
100. Manufacturer: Celestion Industries Inc., 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746. Tel: (508)
429-6706.
Some reviews seem ill-fated from the get-go:

times the reviewer starts to doubt his or her ears

samples break; systems go wrong; test equip-

when it seems impossible to get the compo-

ment gives anomalous measurements; and at

nent being reviewed to sound anywhere as
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good as reported by other writers. Such was the
case with this review of the Celestion 3000
When Celestion's Barry Fox visited Santa Ft:
three days before Christmas '89 with early sarn
pies of the speaker, we were dismayed to find
that the ribbon of one of the pair was crinkled
and immobile, apparently due to the extrudedaluminum magnet frame warping in transit.
Fortunately, Barry had brought aspare tweeter
with him, to show how it worked, so we replaced
the broken one in order to do some listening.
While we were setting up the speakers, Istuck
one of the stand spikes in my foot! Later on in
the review period while Iwas repeating ameasurement, one of the pair slipped off its stand.
breaking the grille (which is essential to the
speaker's optimal performance) loose from its
retaining studs, and warping the ribbon's magnet structure. Luckily, this occurred after a

Fig.1 Ribbon drive-unit basics

replacement pair of 3000s was already on their
way to me, but Iwas understandably starting

Celestion's ribbon) carrying the signal current

to feel that this review was jinxed, particularly
as Ifound it all too easy to get the 3000s to

is suspended between the poles of strips of
magnets. These are strontium/ferrite ceramic
magnets (mounted on asteel backplate) in the

sound quite unimpressive.

case of Celestion driver and are supported by

I'm running ahead of myself, however, and
Ishould devote afew column-inches to what
the 3000 is all about.

an extruded-aluminum former. When the current flows up the diaphragm, the latter moves
toward the listener (or away, depending on the

Throughout the '80s, Celestion's product
line consolidated the pioneering work on

poles); when it flows down, the diaphragm

metal-dome tweeters that had first made an
appearance in 1981's SL6 loudspeaker. Metaldome drive-units now dominate high-end box
loudspeaker design, with OEM units from
SEAS, VIFA, MB, and Elac widely used by

arrangement of North and South magnetic
moves in the opposite direction. Feed an alternating current to the ribbon and the result will
be sound (fig.1). The advantages of ribbons,
when properly designed, involve their relative
lack of passband resonances, low inherent dis-

manufacturers.' It was perhaps not so surpris-

tortion, and intrinsic heatsinIcing; the disadvan-

ing, therefore, that when Celestion announced

tages mainly concern their low sensitivity,
extremely low impedance (typically around X°

their contenders for speaker supremacy in the
'90s at the 1989 Berlin Funlcaustellung, the
models 3000, 5000, and 7000, these featured
avery different drive-unit to cover the frequencies above 900Hz—a monopole ribbon! (By
"monopole," it is meant that the radiation from
the diaphragm is all in aforward direction, as

of an ohm), the fact that at very high levels, the
diaphragm motion can lead to metal fatigue,
causing the ribbon to split longitudinally, and
their labor-intensive construction, which obviates much of the automatic machinery used to
manufacture conventional drive-units.

with aconventional enclosure-mounted moving-

There is no doubt, however, that agood rib-

coil unit, and not like the dipole ribbons fea-

bon can offer asound free from nearly all tÈe
fizzes, honks, and squawks that can be all too'

tured in speakers from Magnepan, Carver, and
Apogee.)
A ribbon driver is perhaps the most basic
electromagnetic drive-unit. A rectangular strip

obvious with even quite good cone or dome
drivers. The Celestion unit (see the illustration
in Robert Harley's interview with Celestion

of corrugated aluminum foil (12µm thick in

designer Graham Bank elsewhere in this issue)
has obviously been very carefully thought out:

IDynaudio and Morel seem to be the only companies sticking
with high-quality soft -dome tweeters, while Focal is making
much of their inserted-dome (ibergLass and Km-lar units, which
have aloi in common with metal -diaphragm units.

the end suspension incorporates silicone rubber sections which keep the ribbon tension
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constant even when it warms up under hard
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drive conditions; foam dampers minimize the
production of standing waves in the ribbon due
to the end clamp; and four lateral suspension
threads ensure that the diaphragm is kept centered in the magnet gap. The Celestion ribbon
has anominal impedance of 0.14 ohm, so it is
fed signal via astepdown transformer. The
design of this transformer is not trivial; it has
to source high currents while maintaining its
frequency response to well above the audio
band. Celestion's design has split primary
windings with atotal series impedance of 5
ohms—dividing the primary into two is said
to halve the peak leakage flux, thus reducing
eddy currents in the core material—while its
0.14 ohm secondary winding is wound in bill lar (double-wound) fashion.
As constructed, the Celestion ribbon is anatural dipole: it emits as much sound to its rear
as to its front. To convert it to monopole operation, the rear radiation needs to be absorbed,
and to this end Celestion loads the ribbon with
its own transmission-line sub-enclosure, 2 this
some 4" wide and running the full depth of the
cabinet. The ribbon is mounted at the front of
this enclosure at an angle of 45°, and as the
cavity is filled with sound-absorptive material,
the ribbon's backwave undergoes anumber of
internal reflections, each time losing energy in
the filling. By the time it reaches the ribbon
again, it should be attenuated to the point of
inaudibility. Assuming that all goes to plan, all
the listener will hear, therefore, is the ribbon's
frontal radiation.
Due to the low crossover frequency, matching the radiation pattern of the ribbon with that
of the woofer is alittle more problematic than
usual. By mounting the ribbon unit at 45° on
the speaker's internal edge and carefully contouring the edge of the ribbon plate, Celestion
has therefore allowed the ribbon to "see" a
larger baffle at low frequencies. To ensure that
the presence of the woofer allows the ribbon
to have an unobstructed acoustic view of the
entire baffle, the woofer is mounted on asmall
y
4"-thick square sub-baffle and the grille actually has similar built-up sections above and
below the woofer, which gives a flush,
obstruction-free surface. Diffraction effects
from the first "sharp" edges the ribbon's output
2Unlike the so-called "transmission line" speakers, in which
the bass line terminates in aport and often doesn't even have
any absorptive filling, the Celestion ribbon enclosure is scaled
and is intended to act as a truc transmission line. No energy
from the hackssuve is ever intended to much the outside world.

Celestion 3000 loudspeaker
Stereophile, May 1990

sees, from the rear and outermost right-angle

though the one for the woofer enclosure actu-

cabinet corners, should therefore be below the

ally has three openings—a "figure of 12" brace?

driver's operating range. The 45° corner
mounting of the ribbon will also ensure afreedom from the "stereo hot seat" syndrome: a

A little disappointingly at this price level, the
cabinet is finished in black woodgrain vinyl.

listener off to one side of the central seat will
be more on the ribbon axis of the more distant
speaker, thus receiving astronger HF signal
from it which will go some way toward compensating for the earlier arrival time of the
sound from the nearer speaker. It also means
that the speaker can be placed closer to aside

(The $2199 /pair model 5000 is identical, but
finished in real wood veneer, while the considerably more expensive floorstanding 7000
marries the ribbon to two 8" woofers.) Though
the $399/pair "K" stands are said to be
optional, they should really be considered
essential. Matching both the 3000's gray-andblack colors and truncated-rectangle vertical

wall than aspeaker with the treble driver con-

profile, these stands feature two triangular-

ventionally mounted on the front baffle, imageconfusing HF reflections from the side wall
being more suppressed with the Celestion.

section pillars which can be filled with lead,

The woofer is arelatively conventional 8"
unit (the diameter of the radiating area is

of the speaker, allowing ashort length of dowel
to give firm location, while Celestion recom-

around 6%") with aflared polyolefin cone and
asynthetic molded rubber surround, built on

mends EZ-tak or asimilar compound to bond
the two together. Carpet-piercing spikes are

dry sand, or amixture of both. The flat top
plate has asmall central hole, as does the base

acast-alloy frame The crossover is constructed

provided, with the useful bonus that one for

on aprinted circuit board and features thirdorder slopes, with the woofer fed by alow-pass

each stand has ahorizontal wheel attached.
Leveling the stand to compensate for an uneven

network consisting of two series ferrite-cored

floor beneath the carpet is thus simple and quick.

coils and ashunt resistor/electrolytic-capacitor
combination. Surprisingly, the connections to

Overall, disregarding my grumbles over the
vinyl finish, the 3000's construction and that

the woofer are by push-on lugs rather than sol-

of the matching stands are to asuperb standard.

dered joints. The tweeter is fed by aphysically
separate third-order high-pass filter, this com-

Reference system

prising an air-cored coil and, again, nonpolarized electrolytic capacitors. The ribbon's

to play my own and others' 15ips master tapes,

Source components consisted of aRevox A77

stepdown transformer is quite small and

aLinn Sondek/Ekos/Troika setup sitting on a

appears to be constructed on aconventional

Sound Organisation table to play LPs, and

El core. Thick, IOAWG, 84-strand cables connect the transformer to the ribbon. Electrical
connection is via two pairs of gold-plated

Kinergetics KCD-40 and Meridian 206 CD
players. (The latter also drove the $12,000 Stax
DAC-Xlt tube processor for some of the audi-

Michell terminal posts lined up horizontally;

tioning, used direct into the Classic 60.)

somewhat peculiarly, the inner two terminals

Amplification consisted of either aMark Levin-

are for the woofer, the outer two for the ribbon.

son No.25/26 preamplifier combination driving apair of Mark Levinson No 20.5 mono-

Some specialist cables may therefore not have
sufficient free-end length to allow connection.

blocks via 15' lengths of AudioQuest LiveWire

For those not wishing to bi-wire or bi-amp the

Lapis balanced interconnect, or an Audio

3000s, wire jumpers are supplied to connect

Research SP14 driving an Audio Research Clas-

the two hot and two ground connections

sic 60 via 12' lengths of Audio Research inter-

together.

connect. Speaker cable was 5' bi-wire lengths

The enclosure is constructed from y
4"MDF,
with an inset rear panel to increase rigidity.

of AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz with the Levin-

Both woofer and ribbon sub-enclosures are

speaker cable with the Classic 60 (which was

additionally braced with aside-to-side vertical

used from its 4ohm output-transformer taps).
Other loudspeakers used during the review

panel, called by Celestion a"figure of 8" brace,

sons, 5' bi- wire lengths of Audio Research

period included Celestion SL700s, Thiel CS5s,
3"Olefin" is a25C word for ahydrocarbon of the methane/ethane type (though Iwasn't aware that such compounds could
be persuaded to form polymers.) Don't be afraid to use this
word in mixed company or if children are present
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Rogers LS3 /5as, Dahlquist DQI2s, Polk RTA
lits, Celestion 3s, Monitor Audio Monitor 7s,
and Cambridge Sound Works Ambiances.
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Listening
Unusually for a high-end loudspeaker, the
3000s are intended to be used in close proximity to the rear wall—the excellent handbook
recommends aspacing of 6". This leads to alit-

OOrnm (24'1- 120017fin(48 .)

04,
/50mm (6')

tle difficulty in my listening room as almost the

LISTENING AREA

entire wall behind the loudspeakers is faced
with LPs and books and therefore doesn't offer
aconstant speaker-to-wall distance. (In all fair-

Bass Driver Axis

ness, you may ask, why Iam then reviewing
this loudspeaker? The answer has to be that it
was Hobson's choice, the other members of
StereoptsiWs reviewing team having rooms that
were even less suitable.) Iended up with the

Fig.2 Celestion's recommended placement
for apair of 3000s.

speakers situated some 4" in front of the records.
Ihave to say that Ihave never found such a

accentuated the upper bass and brought my

close wall placement to give optimal results
with any speaker, in this room or in any other.

where the sound became too bright.

Certainly, the additional loading presented to

of being dull! (Unless you listen to it standing up.)

the speaker by the wall at low frequencies
extends bass extension and adds to the feeling

Throughout my auditioning of the fast samples of the 3000 Iwas reminded that the mid-

of subjective weight to the sound. However,
this is also one of the best—or should that be

treble was being accentuated. Paradoxically,
the speaker also lacked top-octave air At lowish

worst? —positions to excite room standing
waves, the result being alumpy, sometimes illdefined LF register.* The only exceptions Ihave

listening levels, this character made the sound
quite enjoyable: the bright character added a
sense of life and detail, while the overall

heard are speakers like the Linn Kan, where the
speaker's bass response is so restricted in the

depressed response above 10kHz made the
speaker sound sweet on recorded violins. The

first place that the added excitement of room
problems is to asignificant extent avoided.

depressed HF, however, meant that cymbals
and other treble-rich percussion instruments

listening chair too much on to the ribbon axes,
Not that this speaker could ever be accused

The next siting problem concerning the

failed to excite the recorded acoustic to the

3000 is how far away from the sidewalls to

same extent noticeable with other good loud-

place the pair. Not only does the exact position

speakers. But as the replay level increased, my

affect the degree and nature of the excitation

tolerance for the treble balance diminished

of room resonances, it will also determine how

proportionately. Such already overcooked

far off the ribbon axis the listener ends up, as

recordings as Andreas Vollenweider's Dancing
with the Lion (Columbia CK 45154) became

shown in fig.2 (reproduced from the Celestion
3000 manual). Celestion recommends the
speakers be sited somewhere between 24" and

unlistenably bright at anything other than
background levels. And forget about my usual

48" from the sidewalls. In my room, which is
set up so that it is wider than it is long, the

test for speaker brightness—whether Ican stay

placement giving the best balance between tre-

My Buick album (EMI/Manhattan CDP-748075-2) played at high levels. Via this first pair

ble and bass was alittle further away than this
al. 60", which meant that the listening seat was
approximately 30° off the ribbon axis. Moving
the speakers closer to the sidewalls both over-

in the room with Thomas Dolby's Aliens Ate

of 3000s, Ididn't want to stay in the room even
at low levels.
The soundstaging was good, if not holographic, while instrumental and vocal images

4This can easily be shown by Ralph Gonzalez's program for
IBM PCs and compatibles, The Listening Room, an early version of which Idescribed in the April issue (p.89). The user
enters his or her room dimensions, then uses the computer
cursor keys to position apair of speakers in the room (all three
dimensions for each speaker are independently adjustable);
agraphic representation of the degree to which the room
modes arc excited then appears on the screen. The program
costs 829.95 postpaid and can be obtained from Sitting Duck
Software, PO. Box 130, Wrictt, OR 97487. teL (503)935-3982.
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having any treble energy were thrust forward.
The transition region between the woofer and
ribbon was beautifully managed, however,
there not being even ahint of discontinuity in
the midrange. Low frequencies were powerful, with excellent extension noticeable on
organ pedals, but overall! thought the 3000's
Stereophile, May 1990

bass register sounded alittle disconnected from

requested that they send acompletely new pair

the rest of the range. This surprised me, as the

of loudspeakers and put the review on hold

SL600 and '700 excel in the "tunefulness" of
what bass they do have, by which Imean the
way the low frequencies integrate with the
midrange so that there is no sense that bass and

while Ibusied myself with other projects.
When the replacements arrived, Ireversed

low-tenor instruments lag behind the pulse of
the music. Again, at low levels, this rather
lumpy bass character was not unpleasant,
almost approximating anatural loudness contour. But at more normal replay levels, the
effect was to add arather "slow" quality to the
music.
Continued listening confirmed the 3000's
schizophrenic personality. At levels much
lower than Iusually play music, the sound was
quite pleasant. But approach replay levels in the
high '80s, where normally music in the listening room starts to cook, and the sound, as well
as being bright, became both unlistenably hard

my normal routine and measured the speakers
before listening to them. 5If the measurements
were identical, then Iwould know that the first
pair had been typical after all. But if the measurements were significantly different, then I
shoulçl, in effect, start listening afresh.
And that, in fact, was the case. As you will see
later, the new samples had lower levels of intermodulation distortion; in addition, there was
more top-octave energy apparent, so it was
time to sit down for asecond period of serious
listening.
Without anything like the first pair's threshold limitation on loudness, Iwas able to play
recordings at levels where the music was
allowed to sing. And at such levels, peaks reach-

in the treble and confused in the lower mid-

ing 96-98dB, it became apparent that the 3000

range. Thinking that this might be a basic

allowed awealth of recorded detail to be heard.
(Higher in level than that and the ribbon could

incompatibility between the loudspeakers and
the Mark Levinson No.20.5s, Ireplaced them

be heard to buzz alittle; Ithought this was the

with an Audio Research Classic 60. The sound

amplifier clipping, but the Classic 60 was only
putting out 11V RMS, which is within its limi-

with the speakers powered by four pairs of
6550 tubes was somewhat less aggressive in the
highs than with the solid-state amps, but the
basic problematic sound quality remained.
Celestion's 3000, at least to judge from the
sound of these first review samples, is a"quietspeaker" rather than aloudspeaker. This conclusion caused me agreat deal of heartsearching, as Ken Kessler, in the January 1990 issue
of HFN/RR, had raved about the 3000's
euphonic quality and the way it could convey
music's "power and scale without compression." Was Ilistening to the same speakers? Certainly the 3000s at the 1990 Winter CES had

tations.) Partly this detail was due to the
speaker's tonal balance, which was still rather
mid-treble-forward, but there was also afreedom from the kind of low-level confusion that
afflicts, for example, many soft-dome tweeters.
It was very easy to hear recorded ambience and
reverberant decays; conversely, background
noises on recordings were also rendered more
audible. On the superb recording of Gershwin's
"Someone to Watch Over Me" on Sting's A&M
3" CD (also available in the UK as anormal-size
CD single), you can clearly hear on the Celestion 3000s that there is afaint rhythmic rustling

sounded bright, but they seemed free of the
loudness threshold above which Ifelt driven
from the room.

haps there was originally abrushed-snare drum
accompaniment that was later deleted from the

noise accompanying the piano and voice. Per-

It seemed time to do some measurements to

mix, its only legacy being faint noises escap-

try to track down what was going on. And as
you'll read later, Ifound that one of the review
speakers generated large and audible amounts

ing from Mr. Sumner's foldback headphones
and faithfully reproduced by these Celestions.
This transparency more readily revealed

of intermodulation distortion once the playback level got much above 80c1B. Coupled with

ambient backgrounds on recordings that I

the bright balance, this undoubtedly correlated
with the unpleasant hardness Iwas experienc-

thought Iknew well, agreater sense of space,
a"bigger" sound, being the result. Though the

of my findings; this problem didn't seem some-

conventional wisdom holds that speakers sited
near the rear wall will throw less image depth
than speakers out in the room, due to the early

thing that they would not have noticed and it
therefore might not be typical. Itherefore

5The serial numbers of the original pair were 468262 and
468267; of the replacements, 509079 and 509089.

ing. It seemed fair to Celestion to inform them
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reflections from the wall confusing the ear's

Seiji Ozawa (Telarc CD-80070) acquired alit-

decoding of reverberant information, this
didn't seem to be true with the 3000s, perhaps

the treble staff, but not objectionably so; the

tle bit of wiriness when violins ventured above

because they reproduced so much more of that

original-instruments Four Seasons from the

low-level reverberation. The depth test on the

Taverner Players (Denon 38C37-7283), which

Chesky Test CD (Chesky JD37) consists of male

already has avery astringent violin tone, be-

voice and tambourine recorded further and
further away from the microphone. The voice

came unlistenable.

could be heard to recede in alifelike manner,
though the tambourine was significantly closer
than the voice, perhaps due to the speaker's
rather forward treble accentuating the sound

Voices also acquired aslight lisp, which
became accentuated at high replay levels, and
the breathy edge to the sound of trumpet was
also rather exaggerated. Though the second
samples of the 3000 did not have the distortion

of its jingles. The relative positions of the flute

problems that rendered the sound of the earlier

and piano on Stereopbile's Poem LP were also

speakers unacceptably hard at high levels, they

well-decoded by the 3000s, the dome of

still tended toward an overall bright balance.

ambience around and behind the instruments
being very audible without obscuring their

Ifound the effects of different cables to be easily audible through the 3000s, as well as the

direct sounds.
Laterally, imaging was both stable and pre-

small changes in sound due to my altering car-

cise again surprising in view of the close rearwall placement. While the speaker doesn't have

tridge VTA. The differences between the Chesky
128x-oversampling A/D converter and the
industry-standard Sony PCM1630 on the Stereo-

the holographic imaging of, say, the Spica
Angelus, it's still pretty good in this respect.
The Chesky height test was less accurately

pbile Test CD were also much more audible
than via the Celestion SL700s. Iassume that this

reproduced; though the test signal could be
heard to move above the plane of the speakers,
it was extremely unstable and smeared toward
the middle of the soundstage This is undoubt-

cies where the ear is already at its most sensitive

edly due to reflections of the sound from the
rear wall. Moving the speaker further out into

little when compared with the balance on the
ribbon axis. This was with my ears level with

the room to improve things made the sound

the ribbon midpoint, which is where the listening chair placed them. Sitting more upright so

too lean overall, however.

is due to the 3000's accentuation of frequenPink noise revealed that the listening axis I
ended up with flattened the mid-treble balance
at the expense of depressing the top octave a

Levels of coloration in the low treble and

that my ears were level with apoint two-thirds

midrange were low. My piano recording on the

of the way up the ribbon gave amore neutral
mid-treble balance, though with even lower

Stereopbile Test CD' reveals midrange problems on conventional two-way moving-coil
speakers by some notes jumping out of the
soundstage. The Celestion 3000 was remarkably clean in this respect, the Steinway tonality

top-octave energy, which made the BSO Four
Seasons sound too mellow. This sensitivity to
listening axis means that getting the optimal
treble balance will be very much amatter of

emerging unscathed. The flute and piano tracks

experiment, though the basically wide treble

on the Stereopbile Test CD also reproduced as

dispersion of the ribbon does mean that those
sitting to the sides of the central seat will still

being extremely true to the sound of the original instruments, aslight accentuation of flute
breath noise notwithstanding.

get agood share of the music's highs.
Whereas Ihad found the original samples to

At higher frequencies there was some liveliness apparent in the low treble which, though
adding asense of life to the recorded sound,

have rather disconnected lows even with the
Mark Levinson amplifiers driving them, the

could easily become fatiguing. This was pro-

comparison, being very much tighter in the
bass. The transition to the lower midrange was

gram-dependent in that it related to how much
energy in this region was present in the recording. The sweet-sounding, modem-instruments
Four Seasons from the Boston Symphony and
6Available for $6.9S plus $2 S&H. See the advertisement in
this issue for details.
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second samples seemed more overdamped by

very much better managed, though the tradeoff
was arather more reticent low-bass register.
This, to my way of thinking, is the right way to
go in musical terms. The first track on Simple
Minds' The Amsterdam EP (Virgin SMXCD6)
Stereophile, May 1990

is asuperb, if over-rich production by Trevor
Horn and Stephen Lipson. 7Spectoresque in the
way it floats tambourine and acoustic guitar
over athick goop of synthesizer and sampled
drums to produce amajestic rhythmic sound,

sent the driving amplifier with any real problems, allowing it to be used with low-powered,
sweet-balanced tube amplifiers.
Fig.4 reveals the anechoic part of the 3000's
impulse response, as calculated by the MELISSA

there is so much going on in the bass that it is

system, on the ribbon axis. 8(The speaker was

hard for aspeaker with any kind of undamped
LF tuning to keep the musical threads separate.

placed 48" off the floor for this measurement

The Celestion passes this test in asatisfying

to push the early reflections of the sound as far
back in time as possible.) Both the drive-units

manner. Classical music fared equally well, timpani featuring aclean impact with aminimum

appear to be connected with the same polarity, the slow rise of the woofer being obscured

of overhang. Percussion warhorse it may be,

by the much faster up/down pulse from the ribbon. Note, however, that despite its use of asin-

but Copland's Fanfare for the Common
Man—my favorite recording is Antal Dorati
with the Detroit Symphony, London 414 2732—is agood test of aspeaker's ability to retain

gle drive-unit above 900Hz, the speaker is not

control in the bass. The Celestion 3000 had less
low-frequency definition than the SL700 with

Using MELISSA'S post-processing to give a

this recording, this perhaps afunction of the
near-wall placement, but it usefully had more

particularly time-coherent, presumably due
to the highish-order crossover filters used.
"waterfall" plot (fig.5) shows how the speaker's
frequency response changes as the exciting
impulse decays, revealing the presence of

overall bass weight than the smaller speaker.

resonances as "ridges" parallel to the time axis.

Measurements

Fig.5 shows that the 3000 is basically quite
well-behaved in this respect, though some

Regarding measurements, Iuse amixture of
nearfield, in-room, and quasi-anechoic FFT

hashy behavior can be seen both in the midtreble and in the presence region, where aper-

techniques (using the MLSSA—pronounced
"Melissa" —system from DRA Labs) to investigate objective factors that might explain the
sound heard. (Stereophile's measuring microphone is acalibrated B&K 4006.) The 3000's
impedance phase and amplitude were measured using Stereopbile's Audio Precision System One. Looking at fig.3, it can be seen that
the speaker is definitely best rated as a4ohm
load, the value dropping below 6ohms above
IkHz and reaching aminimum of 3.25 ohms
just below 5kHz. The single peak in the bass
reveals the sealed-box woofer tuning at 51Hz.
The slight dimple at 500Hz puzzled me; look-
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Fig.3 Ce estion 3000 (samp e1,modulus
of impedance and phase
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
Its

ing at just the woofer impedance revealed it to
have something to do with the woofer's lowpass feed, though there doesn't appear to be
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anything in the four-element low-pass filter to
account for this. (Shoving my ear up against the
cabinet sidewalls while the speaker was playing
pink noise did reveal afaint hoot centered on
500Hz, however.) The dotted line in fig.3
shows the speaker's electrical phase, which is
basically benign. Despite the 3000's lowish
overall impedance, it should therefore not pre7Recommended to mc by Martin Colloms, this superbly produced 3" single is worth looking out for. It also contains a
cybcrpunk arrangement of Sir Hubert Parry's pseudo-anthem
lerusalem that will stir mixed emotions in the blood of any
true-blooded Englishman raised on rock'n'roll.

Stereophile, May 1990
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Fig.4 Celestion 3000 (sample 1), impulse
response at 48" on ribbon axis
(7ms window)
8 Nearly all the mcasuw,o,ds were performed on the first pair
of loudspeakers, the replacements only arriving in time for
avery limited set of measurements to be carried out before the
review had to be wrapped up. As the speakers only differed
significantly in their distortion performance and mid-to-high
treble balance however, Ifeel that the basic measurements in
figs.I -6 arc valid.
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Cumulat'ue

Spectral

Decay

37.3 dB,

10.0
log

Frequency

8.345 kHz (94),

kHz

8.888 msec

(8)

Fig.5 Celestion 3000 (sample 1), MELISSA cumulative spectral decay plot on ribbon axis
sistent decay ridge can be seen at 3900Hz. Both
might contribute to the feeling of subjective
brightness that Ifelt characterized the first pair
of speakers' sound. There is also ahint of some
untoward behavior around the crossover frequency, which alook at the behavior of the
individual drivers suggests is due to the ribbon.
The individual anechoic responses of the
drive-units of one of the first samples are
18111

shown in fig.6. The woofer appears to be quite
well-behaved in its passband, though the ribbon's response is spoiled by arise in the midtreble, the very region where the residual hashiness could be seen in the waterfall plot. This

11011
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Lek

Fig.6 Celestion 3000 (sample 1), individual
drive-unit responses
I II 111111
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again suggests that the speaker will be bright
in nature, particularly in view of the rolled-off
top octave, which will accentuate the subjective effect of the rise in level lower down in frequency. (This rolled-off top octave was also

-tea
-BB

noted by Peter Mitchell in his report last month
from the Winter CES—Vol.13 No.4, p.60.)
However, in my experience, acloser correlation with what is heard than that implied by the
on-axis response is given by the overall
response averaged across a30° lateral window.
This averaged anechoic response for the Celes-

lilt

1 II111111

1±

Ilk

Fig.7 Celestion 3000 (sample 1), anechoic
response averaged across 30° lateral
window with nearfield LF response
plotted below 110Hz

tion 3000, extending from the direct ribbon-

To the left of fig.7 is the 3000's bass response,

axis response to that on an axis 15° off the

measured in the nearfield; je, with the micro-

woofer axis (toward the ribbon), is shown in

phone almost touching the center of the
woofer's dustcap. Gently rolling off below

fig.7. The mid-treble rise is ameliorated with
this averaging, which reinforces the idea that
the 3000 will change the exact nature of its treble balance for small differences in listener
position, meaning that finding the speaker and
listener positions that give the optimal balance
will have to be amatter for experiment.
144

80Hz, it reaches its -6dB point at 52Hz, fractionally higher than the 49Hz specified. Inroom, with the speakers about 6" away from
the rear wall, this translates to the response
shown in fig.8. The wall reinforcement means
that there is good low-bass output down to
Stereophile, May 1990

They were recorded with anominal level of
OdB, so any distortion from the CD players
7

would be below the threshold of the 12-bit
MELISSA A/D converter.)

.\

The results for the left speaker, which was
rather worse than the right, are shown in fig.9.
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Fig.8 Celestion 3000 (sample 1), spatially
averaged, 1/
3octave, in-room
response

The top spectrum was taken at 76dB, and it can
be seen that, apart from the 2nd harmonic of
the 2kHz tone at 4kHz, which is 49dB below
the level of the fundamental, and asimilarly
small amount of the 1150Hz difference tone, all
other distortion products are buried in the

around 32Hz, though even with the spatial

noise floor 60-70dB down. At this spi, the
Celestion 3000 has about the same distortion

averaging performed to derive this curve, which
normally smooths out low-frequency irregular-

ently rising noise floor in the bass is partly due

as atypical tube power amplifier. (The appar-

ities, this is broken up by peaks and dips due

to the analysis system's windowing of the time-

to the near-wall placement. The rather lumpy,

domain data, but was also due to some ground-

detached bass character of the first samples

loop hum that Icouldn't get rid of when the
two CD-player outputs were tied together; the

could be associated with this aspect of its measured performance (but it is then puzzling why

plunge in noise above 15kHz is due to the

the second samples were better in this respect).

MELISSM antialiasing filter being set to 15kHz

The midrange also seems slightly emphasized
in this measurement, as does the mid-treble.

bandwidth.)

This might be expected to "throw" detail at the
listener, which might explain why the 3000

when the level is increased by 10dB, to 86dB.
A number of harmonic and intermodulation

seems so sensitive to changes in cables and

products have sprung up from the noise floor,

amplifiers. Note, however, that with this first

with, interestingly, the second-order, 2n -f2,

pair of 3000s the top audio octave is depressed,

850Hz product rising to -48.1dB with respect

correlating with my feeling that the speakers

to the 2kHz level, higher than the first-order,

The middle spectrum shows what happens

lacked "air" in the treble, simultaneously

f2-fl difference product at 1150Hz. (The 850Hz

managing to sound bright and oversweet.

product arises from intermodulation between

Iconcluded these measurements of the first

the 3150Hz fundamental and the second har-

pair of speakers by trying to find why Ihad

monic of the 2kHz tone at 4kHz.) None of these

found the sound to harden so significantly as
the level increased. My first thought was that

products rises above -45dB, around 0.6%, so
in loudspeaker terms this is still not that bad.

perhaps at high levels the ribbon was moving

Note, however, what happens when the level
is increased by another 10dB, to an admittedly

out of the linear part of the magnetic field, with
increased distortion being the inevitable result.
Accordingly, Idrove the speaker with alkHz
tone—the low frequency is due to my desire

loud 96dB spi (the bottom spectrum in fig.9).
Averitable forest of high-frequency harmonic
and intermodulation products has sprung up,

to force the ribbon to move as much as

these ranging between -32dB (just under 3%)

possible—and looked at the distortion spec-

and -50dB (0.3%) with respect to the fun-

trum at 76dB, 86dB, and 96dB sound-pressure
levels, measured at lm on the ribbon axis. The

damental levels. Note also the low-frequency
products: the 850Hz product, indicated by the

harmonic distortion remained low, even at the

cursor position, is just 36dB down and 1150Hz

highest level, so Idecided to drive the speaker

51dB down. Though in percentage terms these

with a1:1 mixture of two low-treble tones —

might still be thought small, at 1.5% and 0.3%
respectively they were actually extremely audi-

2kHz and 3.15kHz—taken from two test CDs
each played on adifferent CD player. (I chose

ble as an added "hum" to the sound of the fun-

these tones because they lie toward the bottom

damental tones. No wonder Ifelt the first pair
of Celestions to sound hard at anything other

of the ribbon's passband and because their harmonic distortion products will be of different
frequency from any intermodulation products.
Stereophile, May 1990

than moderate levels.
Iwondered if this rapid increase in inter145
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Fig.9 Celestion 3000, lefthand sample 1,
intermodulation and harmonic
distortion spectra (equal
2kHz+3.15kHz driving signal) at 76dB
at 1m (top), at 86dB at 1m (middle),
and at 96dB at 1m (bottom).
(Measurement bandwidth 15kHz.)

ley heonese fle•••••, - tlaerlwel • -13.1111%

Fig.10Celestion 3000, lefthand sample 2,
intermodulation and harmonic
distortion spectra (equal 2kHz+3.15kHz
driving signal) at 76dB at 1m (top), at
86dB at 1m (middle), and at 96dB at
1m (bottom). (Measurement
bandwidth 15kHz)

modulation distortion was due to the ribbon

suring the distortion spectra under exactly the

rubbing on the magnets. The righthand speaker

same conditions as before, the results at 76dB,
86dB, and 96dB spis being shown in fig.10.
(The mix of 2kHz and 3.15kHz was again 1:1.)

did appear to have very little clearance, but in
actual fact, it measured significantly better at
this spi than the lefthand spealce4 which appeared
to have plenty of space between its ribbon and
magnets. This therefore can be ruled out as a

The top spectrum shows the result with the
lefthand speaker (the right was effectively identical) at 76dB at lm. Though overall compara-

possible reason for the increase in distortion

ble with the top curve in Fig.9, the distortion

with spi. Ican only conjecture that the step-

is reduced, the 4kHz second-harmonic com-

down transformers for the ribbons in this pair
of speakers were saturating at arelatively low

ponent being almost 10dB lower in level at

level. (The reduced air density at Santa Fe's

-58.8dB (shown by the cursor). As with the
original sample at 76dB, however, all other dis-

2150m altitude reduces aloudspeaker's sensitivity, thus it has to be driven harder than at sea

than 0.1%), other than the 1150Hz second-

level to reach the same measured spi.) Accordingly, as mentioned in the "Listening" part of

tortion products are at least 60dB down (less
order product, which is still 54.3dB down; je,

this review, Irequested a second pair of

at an spi of less than 22dB—quite quiet!
The middle spectrum in fig.10 shows the dis-

speakers from Celestion in order to examine
whether Iwas experiencing asample defect or

86dB. Though more harmonic products are

behavior typical of the speaker.
The second samples arrived at the end of

tortion components with the level raised to
visible, these are significantly lower in level

March, about aweek before this review was

than those produced by the original lefthand
speaker at the same spi. The cursor shows the

due to be set in type. Iimmediately set to mea-

level of the 850Hz intermod component at

146
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-52.1dB, alittle lower than the level of 850Hz
at 86dB shown in flg.9 (-48.1dB). At the 96dB
level (bottom spectrum), there are still many

au

harmonic and intermodulation products visible, though with the exception of the 850Hz
and 1150Hz difference products, their levels are

III
-11111

on average 10dB lower than the levels of the
same components when produced by the original lefthand speaker, nearly all remaining 50dB
down or lower; je, none higher than 0.3% of
the fundamental level. This does correlate with
the fact that the second samples of the 3000
sounded considerably easier on the ear at high
levels than the first.

-nil

I 11111111
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Fig.9 Celestion 3000, comparison of
anechoic response on ribbon axis at
48" of original sample (front) and
second sample (back)

The new samples also measured rather
differently in their top-octave balance. Fig.11
shows the anechoic responses on the ribbon
axis of the two lefthand speakers. The curve
at the front is that of the first sample; that at the
back is the second sample which can be seen
to have more HF energy within avery similar
response trend.
Finally, Celestion claims good lateral dispersion for the 3000. 1therefore took anumber
of response measurements of the second sample, starting on the ribbon axis and ending perpendicular to the woofer baffle with the mike
pointing at the ribbon slot; je, 45° off the ribbon axis. The ribbon-axis response is the rear
curve in fig.12, and is the same as in fig.11; in
front of that is the curve 15° off-axis, which
shows the same shape but with slightly less
top-octave energy; in front of that is the response
30° off-axis, the axis on which Iended up

5h

Wilt

Celestion 3000 (sample 2), family of
anechoic response curves: on
ribbon axis (rear); 15° off-axis
laterally; 30° off-axis laterally; 45°
off-axis laterally; and 15° off-axis
vertically (front)
treble emphasis, particularly if the room is not
that well damped in the highs. Third—and this
applies more to the first samples than to the sec-

listening to the speakers. Note that as found

ond, as well as to the samples demonstrated by
Celestion at the WCES, to judge by Peter Mitch-

during the auditioning, the mid-treble has flat-

ell's measurements in the April issue and Dick

tened out here at the expense of more top-

Olsher's comments in the March issue, p.93—if
the top audio octave is deficient in energy, it

octave roll-off, while the fourth curve is the
response on the woofer axis—place these
speakers too close together and you'll get a
sound that is both bright and rather defocused.
Overall, however, these four curves confirm
that the 3000's ribbon does have excellent
lateral dispersion up to 10kHz or so.
With atypical listening-axis response like the
third curve in fig.12, why should the Celestion

will throw into sharp relief any problems in the
two octaves below, accentuating any tendency
to brightness.
Finally, as noted from the auditioning, as is
to be expected with such along diaphragm, the
treble response falls off rapidly for alistener not
listening directly to the ribbon. The front-most
curve in fig.12 is the response taken on the rib-

3000 tend to sound bright? Ithink the answer

bon axis with the mike 15° above the cabinet

is threefold. First is that the residue of resonant
problems in the mid-treble revealed by the

top, typical of astanding listener about 9' away.
Stand in front of apair of Celestion 3000s and

waterfall plot will add adegree of emphasis in
this region even when the response is nomi-

you will get an untypically dull balance.

nally fiat. Second, the wide horizontal dispersion in the treble typical of the ribbon will

Conclusion

endow the room sound with adegree of mid-

of 3000s had either suffered on their long voy-

Stereophile, May 1990

To be charitable, I'll assume that the first pair
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age to Santa Fe or were a"Friday afternoon"
pair. It worries me, however, that if the latter is

positive attributes have to be set its tendency
to mid-treble brightness, which both leads to

indeed the case, how could they have escaped

asensitivity when it comes to choosing suitable

the factory? The last time Ivisited the Celes-

electronics—the Audio Research combination
worked much better than the Mark Levinson,
for example—and makes the speaker rather

tion facility Iwas impressed by the intensive
quality-control procedures inherent in their
production lines. Perhaps the first pair had
been manufactured while the company was

unkind to anything but the best-produced

still relatively low down on the inevitable
production learning curve that accompanies

ment, which makes optimal setting-up tricky.
With recordings that are already bright, the
wrong ancillary equipment, and without

the introduction of any novel technology.
This leaves me with the awkward job of
reaching avalid value judgment based on the
sound quality of the second pair. These were
undoubtedly amuch better-sounding pair of
loudspeakers than the first. Yes, their treble was

recordings; and its intended near-wall place-

enough attention paid to placing the speakers
in the room, the sound will be fatiguing, even
unpleasant. At $2198/pair including the essential stands, we are talking about an expensive
loudspeaker. As with any imported loud-

still on the bright side of neutral, but the overall

speaker, the price inevitably suffers from the

sound was much more evenly balanced. Not
only was the soundstaging more palpable, the

economic facts of life, the domestic competi-

mid-treble was better integrated with the low
treble and the low frequencies were both faster
and better defined. With the first samples, putting the too-high distortion to one side, the various aspects of the sound just didn't meld
except, paradoxically, at the transition between
the cone unit and the ribbon, whereas the second samples were effectively seamless throughout
the audio band.

tion always having alarge price advantage The
Celestion 3000 comes under strong competition from American models using traditional
moving-coil drivers, the Vandersteen 2Ci, for
example ($1455/pair including the Sound
Anchor stands), and the Spica Angelus
($1275/pair), both of which are far more forgiving of poor recordings and ancillary electronics And Magnepan's superb MGIIla, which

thought-out ribbon driver, the Celestion 3000

also features aribbon HF unit, sells for almost
exactly the same price and will play considerably louder. The 3000 also comes under strong

is an impressive design. Its seamless, colorationfree midrange, tight low frequencies, and

cantly different in price when coupled with a

exceptional transparency are excellent by any
standard and are matched by agood sense of

pair of Celestion SLSi stands, and Imust admit
that the diminutive '600 (reviewed in Vol.12

dynamics up to spis of around 100dB or sa Its
unique design will also ensure that more than

No.5, May 1989) produces asound that is more
to my taste in the treble.

Beautifully made and incorporating awell-

one listener will be able to hear both awellbalanced sound and a reasonably welldelineated soundstage. With the right kind of

fire from Celestion's own SL600Si, not signifi-

But if you value the importance of retrieving the maximum of detail and reverberant
information from recordings and find the

music and optimal electronics, apair of Celes-

SL600Si and Vandersteen 2Ci to be too laid-

tion 3000s will produce asound that is vividly

back in balance and the Magnepan to be too

detailed, uncolored throughout the midband,

colored in the lower midrange, the Celestion

and has excellent image depth. Against these

3000 will be worth auditioning.

FOLLOW UP
Vandersteen 2Ci loudspeaker

comparison. The Vandersteens and their

As often happens in the equipment-review

stands, however, did not arrive in time for a

business, things got abit out of sequence.
When Ireviewed the Acoustat Spectra lis some
months back, Iarranged to borrow apair of
Vandersteen 2Cis ,belonging to Stereophile for
148

IAs we go to press, we undeistuld that the 2Ci is about to be
revised in the near future, mainly because Andaa can no longer
supply the particular version of its soft-dome tweeter specified
by Vandersteen. A review of the new version of the 2C1 will
appear some time in the summer.
—JA
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real-time, face-to-face showdown. Ihave recur-

in my reference B&W 801s for apair of 2Cis.

ring visions of apair of Acoustats in one UPS

The more expensive loudspeakers have an

truck, and apair of Vandersteens in another—
like ships that pass in the night—the drivers
waving deliriously at each other as they drive

inner clarity, especially through the mids and
highs, combined with alow-end reach, that the
Vandersteens simply cannot match. But Iexperienced no withdrawal symptoms on hook-

by, content in the knowledge that they are performing aservice for the betterment of mankind. Oh well. It was agood idea. Our own
Sam Tellig, in the meantime, beat me to the

ing up the 2Cis, no urgent itch to get the
reviewing over with so Icould get back to the
B&Ws.

punch (in the January issue). When Ifinally got

The Vandersteens—like any loudspeaker—

to listen to the 2Cis (other reviewing chores
having taken precedence), it was in support of

won't be everyone's cup of tea. In particular,

areview of another product—the VTL 90/90

too pushy in the midrange This is not insignifi-

vacuum-tube amplifier. You may, by this time,
have read my review of the latter. ¡fan, consider

compelling sense of depth than some of the

they can, as Ihave already suggested, get alittle
cant; it gave the 2Cis, on most recordings, aless

these words to be supplementary, with the

competition provides, and decreased midrange

emphasis on the Vandersteens. The associated

transparency But beyond that, I'm left scratch-

equipment used in this evaluation was the same

ing my head for other significant criticisms.

as in the VTL review, plus the Levinson No.23
amplifier.

While Iwon't attempt to get too specific in my
comparisons with competing loudspeakers—

Ifirst set the Vandersteens up on their dedi-

not having the luxury of having direct compe-

cated Sound Anchor stands, but without

titors in-house at the same time, as did ST—
will say that, compared to my still-fresh

spikes. The midrange was ashade forward, but
free of readily identifiable colorations. Good

recollections of the sound of the Acoustat Spec-

start. The high-frequency response was reasonably detailed and did not call attention to itself.

tra lls, the Vandersteens are decidedly more
dynamic, with adeeper, better-defined low

The balance was abit warm, but unmuddied.

end and amore open top. The Spectras, prop-

Three runs, no errors. And the bass! Let's not

erly set up in alarge room, present amore pre-

call it an out-of-the-park home run—we have
to allow abit of maneuvering room for the

cise, but smaller, soundstage—with better
focus both laterally and front-to-back—and

high-priced competition. An inside-the-park

are more transparent through the midrange.
The Vandersteens will play louder, though they
are at their best well short of blow-down-the-

job, to be sure. But as the program material
became complex, the midrange became more
opaque—I felt my ability to follow complex
musical threads unraveling.
Then Iadded the carpet-piercing spikes. Let
me summarize: don't use these loudspeakers
in unspiked stands if you can avoid it. 2 Ican't
emphasize enough the improvement in clarity and definition Iexperienced. Detail was

walls levels.
The Vandersteens can also easily justify more
upmarket amplification than is normally used
for aloudspeaker in this price class. Ifound the
VTL 90/90 to be aparticularly good match. 3
The more Ilistened, the more Iwas taken with
this combination (also see the review of the

enhanced, depth was improved, image focus

VTL amplifier). Though the slight brightness

was tighter. Now Icould more easily follow
those inner musical threads. The sound before

of the VTL was not always aplus—with the
wrong program material it could combine with

had been competent, enjoyable, but unchallenging. Now it was riveting. Ihad had some con-

the forwardness of the Vandersteens for an

cern, in the pre-spike mode, as to the suitability

unpleasant experience—in general it brought
the 2Cis to life in away that the Forté la, or

of the Vandersteens for use in the review of the

even the usually (=client Levinson No.23, did not.

VTL amplifier. Now Ihad no doubt—they had

To elaborate on this, let me relate an expe-

the right stuff.

rience that occurred in one of my last listening

Before Ishuffle off the deep end, however,
let me assure you that Iam not tempted to trade

sessions with the Vandersteens. Ihad just pur-

2If set on acarpet, that is. The use of good stands (the Sound
Anchors are the best lknow of for the Vandersteens), I
shouldn't have to add, is amust.

Stereophile, May 1990

chased the double-CD release of the score of
the London production of Miss Saigon (Geffen
3It has been reported to me that the Quicksilver KTtiti monoblocks also work well with the Vandersteens.
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24271-2). (Our music editor on things Broad-

Quicksilver KT88 monoblock

way, West End, and similar points, Bob Deutsch,

One of the joys of this business, and acontinu-

will likely have something to say shortly on this

ing source of enlightenment, is being given the

work. 4)The sound was, to say the least, disappointing when heard over the Vandersteens

opportunity to listen to abroad range of hi-fi

driven by the Levinson No.23. No depth, and

surroundings of my music room at home The

adense, closed-in, airless sound, with vocals

sources are always close at hand: two large record cabinets grace the side walls, and my ever-

pushed far too forward. Iimmediately sus-

components in the familiar and comfortable

pected the album—this was not the sound of

increasing CD collection rests in wooden cases

the Levinson driving the Vandersteens that I

on the floor next to the equipment stand. A

had heard using more familiar, trusted albums.
An aberration. Not unlistenable, but clearly a

cozy loveseat faces the fireplace, which is

very "canned" studio product, recorded with-

makes extended listening apleasure instead of
achore.

out much inspiration—certainly none to match

flanked by my Acoustat 'nos. The arrangement

that of the performance. Icouldn't help but

I've been intrigued at the prospects of replac-

notice that the recording was mastered on a48tracks digital recorder mixed down to a(now

ing my Kenwood L-07Ms with tube monoblocks ever since Iheard the sound of apair of

outdated) Sony PCM 1610. Aha! A real digi -

vintage Dyna Mk.Ills in my system. Iliked what

monstrosity. Ifound myself vacillating between

Iheard, and was looking forward to listening

wishing I'd bought the LP version (available,
amazingly, but unfortunately digital; perhaps

to more "modern" gear. My colleague, Dick
Olsher, has recently reviewed the KT88 version

the vinyl medium would, somehow, help) and
hoping that the Broadway cast album, when
it hits the stores next year, would do more jus-

of the Quicicsilvers (Vol.12 No.11), and has since
moved on to the Music Reference RM-9
(among others), leaving the Quicicsilvers grow-

tice to the material. Then Iswitched over to the
VTL 90/90. Suddenly instruments and voices

ing cold in the Sterrophile listening room. Well,
when Idiscovered this, it wasn't long before

were three-dimensional (though there still
wasn't agreat deal of overall depth) and the
sound had abelievable liveliness and texture.

Igave them anew home. I've been listening to
them for several weeks now, and feel obliged

Voices, unfortunately, still sounded as if they

to follow up Dick's report with some of my
own impressions.

had been recorded close-up with "vocal"

My conclusions should in no way be con-

microphones—the ones with the 8dB peak
centered at 5kHz. 6 (Sibilants, typically higher
in frequency, were under reasonable control.)

strued as an attempt to undermine Dick's
earlier review. Iam only giving my impressions

But the sound was, overall, considerably more
involving—if decidedly not of reference quality. A worst case, to be sure, but aconvincing
argument for careful amplifier selection.
And so it went. The Vandersteen will not, as
Ihave said, be everyone's choice in its price
class, but it is that rarest of audio products: a
highly musical and accurate reproducer at a

of my experiences with these amps; how they
sounded in my system and what Ithink to be
positive and negative aspects of their design.
Ido feel, though, Dick's assessment of these
amps was a little harsh, and have come to
appreciate what they contributed to my enjoyment of the music Ilove. Ifeel they offer the

genuine bargain price Asafe recommendation

music lover avery high level of satisfaction.
A couple of recent upgrades in my system
have opened up for me new and exciting win-

for the experienced audiophile, certainly afind

dows on electronically reproduced musical

for the music lover, and, for the neophyte,

performances. An AudioQuest 404i-L cartridge

excellent training wheels for the high end.
—Thomas J. Norton

(thanks, Ray Shab) now sits at the end of the

4It is from the evidence on this album, an incredibly powerful,
arresting piece of musical theater. The Broadway version (in
the works for next mar, Iunderstand) is certain to be asellout
for cons into the future.

to either aConrad-Johnson PV-9 or Audio

5What do they do with all those tracks, anyway?
6The engineer should be sentenced to remaster thc collected
works of Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy—until he gets
it right
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ET2 arm-tube Pandora interconnect, courtesy
of TARA Labs, carries the signal from the vinyl
Research SP-14 preamp. Speaker cable is Space
& Time Phase II with TFA Return, again
courtesy TARA. ACAL Tempest II Special Edition or Icon CD player provide for digital
sources (in fine fashion, Imight add). The
Stereophile, May 1990

sound in my listening room is now closer than

mentally, into line with what Iwas hearing on

ever before to what Iperceive as the "real"

the Quicksilvers. My audition unit was turning
into the reference! The RM-9 is one heck of an
amp, and will provide all the slam and bang a

thing. The music is so involving Iam hesitant
to shut the system down in the evening. Ifire
it up early in the morning, go back to sleep as
everything is warming up, and return to settle
in for alistening session.
Ilike the monoblock configuration of the
Quicksilvers. In addition to providing absolute

listener could ask for. After all, it puts out 100
"tube" watts per side! Its just that, in my room
and with the associated components Iwas
using, it proved too much of agood thing. Sort
of like the feeling you get when you've indulged
in extra servings of arich chocolate mousse.

physical separation of each channel, they can
rest just behind the loudspeakers with ashort
length of cable linking the two. Unassuming

gance backfires on you later. The RM-9 left me

in appearance and making asmall "footprint"
(amp-print?), they are only 14" Lby 9y," W by

aurally fatigued. It thrilled and amazed me in
its ability to convey amusical experience. It

6" H. The units Ihave for audition lack the
optional protective cages, so the tubes, trans-

reached deep into the bass on recordings
which had information there, and carried the

The sensual pleasure derived from the extrava-

formers (the chrome tops are a nice touch

treble to the limits of my hearing and beyond.

here), and capacitors are exposed in all their

Yet Icould listen to it for only ashort period
of time before turning the volume down.

glory. If you have children or pets, though, you
might opt for the cages, which will keep all of
this out of harm's way. My only complaint with
the amps' ergonomics is with the rather small

The Quicksilvers did not have the same
effect on me. Ihesitated to turn them off, so
enchanted was Iwith their sound (or lack of

terminal strips and hardware used for speaker

it). On Cry Like A Rainstorm's title song, listen

connection. In this day of "mega" cable and
large spade lugs, asecure connection to these

to the voices of the Oakland Interfaith Gospel
Choir placed behind and to Ronstadt's right.

amps will entail some custom work. Setting

Listen especially to the voice of Rosemary Butler as she doubles the lead. Her voice appears
above, behind, and just to Ronstadt's left. The
two voices are surrounded in their own spaces

bias is abreeze, with the furnished meter and
ascrewdriver the only tools required. Iset my
pair of amps to 120 milliamps per the instructions, although Quicksilver Audio says setting
the bias slightly lower (115mA) will result in
longer tube life. With everything set, Ionly had
to sit back and enjoy my favorite recordings. ..
Midrange! Midrange! Midrange! Dramatic
midrange! That's what these amps are all about.
Their name reveals the nature of the sound
heard through them—liquid. Never before in
my listening experience have Iheard such lush,
revealing, captivating, well-integrated mids. It

with agood deal of air, Ms. Butler's sounding
like acelestial echo. The power of the massed
voices is conveyed realistically here, despite the
recording, and you can differentiate individuals
within the choir—a wonderful and involving
performance. The Quicksilvers managed to
retrieve what little sense of space there was on
this album, bathing the sound in a warm
ambience which enabled me to ignore the
shortcomings of the recording and concentrate

is positively seductive and, having heard it, I
will be reluctant about giving it up. For example, Linda Ronstadt's voice on 'dios," from her
recent album Cry Like A Rainstorm—Howl
Like The Wind (Elektra 60872-1); on my system, literally wraps around you with stunning
naturalness and sense of presence.
The Music Reference RM-9 (used as areference amp in this follow-up), when used in the
low-gain mode, made this album unbearably
bright. Icould not stand to listen to it. Switching to the mid-gain mode warmed things up
quite abit, and Icould continue with my listening. However, while listening to the RM-9, I
continually tried to bring its sonic character,
Stereophile, May 1990

IIncidentally, this album is agood test of asystem's ability to
transform an often unlistenable recording into an involving
musical experience. The fact that it won an award for best engineering for tnonclassical recording at the Grammy's is an ominous sign of the acceptance oía general deterioration in pop
and other recordings these days. Ifind this aWard hard to
believe, based on what Ihear on the album. There is little
resemblance between the sounds on this album and st-hat is
heard in real life. Aaron Neville, for instance, sounds emasculated There is very little body to his voice, only asteely', irritating. persistent pssepsst! surrounding the notes. Linda's voice
is handled a little better, yet the same over-etched sibilant sound
remains. It's as if the digital gremlins had afeast on the signal,
in-moving the warmth from the vocals and leaving in its place
only the impression of sounds made by living, breathing
humans. Iwonder if George Massenburg has ever listened to
aChesky, Reference Recording, or aSheffield. If he has, he has
not learned athing. If your system can extricate the midrange
from this recording, with its "etched" highs and **digital" bass,
you're headed in the right direction in the evolution of your
system.
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on the music. The RM-9 sounded as if the car-

Small Cbange (Asylum 7E-1078), the strings

tridge VTA was atad off, with the ensuing

behind the singer take on apalpable presence
through the Quicksilvers. They perfectly com-

accentuation of highs; it lacked the depth of
soundstage which Ibecame accustomed to

plement the raw, thick texture of Waits's voice,

with the Quicksilvers. For example, on the cut

providing the tonal contrast which makes this

"Confrontation" from the Missouri Breaks

song especially poignant and moving. The

soundtrack (LIAS 29971), the Quicksilvers' stage

midrange positively shimmers here, rendering

seemed to extend in width to the furthest

the performance involving and compelling. So

corners of the room and beyond. Its depth

alive is the sound of Waits's voice, your emo-

extended several yards past the wall behind the
speakers. The Music Reference amp failed to
extend the boundaries in such adramatic fashion, foreshortening the depth and contracting

tions will hang on each phrase, as if you'd like
to help the man out as he forms each word.
This reaction was not elicited when Ilistened

the width. It seemed as if the Music Reference

through the RM -9. Ifelt distant from performance and performer, and sensed asubtle lack

amp rendered amore "up front" perspective

of dynamics within the arrangement—the type

on the performance. Details of the performance were captured equally well with both

ing experience from the beautiful to the sub-

amps, though it seemed the RM -9 called more
attention to itself in this regard.
As Ilistened to both amps over aperiod of
several weeks, the differences between the two
became obvious. The Quicksilvers were always
well-mannered and polite in contrast to the
RM-9, which tended to be more aggressive and
rowdy. The Quicksilvers sounded consistently
"right" to my eats, the RM-9 more like "hi-fi."
In terms of frequency response, the bass extension on both amps seemed identical, with the
RM-9 ashade "tighter" and more pronounced
in the low bass. It seemed to have more
"authority" in this regard than the Quicksilvers;
amore "solid-state" sound. For example, the
organ pedals on Astrée E7725 (the Mass and
Hymns of 17th-century organist and composer
Nicolas De Grigny, performed by Michel
Chapuis) were felt as well as heard. Ididn't

of musical dynamics which transform alistenlime. On the song "Caballo De Madera
(Wooden Horse)," from Urubamba's eponymous Warner Bros. LP (BSK 3553), the quartet of Peruvian musicians weaves a lovely
melody through the tapestry of the arrangement. On the Quicksilvers, each instrumental
line is clearly heard with the right emphasis.
Flute, guitar, charango, and goatskin drum are
focused in a believable, three-dimensional
soundfield. Each voice is carried on its own
carpet of air. The flute, centered on the stage,
is flanked by the rhythm guitar on the right,
with the charango some distance behind and
to the left. The delicate rhythm accompaniment and timbrai character of the charango are
conveyed wonderfully through the Quicksilvers. So is the sound of the guitar as it provides
the tune's essential bass line. Unlike the RM-9,
the Quicksilvers maintained the instruments'

know my Acoustats were capable of such bass

relationships within the ensemble, not letting

response. The sensation Igot of my listening
room shaking was unnerving. Both amps

the sound homogenize into aconfused whole.
The movement and emotion of the music were

reproduced these fundamentals, the RM -9

conveyed exquisitely by the Quicksilvers, afeel-

causing my pants legs to flap. The highs were
extended and free from any electronic artifact

ing only hinted at with the Music Reference RM-9.
On the song "Brodick Castle" from the com-

on each amp. The subtle rolloff on the Quick-

pilation album Music in eust (Temple TP022),

silvers was noticeable yet not objectionable.
Harmon-muted trumpet lost just abit of the

listen to the seductive sound of the synthesized
strings, free of any electronic glaze and pulsating with the vibrato associated with the real

"edge" Inormally associate with it (this determination being made after listening carefully
to amint copy, on the original label (Blue Note
1595), of Cannonball Adderley's classic jazz
jam, Sometbing Else, featuring ayoung Miles

thing. The sounds of the violin and cello are
conveyed, albeit artificially, with abelievable,
if impressionistic, presence On the same album,

Davis). Being an ex-trumpeter, I'm especially

listen to the voice and ensemble on the lament,
"Mo Run Geai Og." The violin has the right

sensitive to this sound and recognize it when
Ihear it reproduced accurately.

of the instrument resonate as the bow is drawn

On "Tom Itaubert's Blues," from Tom Waits's
152

"rosiny" texture, and you can hear the body
across the strings. The harp has an almost unStereophile, May 1990

believable presence on this song, each harmonic captured as well as Ihave ever heard

of various components to approach that ideal

before. Alison Kinnaird's silky voice is real, and
you can hear the formation of the words
attached to each note and sense the deep feel-

to unravel it will lead only to self- serving pontifications of gospel ("they all sound pretty
much alike"), as per Stereo Review. There is

ing with which she imbues this tragic Gaelic

magic in the sound of certain combinations of
components. Don't let anyone tell you differently!

song of alost love on the battlefield at Culloden. I'm talking about the ability of acomponent to convey the emotion intrinsic in the
music here; the Quicksilvers never disappointed me.
Unfortunately, Ican't say the same of the
Music Reference As muchas! liked the RM-9's
sound, it failed to convey convincingly, for me,
the emotional content of amusical performance. And without this most important element of music being communicated, the RM-9
ultimately left me unsatisfied, hungering for

will forever be shrouded in mystery; attempts

Toward the end of my listening evaluation,
Ichanged speakers, substituting apair of Spica
TC-50s for my Acoustats. Iwas not disappointed at all. Sixty tube watts into these little
gems provide ample volume for all except
hearing-damaged heavy-metal freaks. Ihave
never heard the Spicas sound so good. Hint!
If you want to get ataste of the real sound of
music, buy apair of Spica Tt -50s for $550 and
put the money you save into apair of Quicksilvers and apreamp which offers abypass

the feeling in music A frequent listening companion of mine, Michael Mandell, perhaps

mode.

summed up our shared feelings about the
Quicksilvers when he said, succinctly, "Very

opportunity to attend aperformance of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra as well as visit

Arecent trip to Boston provided me with the

few amps capture the emotion of the music,

several of the record stores (report to follow,

going into arealm beyond audiophile buzzwords. These do it!"

so stay tuned). As Isat listening to the over-

As album after album was clamped to the
platter of my VPI and disc after disc was

reminded of the sound Iwas getting in my
listening room—euphonic. In particular, the

inserted into the mouths of the CAL CD players,

sound of the massed strings (which put me into
astate of bliss) had acharacter which can only

Iquickly forgot Iwas listening to amusicreproducing system and became involved with
the music being performed before me. For
example, the delicate, lute-like sound of the
vihuela, as performed by Hopkinson Smith on
aselection of tunes from Luis de Narvaez's Los

whelmingly rich sound of the orchestra, Iwas

be described as seductive. They positively
shimmered, floating on acushion of air much
like adesert mirage The word "liquid" comes
to mind: Quicksilver.
Mike Sanders chose the right name for his

seys libros del Delpbin de musica (Astrée E
8706), was spellbinding when heard through

company. If these amps personify the classic
"tube" sound, then call me atubeoholic for

the Quicksilvers. As the music unfolded, Ifor-

loving them. They offered, for me, insights into
the music Ihad been unaware of before Most
important, they allowed the emotion in the

got about getting up to put another reference
disc in the player. Isat and listened for the
entire 64:40 duration of the CD! Iignored my

music to surface in away which gave me acer-

otherwise strong desire to sample other music

tain tingle of excitement, as if Iwas now privy
to a very personal experience. Ibecame a

and abandoned my usual audiophile listener's
cap to attend to this magnificent performance
The soloist was in my listening room, with

voyeur, peering through an open window an
the performance. The Quicksilvers cost

every detail and subtle nuance of expression

$1850/pair. If you don't need much over 60Wpc

clearly heard and felt. My yellow note-pad

to drive your speakers, Ican't think of abetter

remained empty as Isoon gave up trying to put
into words the effect this music and the quality

way to maximize, in terms of musical enjoyment, the return on your investment. In light

of its reproduction were having on me. Some

of today's prices for high-end components, I

of you will no doubt think me daft when 1tell

feel the KT88 Quicksilvers represent atrue bar-

you Icannot clearly articulate my listening

gain for the music lover. Larry Archibald is

impressions. Ican only say Iwish you'd been

going to have to pry them loose from their

with me to hear for yourself. Some areas of this
quest for the real sound of music and the ability

respective resting places behind my speakers!
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—Guy Lemcoe
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We promise only good,
fast, easy, convenient, smart,
It's all true. Our products are the best you can buy anywhere—and in many
cases, you can't buy them anywhere else. Our salespeople are the best—all
bona fide audiophiles—or we don't hire them. And our service—well, what
could be easier? You call us toll-free, we send it out, you get it, and enjoy!
Oh. and one more thing. We never make promises we can't keep.
VPI Record Cleaning
Machines

RECORD DOCTOR
Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning

SPI
SPI
SPI
SPI
VPI

machine
Only

HW-16 5
HW-16 5220v
6W-l?
6W-17F Ian model
HW-16 17 suctIon tubes

369 95
'349 95
Call
Call
19 95

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS
brumal Tm-7XH
SuperCleaner

SuperSue

NITTY GRITTY
Record Cleaning Machines
FIG CD-1 CO cleaner
159
NG 15E1
399
NG 25E1
449
ern-Pro
569
Hybrd 1
549

16 oz

14 95

16 or

12 95

32 0/

16 95

1gal

24 95

2gal

"49 95

Nitly Gritty "Fast" Record Cleaner

95
95
95
95
95

60/

14 95

16 oz

24 95

Nitty Gritty
Purifier 02:
16 01
1541 •

GRADO
Cartridges

LAST
Record Care

ZTE.1
19 95
Signature 8in/ MCZ
TLZ XTZ
Call
8ine stylus
89 95
MCZ stylus
135 00

41 Power Cleaner 19 95
Preservahve
19 95
.3 Reg Cleaner 14 95
.4 Stylus Cleaner
12 95
.5 Stylast
21 95

AR ES-1 TURNTABLE

Target Wall Shelves
For Turntables
11 -1
TT 11

109 95
149 95

—

Audioquest
Moving Coil
Phono Cartridge
Demagnetizer

RETIPPING
MC Cartridges'

/ Nermulupore

AR ES-1 turntable only
AR ES-1 turntable 220v

I

AR ES-1 turntable w,A0 PT-5 arm
AR ES-1 turntable w MEAT .11111

'419
'469
•
699
•699

95
95
95
95

DB Protrac
oudequest
OM-1000

YES , You

Coo

can trade up
when you
trade me

kneel:hest IAGI ¡UV
AS MC-5 14my
AS 40411 4mv or 51riv
AO Onyx I4rnv or 51nv
AO B-200 14inv or San,
AO 7000 Inv
Monster AG-1000 MILII
Semite Blue Prot

169
195
350
499

95
00
00
95

550
895
450
75

00
00
00
00

Blue PI w/Graeo trade -ln
Simko Talisman Bvdtt
Sunnko Talisman 118 vrlh
Surmko Virtuoso DTI

85
299
385
719

00
95
Ce
95

RryLetertwrets lath ',se/ 11.
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L

Only
$79.95

A
s

I
A

1

AUDIO
ADVISOR

Batteries
Included!
Not astore.
More.
1-800-942-0220
225 Oakes SW

METAL ARMBOARDS
SOTA
SME tt

annOoards loi ETII FT-4 MMT
'95 00

AR ES-1
metal annboards
lor AO PT-5 Lam
RB-300 MMT
'34 95

•
•
e)
•
o

Grand Rapids. MI
49503
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Magnavox CD Players
CD8605
CD8610
C08583
CD8630

no remote
urernoie
CD 6-disc changer
wremote Odigital out

14995
19995
27995
'32995

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET
Audio0uest Sorbothane Feel
CD Feet iset of 4)
Lame Foot Ise? of

4(e
1:
7
:Zee

Nilvconi S!lencers

(
SIMS

Set ut 4

65 00

helpful, direct, high-quality,
thrifty, careful, outstanding,
TARGET RACKS
RACKS
111

Shlt

FLOOR STANDS

TARGET STANDS
H
20S Stands

PIICe

112

2

20

149 00

113

3

33

219 95

PS3

3

33

275 00

117

4

33

259 00

115
1151

5
5

33
40

275 00
299 00

14995

19
12:
. 2
:16:

Target NJ Stands

Target Floor Stands
A113 14 ), IA
PS 42- • :

69 95
89 95

ARCICI Rtgtd Rum Floor Stand
"Adjustable stand 2036
119 95

Lead
Balloon

210 00
235 00

HJ24

..111114

e

TIPTOES H

INTERCONNECT CABLES

Tiptoes (Original)
Short I5.1
141111 5')
Tall wIscrew
995

DELUXE POWERCORDS

Table Stand

ARCICI Slands
El&M801M

389 95

ESL63

175 00

851

175 00

8,41N80210

195 00

299 00
-

Sound Anchors Stands
Vander‘leen III

AKG
NEW 6-1000 dynamic
62400F
6240M
6141

Tube Traps
by
ASC
TX6 set
5869

ToneCones (New)
s,•••• ,
195

219 95

799
119
95
79

95
95
00
95

Beyer Dynamic
BEIT 990 Pro
229 95
801990
189 95
801880
149 95
801550
129 95
Replacement ear cushions 22 95
STAX
SR-34 Special
149 95
SR-34 Pro
179 95
SR-84 Pro
269 95
SOC -1 5N 151n extension cable
39 95
SRE-16 1 Ileler Pro cable 95 00
SRE-17 1 nSIg cable
189 95
Rolcinnt rpads 34 84
19 95

SONEX JRs
tan?'
SHEETS

169 95
169 95
749 95
Ins

Cardas Hexhnk VPC 10111

18 rt1

Tara Temporal Contimuurn
Cable .5 Controllers
460 00 pt
110 ft)
460 00 lar
112 lb

595 00 or

Cantas Clisiech Audioquest Monster Tara Labs Space 81,me

VIDEO CABLES
Memel., VIA» 2

101

14 95

Corn. r
SONS Orden Ii

2rn 19 95

595

In 24 95

,0 3295
In 65 00

2.1 3995
1.0 85 00

2.) ..

Tara Peat,

III

24 95

109 0300

xer

Van den 111.1 Veto

r,

995

AO 1
00,0 0
usV,o,,o

Not astore.
More.
1-800-942-0220

II

93 00

Sumiko
Tweek

Monster
X-Terminator

4colors
Box of
549 95

225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids, MI
49503
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LPs/CDs
M)

\
%,

Audiophile Samplers
and Test CDs:
Chesky J037 Jazz Sampler -lest CD :cc(11) 1
14
29
98
5
Donan Sampler Disc
d
Hi Fi Ness Test CO 2(111(1
(Cd) 29 95
Pierre Verany Digdal Test CD (France)
106 demos and test tracks
(2 cds1 39 95
3-Blind Mice Jazz Samplers 12 3(ea cd) 17 95
Cheeky NEW Jan CDs:
JD1 Johnny frigo
JO? Clark Terry
JD3 Pill Woods
JD28
JD29
CD32
JD33
JD34

(cd) 14 98
(lcc(8111 1
498
14
98
(cch 14 98
KM 14 98
(cd) 1498
(cd) 14 98
rcd) 14 98

Cararn Rro After Dark
Tonta Nonstop to Brazil
Earl Wild Gershynn
David Chesky Club de Sol
Paqurto C) Rivera Tv) , Tico.

Reference Recordings LPs or CDs
RR-31
Tropic Affaire
RR-32 Farrell Rodgers& Hart
RR-33cdFals Waller Ltd Edt

elm 15 98
(Cd Ip) 15 98
lull 18 95

Mobile Fidelity Ultradiss CDs
MOBILE FIDELITY LPs
The Beatles

29.95
ilosi 14 99 ear

Sgt Pepper s. Please. Please Me. For Sale.
Hard Days Night Help Revolver Let It Be
Miles Davis. Someday My Prince
. Ilp) 17.95
Frank Sinatra Collection
(161ps) 299 95
Rolling Stones Collection29995 (11101
•otto
Sheffield ,
--cons set
lcd114 99
13Ip cd) 39 95
Mi.CDs
CD25
''99 CD??
Wilson Audio • •-,, Stage
Grace Latrrerlral Choir
.
Beethoven Enescu Sonatas
SWonderful Jazz
Debussy 8Brahms Sonatas
Winds of War and Peace
Opus 3Test RecordeD
Depth of Image
(cd123 95

1p 011
Iprcd)
1p cd
Val)
Iprcd)
lo'cd1

14 99
14 99
15 98
15 98
15 98
15 98
15 98
15 98

(Ipl 16 95

Timbre Pp n01,116 95
Dynarnrcs
(cd) 23 95

Donan Classical CDs
lcd).16.95
Harmoma Mind, Recordings--Now on CD!
nr.¡G3, -9 G Patnagua
ilp) 12 95 (cd) 14 95
HMC1050 La Folk] Sp
OP) 12 95 lcd) 14 95
HMC7010 Water Music
lip 12 95 (cd 14 95
PalMinder: Natural Selection Jazz
lcd1 16 95
Proprios CantateDommo
(creel 17 95
Jazz at Pawnshop
ArRlphone Blues Jazz
East Wind Jan CDs

(2 Ips) 34 95 (cd) 16 95
(cd) 17 95
icdi 18 95

Minimum order 2LPs or CDs please

Audiophile Books
N. VI( Time Dad 58.1999

1295

Sound Laura Dearborn

1295

. CO Gm* 89

17 95

11p116 95

exclusive, superior, choice,
and anywhere in the world.
POWER STRIPS

2

RAM Vacuum Tubes

Reference Video
Standard Laser Disc

1.1 ,F

Reference

Q

01D1 LD-101

Recordings

Clean up your power!
Protection and better sound.

Video Calibration
Laser Ilsc
59 95

Tripphte "ISOBAR" Lone Filters
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet 220 240y
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage tittering

79 95
89 95
99 95
Stylus
Force
Gauge

LU 51181.1261 CC/1001:81
1E11

ee
-era- l»

0 II
,

:re= op Igo

=

•
•
•

;

AO Sorbolhane

Only

Sola Mal
Sumiko Acrylic

3-1 95
129 95
11E95

_=-..
Tripoli(' Power Regulators:
LC-1200-220 4outlet 2stage 1200 watt
output 120v
"219 95 220v
'•
249 95
LC-I800 6oullet. 3slage lor audio and video.
1800 watt output
"299 00
PS Audio
Snil, Real Povaxr Isolator

395 00

Reflex
Record Clamp
11.1 95
Demagnelne your MC
cartridge or best sound.
149.95

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

CHARGE IT!
Mastercard

VIA UPS INTERNATIONAL AIR
EMERY WORLD WIDE

FOREIGN SALES WELCOME
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Discover

Visa rAmex

AUDIO
ADVISOR

1-800942-0220
Sr-r

4s1 0.rbl
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Elgar's Enigma
Denis Stevens

T

he hidden theme of Elgar's Enigma
Variations has been sufficiently investigated over the past 90 years to deter all

but the most intrepid researcher from tackling

been largely ignored.
When Dora Penny (the "Dorabella" of Variation 10) asked Elgar about the enigma, he

do so unless Iwere convinced that awell-

replied: "You of all people should have
guessed!" But the penny never dropped. Had
she looked at the tail of an old Victorian cop-

argued attempt to solve the mystery once and

per minted in the 1860s, she would have seen

for all had not been unfairly brushed aside,

ahelmeted Britannia, asceptre in her left hand,

even ignored, adozen or so years ago.
Recent books on Elgar and CDs of his

her right resting on ashield bearing the super-

the problem yet again. Iwould not venture to

Enigma Variations still say only that various
themes have been put forward but none of
them fit. This assumes that you start at the
beginning of each melody. Acomparable mys-

imposed crosses of St. George, St. Andrew, and
St. Patrick. She is clearly ruling the waves, for
at the lower left alighthouse signifies watchfulness and guidance, while at the opposite side
aship is sailing away, doubtless to some distant
corner of that Empire which Elgar celebrated

tery from the 15th century, solved only 40 years
ago, was the anonymous English Mass cycle
based on a chant labeled with the word

more than once in his music.
As the ship leaves dock in Var.13, afragment

"caput." Most illogically, this bizarre "head"

of Mendelssohn's Overture, Calm Sea and

stands at the tail of an antiphon, unleashing a

Prosperous Voyage is heard, the muffled sound

lengthy melisma which (as amotto theme)

of engines being suggested by atimpani roll,
for which Elgar himself recommended using

graced many amusical masterpiece of the late
Middle Ages.

two pennies. Britannia is ubiquitous! And her

In Elgar's case, the mystery tune comes neither at the beginning nor at the end of amelody,

theme song was of course the well-known
refrain from Act II Scene 3of Thomas Arne's

but in the middle. If you sing through "Rule,

masque of Alfred, written for performance at

Britannia!" to the point at which the conven-

Cliveden Manor in 1740 to commemorate the
accession of George I(1714) and the birthday

tionally repeated "never, never, never shall be
slaves" occurs, you find abrief motive which
fits the Enigma theme, fast or slow, major or
minor. It was first noticed by Theodore van
Houten, who published the results of his
research in The Music Review, No.37 (1976),
pp.130-142, since which time it seems to have
Stereophile, May 1990

of Princess Augusta. James Thomson wrote the
words:
When Britain first, at Heaven's command,
Arosefrom out the azure main,
This was the charter of the land,
And guardian angels sung this strain:
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matically meant "the principal theme never'
appears," as indeed it does, quite unmistakably
When this vital fragment reappears in The
Music Makers ("sitting by desolate streams/for
ever, it seems/the glorious futures we see"),
there is aquotation from the Rule Britannia
melody at the words "We vision an Empire's
glory" If Elgar's patriotism sometimes went a

little too far—as when he expressed the feeling that in certain circumstances British orchestras should play only music of British origin—
his point of view deserves sympathy, for in his
day no serious composer could hope to make

aliving by following the dictates of his own
musical conscience.
We should also remember that Elgar often
stayed with Richard Penrose Arnold (Var.5) in
Britannia Square, Worcester, in the years just
prior to the writing of the Variations when he
was in an almost petulantly patriotic mood.
After the première in June 1899, The Referee
called the composer "in the best sense a'feminist' in music"; and of course Britannia was
and still is afemale. Elgar's manliness, patriotism, and pride were tempered always by his
sensitivity to the gentler aspects of life Circumstances indicate that he regarded his wife Mice
as his personal Britannia—one who with
infinite patience and understanding would
watch, guard, protect, and, in aquiet way, rule.
The reference to another and larger "theme"
which goes with the variations as awhole
sounds like one of his typical puns. "Theme"
can mean melody or part of amelody. In a
more general sense it is freely used in connection with poems, plays, novels, and the visual
arts. As Herman Melville said in Moby Dick: "to
produce amighty book, you must choose a
mighty theme." And Elgar, writing to Joseph
Bennett, critic of The Daily 7klegrapb: "I hope
some day to do agreat work—a sort of national
thing that my fellow Englishmen might take to
themselves and love" Surely nothing could rank
more highly as amighty theme than Britannia
as asymbolic representation of Britain and
her Empire; and this thought may well have
turned Elgar's mind toward the tune and text
of asong already honored by Handel, Beethoven,
and Wagner.
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BUILDING A LIBRARY
John Coltrane's
"Naima"

possess such acharacteristic, it's implied and
essential that the public hears the initial version

Jon W. Poses

of a"classic" not just once, twice, or even a
dozen times, but frequently over aperiod of

time (at least several months, if not years) to first
germinate, then sustain staying power. In other
words, there's little or no possibility that asong,
no matter how palatable it sounds or how wellconstructed it may be compositionally, will,
without the aid of amarketplace, become a
standard. Little or no exposure severely hampers or eliminates any chance of long-term
endearment. Therefore, jazz is at adisadvantage
Relatively and historically speaking, "pure"
or "less-commercial" (artificial modem-era PR
terms) jazz receives apittance of mass exposure
as compared to most other forms of Westernderived music. This incorporates all genres,
from European "classical" music, now centuries old, but heard today on hundreds of noncommercial and commercial radio stations, to
contemporary rock and roll, which also permeates the dial's spectrum. (Blues might be the
exception.)
Our working definition of "standard" pre-

A working definition of the
jazz "standard"

I

njazz circles, the definition of a"standard" is, in part, acomposition so highly

regarded that it prompts frequent record-

cludes the inclusion of much of rock, which
dates only from 1955. Have the Beatles, Rolling Stones, even artists such as Buddy Holly or
Elvis Presley, not to mention Michael Jackson,
Stevie Wonder, and their Motown precursors
Smokey Robinson, the Four lbps, the Supiemes,

ings and varying readings by numbers of artists

etc., really created standards? Mostly not—at
least to this point; come 2010, we'll know the

who, in turn, increase atitle's recognizability.

staying power of "Ball of Confusion." Despite

In order to qualify as ajazz standard, lasting
power must be trans-generational. That staying
power, once established, creates aclimate for
additional improvisational variations, which,
of course, remains jazz's primary tenet. Such
qualities allow the standard to take on its own

continual commercial appeal and marketing
schemes, for example companion and manipulative movie soundtracks (epitomized, say, by
The Big Chill) designed to keep songs in the
aural limelight, most pop titles fail the "standard" test on the ultimate criterion by which

life, ensuring its own vitality rather than its

music should be judged: artistic merit. Let us

extinction. In fact, the second and third gener-

not confuse quantity with quality.

ations of listeners often don't know or can't
recall the original composer.
The very definition of the word "standard,"
in terms of jazz vocabulary, carries with it an

Obviously, there are contradictions and
exceptions within this working definition. Guitarist Stanley Jordan contends that such pieces

unfair psychological burden. lb be considered,

of music as Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven" and Bobby Hebb's "Sunny," not to mention

acomposition must have some sort of initial
impact on the new public's collective mind. To

Lennon/McCartney's "Eleanor Rigby," should
be thought of as "new" standards. He even had

Stereophile, May 1990
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his label, Blue Note—a jazz label—title the

than two, and in some cases, nearly three gen-

release that included the aforementioned trio
of compositions Standards, VoLl (BT-85130).

erations aga Is Wayne Shorter's "Footprints"

The generally accepted meaning of "standard"
—as applied to jazz—incorporates Tin Pan
Alley, the Gershwins, and other "show" writers
such as Rogers, Hammerstein, and Porter.
Some, but not I, would include the Burt Bacharachs and Hal Davids of the world; Ithink this
stretches the category Stephen Sondheim certainly has evolved into acontributor to the

astandard? Yes. Enough time has elapsed that,
today, their beginnings seem hazy to many of
us born after their conception; furthermore,
there are literally dozens of renditions of each
preserved on acetate, wax, and now CDs, hundreds more performed live and unrecorded.
While such compositions evolved into the
greater part of the literature, most lack lyrics;
far fewer people (outside those of us irresist-

book of standards. Broadway musicals from

ibly interested in jazz) hear them with intrin-

the 1940s to the present, and to alesser extent

sic desires to prolong their lives. Happily, Diz,

film soundtracks, skirt the issue by their volu-

Bird, Monk, Newk, Miles, and many others are
on the cusp of mass acceptance, in part because

minous mainstream exposure preying on that
most fickle and cyclical factor, "nostalgic sentiment": the exploitation of that peculiar state

many of their compositions possess the essential qualities of the jazz standard.

of mind in which we all yearn for and cling to
familiarity. This may explain, in part, why "big
band" music (much of it mediocre), written to
agreat extent during World War II (a reminder
of good times), delivered so many standards.
Iwould be remiss if Ididn't mention my

"Naima," aNew Standard

“ej

ohn Coltrane's legacy for saxophonists is well known. But as in

belief that there is acorollation between the

the case of major innovators,

disproportionate number of jazz standards by
white composers vs those by blacks regarded

their influence reaches beyond an instrument

as such. Again, atheory not without many

and even the idiom they worked in. One can
observe the Coltrane influence in contem-

exceptions. Why, for instance, are there many
fewer standards attributed to Jimmy Lunce-

porary music: modalism, pentatonics, drones
and ethnic traces. Also, Coltrane's composi-

ford, generally considered to have afiner unit

tions have become standards [emphasis added'
in the modern repertoire." —Dave Leibman

than even Duke Ellington, never mind in comparison to the best white bands—Glenn Miller, Woody Herman, Artie Shaw, and Benny
Goodman?
In fact, it's only in the last decade, as the
more traditional racial attitudes break down,
that compositions by the likes of Sonny Rollins, Miles Davis, Thelonious Monk, and John
Coltrane have ripened to the point where
they're being considered members of the jazzstandard community. More and more people

John Coltrane wrote "Naima," his most
famous ballad and probably most-recorded
composition, at the close of the 1950s, waxing
it for the first time in April 1959. Since then,
scores of musicians as stylistically diverse as
Woody Herman (on Thundering Herd, Fantasy
F-9452), the %Ile Island String Quartet (on
Metropolis, Windham Hill Jazz WH-0114), and

enjoy, accept —takefor granted—Rollins's "St.

newgrass mandolinist David Grisman (Quintet
'80, Warner Bros. BSK-3469) have chosen to

Thomas," Davis's "All Blues," and Monk's

preserve the work.

"'Round Midnight."

"Naima," writes saxophonist and Coltrane

Indeed, it's time to accept the aforemen-

disciple Dave Leibman in his notes on the

tioned "pure" jazz artists and innovators as not

sleeve of lkibute to John Coltrane: Live Under

only legit, but, more to the point, as among

the Sky (CBS FC-46136), "is the equivalent of

those permanently embedded in our musical
fabric. For one thing, such compositions as

contemporary compositions demonstrating

ajazz national anthem, and one of the earliest

Dizzy Gillespie's "Night in llinisia," Charlie Par-

the use of harmonic and rhythmic pedal parts

ker's "Now's the Time," and even Benny Gol son's "I Remember Clifford," the stirring tribute

over which different colors occur."

written in the wake of trumpeter Clifford

cious, sparse ballad. "It's such anice song,"

Brown's tragic death, were conceived more

comments tenor-sax/bass-clarinet player David

Stereophile, May 1990

It's difficult not to fall in love with the lus-
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Murray, bandleader and member of the World

of "Naima," played with pianist Cedar Walton,

Saxophone Quartet, who recorded the piece

Coltrane's close friend, bassist Paul Chambers

in 1985, an eight-minute duet with pianist John
Hicks on Sketches of 7bkyo (Disc Union). "It's
asensuous ballad written with aperfect mel-

(for whom he wrote the high-powered "Mr.
PC.," now also astandard), and drummer Lex
Humphries.

ody. There're no unnecessary notes, and it
always sounds contemporary. It's astandard,

came one of Coltrane's personal favorites, but

but it's not an old standard like '
ICover the
Waterfront"
"Naima" received its title from Coltrane's first

as aleader would record at least two wellreceived versions. The first appeared on One

The four-minute-plus ballad not only bealso afavorite of the then-young Walton, who

wife (he would later marry Alice Coltrane), and

Night at Boomer's, Vol.2 (Muse MR-5022), a

arrived, as many have noted, at an important
stage in the saxophonist's career—after his

Sam Jones and drummer Louis Hayes. A few

recovery from alcohol and drug addictions and

years later, Walton went into the studio and aug-

before his investigation of Eastern spiritualism.
As aresult, the composition appeared during

mented his interpretation with amost elegant
effort, heard on Eastern Rebellion, Vol.'

abrief Coltrane period (lasting roughly from

(MCA/Impulse MCAD-33102). This time, Wal-

1959-1963) inexplicably marked by extreme

ton added tenorman George Coleman to the
group and had Billy Higgins on drums.

lyricism.

nearly eight-minute trio reading with bassist

A bit of contextual history. A Philadelphian,

What stands out in the more than ten-minute

Coltrane was born in 1926 and left the Navy

version is Coleman's graceful but uptempoed

after World War II. His initiation into the jazz

saxophone, particularly strong on the bridge.

world arrived via such blues and R&B artists

This "Naima" is exhilarating when compared

as Big Maybelle and Eddie "Cleanhead" Vin-

with the many more typical andante-paced

son. Coltrane also put in stints with organist

examples that personify the word "reflective."

Jimmy Smith, fellow reedman Jimmy Heath,

Coltrane conceived the piece with sparse-

and Gillespie. By 1954, he'd earned enough of

ness in mind; as Murray emphasizes, "no

areputation to land aprestigious job with Duke

unnecessary notes." Generally, regardless of
who's interpreting, there are long pauses be-

Ellington's number-one altoist, Johnny Hodges.
That led to aspring 1955 stay with the New
York-based Miles Davis quintet. In fall 1955,

tween notes of patient, lilting treatments. Furthermore, until the composition (and Coltrane,

Coltrane married Naima and moved back to

for that matter) evolved, the saxophonist in-

Philly, where he first met pianist McCoy Tyner

tended the rhythm section (piano, bass, drums)

and bassist Jimmy Garrison, both of whom,

to lay out; to be heard, but unobtrusively. Col-

along with drummer Elvin Jones, would later

trane's sensitive but full-bodied solo propels

form one of the most important quartets in jazz

the piece, each note ringing distinctly, laid out

history. Whether Coltrane left Davis's unit,

to be devoured before the next one's played.
Walton plays only chords; Chambers repeats

where he established himself as an important
artist, or was asked to leave in favor of Sonny
Rollins, is up to interpretation. In summer 1957,

afew notes, fitting them around, between, and

while participating in several week-long engage-

beneath Tram; as for Humphries, he uses
brushes and an intermittent light, light touch

ments with Thelonious Monk at the Five Spot,

on the cymbals.

New York's quintessential jazz club at the time,

Coltrane's many versions follow this pattern.

Coltrane's prominence skyrocketed. Paraphrasing long-time critic Nat Hentoff, witness to the

In 1980, Pablo records re-issued his The Euro-

affair: "Musicians were lined up three deep at

pean 7bur (2308-222), taken from November
1962. Elvin Jones's drums are not to be heard

the bar, transfixed."
The dates cemented Coltrane's world-wide

performance. Again, Tyner does no soloing,

standing as atop saxophonist who played notes

playing virtually all chords; Garrison, in the tra-

so quickly they sounded like "sheets of sound."

dition of Chambers, plays sparingly and softly.

That year, Prestige signed him to his first recording contract; two years later, Atlantic

another live setting, this time at the Village Van-

signed him and he released Giant Steps (Atlan-

guard, he follows accordingly. By this time, May

tic SD-1311), which included the first version

1966 (Live at the Village Vanguard, MCA 2-

Stereophile, May 1990

until nearly the four-minute mark of a6:45 live

Even on Coltrane's final recording of the piece,
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4131, a 1970 twofer reissue), Coltrane had
moved into the more experimental and final

followed by tom-toms played—how else? —
softly. At one point, Carter conducts acall-and-

stage of his all-too-brief career (he died at age
41 in 1967). Often, Coltrane's frenetic solos bel-

response with himself. On a long solo, he
reminds us of Chambers with single notes, yet

lowed; he used Eric Dolphy on bass clarinet
(hence, Murray's tie), and asecond saxophone
(often the greatly influenced Pharoah Sanders).
Additionally, music was wrapped in per-

slides to meet them. There are aseries of crescendos heard on the nearly 12-minute version, and changes in time signature. At points,
this "Naima" is very much the ballad; else-

cussion—tambourines, maracas, crashing cym-

where, however, aLatin feel pervades the pro-

bals, etc. Although this recording, 15 minutes
long, consists of alarger ensemble (a sextet)

ceedings. The trio is well worth investigating.

and was pursued far more aggressively, including separate Sanders/Coltrane solos, Alice Col-

Coltrane's other instrument—on his duet with

trane continues to play piano softly, working
behind the scenes without taking a welldefined solo. Oddly enough, it was on Coltrane's followup to his first recording, aversion
that dates to December 1959, six months after
the premiere (available on Best ofJohn Col-

Liebman employs asoprano saxophone—
pianist Richie Beirach, a13:38-long medley
intertwining "Naima" with "After the Rain," a
far less-known Coltrane composition. Their
approach is most modem, as the two members
of Quest each offer the full range of treatment
in their expressive and extraverted solos. Still,

trane, Atlantic SD-1541), where the arrange-

each endeavor emerges from asingle note, and
even in their sometimes jagged frenzy, the two

ment calls for apiano solo in the hands of Wyn-

solos remain sparse, very often modal. Though

ton Kelly; but only after the saxophonist has
his say. The layered, airy form, however, offers

starkly Nordic sounding, don't judge these two
players too quickly; both exude an obvious

the saine quality of sound, with Chambers on
bass and drummer Jimmy Cobb.

warmth in their interpretations of 'Trane.

While some subsequent versions follow Col-

Another recent entry on the market is atribute toJohn Coltrane: bluesfor Coltrane (MCA/

trane's arrangement virtually to the letter, or at
least in tone, changes in presentation do vary

Sanders, Murray, bassist Cecil McBee, and

Impulse 42122), which brings together Tyner,

as time passes. On the one hand, it's almost as

Haynes in various small-group permutations.

if Coltrane conceived the piece in its purest

Aquartet of Sanders, Tyner, McBee, and Haynes

form so others could augment its seemingly

deliver "Naima"; with the exception of McBee

built-in malleability. Murray suggests, however,
that when Coltrane wrote "Naima" he wasn't

each recorded the piece separately with Coltrane

thinking about the composition's "future," just
his then-wife and his music.

first issued, this rendition is alabor of love. It's

Regardless, the piece does lend itself to live
situations. Tyner went solo one night on The
Greeting, Milestone M-9085, recorded in
March 1978 at the Great American Music Hall
in San Francisco. Here, Coltrane's ex-pianist
stretches himself. In now-classic Tner form,
he attacks the piano from top to bottom; while
the melody is there, the pianist purposely, in
deference to Coltrane's later years, pursues a
heavy-handed percussive approach.

Preserved nearly three decades after it was
far more hard-hitting and less spacious than
Coltrane's first attempt; the present-day quartet
seems angry, resenting Coltrane's premature
death. The album was recorded in July 1987,
aweek shy of the 20th anniversary of Trane's
passing: "I wanted to be prepared for anything," commented Sanders. "I felt like Iwas
coming to one ofJohn Coltrane's record dates.
Ifelt like he was there."
Far-fetched? Perhaps. But independently,

A year earlier, in two separately issued

Murray recalled, upon completing his date with
Hicks, "We finished ["Naima"] and it was

volumes, The Great Jazz Trio—pianist Hank

strange, it was almost as if somebody was in the

Jones, bassist Ron Carter, and drummer Tony

room."

Williams—returned to the Vanguard and
recorded ahybrid of sorts on GreatJazz
Live at the Village Vanguard (Inner City IC6013). Jones begins with asingle note in quietude and moves into cascading blues-tinged
chords; Williams uses his cymbals delicately,
Stereophile, May 1990

Haynes, for his part, remembered what it
was like to play acomposition such as "Naima"
with the saxophonist. "Even on aballad the
feeling he got was fiery. When Iwas akid Iused
to go to aPentecostal church. Playing with Coltrane reminded me of that."
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John
Wesley
Harding

no
foolish
moves
Richard Lehnert
reviews the
first recordings
from someone
who will be
recognized as a
major talent of
the '90s.
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I

'm record-grazing in Santa Fe's The Candyman not long before Christmas when
counterman Brett plays the new Elvis Costello album over the store's PA.
"Hey, Brett, Ididn't know there was any
new Elvis Costello album."
"Yeah, he's recording under another name.
Again."
"Ob yeah? What?"
'John Wesley Harding."
Well, he's not. Ithink. The album was actually Harding's God Made Me Do It—The Christmas ER The song was the warm and vulnerable "The Rent," and it could have been from
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back. Now, John Wesley Harding's got me doin'
that funky chicken again. ,
Lineo. engs.; Andy Paley, Ttim Robinson, John Wesley
Harding, from Hastings, UK, of 1066 and all
Harding, prods. AAA /AAD. TB: 5E28, 64,38*
that (his real Methodist name is Wesley Harding
JOHN WESLEY HARDING: God Made Me Do It—
Stace; he answers to "Wes"), is also the reason
The Christmas EP
Itromped the mile to the office this morning
Sire/Reprise 26093- l(LP), -2 (CD). Andy Paky,
Robinson, prods. AAA/AAD. TT: 24:44
chanting "I won't do aJon Landau, Iwon't do
aJon Landau, Iwon't do aJon Landau." Rolling Stone critic Jon "I have seen the future of
Costello's Get Happy or Taking Liberties or
rock'n'roll, and it is Bruce Springsteen" LanAlmost Blue or Imperial Bedroom—a nuevo - dau, that is. Landau and his Boss have been livcountry "Motel Matches" about the Cohabiing it down ever since.
tation Blues: "I don't wanna push, Idon't
So Itake it all back, sort of. Even though you
wanna pull, we rented this room together" And
could make apretty good argument that he's
that voice. ..!
the next Elvis Costello, John Wesley Harding
Igrabbed the little booklet. Backup band?
is not "the next Dylan," the "next" Springsteen,
Pete and Bruce Thomas of The Attractions,
the new John Lennon of the "new Beatles."
Costello's old band (though here, rounded out
Apart from That Voice. .. !, what he has in
by Kenny Craddock, Steve Donnelly, and Pete
common with Costello is that he's all of those
Case, they're called "The Good Liars"). Label?
"mitts" and "news," depending on which level
Jake Riviera's Demon Records in the UK, WEA
of which song you're listening to and how
in the US—same as EC. Music publishing commuch you want to sloganeeringly flatten your
pany? Plangent Visions, same as—you guessed
own experience to two-dimensional journalisit. Lyrics? Rich, clever but not coy, honest,
tic fatuities. Don't do it.
direct, real & surreal, endless wordplay, punRock reviewing these days is mostly listing
gent phrases sticking out all over like needles
what some interesting new singer reminds you
in an acupuncturist's dummy, just like Declan
of, then trying to forget all that so you can hear
Patrick Aloysius MacManus his very self. Music?
what, if anything, is left after all the influences
Astounding fluidity of phrase and serpentine
are canceled out. Wes is not at the mercy of his
song structure, great melodies and rhythms, the
forebears. He's no retread. There's aloving
only rocker besides Himself who sounds like
quality, avibrance, aboyish, barely repressed
asuper-condensed living history of rock'n'roll
laughter in everything the guy sings that I
exploding right there before your very ears.
haven't heard hitched to this kind of talent
And, last but most, that voice. ..! At first,
before—a "Lemme at it!" approach to song
second, and third hearings Harding sounds so
and living. The music is deceptively simple,
much like Costello Ikept thinking of vocal
and the whole album's agale of air so fresh
cloning. The impression fades after awhile, but
you'll catch cold. The band is tighter than a
slowly. It's not just the vocal quality—it's that
Libertarian's government budget, and, except
amazing, facile flexibility, that doubled-up
for the vocals, all recorded live in the studio.
phrasing, that heavy metal croon, that folky
And sounding it. You are there in that garage
belt. Ibegan to feel the sneaking thrill of great(actually, Tom "Glad To Be Gay" Robinson's
ness, the slow dawn of realizing that someone
studio). Real drums and no synthesizers. Areal
who sounds this close to Costello in all respects
band sounding real, sounding capable of anyhas to be just as good as Costello himself (who,
thing at all. Just like. ..Well, it just makes you
if you don't know by now, is, to me, the quinwonder how much of Harding's and Costello's
tessential marriage of musical and lyrical rock
mutual wonderfulness can be laid at the six or
brilliance). And Harding just might be better—
four feet of the Attractions and their clean,
his full-length-and-then-some-album, Here
exacting, simple-sounding arrangements.
Comes the Groom, has just been released, and
God Made Me Do It's songs are considerait's abetter debut album than My Aim Is 73-ue
bly more direct than Here Comes The Groom's.
was. And very different. Ienvy all of you who
Besides "The Rent:' there are, in addition to "A
have yet to hear it for the first time.
Cozy Promotional Chat," an interview with a
How sharp is my envy? Every once in avery
sodden-sounding Vivian Stanshall (formerly
great while, something happens to remind me
of the Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah Band): the acoustic
why, 23 years ago, after astrictly classical musi"Talking Christmas Goodwill Blues," in clascal upbringing, Iever started listening to rock
sic "Bob Dylan's Dream" style, complete with
music in the first place. Then it was Dylan, the
Beatles, the Stones, Joni Mitchell, Zappa, The
11n fact, Ijust called the guy who introduced me to Costelkis
Band. Thirteen years ago, when I'd retreated
music, so Icould return the favor via Harding; hadn't talked
sideways into jazz, Elvis Costello brought me
to him in ten years.
JOHN WESLEY HARDING:Here Comes tbe Groom

Sire/Reprise 26087- I(LP), -2 (CD'). Barry Farmer, Mark
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"Bob Dylan is my father, Joan Baez is my mother,
the usual happy bitterness over the institutionalized contradictions of our ever-cooler yules;
acover of Madonna's "Like aPrayer" (with
Cyndi Lauper, she's one of JWH's "other"
influences), also acoustic, and sounding like a
different song—like asong by John Wesley
Harding, in fact; "Here Comes The Groom,"
which also opens the album of the same name;
but you want to—believe me, you do want
to—buy this little record for "The Rent."
The songs on Here Comes the Groom, on the
other hand, are damn slippery. While I'm listening to them, I'm pretty sure Iknow what each
song is about, but as soon as it's over, Irealize
I've heard amystery Concentrating on nothing
but the songs, they became amazingly elusive,
like something stared at straight-on in the
depths of amoonless night. But while doing
laundry, washing dishes, sweeping floors, paying bills with the volume cranked, first phrases,
then verses, then whole songs start falling into
place with the ear's peripheral vision. It's like
The Band's "The Weight," or Dylan's "Tombstone Blues" —no one can say with any certainty what such songs are "about." Wrong
question. True poetry is the unparaphrasable.
Excuses firmly emplaced, then, I'll start with
the antecedental bows right after anote on the
title tune, which opens the album "With half
an eye on history, half an ounce of hope. .."
Yeah, hope. That's what Here Comes The
Groom is all about. Sure, there's sarcasm, irony,
wisdom, and actual wit (as opposed to mere
cleverness) galore, but it's all in service to this
amazingly vital hope. JWH is one informed
optimist, no "Don't Worry, Be Happy" airhead.
The song announces Harding's maturity—his
marriage to life, music, the Biz, professionalism—
but mainly his marriage to us, his audience.
"Cathy's New Clown" is The Everlys Meet
The Beatles and both win. Harding's "You're
No Good" was never sung by Linda Ronstadt,
and never will be: it's across between "Positively 4th Street" and "Lipstick Vogue." "When
the Sun Comes Out" could have been on
Revolver, spiced as it is by the Dalai Lama
Horns, recorded, like the rest of the album, in
super-astringent, dry, bright, tinny, compressed, bass-shy, late '60s Brit-rock style.
(LP/CD comparisons on both Groom and God
revealed near-identical sound; but the CD of
Groom has three absolutely indispensable
songs not on the LP; see below.) "Scared of
172

Guns" is about just that, with deft quotes from
"Hey Joe" and areference to Fassbinder. "Dark
Dark Heart" is totally irresistible, amarriage in
rockabilly planecrash heaven of Rick Nelson
and Buddy Holly, with stylings by Scotty
Moore and Eddie Cochrane. Songs like this let
you know how few people actually write tunes
anymore. Each of these could be the best song
on aDave Edmunds or Nick Lowe or Billy
Bragg album. Thanks, Wes.
But many of these Rock 101 influences are
explained in the last of the three songs—the
album's three best, by along shot, and on CD
only —"Bastard Son." A song that starts out
"Bob Dylan is my father, Joan Baez is my
mother, and I'm their bastard son" already has
more going for it than anything Dylan himself
put out between Desire and Ob Mercy. According to this one, James Taylor, Springsteen, and
Lenny Bruce are also part of Harding's unwedlocked spiritual family. The two other CD-only
tunes—"Things Snowball" and "The Red Rose
and the Brie just voices and acoustic guitars—
are informed by the sources Harding happily
named on God Made Me Do It's interview:
Steve Goodman, John Prine, Phil Ochs, Eric
Anderson, David Blue, Tim Hardin, John Hiatt,
Loudon Wainwright III (do Idetect apattern?).
"Things Snowball," aduet with Pete Case,
will remind you of the Byrds, Gram Parsons,
Happy & Artie Traum, Dylan's Basement Tapes,
and early Little Feat. It's an instant folkie standard in the tradition of "You Ain't Goin' Nowhere," high tight nasal harmonies and all, and
like nothing else on this otherwise goodrockin' album except "The Red Rose and the
Briar." This is Harding solo, singing like aprotest singer, strumming acoustic like arocker.?
He sings—and Ibelieve every word, something
Ican only say of atiny number of rock singers—
of being abandoned in the Scarlet Town market
square by his friends, but, of course, it's about
ahell of alot more than that. It's really about
grace in the face of unexpected loss. Of being
where you are. Of the endless danger we call
life. Partially based on "Barbara Allen," "Red
Rose" fades out with aquote from that old Joan
Baez standard just before Joan herself is named
to spiritual motherhood in "Bastard Son,"
which follows immediately.
2Listen to something like Jesse Colin Young's 1964 Soul ofa
City Boy to hear one take on the truc art of folk/blues singing.
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and I'm their bastard son"
Then there's the country waltz of "Affairs of
the Heart," scored to you àla/via Elvis Costello's
King ofAmerica. But maybe the most morally
valuable song is "The Devil In Me," in which
Harding takes his share, as ahuman being, of
the responsibility for JFK's death—for starters.
He seems willing to look at the Oswalds and
Hitlers that lurk within every one of us. The
song is flawed by afinal verse that explains too
much—the only criticism Ihave of this entire
hour-plus album—but I'm not sure anyone
else has ever tried to say so baldly, in apop
song, that all of us, collectively and individually, are responsible for everything. There's also
athrowaway comment on corporate rock's
new clothes —"I'm sponsored by acompany
Idon't believe in." This, believe it or not, is the
song Sire/Reprise has chosen as the album's single. Iguess there's hopç yet.
Groom has 15 songs in the CD version, every
one apuzzle, achallenge, adelight. Iknow it's
hard to have infinite respect for someone I've
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talked about so much in terms of another major
rocker, but forget all my water-treading re. Elvis
Costello. John Wesley Harding is his own man,
and he hasn't been known to make afoolish
move yet. 'Mice this from the man whose one
dream is to be Suzanne Vega's biggest nightmare: "Though my roots show through, I'm
just 22, Idon't belong to anyone" ("Bastard
Son"). Sure, it sounds like acouple of singers
I've respected all my life. But after you've
listened to this record as much as Ihave already
(this jaded rocker seldom listens to records
more than once these days before filing 'em
away), it'll sound like no one but John Wesley
Harding.
And you can dance to it.
Here Comes the Groom and God Made Me
Do It get the strongest recommendations I've
ever given anything. Buy them.
Meanwhile, back at The Candyman, Brett
still thinks be's bearing Elvis. Me? Idon't care
This is as good as it gets.
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RECORD REVIEWS

Roger Norrington's Beethoven—p. 177

Classical
STEPHEN ALBERT: In Concordiam, 7>eeStone
Ilkka Thivi, violin; Lucy Shelton, soprano; David Gordon,
tenor; Seattle Symphony, New York Chamber Symphony, Gerard Schwarz
Delos DE 3059 (CD only). John M. Eargle, eng.; Amelia
S. Haygood, prod. DUD. Tr: 5541

In 1982, when composer Jacob Druclunan was
organizing alandmark series of contemporary
music concerts for the New York Philharmonic,
he coined the phrase "The New Romanticism"
to describe asignificant compositional trend
that had emerged during the late 1960s. The
phrase was emblematic of agrowing number
of composers who were breaking away from
earlier 20th-century practices that severely
challenged what most listeners think of as
melody and harmonic resolution. The efforts
of such "New Romantics" as George Rochberg
and Druckman himself resulted in music that,
at its best, restored acommunicative link between composers and listeners who were unaStereophile, May 1990

John Wesley Harding—see feature review on p. 169

ble to undertake (and couldn't have cared less
about) elegant analyses of pitch sets and retrograde inversions.
Certainly those responsible for this shift did
not turn their backs on 20th-century innovations in melody, rhythm, and harmony, nor on
the expanded coloristic palette that went along
with them. But they were (and are) also not
afraid to include (God forbid!) afew hummable
tunes and clearly defined tonal centers as well.
Stephen Albert is clearly among these reactionaries, and in his music one finds acomfortable and often compelling blend of old and
new. One also finds agood deal of exoticism
and inspiration from extra-musical sources. In
the case of 7keeStone (as well as his symphony,
RiverRun, for which he won the 1985 Pulitzer
Prize), that inspiration is James Joyce's Finnegan's Wake.
In contrast to the purely instrumental RiverRun, 7keeStone uses texts taken from Joyce's
novel which are assigned to soprano and tenor
soloists. Unfortunately, Delos did not see fit to
include these texts in the otherwise informative
liner notes, and despite good diction from
soprano Lucy Shelton and tenor David Gordon, you'll miss alot. This obviously doesn't
help reveal the work's potential power and
imagery.
Nonetheless, the music is highly evocative,
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and Albert compellingly captures the mood of
the Tristan (7)'eeStone) myth and the various
images surrounding the Liffey River as it inexorably wends its way through Dublin to the
sea. Shelton and Gordon turn in atmospheric
and fittingly dramatic performances, though
Isometimes had the feeling that Shelton's
would have profited from greater emotional
restraint.
In Concordiam ("toward consonance") is a
revision of Albert's 1986 Violin Concerto. It is
cast in six sections played without pause and,
like IkeeStone, features brilliant flashes of
instrumental color, sustained sections of intense lyricism, and moments of pulsating,
dance-like energy. Apungent five-note motif
first introduced by solo violin gets athorough
working-over as the piece unfolds, as does a
trademark of some post-12-tone music: the
"Big 'Rine." This one is asoaring melody that
would not be out of place in a film score.
Though echoes of Stravinsky hover at numerous junctures (most notably his Symphony of
Psalms), one senses amind of some originality
at work here. Particularly striking is the feeling
of inevitability and organic wholeness Albert
has achieved in aseries of events that could
well have seemed disparate in lesser hands.
Ilkka Talvi's realization of the demanding solo
part is right on target: somewhat lean of tone,
his playing is malleable and singing or earthy
and propulsive, depending on which part of
the varied musical terrain is being explored.
It's difficult to imagine more penetrating performances of either work than these given by
conductor Schwarz and his musicians; Delos's
sound retrieval also rates high marks, particularly for the accurate re-presentation of instrumental timbres and Miss Shelton's voice. For
some reason, however, Mr. Gordon's efforts
seem aless sonically integrated part of the performance ambience. This CD is highly recommended to adventuresome listeners as well as
to those whose tastes seldom run beyond the
Impressionists and late Romantics.
—Gordon Emerson
BACH: Brandenburg Concertos
Bohdan Warchal, Capella Istropolitana
Gold Fidelity GP 550047, OF 550048
Enigma Classics 774607-2, 774608-2
Bode: 2CDs only. Guenter Appenhehner, prod. DDD. TE
10447

If your hearing is down 10dB at 2kHz and
above, you may be able to listen to some fairly
good performances of the Brandenburgs on
either of these two sets, two different pressings
of the same recorded performance. One set is
manufactured on gold and one on aluminum
CDs, but that doesn't really matter, because the
Stereophile, May 1990

high frequencies on both are hotter than El
Paso chili. Based on what Iheard, it's safe to
assume the two sets were made from the same
digital masters (for instance, identical gross distortion in sizzling passages in the same places
on both sets).
Just to hear what these things sounded like
on adifferent system, Itook two of the discs
to Jacksonville's House <A Stereo, where Bill
Gibson let me listen to them on some of his
best stuff: Mirage M-1 speakers, Madrigal Proceed CD player, Levinson No.26 preamp and
No.23 power amp. Balanced Levinson interconnects and MIT 750 Espeaker cables were
in between. The discs sounded better: The
soundstage depth and timbrai accuracy of
lower-pitched instruments were more apparent. But Istill didn't want to listen to either version for more than afew minutes. No alchemy
here; both aluminum and gold remained base
metals. The gold sounded, maybe, a little
smoother, but not enough to make areal difference. As soon as Bill heard the gold, he noted
that it was either sweeter or cut at alower level
than the aluminum.
These discs confirmed for both of us that,
as with analog and digital recording, the skill
with which any technology is applied is just as
important as the technology itself. So Iwouldn't
consider this atrue test of gold vs aluminum,
but rather an interesting exercise to demonstrate how bad both can be.
If you do have asystem forgiving enough to
allow you to listen to these discs (who would
want one?), you will hear performances that
are the very opposite of the sound quality. In
aword, tame. Not bad, but certainly nowhere
near the level of buoyancy and spirit that Trevor
Pinnock achieves with the English Concert on
DG Archiv. In fact, these readings don't compete with any of the better interpretations available today, but they do have asense of earnestness and honesty, with enough intermittent
liveliness to keep you listening, if your pain
threshold is high enough.
It would be foolish to recommend these
recordings in the face of all those superior in
both performance and sonics, but there is also
a certain winning quality to the Capella
Istropolitana's playing and to Bohdan Warchal's
view of the music It achieves astoic quality of
restraint and dignity. Then again, maybe Ijust
have pity on the musicians for being permanently preserved in such arecklessly shrill and
strident rendering.
—Robert Hesson
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4 &
Roger Norrington, London Classical Players
EMI 49656 (CD only). Mike Clements, cog.; David R. Murray, prod. DDD. TT: 64:36
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BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7; Coriolan, Egmont
Overtures
Roger Norringon, London Classical Players
EMI 49816 (CD only). Mike Clements, ens.; David R. Murray, prod. DDD.
5250
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 3& 4
Melvyn Tart, fortepiano; Roger Norrington, London Classical Players
EMI 49815 (CD only). Mike Clements, Mike Hatch, engs.;
David R. Murray, prod. DDD. TT: 64.33
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9
Arleen Augér, soprano; Catherine Robbin, contralto;
Anthony Rolfe Johnson, tenor; Gregory Reinhart, bass;
Academy of Ancient Music, Christopher Hogwood
L'Oiseau- Lyre 425 517-2 (CD only). DDD. Tr: 63:17
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 2
MOZART: Symphony 39, K.543
Frans Brüggen, Orchestra of the 18th Century
Philips 422-389-2 (CD only). Dick van Schuppcn, Eva
Blankespoor, engs.; Gerd Berg, prod. DDD. Tr: 63:10

That the continuing interest in period-instrument performances gives no sign of abating is
well attested by this batch of releases. Ihave
purposefully avoided using the word "authentic" to describe these readings for the simple
reason that such ausage implies that asingle
"correct" approach to these masterpieces is
possible. As should be obvious, the ambiguity
inherent in any great work of art defies such a
single-minded view, afact underscored by the
divergent styles of each of these new interpretations. As the majority of them features Roger
Norrington, he commands primary interest.
Norrington has become an almost messianic
figure on today's performance scene. Indeed,
one critic has gone so far as to call him "tbe
great" Beethoven interpreter of our time. Such
an attitude and the cult that has developed
around the conductor confound me, and nothing in the two CDs devoted to symphonies and
overtures changes the generally unfavorable
impression made by previous releases in the
conductor's Beethoven cycle, which is now
complete.
Despite some impressive moments, the glaring weakness in Norrington's Beethoven is its
prevailing lack of musicality. So intensely
focused is the conductor on metronome indications and on the sound of period instruments, he fails to see these work whole and, in
the process, often misses their quintessential
spirit. Consider, for example, this new Egmont
Overture, which is utterly wanting in requisite
contrasts, its coda, in particular, suggesting
none of the proud, victorious rebellion implicit
in the Goethe play that inspired the piece. In
fact, one wonders if Norrington even read the
play Consider, too, the conductor's rigid adherence to Beethoven's Urtext in the Coriolan
Overture in apassage that cries out for some
revision of the score, preferably in addition of
timpani that Beethoven omitted at the time
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because of limitations in the instrument that
now no longer exist. Most conductors today
either make the addition or have the doublebasses dig into the passage with marcato
strokes that suggest timpani. Norrington, however, fixed on the letter of the score, does neither, proceeding with seeming obliviousness
to musical sense.
And at other times, the conductor ignores
Beethoven's indications. Note, for example, in
the development of the finale of 7, chords that
Norrington plays with mincing spinelessness
instead of the sforzando attacks that Beethoven
specifies. Here, in fact, is atasteless mannerism
that Norrington favors throughout his
Beethoven: an imposition of affected
diminuendos at points where they seem senseless. For aprime example, listen to the famous
opening motif of 5.
Equally disturbing is Norrington's seeming
lack of an "ear" Often the sonority he produces
ranges between the unmusical and the downright ugly. In 7, the horns do not so much
resound as bleat. In the finale of 4, the solo bassoon sounds like abuzzing bee trapped in a
bottle. Conversely, when it is necessary for an
instrument to blaze forth, Norrington sometimes misses the point completely, a key
instance occurring in the slow movement of
5at the point where Beethoven effects one of
his miraculous modulations: adramatic transition from the home key of A-flat to the distant one of C-major. Here the trumpets state a
martial outline of aC-major chord that anticipates asimilar outline with which the finale
will explode. In some of the glorious recordings of the score of the last half-century produced by such divergent giants as Toscanini,
Mengelberg, Furtwângler, and Karajan, the
trumpets do indeed blaze in the slow movement. With Norrington, they are inappropriately reticent.
Ihave cited this passage because it is symptomatic of Norrington's overall failure to see
Beethoven whole, to direct individual movements with the shaping and purpose needed
to produce apoint-to-point momentum and
dramatic climax. After the initial jolt of the conductor's sometimes unusual tempos and frequent eccentric balancing wears off, one is left
with aBeethoven bereft of nuance, subtlety,
and dramatic force. From the excessively fast
finale of 4to the awkwardly phrased second
movement of 7(to cite two more examples),
there is little here that strikes me as either musical or stylish. Norrington, as one might expect,
observes all repeats and adds arepeat in the
third movement of 5.
Given the glaring shortcomings of Norrington's way with the symphonies, Iwas surprised
Stereophile, May 1990

by the relative success of his collaboration with
Melvyn Tan in Concertos 3and 4. Balances are
exemplary throughout, the fortepiano, in particular, not being too closely miked and thus
not seeming larger than life. As aresult, all sorts
of orchestral detail often covered by amodern
grand piano is exposed to make telling points.
Tan's account of 3 is unaffected, pointedly
phrased, and, in the slow movement, touchingly tender. My only (mild) reservation concerns his rather straightlaced coolness in the
finale, which neutralizes some of the music's
pert humor.
Asimilar suu_eas and richness of detail characterize 4. 'Pan's statement of the opening motif,
with its arpeggiated chords and staccato pointilism, misses the music's legato delicacy, and
some may also feel that the fast tempo for the
slow movement is abit too cavalier. In the
main, though, Tan conveys the music's blend
of gentle lyricism and unbounded joy. Those
who delight in the rich colorations and wide
dynamic gradations that amodern concert
grand can produce may tire of the more
monochromatic fortepiano. Still, as asuggestion of how this music might have sounded
when it was mint-fresh, these performances,
like the ones recently recorded on afortepiano
by Steven Lubin, are well worth hearing. Unlike
Lubin, Tan plays Beethoven's most familiar
cadenzas.
llogwood's new 9is every bit as perverse
and unmusical as Norrington's of afew years
ago. Using alarge orchestra having eight horns
and six trombones, Hogwood produces as
unidiomatic an account of the score as Ihave
ever heard: afaceless first movement, asecond
movement (with both repeats observed) lacking any demonic edge and, in the trio, ethereal
lightness; aslow movement rushed through in
little more than ten minutes, and afinale whose
bland expansiveness hardly produces what
might be termed apaean to pleasantry, let alone
an "ode to joy." Hogwood is clearly out of his
element in this music, and only those attracted
to the bizarre (or the ludicrous) should find
anything of interest here.
After suffering through most of these releases, it was apleasure to hear the disc featuring Brüggen. Although Ireacted unfavorably
in these pages to his recent account of the
"Eroica," he has struck me, unlike all the other
period-instrument conductors of Beethoven,
as a performer with a focus on music qua
music rather than on music as merely history.
And in this account of 2, he has given us what
is easily the finest period-instrument recording
of the score and one of the very best in any
style available on CD. Here is aconductor concerned with nuance and flexibility, one who
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seemingly makes decisions based not so much
on metronome markings as on what musical
sense dictates. The result is aperformance of
great clarity and expressivity, one that has a
singing grace and an imposing grandeur that
stamps this score as aharbinger of the soonto-come "Eroica." My only complaint concerns afinale paced abit too slowly to convey
all of its saucy wit. But even in that movement,
the bite of the brass and exemplary balances
help to outline the music's craggy profile.
The Mozart 39 that fills out this CD, recorded
in concert, is almost as good, spoiled only by
slightly affected phrasing in the slow movement and afinale that moves just ashade too
slowly to suggest its bubbly moto -perpetuo
humor. Never, however, have Iencountered a
more commanding account of the first movement, where the richness of detail, the singing
lines, and the slashing accents suggest all of the
music's wide emotional range. Brüggen observes
all exposition repeats in both works, and the
second repeat (of development and recapitulation) in the finale of the Mozart.
Ihave withheld acomment about the sound
in each of these releases because it is uniformly
excellent throughout. The harshness that marred
some of Norrington's earlier Beethoven efforts
is absent here so that strings, if still abit "honky"
in their nasal sonority, now sound far more
musical. The Hogwood disc, too, benefits from
amore musical ambience than existed in some
of his earlier Beethoven recordings. Brüggen
is accorded the closest perspective, one that
puts the listener virtually on the podium, yet
in away that never seems claustrophobic But
sound, of course, is not the basic issue here, and
only the releases featuring Tan and Brüggen
should yield musical pleasure on repeated
hearings.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
Denon CO-73208. TT: 56:05
BERLIOZ: Harold in Italy
Yuri Bashmet, viola
Denon CO-73207. TM 40:22
BERLIOZ: Requiem (Grande Messe de Morts)
Keith Lewis, tenor; Hamburg NOR Choir; combined ORF
Choirs
Denon CO-73205/6 (2 CDs). TT: 81:49
All ¡bree: Eliahu Inbal, Frankfurt Radio Symphony
Orchestra
CD only. Detlev Kittler, eng.; Yoshiharu Kawaguchi.
Richard Hauck, prods. DDD.

Having traversed the wide spaces of Bruckner
and Mahler, Eliahu I
nbal now tackles the more
individualistic landscapes of Berlioz. As before,
Denon is collaborating with the Hesse broadcasting authorities in the Alter Oper, the Frankfurt RSO's usual performing venue, where the
Japanese/German team have learned to make
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the best of arather limited acoustic. Despite a
somewhat "studio-ish" ambience, the recorded
sound is for the most part fine, well balanced,
and often very impressive—particularly in the
matter of dynamics, where Inbal pays proper
attention topppliffextremes. Indeed, Idetected
only one obvious recording mishap—of which
more anon.
The conductor proclaims his devotion to
Hector Berlioz in the notes with these recordings, recognizing that every line in the score
should make obeisance to abalanced trinity of
rhythm, dynamics, and color, and that the
music's underlying structures are quintessentially rhythmic. This promises well, and for
much of the time these performances do
exhibit aconvincing poise and pulse. Yet, paradoxically, Inbal's approach is so fastidiously
polished that extended slow passages sometimes verge on the tedious. Thus despite fairly
conventional overall timings, the Fantastic
Symphony's opening "Reveries & Passions"
and its central "Country Scene" can become
slightly ponderous, only to be redeemed by the
orchestra's consistently beautiful playing—
or by alast-minute shift of pulse or phrasing
as Inbal's rhythmic awareness snaps into
action. One can, for instance, listen to the symphony right through, noting reservations on
the way, yet be so elated from time to time, and
so overwhelmed by the last two movements,
that all doubts finally evaporate.
Inbal includes the repeats in (i) and (iv), and
despite those possible languors (plus an oboe
insufficiently distanced in its pastoral echoes
of the cor-anglais, and tympanic rumbles too
loud to represent distant thunder), Ilike this
Fantastic. Its turbulent peaks make up for the
over-cultivated valleys.
'Riming to Harold in Italy, the "valleys" here
are dominated by the young Russian violist Yuri
Bashmet. Dominated, that is, not by ahearton-sleeve approach in the manner of Pinchas
Zukerman, but by ahushed and gentle intensity, an inward, contemplative expressivity of
rare refinement. Inbal provides Bashmet's
lonely wanderer with adevoted orchestral
backcloth, opening with asplendid and tightly
sculptured "Harold in the Mountains," and
rounding off with an exceptionally serious and
expansive—yet still brilliant— "Brigands'
Orgy." Unfortunately, the "Pilgrims' March"
loses all dignity by trotting along at adistinct
allegro; but the itinerants do eventually recede
into the distance very effectively, while the subsequent "Serenade" is aptly handled.
The recording fault mentioned earlier occurs
at 1:05 into (iv), where the viola's brief restatement of the Pilgrim's theme from (ii) becomes
artificially reverberant for eight seconds, rather
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as if the control-room talk-back facility had
been left switched on. This must surely have
been remarked during monitoring, but perhaps
they hoped that no one else would notice!
Nevertheless, there is much fine music for the
taking on this CD, and Bashmet must be heard.
Finally the Requiem, which poses the biggest problems for the Alter Oper's acoustic. The
latter causes loud choral tuttis to seem confined
and assertive, and provides far too rapid adieaway for the big blocks of sound. Yet some
effective recessed and divided choral placements have been achieved, dynamics are
impressively wide, and the four brass groups
are convincing. Of course, nothing can match
the overwhelming bass to be heard in the
Shaw/Atlanta recording of the work on Telarc,
but the Frankfurt orchestra's massed drums are
nevertheless suitably mighty in the "Ibba mirum."
Inbal again goes for meticulous shaping and
control. Everything sounds rehearsed to perfection, yet, sonic fireworks apart, Berlioz's
great vision of death and judgment rarely
catches fire to full effect. My litmus-test is
always the "Lacrymosa," which barely moved
me here, although anewcomer to the work
would probably be enthralled. At under 82:00,
this is one of the faster Requiems, but there are
still stretches where the pulse seems to sag. Yet
fresh energies are then tapped: The "Rex
Tremendae," for instance, is strikingly powerful, and the "Sanctus" has a very effective
beauty with Keith Lewis as soloist.
So there we are: much brilliance offset by
various doubts. But these recordings certainly
make an interesting start to achallenging project, while Berliozians may care to note that in
Europe Inbal's Fantastic Symphony is also
available coupled with its sequel Lelio on CO73218/19.
—John Crabbe
BERNSTEIN: Serenade for Violin, String Orchestra,
Harp, and Percussion
SCHUMAN: Violin Concerto
Robert McDuffie, violin; St. Louis Symphony, Leonard
Slatkin
EMI CDC-7 49464 2(CD only). William Hoekstra, eng.;
Patti Laursen, prod. DDD.

TT: 64:oo

In addition to the merits of repertoire, performance, and sound, this release begs the question: Why not debut new artists with underperformed 20th-century works, instead of the
usual expedients of yet further unnecessary
accounts of Mendelssohn, Tchaikovsky, Bruch,
ad nauseam? That is the route chosen by, possibly for, Joshua Bell with Decca/London.
Much as Iadmire his fine playing, and his pleasant, engaging manner, Ihave scarcely been able
to spend the time with practically any of his
standard repertoire recordings.
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How Iwould enjoy hearing Mr. Bell perform
these two works. Fortunately, we have Robert
McDuffie to play them, decidedly Josh Bell's
alter ego in terms of repertoire, though very
much akindred spirit in ability and style, and
no question about virtuosity, instrumental mastery, or musical discipline. Musical style is
intense but totally earnest. Some listeners find
this type of playing cold —Heifetz was accused
of it, János Starker still is. Perhaps the accusers
fail to recognize the difference between real
and fake emotional expression.
Leonard Bernstein's Serenade, like nearly all
his concert works, takes atraditional approach
to tonality while unconventionally combining
conventional classical forms; in this case, a
quasi-classical serenade cum violin concerto
with astring/percussion orchestra, with literary allusions to Plato's Symposium. This last,
in itself atreatise on aspects of love, continues
to inspire scholarly controversy as to the sexual
orientation of the treatise.
Bernstein himself led the first three recordings of the piece, a1956 Columbia mono with
the Symphony of the Air and Isaac Stern, an
early '60s stereo Columbia remake with NYPO/
Zino Francescatti, and a1978 live taping in Tel
Aviv with Gidon Kremer and the Israel Philharmonic on DG. Iwas as struck by the sloppiness
of the first of these recordings as Iwas by the
polish and fine ensemble achieved by Slatkin
and his forces. The DG is the only available current rival. Bernstein/IPO do the jazz-style
moments more convincingly, and Ifind the
cerebral and somewhat quirky Kremer, who
seems to ruminate to himself much of the time,
more interesting to listen to than McDuffie,
whose earnestness and innocence may ultimately act against him in this work. Think of
this as praise by faint damnation.
There is nothing faint about anything connected with this recording of William Schuman's Violin Concerto. Composed during the
early post-war period, this is anervous, agitated, anxious work, filled with nuclear jitters
and cold-war paranoia, and yet there are
moments of lyric repose and consolation, even
the naïve euphoria which Schuman finds so
irresistible as an expression of ultimate optimism.
McDuffie really comes into his own in the
Schuman concerto; the piece seems tailormade for him. An earlier recording on DG, by
Paul Zukofsky/Michael Tilson Thomas/BSO,
is unavailable, and in view of McDuffie's performance, along with that of Slatkin/St. LSO,
and excellent sound from EMI, the DG is not
urgently needed (though it could be aworthy
alternative for hard-core Americana collectors).
One can only hope that, as the Slatkin/St. LSO
American music series continues under its
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exclusive RCA contract, the recordings will
continue to sound as good as EMI's.
—Richard Schneider
BRIAN: Symphony 3
Lionel Friend, BBC Symphony Orchestra
Hyperion CDA66334 (CD only). limy Faulkner, eng.;
John H. Wmt, prod. DDD. TT: ss:16

The English, largely self-taught composer,
Havergal Brian, who died in 1972 at the age of
96, was one of the 20th century's most prolific
but neglected symphonists; of the 33 he wrote,
only ahandful were performed in his lifetime,
and Symphony 3was not one of them. But, as
has so often been the case with composers
throughout musical history, much was done
after his death to remedy this neglect, work
undertaken in particular by The Havergal Brian
Society which, with financial support from
The Rex Foundation of San Francisco, made
this recording possible; and by the BBC, which
undertook to broadcast all his symphonies as
abirthday centenary celebration in 1976.
The Third Symphony is awork flooded with
good ideas, acollage of abortive diatonic lyricism with astrong, dissonant, sometimes Ivesian overlay. Two pianos play adominant role
in the first movement but gradually lose significance as the work progresses (they don't
appear at all in the third movement, which was
completed last), which all bears witness to the
fact that Brian bothered little to empty his mind
of his initial plan to write apiano concerto as
the symphony grew.
The Lento second movement is serene, with
typically English, pastoral woodwind writing.
Then comes a sparkling, hoe-down-type
scherzo that all too soon collapses into astringdominated, ,grazioso edolce section. Next, a
Viennese waltz Trio; awelter of ideas to cope
with in just under eight minutes of music The
funereal fourth movement is just another emotional tone color that saturates this score. One
wonders how many symphonies Brian might
have written, or the lengths they would have
attained, if each idea had been given room to
develop freely!
Although smaller than the gargantuan
"Gothic" Symphony, the Third still demands
huge ranks of instrumentalists: subdivided
strings, quadruple woodwind, eight horns,
doubled brass, ahuge battery of percussion,
two pianos, and organ. This recording features
120 players. From the outset it becomes apparent that there is excellent depth and spread
across the soundstage to accommodate these
numbers, but there is, nevertheless, afeeling
of constricted headroom. It's important to
select optimum volume setting, in order to
secure the best orchestral timbres.
Stereophile, May 1990

A work, then, that Iwould hesitate to recommend to any but the most stout-hearted and
inquisitive, but for those of you who fall into
this category there are 21 tracking points crossreferenced with the most helpful of insert
notes.
—Barbara Jahn
DEBUSSY: Complete Plano Works, Yo1.5
Études, Books I& II, la plus que lente; 7Épigraphes
antiques; Hommage d Haydn; Berceuse bernique;
Elégie; Page d'album
Martin Jones, piano
Nimbus NI 5164 (CD only). ODD. TT 76:21

The final volume of Martin Jones's integral
Debussy appropriately contains the last pieces,
the 12 Études, an unusual piano-solo version
of the Épigrapbes antiques originally for piano
duet, and several tidbits. Having listened again
at various times to several of the earlier-issued
volumes, Ifound that the playing satisfies me
in all respects, and that is also the case here.
Nimbus's typical distant ambience does not
obviate the hearing of details, and the pianist's
tonal palette features aremarkably wide dynamic
range. His playing continues to impress me for
its atmosphere, virility, mystery, playfulness,
warmth, and even, at times, its physical excitement. There are surely many ways of properly
performing Debussy on the piano; Martin
Jones, in this distinguished contribution,
makes astrong and attractive case for the validity of his most effective conceptions.
—Igor Kipois
DUPARC: Songs
Sarah Walker, me2zo-soprano; Thomas Allen, baritone:
Roger Vignoles, piano
Hyperion CDA66323 (CD only). Anthony Howell, trig.;
Mark Brown, prod. DDD. TT: 62:50

Why the songs of Henri Duparc are not performed more frequently is beyond me. Nor
have they been widely recorded; ahandful of
singers have recorded ahandful of songs. This
is the first recording of the composer's whole
output-16 songs and aduet. It's amost welcome release.
Duparc avoids the wispiness most of us associate with French art songs (and which Anna Russell so brilliantly used to satire—I believe she
sang something called "Le plume de ma tante
est sur le table de mon oncle" and made it
sound just like Debussy), but without sacrificing atmosphere or impressionism. His songs
have strong images, long melodies, and a
potency all their own. No other composer
sounds like him. One wonders what his work
might have grown into had he not had amental
breakdown in 1885 at the age of 37 and
stopped composing for the rest of his life (he
died in 1933).
Stereophile, May 1990

These performances are, for the most part,
excellent. Both mezzo and baritone are indisputably great artists, and each brings subtlety, intelligence, and insight to the music and
text. Sarah Walker is an underrecorded singer,
so it's doubly good to have her here, even if she
isn't in especially fine voice. Her opening number, the famous "L'invitation au voyage," is
lovely, but in "Chanson triste," when she's
called upon to sing out, her tone hardens and
spreads. Nonetheless, she charms. I'm abit
tired of praising Thomas Allen; he's so understated that no one notices him in this country—
he's the Gene Hackman of baritones. Totally
unmannered, with agorgeous sound and a
technique which never fails him, Allen brings
real passion to his songs. "Le galop" is wild; you
can almost see the wind in his hair and in the
horse's mane. Roger Vignoles, incidentally, is
astrong accompanist throughout.
Gerard Souzay sings six of these songs on a
Denon disc with incredible beauty and style,
and if tone is all that matters to you Ican recommend Dame Kin's voluptuous sleepwalking
job through abunch on Angel. But to get the
whole picture, get this disc—despite its shortcomings, it's areal treat.
—Robert Levine
ELGAR: Symphony 2; Serenade, Op.20
Leonard Slatkin, LPO
RCA R060072 (CD only). Mike Hatch, eng.: Andrew
Keener, prod. DDD. TE 68:01

Leonard Slatkin's vision of Elgar is like no other.
The bristly, stiff-upper-lipped Englishman's
view is nowhere to be seen as Slatkin ploughs
adeeply subjective, emotional furrow through
the work's numerous complexities. He told me
in interview that there is something in Elgar's
music that moves him; "It gets to me, and Ifeel
comfortable with it. Ithink it takes aslightly
fresher view from the outside to put this music
into amore international context."
That would explain its individuality, but
what is equally admirable is Slatkin's innate
sense of pace and balance; his vitality never
wavers as he constantly forces the basic pulse
of the music forward. But within that he is
extremely flexible so that, even though his
tempos are generally slow, the problems of the
first movement, in particular, are convincingly
overcome.
In the Larghetto we are surely given an insight into some personal tragedy quite unrelated
to the sentiments expressed at the death of
Edward VII. Slatkin reads the emotional barometer here with arare comprehension, exhorting
the LPO strings to compound the tension of
this loss in weighty swathes of velvet sound.
Even his presto Rondo is big-boned and boldly
characterized.
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In the Finale, Slatkin chooses to use the
optional organ pedal in the fugal section, making quite aconvincing case not only for its
inclusion but also for introducing it afew bars
earlier than usual. Thus the performance ends
on anote of majestic triumph, proving itself,
for me, the most exciting and moving modern
reading in the catalog.
The Serenade confirms that the dynamism
of Slatkin's Elgar runs deep; an easy fluidity
frames his subtly graded rubato, but the intensity of his vision is never lost, even within these
pastoral shades. In arecording that is easy on
the ear—reflective of the ambient dimensions
of Walthamstow Town Hall in London, if alittle
lacking in treble colors—this complements a
disc that should be included in everyone's collection.
—Barbarajahn
FAURÉ: Requiem
Kyoko Ito, soprano; Norio Ohga, baritone; llalcashi
organist; llakyo Metropolitan Choie Tokyo Metropolitan
Orchestra; Kazuo Yamada
CBS MK 44738 (CD only). Sachio Watabe, prod. ADD. TE
4044
FAURÉ: Requiem (1893 version), Cantique deJeatt
Racine, Messe Basse, Tantum Ergo, Ave Verum
Mary Seers, Isabelle Pouknard, sopranos; Michael George,
baritone; John Scott, organist; Corydon Singers, English
Chamber Orchestra; Matthew Best
Hyperion CDA 66292 (Cl) only). Anthony Howell, eng;
Mark Brown, prod. DDD. TT: 58:13

The obvious differences in these performances
of Fauré's beautiful Requiem is that the Hyperion
disc under Matthew Best uses the leaner,
cleaner, 1893 version without violins, while the
CBS disc uses the decidedly beefier, later version. But the fact is that even if both versions
were the same, the CBS disc would be out of
the running. This is aspecial, peaceful, somewhat delicate work which can only be listened
to carefully (it's too hushed to ignore if it's on),
and the soloists on CBS are so terrible that they
sound as if dragged in off the street. The gorgeous "Pie Jesu" section (which sounds disturbingly like parts of Andrew Lloyd Webber's
Requiem—a coincidence, no doubt) requires
apurity of tone which is simply beyond the
wobbly Kyoko Ito, and similarly, baritone
Norio Ohga sounds old and pressed. Best's
soloists are lovely—reverent and unobtrusive
(particularly the boyish Mary Seers)—and, in
general, his is the recording to go with.
The relative brevity of the Requiem has
allowed Hyperion to give us four more Fauré
church works; each is lovely, though none
approaches the depth of the Requiem itself.
The Cantique is alaid-back work from 1865,
scored for four-part choir and organ; the Messe
Basse (or what we get of it—the parts composed by André Messager have not been reStereophile, May 1990

corded) is here presented accompanied by own
instead of orchestra, and is pretty enough;
the other two pieces are easy to take and forgettable.
Hyperion's sound is smooth as silk and very
soft-edged, although Icould have used abit
more presence The old Cluytens reading with
de los Angeles and Fischer-Dieskau on Angel
is still terrific, but Best, with the swell Corydon
Singers and the ECO, is agood bet. If you're
looking for aFauré Requiem, look no further.
—Robert Levine

HANDEL:Jepbtba
Nigel Robson (tenor), Jephtha; Lynne 1)awson (soprano),
1phis; Anne Sofie von Otter (contralto), Storgè; Michael
Chance (countertenor), Hamor; Monteverdi Choir, English Baroque Soloists, John Eliot Gardiner
Philips 422 351-2 (3 CDs only). Wilhelm Hellweg, prod.
DDD. Tr: 2:38:21

At the outset, Imust admit that Ihad difficulty
coming to terms with this review. Not, Ihasten
to add, with the performance, which is in every
way splendid, but with the work being performed. The story ofJephtha is not one of my
favorite Biblical tales, and its moralization
(Morellization?) by Handel's librettist Thomas
Morell does little to alter my feelings. Briefly,
the tale runs thus: Jephtha, captain of the Israelites, vows before abattle that if he is victorious,
he will sacrifice to God whatever he first
sees upon his return to the city. Naturally, he
wins, and the first thing he sees when he gets
back is his own daughter (here called 1phis). In
the Bible, Jephtha's pleas for help from Heaven
are ignored, and the girl must die Morell, however, adds an angelus er machina who appears
at the end to inform everyone that Jephtha's
vow was prompted by God, and that the "sacrifice" is not to be taken literally; 1phis is instead
to dedicate the rest of her life to God, thus fulfilling the spirit of the oath. After afarewell to
her betrothed, Hamor, [phis goes off to her fate.
(Presumably she is to become anun, even if
there wasn't any such thing at the time.) If anything, Morell's additions weaken the original
story considerably by attempting to reconcile
the Old and New Testament versions of God.
When, in 1751, Handel began to set the
above tale to music, he was asick man, beginning to lose the sight of his left eye. Perhaps
because of his health, he borrowed aconsiderable amount of the inspiration forJephtba from
other composers. His instincts were sure, however, and he made good use of the borrowed
themes. By carefully selecting those elements
of the story he wished to emphasize, he made
the best of Morell's rather pedestrian poetry,
but Jepbtba is not really in aclass with the
greatest of the Handelian oratorios. In John
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Eliot Gardiner's hands, though, it comes closer
to that level than anyone might expect.
This recording was made at alive performance, and listening to its 2,
A hours, Iwas
struck by how—almost by force of will—
Gardiner and his performers exalt this troubled
work to remarkable heights. Musically and dramatically, it is as close to flawless as any realworld performance is likely to get. Ihad heard
Lynne Dawson anumber of times before, but
her characterization of 1phis•was arevelation.
In the transition from girlish pleasure to resignation and at last to joyful acceptance, she
brings life and humanity out of bleak morality.
It may or may not be exactly what Handel
intended—it was certainly not what Morell
intended—but it is simply and purely moving.
It may well be thatJepbtba is the work of an
embittered old man, railing against the blind
justice of an Old Testament Deity, but Gardiner
and Dawson find in it aquality of redemption
that insists upon being heard.
From the sublime to the ridiculous. Stereo
Review's critic found this recording to be so
bad as to disqualify the performance from
recommendation. Idon't know what he was
listening to. (In the more liberal Sixties, Iwould
have asked what he was on.) This is not audiophile treasure—live recordings seldom are—
but it is certainly good enough for the purpose.
Instrumental lines are clear, lateral imaging is
okay, and there is enough depth to avoid a
sense of two-dimensionality. Vocals are very
well handled, in reasonable balance with the
orchestra, and never sound harsh or overdistant. Recommended on every count.
—Les Berkley

LISZT: Piano Music
Réminiscences des Puritains (S.390); Fantasia and Fugue
on the Theme B-A-C-H (S.529, second version),
Litanei (after Schubert) (S.562/1); Variations on a
Theme of Bach, "Weinen, klagen" (S.180); Berceuse
(S.174, second version)
Gregorio Nardi, piano
Dynamic CDS 58 (CD only). DDD. TT: 67:43

The Florentine-born Nardi, now 25 and aprizewinner in several international competitions,
clearly has fingers to burn in this recital of primarily less-often-played Liszt. The Genoese
label, Dynamic, makes much of the rarity of the
repertoire and claims the paraphrase on Bellini's Ipuritani to be afirst recording, astatement questionable in light of Jan Panenka's
recording of the work on arecent Denon CD
and Gunnar Johansen's much older taping of
virtually the complete Liszt canon for piano on
his own label, Artist-Direct. That, in any case,
is amoot point, for in spite of Nardi's obvious
technical skills, the interpretations, with relaStereophile, May 1990

tively rare exceptions of reflection on the
pianist's part, tend toward unsubdety and bombast. Even the poetic moments tend to sound
facile—there is, for example, so much more
poetry and color to be gleaned from the lovely
Berceuse —but the worst part is simply the
overriding but obviously fallacious impression
that page after page of this kind of Liszt interpretation consists of nothing so much as empty
rhetoric. Some of the blame surely must rest
with unmitigatedly close-up miking, in which
the sonics, heavy in the bass, near-harsh in
midrange, and not even very ingratiating in the
treble, are supplementally aggravated by the
ever-present sound of dampers being raised
and lowered.
— Igor Kipols
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 2("Lobgesang")
Barbara Bonney, Edith Wiens, sopranos; Peter Schreier,
tenor; Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Kurt Masur
Teldec 244 178-22K (CD only). Claus Strüben, eng.;
Heinz Wegner, prod. DDD. TT: 58:30

Ihave not heard the two other CD versions (led
by Abbado and Chailly) of this grandiose score,
but Masur's latest effort, making him the only
conductor, Ibelieve, to have recorded the work
twice, is certainly impressive, particularly in
terms of its solo singing.
Consisting of four movements—three for
orchestra alone and agrand cantata (based on
biblical texts) for chorus, soloists, and orchestra
as a finale—the work is sometimes condescendingly viewed as aparadigm of Victorian piety at its most vapid. It has, to be sure,
its arid moments, but also others of touching
beauty. What is more interesting, though, is the
way the symphony reflects the growing separation between the religious and the secular
that began in the 19th century and continued
well into our own. Consider, for example, how
different Mendelssohn's solemn, serious setting of the chorale Nun danket aile Gott is here
from Bach's festive treatment of it in the Cantata
BWV 79. By 1840, it would seem, the sacred
could no longer be treated musically with a
simple joyful noise. It is this feature that sometimes confines the symphony—subtitled
"Lobgesang"' ("'Hymn of Praise") to its time
alone, and denies it amore sweeping universality. Still, there are many passages that fascinate, and it is particularly interesting to hear,
for example, how sections of the opening
movement echo Mendelssohn's earlier works,
especially the Overture, Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage.
My only reservation about the performance
is Masur's occasionally being caught, as it were,
in the Victorian trap, treating some of the more
outgoing sections of the finale with just abit
too much sobriety. Otherwise, this is amost
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commendable, well-reproduced release. The
Leipzig brass, however, are not quite so colorful
as that of other ensembles. A trilingual text is
included.
—Mortimer H. Frank
WEBER: Symphonies I& 2; Horn Concertino
Anthony Halstead. natural horn; The Hanover Band. Roy
Goodman
Nimbus NI 5180 (CD only). DDb:TT: 55:33

Although not without flaws, this release comprises the finest work Ihave heard from Roy
Goodman and his ensemble These are spirited,
generally well-played readings of the two
Weber symphonies, works roughly contemporaneous with Beethoven's Fourth Piano
Concerto and Symphonies 5and 6. If Weber's
efforts are no match for Beethoven's, it is
mainly because Weber's strengths rested not
with sonata style and symphonic drama but
elsewhere, mainly with the drama of the theater. Yet even in some of his other instrumental
music, one finds aharmonic boldness that foreshadows Ugric, and makes dear that if Beethoven
opened the door to the 19th century Weber led
the way across its threshold. But that boldness
is less evident in his symphonies. Still, both are
imaginatively scored, and as heard on period
instruments, they take on acolor and vibrance
absent in more conventional accounts. Indeed,
rarely have Iencountered such acompelling
case for "authenticity," the refreshing timbre
of The Hanover Band providing awelcome
expressivity of itself, winds especially cutting
through the sonority with telling point. And
the unaffected vitality of Goodman's direction
suits the music perfectly. His Band, to be sure,
does not have the spit-and-polish precision of
our finest ensembles, a shortcoming most
noticeable in the horns. But the commitment
of the performances carries the day.
The Horn Concertino was previously issued
in atwo-disc Nimbus set entitled Beethoven
and the Philharmonic. Reviewing that set in
last June's Stereopbile, Inoted that "the sound
of the natural horn should prove arevelation
to those who know only the more familiar
valved instrument." Though Istand by this
view, the piece now strikes me as more of an
exercise in virtuosic display than anything else,
and there are several instances where Anthony
Halstead is simply not able to meet its technical
demands. The sound is reasonably good,
realistically distant in the symphonies and, save
for an almost ludicrously close horn in the
Concertino, well-balanced, but the excessive
resonance of the Great Hall at Birmingham University creates an ambience in which the
sonority doesn't so much resound as swim. All
in all, though, arefreshing treatment of relatively unfamiliar fare. —Mortimer H. Frank
Stereophile, May 1990

Classical Collections
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
SKRIABIN: Sonata 9
BALAKIREV: Sonata in b flat
Ronald Smith, piano
Nimbus NI 5187 (CD only). DDD. TT: 65:56

The single-movement Skriabin Sonata, with
its heady lyricism, and the more substantial,
four-movement Balakirev Sonata, must surely
be awelcome deviation from the norm of
couplings for the original piano version of Pictures. Ronald Smith brings to them arare subjective expressionism, characterizing strongly
the contrasting moods of the Balakirev and persuading the most attractive qualities of both
works to take the forefront; that he is absorbed
in his own performances makes them all the
more telling.
All this could be said of his Pictures performance too: it's thoughtful, determined, and
offers new insights into the piece. But frequent
hiatuses, and tempi that often sound on the
verge of running away with themselves, litter
Smith's interpretation, and these are not so easy
to assimilate. What's more, his technical prowess is often in question here—why have the
inaccuracies of "The Hut of Baba Yaga" been
allowed to stand?
Ilike this recording for the naturalness that
Nimbus has allowed it: the piano, set at acomfortable distance, has room to resonate freely,
readily conveying the pleasant timbre that
Smith conjures from it; this, in turn, commands
considerable presence. So, for the rarer works,
this disc has much to offer, but look elsewhere
for aperformance of the Mussorgsky
—Barbara Jahn

VARIOUS: Husk for the Lion-Hearted King
Gothic Voices: Margaret Philpot, alto; Rogers CoveyCrump, John Mark Ainsley, Leigh Nixon, tenors;
Christopher Page, director
Hyperion CHA 66336 (CD only). Martin Compton, prod.:
Tony Faulkner, ens. ODD. IT, 60:10

It may be that writing for this magazine tends
to enforce acertain perspective, but Ifirmly
believe that, to some recordings, superb sound
is an absolute necessity. Here we have, at most,
four voices singing the spare but emotionally
powerful polyphony of the 12th century. Just
as absolute rhythmic accuracy and perfect intonation are necessary attributes of the singers,
so are perfect microphone choice and placement necessary for the engineer. There is nothing in this music to draw the attention away
from pure sound production—no elaborate
vocal figures or instrumental solos—and so
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Established 1925. We must be doing something right.

there must be nothing in the recorded sound
to adversely affect the listener's perceptions.
Tony Faulkner's recordings have always met
these criteria, and this latest one does as well.
It is, of course, often possible to listen through
recording defects to appreciate the musical performance, but this music very definitely needs
to be listened to, not through.
This CD contains 16 mostly anonymous
works of the 12th century, belonging to two
distinct classes: the conductus, asetting of a
Latin poem, and the chanson, the northern
French equivalent of the troubadour canso or
love song. (Curiously, no Troubadours are
represented here, although Richard the Lionhearted and his mother were notable patrons
of the Provençal poets.) The performance is
based on new editions using the latest scholarly theories of how these pieces were originally performed. Whether or not these theories
are correct is not of real concern here; as music,
the performances work perfectly. This marriage of performance and sound comes highly
recommended.
—Les Berkley

Jazz
IGOR BRIL QUARTET: Live at the Village Gate
Igor Brd, piano; Alexander Oseichuk, alto sax; Victor
Dvoskin, bass; Alexei Kuznetsov, guitar
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFCD 861 (CD only). Kreig
Wunderlich, Tori Swenson, engs./prods.
73:57

There's something disturbing about this release,
and it's taken several listenings for me to get a
handle on why—or what—bothers me about
the Igor Bril Quartet's Live at the Village Gate.
Ihave no argument about Mobile Fidelity's
recording; in fact, this release is quite well
done. Some of the problems may lie in the
uneven and, Ibelieve, altered sequencing of
selections. Ultimately, however, the players'
execution falters.
I'm not jingoistic—I don't think the US has
cornered the market on its own art form.
Surely there have been and continue to be terrific non-American jazz players around the
globe. However, this is a hit-and-miss performance—perhaps because it's live—by this
supposedly "all-star" Soviet quartet.
Charlie Parker's "Au Privave," the set's opener,
sounds staid, stiff, and, in the end, almost commonplace if not tired. Simply, there's just not
enough fluidity or sustenance by any of the
players to make this sound much better than
ordinary when one takes into consideration
how many top-notch beboppers live in New
York alone.
An awful lot of hype and favorable introductions take place intermittently on this disc, most
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delivered by atranslator who gives the impression that Bril and his associates are God's gift
to present-day, straight-ahead jazz. Indeed,
these are talented players—a very talented
drumless ensemble that covers and interprets
well—but the quartet, with the exception of
bassist Victor Dvoskin, does not truly excite—
at least not on this 11/6/88 night at Art
D'Lugoffs famed Greenwich Village bistro/
nightclub.
Stylistically, the quartet embodies imitation
rather than originality. Bril's four-minute-plus
solo on "Dance of the Seagulls" sports an elliptical left hand, couched in light-sounding
melody performed with the right; together,
they are reminiscent of an ECM/New Age artist.
His "Journey Into the Blues," which follows
immediately, shows agreat deal of technique,
moving from the slow, heavy-handed sounds
through some stride-and-swing-influenced
passages. Though he offers us awide range of
dynamics to draw and keep an audience's attention, Bril is no Albert Ammons, James P. Johnson, or Jay McShann.
Guitarist Alexei Kuznetsov is asolid ensemble player, but his solos ("It's Alright With Me")
are too chord-ladened for my taste. Like Bril,
alto saxophonist Alexander Oseichuk holds his
own and inspires during certain passages (notably "Stella By Starlight" and Joe Henderson's
"Recorda -Me"), but overall doesn't display anything startling that separates him from acrowded
field.
In many ways, bassist Dvoskin is the star of
this group. He doesn't miss, and his solos are,
by far, the most intriguing and challenging to
the ear. He's also the one, at least during this
performance, who seems to keep this quartet
on track.
Short of being anovelty to Americans and
an adventure for four Soviets, I'm not sure the
Igor Bril Quartet is worthy of all the fanfare and
adulation.
—Jon W. Poses
DICK HYMAN: Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller
Dick Hyman, Biisendorfer 2905E reproducing piano
Reference Recordings RR-33DCD (CD only). Keith O.
Johnson, recording eng.; Robert Harley, mastering eng.;
J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod. D. (!) TT 59:28

Yes, folks, this is it: the world's first direct-toCD recording! The idea was to send the digital data resulting from A-to-D conversion of the
microphones' output directly to the mastering
facility via microwave link, where the CD master would be cut in real time, with no intervening storage stage. Simple, right? As Bob Harley
tells the story in his article in Vol.13 No.1, the
idea may have been simple but the execution
was anything but. What's causing the time shift
between the music and the PQ subcodes? Will
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the whole recording have to be scrapped
indistinguishable from the original as they
because the lead-out code occurs before the
claim. This direct-to-CD recording is released
end of the last note of the last track? Why does
in adeluxe numbered, limited-edition format,
the microwave link keep breaking down? Can
at apremium price. You could wait for the conBob persuade producer Tam Henderson to
ventionally mastered CD or LP, but my advice
attempt data transmission one more time? Was
is to buy it now: the sound is so good that I'd
it worth all the trouble?
be reluctant to bet that subsequently released
44,100 times, yes! This is an absolutely stunversions can match it. In any case like the early
ning recording, sonically and musically. The
Sheffields, this one is bound to become acolreproduced piano sound is just about the most
lector's item.
— Robert Deutsch
realistic I've heard in my system—even better
than the Nojima Plays Liszt CD (I don't have
THE KICKS BAND: The Kicks Band
the LP). The sonieperspective is intimate rather
Monster Music 107390 (CD only). Leo de Gar Kolb. mg
than distant, so that the effect is more pianoMike Klinger, prod. DDD. TT: 41:04
in-the-listening-room than you-are- i
nthe concert hall, with amost pleasing ambience
Though the day of the big band has long since
surrounding the instrument. The sonorities of
passed, the embers of what was once ared-hot
the 115sendorfer reproducing piano ring out
era refuse to die The music simply makes too
with tremendous power and clarity, from thunstrong ahuman connection to perish. It's also
dering bass notes to crystalline treble. If there
too much fun and, at its best, too vital and inventive
are any "digital" artifacts, Isuspect only direct
As aresult, several big bands continue to
comparison with the original microphone feed
stoke the coals as so-called "rehearsal" or
would reveal them. Whether this exceptional
"kicks" bands (hence this group's name) that
sound quality is because the recording was
typically get together once or twice aweek in
made in the direct-to-CD mode or because of
various cities around the country. Based on this
some other aspect of the recording or disc
CD, the Portland, Oregon-based Kicks Band
production (the CD has gold rather than silver
is one of the finest to emerge since the birth of
reflective coating), Ican't say. Reference Recordthe Thad Jones/Mel Lewis Jazz Orchestra some
ings is planning to release aconventionally
25 years ago at New York's Village Vanguard.
mastered CD, analog LP, and even DAT evenThis, the Kicks Band's recording debut, is,
tually; the comparisons will be very interesting.
as well, adebut for Monster Music, asubsidiOh, yes, the music. It's wonderful! Dick
ary of Monster Cable. According to Head MonHyman Plays Fats Waller is quite unlike "audister Noel Lee, the purpose of the new enterophile" records of yore, where superlative
prise is to produce natural-sounding recordings
sound quality was lavished on inferior music/
that incorporate aminimum of signal processperformances. Thomas "Fats" v.ealler was arguaing but do make use of such spage-age goodies
bly the most prolific of the composers/peras the Colossus digital recording system and,
formers of his era, and the selections here
of course, Monster's own interconnects.
include the cream of his abundant crop. In
In his liner notes, Lee warns that this CD is
some of the numbers (eg, 'African Ripples"),
not meant to be played at low volume The cauDick Hyman's performance is very close to
tion is worth taking; at areasonably high level
Waller's own; others (eg, "Honeysuckle Rose")
the sound takes on adistinct bloom with only
have parts that sound more "modern," but still
depth of soundstage less than convincing. Iwas
idiomatic In terms of piano technique Hyman—
also surprised by the apparent size of the drum
aided by, as he acknowledges, the editing capaset, wherein the various cymbals (whose ride
bilities of the reproducing piano—is actually
member is undermbced for my taste) often span
superior to Waller, and the Büsendorfer's
an unrealistic distance from left to right.
powerful bass register provides an impressive
Virtually every big band reflects the musical
highlighting of the "striding" left hand.
personality of its leader in one way or another.
At times, Hyman's technique seems almost
Though no leader is named for the Kicks Band,
too precise, so that it does not quite have the
Iceyboardist Mike Klinger—who produced this
feeling of spontaneity and playfulness evident
CD, composed two of its selections, and
in Waller's own recordings. This may be related
arranged four of them—certainly fits the bill.
to the one possibly controversial aspect of this
That personality is reflected here through a
project: use of the reproducing piano, which
winning amalgam of bouyandy swinging arrangedigitally samples and records keyboard and
ments and crackling, fine-honed ensemble
pedal action, then recreates the original movereminiscent of such powerhouse groups as
ments with motors. The results certainly don't
those of Kenton, Herman, Rich, and Les Brown.
sound mechanical or player-piano-like, but I
Klinger's straight-ahead swinger "Four for
wonder if the reproduced performance is as
Seventeen" opens the proceedings, followed
192
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by his "Bunky," aspirited jazz waltz distinguished by imaginative melodic-rhythmic
turns and tight but groovy sax work. Klinger's
treatment of Dave Valentin's "Rainstorm"
begins with aflurry of thunder and lightning
from ex-Kenton drummer Gary Hobbs, finally
leveling off to an incantation by unison trumpets floating over layered riffs in flutes, saxes,
and trombones. The saxes again stand out in
Lee Bradford's roaring, multi-faceted construct
on "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah," the entire ensemble in top form as the 17 players alternately
caress and blaze their waythrough the changing moods of Lyle Mays's "The Epic." If there's
amajor disappointment in the Kicks Band's
recorded maiden voyage, it's alack of distinctive solos despite spurts of excitement from
tenor saxist Jeff Homan and flugelhomist Dave
Mitchell. Mitchell's bop-flavored excursions on
"Bunky" and "Salsation" are particularly effective
Overall, this is riveting big-band work that
enthusiastically embraces post-swing changes
in musical style. Which means that if mention
of big bands primarily stirs up fond memories
of Glenn Miller and Tommy Dorsey, this CD
may not be your cup of tea. Ihave ahunch,
though, that almost anyone who appreciates
the joyful roar only abig band can make will
find much to savor here. Icertainly do.
—Gordon Emerson

Rock, Etc.
THE BAND: Musicfrom Big Pink
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MCI) 527 (24kt gold CD
only). Don Hahn, Tony May. Rex Updegraft. Shelly
Yakus, engs.; John Simon, prod. AA!). TT: 42:01

Yup, for amere $29.95 you can own this 24ktgold CD of The Band's Music from Big Pink
that doesn't even list the songwriters, let alone
include that wistful little paragraph about "A
pink house seated in the sun of Overlook
Mountain in West Saugerties, New York ..."
Come on, MFSL! Is it really so hard to make a
deluxely priced edition deluxe in fact?
Grumble. Ihad my long, reverential say
about The Band in the January issue, so this'll
be short. Capitol, of course, has already rereleased Big Pink as aregular CD, and the LP
is still in print, according to my Schwann catalog (Capitol C11E-46069). And, well, yes,
MFSLs pretty little gold CD does sound better
than Capitol's budget aluminum disc, but neither of 'em sounds half as good as my 21-yearold LP. That hefty hunka vinyl is warm, full,
integral, cohesive, together, as if The Band actually is aband, five musicians playing seamlessly
as one. It's music. The Capitol CD vivisects the
music, laying it out all neat, labeled, and dead
Stereophile, May 1990

as junkfood, the cascading guitars and keyboards on R. Manuel's "In aStation" — what a
gorgeous, mysterious song!—sounding harsh
and cold. The MFSL is warmer, smoother, but
while the LP is still around, why pay three times
as much for sound half as good? When the LP
goes out print, then the MFSL might be worth
$30. Maybe.
—Richard Lehnert

DEBBIE HARRY: Del, Dumb and Blonde
Sire/Red Eye/Reprise 9 25938- I(LP), -2 (CD). George
lbtko, Mike O'Hara, engs.; Mike Chapman, prod.
AAA/AAD. IT: 63:57

It's all too easy to see Debbie Harry reprising
the Gloria Swanson role in Sunset Boulevard,
or rehearsing areal-life remake of Nick Lowe's
macabre obit to Marie Provost, areclusive silent
film star who outlived her moment in the sun
and ended up asnack for her penned-in pooch
("Marie Provost," 16 All-Time Lowes, Demon
Fiend CD20). Which raises the issue of comebacks, and the difference between the talent
of acreative artist as opposed to aperforming
artist, and the difference between both of those
and the contribution of the pop icon.
Which is not to say that fashion-idol Harry
and the seminal Blondie a9-day wonder in the
late '70s, didn't have talent. Despite Harry's
cover-girl history and paid-up Equity dues,
Blondie the band oozed up from CBGB's, the
primeval swamp of punk and New Wave and
sleazoid metal thrash, like some Dance Monster from the Black Lagoon. Suddenly disco got
respect. Studio 64 copped attitude and aonetime rock writer named Chryssie Hynde picked
up licks at Blondie gigs in England. "You can,
but not with me," intoned Harry ("I Know, But
IDon't Know," Parallel Lines). And when Debbie oohed "I will give you my finest hour, The
one Ispent watching you shower" in "Picture
This," around the world men otherwise somewhat laissez-faireabout sex sprinted to turnon
the tube. The band had creative talent, and
Harry put it across.
Which is a long way of saying that Def,
Dumb and Blonde tries to recapitulate Debbie's
days as apurveyor of other people's creations,
and that, alas, her "product" is only as strong
as they are. As the front-man for Blondie, she
was an integral part of aband and acrucial
voice in the creation and presentation of its
material. As asinger today, she's lost her "bankability" and the labels want her to be ashopsoiled Madonna. (The video to the single "I
Want that Man" is courtesy Mary Lamben, the
hot-hit videographer who got That Girl in
trouble with "Like aPrayer." Even worse, some
bright-eyed A&R committee forced her to write
acouple of tracks with the equally talentless
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Thompson Twins in abid to kick-start some
danceland hits.)
Despite her roles in Downtown Chic John
Waters films and book jacket blurbs for Timmy
Leary and Iggy Pop, that long layoff in the '80s
(an event forced on her as the band folded
around an increasingly ill Chris Stein, her longtime "significant other" and collaborator) was
compounded by two solo LPs that went nowhere Consequently, her "comeback" is asad
mish- mash of other people's music, a few
things old ("Bright Side" was written for her
appearance on the TV show Wise Guy) and a
variety of things shooting for new ("Get Your
Way" would make crossover rap respectable,
if hip hop hadn't already veered into "art rap"
or whatever De La Soul is calling it, and the
"Bigger the Deffer" mentality hadn't yielded
to NWA's interpretation of assault with adeadly
weapon about two years ago).
"Sweet and Low" is aclub-oriented collaboration with female DJ Tony C which trades off
both the girls' association with Jellybean, who,
such is the small world of the New YorkEurodisco club scene, is best known for his
music-and-persona creation of and subsequent
social dumping by Sean Penn's recent ex. Blondie's original producer, Brit Michael Chapman
(with Nicky Chinn, the men behind Blue Mink,
the prototype for Milli Vanilli and all those flossily produced flavors-of-the-month which
nevertheless manage to end up on the "all-time
playlists" of the unconscious) has been
imported to touch up the whole affair with spit,
polish, and Forat Electronics. OK, the production is flawless, the sound crackles like bacon,
and Harry delivers the goods with the pep of
one of those sick-making Judy Garland/Mickey
Rooney fantasies. She's atrouper, and aperforming fool: the best tracks, like the CD-only
"Bike Boy" and her own composition "Forced
to "Live," sizzle with ablack-heart rage, and her
sense of style is true, even if wildly outdated
here. Seven of the fourteen songs are co-writes
with Chris Stein, who also wrote an eighth
("Love Light," with guest vocals from labelmate rocker Ian Astbury of The Cult—clearly,
either an insane invocation of Haitian religious
ritual or evidence he was hanging around with
David Byrne).
Which doesn't mean there aren't some excellent cuts on the LP, like the contributed samba
"Calmarle:' or that as alive act Harry continues
to outclass Cher, Lilbyah Jackson, Liliane Monteveccio, and Lydia Lunch combined. Harry's
got great eyes, ears, and opinions of her own,
and she deserves better than going along with
everyone else's ideas. This album is amess, but
it could force the Rockbird to find avoice. If
so, the last ten years will just have been aEuroStereophile, May 1990

pean vacation (Harry remains big near Zürich).
If not, look for Amaretto di Debbie ads in Spy.
—BethJacques
ICE-T, The Iceberg: Freedom of Speech.. Just
Watch Wbat You Say
Sire 926028- I(LP), -2 (CD). Afrika Islam, rap programming; lce-T, prod. MD. TM 558

The picture on the cover of this rap CD demands controversy. It depicts ayoung black
man, shotgun crammed down his throat, apistol at each ear. Below is the record's subtitle:
"Freedom of Speech ...
Just Watch What You
Say." The man wears aLos Angeles Raiders cap,
so it's afair bet that we are to identify him with
Chuck D, leader of the rap group Public Enemy,
as Chuck D wears aRaiders cap in the cover
photo from Public Enemy's notorious album
It Takes aNation of Millions to Hold Us Back.
That album, with its militant stance and
dramatization of black self-determination as
aviolent prison break, was asurprising success,
earning the praise of critics as well as selling
many copies. But its praise of Louis Farrakhan's
Nation of Islam, with the implications of antiSemitism that begs, and certain of Public Enemy's
later lyrics and public pronouncements seemingly confirming the anti-Semitism, caused
widespread criticism and compelled many
radio stations to drop the group from their
playlists.
Ice-T, best known for his contribution to the
soundtrack of Colors, Dennis Hopper's controversial film about street gangs, expresses
solidarity with Public Enemy in this, his third
album. Part of this support is an argument for
free if unpopular speech, which is what this
record is mostly about. Much also attaches to
the themes Ice-T shares with Public Enemy. On
the positive side—and the record is mostly
positive—Ice-T, like Public Enemy, attempts
to serve as role model to young urban blacks,
with high praise for education and self-discipline,
condemnation for drugs and black-on-black
violence. The two rap groups also share some
negatives, notably the sexism and phalluswielding egomania that seem to accompany
politically charged rap.
Ice-T's differences from Public Enemy are
more viscerally obvious. His raps are more
musical: still noisy, not so anarchic. The politics and attitude-striking are less apt to get in
the way of the joy of the beat, and homage is
paid to forbears of black urban music: agroove
insists itself which reminds me of early- '70s
Curtis Mayfield. The band's voices curl around
the words, laying back of the beat almost like
jazz improvisors.
The aspects of Ice-T's rap which will earn
the record criticism, and which have cost him
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radio play, are also different from Public Enemy
controversies. Ice- T's most persistent images
are not ideological or racial; they are violent
and obscene. Doubtless much of this is intended purely for shock value and to tweak
critics' noses. But concentration on the serious raps (and serious is the right word: there
is clearly aquick mind as well as tongue at work
here) reveals that this is no celebration of violence. Rather, the violence is related, frequently
via the first person of aparticipant-narrator, to
give immediacy to scenes of ghetto slaughter,
making the drug wars and black-on-black violence real as can nó pious homilies from the
newspaper. As for the obscenity, granted that
through repetition it does begin to lose effect
and annoy; but to deny arap singer the language of the street in describing the violence
of the street is as reprehensible as it was to force
Norman Mailer to resort to "fuggin' "in describing the obscenity of war in The Naked
and the Dead.
Ice- T reserves his most bitter criticism for
Los Angeles's black middle class and their
mainstream radio stations, portraying them as
wallowing in rhythm-and-blues music with little but nostalgic significance, afraid to play controversial but more socially meaningful rap. His
attacks on Fox Hills blacks reminds me of
another LA musician, Frank Zappa, who in the
mid- '60s made music of no commercial
potential" and tweaked as "Plastic People"
those white squares who hung out at Sunset
and Crescent Heights in Hollywood, aspiring
to be cool. The kinship with Zappa is fairly blatant, as this record opens with the voice of
former Dead Kennedy Jello Biafra, like Zappa
abitter opponent of censorship of popular
music. Biafra intones: "Martial Law has been
declared ...The comfort you've demanded is
now mandatory. Relax. Be Happy. At last,
everything is done for you." This fairly
resounds of Zappa's nightmare Camp Reagan
from We're Only In It for the Money of 1967.
Despite its violent images and obscene, frequently puerile lyrics, Ice- T's record really is
about free speech and responsibility. "My lethal
weapon's my mind," he raps; "In this war/
There's no bombs and guns/Just metaphors,
microphones, words, and puns." Simplistic and
naïve is the place of the rap musician as both
social commentator and dance-party DJ, and
lacking in conventional eloquence But he does
get the message directly across, carrying on a
tradition that has been at the vanguard of pop
music since the electric guitar displaced the
saxophone as the lead instrument at the sock hop
The CD contains no printed lyrics. (Don't
know about the LP, since Idon't have it.) You'll
actually have to listen to get the words. It's
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worth it, as this is one intelligent rap record.
—Kevin Conklin
MICHELLE SHOCKED: Captain Swing
Mercury 838 878-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Pete Anderson, prod.:
Peter Doe11, eng. AAA/AAD. TT: 3155

Michelle Shocked has come along way in the
three years since her debut on Cooking Vinyl,
The Texas Campfire Tapes (Mercury 834 581 1). After listening to Captain Swing, I'm not so
sure the changes have been entirely positive.
Her skills as asongwriter/storyteller are much
in evidence on that earlier release So is her performing style (captured on the ubiquitous Sony
Walkman by Pete Lawrence). Amid chirping
crickets and the exhaust sounds of an occasional passing truck, Michelle spun her tales on
that first LP in simple, intimate terms, capturing
the vagaries of life as witnessed by asensitive,
articulate observer. There is acaptivating sense
of innocence and awe associated with those
songs. The only instrument besides her voice
is her guitar, leaving one with an impression
similar to viewing the pencil sketches of a
famous painter before they are incorporated
into larger works on canvas. Compare, for
instance, the early version of the song "(Don't
You Mess Around With) My Little Sister" with
that on Captain Swing. The latter is arowdy,
rousing rocker, heavily produced with abusy
arrangement. Michelle's voice is harsher, huskier, and older-sounding. She seems to compete
for space with the band, literally shouting the
lyrics. In contrast, the earlier performance is
compelling in its directness, urgency, and simplicity. Iprefer it. Similarly, compare the version of "Fogtown" on Campfire Tapes to that
added as abonus at the end of side Bof her second album, Short Sharp Shocked (Mercury 834
924-1). The tune is hardly recognizable.
Change is the name of the game here. Ifound
Campfire Tapes irresistible. Iwas stunned and
excited with Short Sharp Shocked (it spins
often on my turntable). But Ideveloped alove/
hate attitude to Captain Swing. Its moments
of greatness are often obscured by heavyhanded arrangements and excessive production; Iliked the smaller-scaled numbers best.
"Silent Ways," with the line "In the alchemy of
love, some things are better left unsaid," is one
of my favorites. This tune has anice, relaxed,
swing feel to it, and the guitars and fiddle do
not intrude. In contrast, the rowdy roadhouse
blues, "Sleep Keeps Me Awake" bombarded me
with a pretentious and persistent big-band
accompaniment, reminding me of the fanfare
preceding the featured ecdysiast in some smoky
stripjoint. Despite some nice Hammond organ
fills by Skip Edwards and appropriately sleazy
electric guitar by producer Pete Anderson, I
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found the arrangement ponderous, as if Ihad
just been walking through sand wearing leadfilled shoes. "The Cement Lament" was much
more appealing. Following agreat upright bass
intro ("cool," says Michelle, off-mike), the tune
leads into an old-timey swing arrangement
complete with clarinet, ban isax, brass band,
and strings. "Streetcorner Ambassador" also
impressed me with its tasteful arrangement.
The jazziest of the tunes, it features Domenic
Genoud's excellent bass playing and some nice
Harmon-muted trumpet by Lee Thornburg.
The Dixieland spirit is well captured with
"Must Be Luff," which includes an oom-pah
tuba and tailgate trombone The update of "My
Little Sister" is revivalist rockabilly complete
with crazed Jerry Lee Lewis-style pianopounding by talented Skip Edwards. What a
contrast with the earlier version! The spirit of
Captain Swing comes to a grinding halt,
though, with "Looks Like Mona Lisa." Stark,
somber, almost maudlin, it cuts to the core of
despair in simple, direct terms. It is effective,
communicative, involving. The sparse arrangement, featuring Paul Glasse's mandolin and
Don Reed's fiddle, perfectly complements
Michelle's vocals.
Throughout the album Iwas repeatedly
impressed with Shocked's way with words.
Hers is aunique and distinctive voice in popular music. Ihope she and her producer don't
get so carried away with busy arrangements
and heavy production that the directness of her
message gets lost. Iremember those campfire
tapes and that stunning second album quite
well. Iwonder if the impact of this album will
be felt as deeply and for as long. Incidentally,
there are 11 tracks on this album, though the
notes list only 10. The 11th track, "Russian Roulette" (?), is anice blues beginning shortly after
Michelle is heard walking across the studio. It
makes afitting finale to an album filled with
surprises.
One sour note—this'disc contains only 31:55
of music, making it one of the skimpiest recordings Iown in any format. It's equivalent to alittle over half an LP. What gives? With CD timings approaching (and exceeding) 78:00, Ifeel
it abit much to charge full price for aproduct
containing less than half that amount of music
Nonetheless, if you find Shocked's songwriting
and storytelling abilities captivating, Irecommend you give this album alisten. As for the
sound, it's quite similar on both CD and LP,
and, typical of many popular music recordings
I've heard recently, it lacks midrange warmth
but is strong on bass, with zingy treble (especially on Michelle's vocals). The sound frustrated me. When will they leave the female
voice alone?
— Guy Lemcoe
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For $269.00, noticeably better focus and clarity.
Try for 2
full weeks
at no risk.

Is your stereo
too noisy to
sound its best?
Cleaner AC power means cleaner sound.
The new $269 NoiseTrapper isolates AC line
problems, and its dual-T noise filtering stops
interference from lys, motors, computers, and
other noise sources.
Features include: custom-built 500 watt
shielded isolation transformer, ahigh quality
EMI/RFI filter, and six fused AC outlets.
Try NoiseTrapper. It's an effective, economical
tO fundamentally improve your sound.

1-800-866-5575

NoiseTrapper

A MN MEd\
BMW

i/ow with afull two year parts and labor warranty.
Delivered for S269.00 (plus $8.95 UPS ground delivery).
We accept all major credit cards.

1111.1.0”..111111u

Music à Video Systems For The Novice & Connoisseur

Sauartt
c
Aubio
A New Oasis...
Where every client is given the individual attention they desire and deserve...
Where for every taste and budget you will draw the most pleasure from what
music and video have to offer...
Where the sight, sound and feel of being there is beautiful and "magically"
created for you...
Where you are transported, elevated, "liberated" through art and science.
through an "Alchemy of Illusion"...
Realize your most cherished illusions. Come to us...
Consultancy -Custom Systems -Acoustic Treatment -Installation -Retail

(609) 799 -9664
Princeton. Junction, New Jersey 08550
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Air Tight ATM-2
power amplifier

amplifier for driving the Vandersteens than the
Levinson" —clearly indicates the importance

Editor:

of selecting loudspeakers that are within the
amplifier's power/drive capability; he is cor-

On behalf of Mr. A. Miura of A&M Ltd., manufacturer and designer of the Air Tight ATM 2amplifiey we extend our most gracious Thanks
for such aglowing review. It's not often we're
compared to Ferrari.

rect, in our view, when he astutely alludes to
the justifiably well-respected B&W 801s needing somewhat more drive-power than 90W.
As editor, JA, you deserve high commenda-

Since the review, we have made an important

tion for hitting that oh-so-hard-to-reach bal-

modification to the ATM-2; namely, the speaker
binding posts. All ATM-2s now accept spade

ance between sincere subjective reviews and

connects. We realized that, in the US, spade
connects are de rigueur, whereas in Japan the

measurements and comments.

Robert Harley's insightful approach to technical
Thanks again.

2-and 4-ohm speaker taps.
Mr. Olshees comments express our commitment and desire to bring the very best to the

David Manley

Vacuum Tube Logic of America, Inc.

bare wire is the accepted form. The ATM-2 can
also be modified into a160W mono amp with

Proton VT-331
video receiver/monitor
Editor:

audiophile, and also reflect our philosophy. 'Air

Ihave to admit that Ihad alot of trouble com-

Tight" does not refer to the use of vacuum

posing this "response." After initially noting

tubes in the amplifier, but is adirect translation

with alarm the REVIEWER WARNING (and

from the Japanese, meaning "sound that is

being along-time reader of Stereophile), Ithen

characterized to be coherent and cohesive."
On that note, we hope, with our ATM-2, to
enrich the musical lives of all audiophiles in the

realized Ihad been hit by the same semi-serious humor barbs that have hooked others

United States.

Arturo Manzano

President, Edge Marketing (for Air Tight)

previously. While everybody owns aTV, it is
still interesting to be amember of the low (last?)
claKs. I'll also try not to waste too much space. ..
It is always interesting to see viewer (review-

Vacuum Tube Logic Stereo

er) impressions in print; we can never predict

90/90 power amplifier

the nuances. Mr. Holes comment that the Red

Editor:

position of white balance produces atruly

We thank you and TJN for willingly reexamin-

wretched picture may even be correct, and yet

ing our current Stereo 90/90 amplifier (previously reviewed by JGH in its older 75/75W
form).

position is most preferred by owners whose

Tom seems to like our approach to tube

ciated with products of American manufacture,

designs, as indicated by his stated desire to audi-

say about 10 years ago. As we also know in

tion some of our higher-powered models. Per-

audio, accuracy is not everyone's goal, unfor-

haps our 300W monoblocics, priced at $4900/

tunately.
A few minor points: Proton was fully aware

pair, would make agood jousting partner for
his fine $4975 /pair Levinson No.23s?

our market research has told us that the Red
previous TV ownership might have been asso-

Price and rated power notwithstanding, our

of the damage that could be done to audio
should the exciter be misused. The pro version

Stereo 90/90 garnered high praise from Tom,
more especially in view of his declared liking

of this circuit contains three variable adjustments. We consciously decided to make only

(preference, maybe?) for solid-state power
amplifiers. Despite our total commitment to
vacuum tubes, we absolutely respect an in-

one available to the user in this product, and
that adjustment is certainly the easiest to use
of the three. Overall, we are pleased with the

dividual's right to bave such apersonal pre-

results of this decision; our consumer affairs

ference.
Tom's findings— 'As amatter of fact, Ieven-

people report minimal difficulty in this area

tually came to feel that the VTL was abetter
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with end-users.
The add/erase buttons allow the user to
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electronics
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NAD • DENON
LUXMAN
MOD SQUAD
REVOX • McINTOSH
PROTON • TANDBERG
ROWLAND DESIGN
loudspeakers
ACOUSTAT
M&K • MIRAGE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
B&W • SONANCE
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MONITOR AUDIO
turntables
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SOTA • DENON
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video
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SHURE HTS
PIONEER
PROTON
accessories

In Southern California

SERVICE SUPPORTING SALES
15600 ROSCOE BLVD.

VAN NUYS. CA91406

(8181781-4700
Audio Den offers quality Equipment and
Professional guidance to the Music Lover.
For those who seek Excellence in the
reproduction of Music — We offer Custom
Home Installation and Personal Service.

AUDIOOUEST
KIMBER KABLE
SIGNET • MONSTER
CWD FURNITURE

ACCUPHASE • ADA
ADCOM • AKG
AUDIO PRISM
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON • CANTON
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CWD CABINETS
DENON
ESOTERIC AUDIO
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•NILES • PARSEC
PHANTOM ACOUSTICS
REVOX • RUSSOUND
SIGNET • SME
SOTA • STAX
SUMIKO • SYNTHESIS
TERK • THORENS
PROCEED
SONANCE • VELODYNE
JVC VIDEO
OPTONICA VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO
VIDIKRON VIDEO
YAMAHA VIDEO

Your Happiness and Satisfaction
is our Primary Goal

New England's Oldest Audio Dealer
Wonders Whether We've Entered
the Age of Reason or Magic.
We have watched audio performance improve
greatly over aperiod of sixty years, and it has
always done so with acareful blending of art and
science. Recently it seems we are asked to accept
'improvements as being an article of faith not fact.
Significant advances are claimed without substantiation, just verbiage. It reminds us of the story of
The Kings New Clothes. We're not fooled when the
King is naked, don't you be either.
We've saved people from paying for nothing for over
sixty years. When you're ready we'll be here.

Quality Sound Since 1928

111. Music Solt
58 Central Street *Wellesley • MA • 02181

(617) 235-5100
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select (program) the channels to be included
in up/down scanning, not skipped. VNR is a
difficult subject. If the source is clean, VNR
effects will be easy to see but not necessarily
welcome If the source is really noisy, the VNR
will help only abit. The improvement will not
be dramatic. However, under certain conditions VNR can really improve the watchability
of signals. One of the easiest ways to see VNR
in action is on the gray scale test on the video
reference disc. The effect is subtle but real,
although using this disc as avalid piece of test
gear is adisturbing trend we certainly do not
wish to encourage or advocate. We obviously
disagree with Mr. Holt (reference the footnote
included regarding the use of this disc).

of TV components currently in vogue today.
Readers may recall that TV product in 1980 was
often pale gray or plastic/imitation-wood-type
cabinetry with lots of chrome trim and other
useless froufrou. The fact that the industrial
design we use is copied to result in a"generic
black-box monitor" is not surprising.
John Bliese
National Service/Operations Manager
Proton, USA

NAD MR 13a
video receiver/monitor
Editor:
Thank you for reviewing the NAD MR I3a in
this issue. We are delighted that JGH finds the

clusions of the review. We cannot really add

MR 13a to be "by far the best-looking 13" set
Ihave ever seen." We have put agreat deal of

We are gratified by the general tone and conany significant information to what has been

work into the design and execution of this tel-

presented. Keep up the good work; we will too.

evision, and are glad to see that our efforts are

And thank you for widening your audio hor-

being so well received.

izons to include another of the human senses.

The review does agreat job of illuminating

Mr. Holt's comments on the similarity of
design and construction between the Proton

almost all of the technical advances we incorporated in the MR 13a. However, there were

331 and brand Tare very interesting. He made

some points on which JGH raised questions or

the correct assumption that two possibilities

disagreed with our design philosophy. We

exist: one, that the products are sourced from

appreciate the opportunity to discuss some of

the same place; two, that ahard case of plagiarism exists. Unfortunately, with a50% chance

his more salient comments.
•The proper color dematrixing that JGH ob-

of being correct, he missed the mark.

served is not just afunction of proper color-

These two products are most emphatically
not produced in the same facility. The reasons

etry of the primary phosphors that we utilize

for asimilarity are many, but suffice it to say that

on our picture tube.

the following hold true:

•The reason that we designed our sophisti-

decoder design, but is also due to the colorim-

1) Taiwan is asmall country. Sources for high-

cated double edge enhancement circuit is not

quality fabrication such as PCBs are limited—
hence the same suppliers, in some cases.

sponse characteristics in the video circuitry.

2) Again, due to the size of the economy and
the available brain/engineering pool, there is
acertain degree of cross-pollination.

to compensate for any inferior frequency-reIndeed, as JGH noted in his review, the MR 13a
has avideo bandwidth of 9M Hz. This would
translate to some 720 lines of horizontal reso-

3) The chief executive of brand Tis aformer

lution (if you neglect the effects of the limiting

Proton employee. There are also anumber of

number of phosphor stripe triads). The reason

engineers and other people who have left Proton over the years and have found employment

that we include this circuitry is to improve
the apparent resolution of real-world video
sources; ie,
video tape The MR 13a enhance-

elsewhere.
4) Proton has been approached by many
companies to build OEM product for them. We
have turned down these requests for various

ment circuitry gives aVHS tape (220 line maximum) the appearance of asharper image, without excess noise.
•As for the level of the controls activated when

reasons, but our production capacity is akey
factor, along with quality and image. It would

one pushes the reset button, it is correct that

make no sense to then agree to help an upstart
competitor become established in the very

this recalls the full contrast position. We realize
that the full contrast position is extremely

high-end video market we created.

bright; however, as is surmised in the review,

5) Proton also pioneered the "look" or style

Stereophile, May 1990

it is just right for typical brightly lit rooms. We
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felt that this represented the majority of view-

fluids, including some very much like Armor

ing situations for the MR 13a. If the television

All, though we rejected the Armor All types

is to be used in adarkened room, then all one
has to do is lower the contrast (via remote con-

since they left an unstable, oily film which collected dust and debris (apply abit of Armor All
to amirror and buff it out, and you will see my

trol) to acceptable levels.
•As for the setting of the color temperature of
the gray scale, agreat deal of time and research
went into our decision to stray from the broadcast standard of 6500°K. First, we were cognizant of the fact that most broadcast monitors
are aligned to 6500°K, and most consumer
monitors are aligned to 9000+°K.

point). We at Nitty Gritty discovered that a
much more satisfactory solution was to apply
anonabrasive, transparent plastic wax to the
CD, which cleans and anti-stats it during the
wet stage and fills in scuffs and optical anomalies when it hardens to astable coating. Our

Before accepting any engineering dogma

Pure CD is also inert and will not react chemically with the CD's plastic face or its printed

concerning this setting, we undertook a"soft-

information side. Armor All does react chem-

ware review." Over aperiod of 4months we
viewed literally hundreds of pieces of software

ically with polycarbonates, and perhaps in time
will repel the label and information layer away

from amyriad of sources (VCRs, Laserdiscs, offair broadcasts, etc). We looked at this software

from the plastic.
We at Nitty Gritty feel that our Pure CD

on monitors of different color temperatures,

achieves the same benefits as Armor All with

and we measured the color temperatures with

no risk of damage to the disc. We feel that Ste-

precision colorimeters.
It is our belief that the overwhelming ma-

ison between Pure CD and Armor All, whether

reopbile readers would benefit from acompar-

thermore, we have been shipping thousands

or not these fluids are applied by our motorized
CD cleaner or just applied and buffed out with

of these monitors over the last 15 months.

acotton cloth.

Many have gone to some very critical people,

President, Nitty Gritty Record Care Products

jority of this material looks best at 7200°K. Fur-

Ken Erickson

such as broadcast engineers, film editors, and
the like. During this period we have received
dozens of glowing testimonials concerning the
MR 13a's color rendition, and we have not
received asolitary complaint. We therefore feel
that our color temperature setting is the proper
one.
Peter Eribeman
President, NAD

Music Reference/
RAM Tube Works
Editor:
Iwould like to augment and correct anotice
which appeared in the "Letters" section of Stereophile, Vol.13 No.3, p.31.
The Augmentation: We at RAM Labs are
equipped to service certain products produced

Pure CD vs Armor All
Editor:
Iwas intrigued to read Sam Tellig's "Armor All"
article ["Audio Anarchist," Vol.13 No.21. When

by Harold Beveridge Incorporated. Specifically,
we service the RM 1/2 preamplifier, RM-3
crossover electronics (including providing new
crossover cards), and all variations of the Sys-

we at Nitty Gritty designed our motorized CD

tem 2speakers system (2, 2-SW, 2-SW1, and 2-

cleaning system, we did ke with the exact prin-

SW2). This includes the amps as well as the

ciples in mind which we feel are operating
when Armor All is applied to aCD's surface We

transducers. For those who are interested, we
are currently working with acompany to make

noted in our studies that the surface of aCD

new speaker grilles for these speakers.

needs not just be cleaned of dirt and grime, but

The Correction: Our phone number is (805)
682-0388. Please do not use the other number,
as you will not reach us! Our Fax number is:

must also be optically purified. This is best
achieved when atransparent fluid is applied to
the CD's face so as to fill in scratches, scuffs, and
anomalies—allowing amore optically cor-

(805) 682-8765.
P. Meserve, R. Platt
Music Reference/RAM Tube Works

rected window through which the laser will
view (much the way the human eye will view

Mirror Image

more accurately when afew teardrops coat the

Editor:

lens).
Nitty Gritty experimented with various
Stereophile, May 1990

Re. Guy Lemcoe's "WCES '90," Vol.13 No.3,
p.55, March 1990: ". ..
conspicuous by their
203

(official) absence were. ..
Mirror Image."

Stereopbile. As we never received any cover-

Thank you for your concern regarding the

age in Stereopbile when we exhibited at 1988

absence of Mirror Image from the WCES and

and '89 WCES (or at Chicago), it is certainly

your interest as to the reason(s) for same.
Ishare your conviction that the WCES
affords an excellent opportunity for manufac-

ironic that we finally receive mention in your
WCES article for not being there! Again, thanks
for missing us.

turers such as Mirror Image to benefit from outstanding exposure and deeply regret that, due

Richard Gerberg
ProAc USA

to legal considerations, Mirror Image was unable to participate at the show. The following

Aura turntable

explanation should serve to both solve the
mystery as to why, and also to assure you that

Matthew Bond of TARA Labs has asked me to

Mirror Image is not only alive and well, but will
soon be back bigger and better than ever in the

by Dick Olsher [Vol.13 No.4]. It is heartening

very near future.
RAI Audio, Ltd. is proud to inform you that

Editor:
respond to your review of the Aura turntable
to read DO's appreciation of this turntable's virtues, as its birth pains were many. Let me say
at the beginning that were it not for the con-

we are in the final stages of acquiring Mirror

siderable help of Mike Kontor of Leading Edge

Image Audio and should soon be well posi-

Audio in Melbourne, this 'table might have

tioned to propel the Mirror Image product line

never seen the commercial light of day. Besides

to the level of potential that so many of us in

financial assistance, Mike's own system served

the industry or otherwise familiar with Mirror
Image, have always felt existed.
Personally, Iprefer to describe this restruc-

as atest bed for the Aura, and his input con-

turing as a "metamorphic coalescence" as

cerning aesthetics and various other commercial realities was invaluable.
The Aura started many years ago, simply be-

opposed to an "acquisition," as Ken Axford and
David Ftaden (the founders of Mirror Image

cause Ithought Icould do better than what was
commercially available, and (perhaps more so)

Audio) will remain (at their request, at our insistence, and contractually) avery large, welcome,

because it was fun to try. The initial concept has
never changed much, and Imade up afew

and integral part of our new "team."
The only, yet significant, changes which can

units for friends in New Zealand. Mike Kontor
got wind of it about three years ago, and de-

be expected (and which Ihope will be enthusiastically embraced by yourself, the Stereo-

velopment of a production unit started in
earnest.

pbile staff, our future dealers, reps, distributors,

Iwould like to make afew comments about

and of course our customers) will be in the
form of amuch stronger, far better-capitalized

some of the issues raised in the review.
As supplied, the springs are permanently

company with greatly improved manufactur-

located in the corners of the underplate. All that

ing, R&D, marketing, management, and distri-

needs to be done when setting up is to locate

bution capabilities whereby much-improved

one additional spring if one additional arm is

availability can be anticipated.

put on the 'table; ie, the extra arm weight must

All of us associated with RAI Audio, Ltd./Mirror Image Audio anxiously look forward to our
future appearances at high-end audio shows.

be supported by an additional spring. In some
cases, when two heavy arms are used, it is a
good idea to place an extra spring near the cen-

In closing, Iwould once again like to express

ter shaft. As far as the damping of the springs

our sincere gratitude for the opportunity you
have afforded us to explain our absence at the

is concerned, we tried and tried to damp these
so that the 'table stops oscillating more quickly

WCES and for your concern as well. See you
soon!
John D. Celmer

after arecord is put on, but it is impossible to

President, RAI Audio, Ltd.
dba Mirror Image Audio

ProAc

achieve this without aloss of transparency in
sound. As it is, the Aura comes to rest fairly
quickly, and thereafter remains rock-steady. We
tried foam blocks, Sorbothane (disastrous), and
other techniques, but concluded that it is not

Editor:

possible to have acompliant, self-damping sus-

Thank you for noting our absence from the

pension. Luckily, the great weight of the Aura
assures complete non-movement during play

1990 WCES show in your article in the March
204
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and helps damp the springs themselves (during

tions of sub -SME V-caliber arms—the Aura is

play).
We also tried various sorts of arm boards, but

simply letting him hear these limitations. I'd like

found the great stiffness of the thick acrylic we
use to be the most detailed and transparent.
Wood or wood laminates were thick, warm,

to stress this point, because it is quite feasible
to use amoderately priced arm on this 'table
with still superior results. We initially had very
good results with the Souther, but the SME V

and undetailed sounding, so we gave it up.
Solid aluminum comes close, but does have a

is superior in every way, particularly in its

slight metallic edge to its sound. (I wish wood,
with its lovely smell when it is worked, would

only criticism of the SME V is the tonearm
cable. You will get far better soundstaging if

have been suitable, because the acrylic is dif-

you use one of the better cables from TARA

bottom-end control and tracking abilities. Our

ficult and messy to work with.)

Labs or Cardas. Not only that, this cable can be

Finally, the use of different tonearrns: Ishould
point out that the initial comparisons (Mike

quite stiff. (It is actually possible to use ordinary

calls them showdowns) with the Aura against
the other top makes were done with an inexpensive Empire arm (similar to the AudioQuest), while the "other" 'table had the likes
of SME, Alphason, etc Still, the Aura retrieved
more detail and had better soundstaging, etc.
In other words, Mike came to the conclusion

interconnect, provided you can wire it into an
SME 5-pin plug, because the great weight of
the Aura allows it—no need here for flexible
little fly-leads. Just make sure that the cable is
anchored somewhere behind the 'table and
dressed in such away as not to "pull" the 'table
over.)
In closing, let me thank you for the very

that the turntable, in general, has agreater effect
on the sound than the arm. Ithink he is right

thorough and professional approach taken by

in this, and in fact there are many Auras out

pleased indeed!

there with fairly modest arms. Iwould venture
to say that what DO is hearing are the limita-

WE

PROUDLY

Mr. Olsher (as always). We are, of course, very
Dave Whittaker
Brisbane, Australia

REPRESENT:

Audio Prism Antennas •Audioquest •Barzilay Furniture •Castle
Acoustics • Criterion Laserdiscs • Counterparts • Dahlquist
Speakers • Eminent Technology • Energy • Elite by Pioneer
ESM • Fosgate Surround • Hafler • LCD Laserdiscs • Lexicon
Digital Surround • Luxman • McIntosh Electronics • McIntosh
Loudspeakers • MAS Musicable • Maple Knoll Turntables
Nitty Gritty •Pioneer Video •Proton •Rockustics •Straightwire
Interconnects &Speaker Cable • Sumiko • Sonrise Furniture
Sennheiser • Talisman Cartridges • Target Speaker Stands
Tweek Contact Enhancer
Custom Installation
Satellite Installation
Repairs
Laserdisc Sales & Rentals

(215) 790-1300
(800) 545-5150
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Dear Terry,
Ilove to cup my hands behind my ears while
listening to my Hi-Fi system because the music
becomes three-dimensional, more dynarnic and
has lifelike clarity. Is there an audio accesory that
can help enhance my hearing and at the same time
give my arms abreak?
-An Audiophile

Dear Audiophile,

Haven't you been reading the latest issues of Stereophile? Give your arms arest;
put on apair of Serious Listeners and hang on tight. This revolutionary product
actually improves the most important component in your audio system -your ears.
Isn't that what its all about? Get apair of Serious Listeners -its the best S25.00
an audiophile can spend.
-Terry Merritt

SERIOUSieteitelA.„

PHONE ORDERS

1-800 326-1201

Send check for $25.00 plus $2.50 Shipping/handling (CA res. add $1.81 tax)
To: Serious Listeners P.O. Box 565, Burlingame, CA 94011 (415) 347-3977

ALL-STAR GUESTS
ALL-SOUND PLACE
all on May 16 & 17 from Noon-9 p.m.
We're celebrating the
grand opening of our
new location at
19020 Preston Road
in North Dallas with
some special guests...
..including reps from
PROTON. ONKYO,
THRESHOLD and
SONY ES
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We re also offering

OMNI SOUND

19020 Preston Road

4

Dallas. Texas 75252

214.964.6664

complimentary
CD player
performance
testing!
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
D ealers interested in selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
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17265 Ventura Blvd
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Pinkerton Audio
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Fairfield
ARIZONA
C8M Stereo Unlimited
Mesa
2020
N Texas
Hi -Fi Sales
Gardena
810 W Main St
Reference Audio Systems
Phoenix
18214 Dalton Ave
Sound Alternatives
Grass Valley
4126 E Lewis
Alta
Buena Stereo
Tower Records
214 E Main St
3949 E Thomas Rd
Hollywood
Scottsdale
World Book 8News
Esoteric Audio
4120 N Marshall Way. Ste 1 1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Irvine
Tucson
Soundguest
Wilson Audio Ltd
4255 Campus Dr #116
2900 E Broadway
Leucadia
ARKANSAS
Music by the Sea
Little Rock
542 N Hwy 101
Creative Sight 8Sound
Los Angeles
400 N Bowman. Ste B-3
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646
N Robertson
CALIFORNIA
Paris Audio
Arroyo Grande
12401
Wilshire Blvd
Central Coast Audio
Radio Active Sound
123 W Branch
1278 Westwood Blvd
Berkeley
Mission Viejo
DB Audio
Videolaser
2573 Shattuck Ave
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Music Lovers
Mountain View
1510 AWalnut St
Sound Goods
Tower Records
391
San Antonio Rd
Classical Annex
Newport Beach
2585 Telegraph Ave
Audio
by Design
Burlingame
1000 Bristol St N
Future Sound
Oakland
1118 Burlingame Ave
Pro Audio
Campbell
383 40th St
Sound Goods
Orange
2627 S Bascom Ave
Absolute Audio
Canoga Park
1232 N Tustin
The Laser's Edge
Palm Springs
22021 Sherman Way
David Rutledge Audio
Shelly's Stereo
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
6836 De Soto Ave
Palo Alto
Upscale Audio
Audible Difference
8381 Canoga Ave
805
El Camino Real
Capitola
Western Audio Imports
Cymbaline Records
4191 El Camino Real
1475 41st Ave
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill #139
Colma
Serra Stereo
4947 Juniper° Serra
Cotati
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Plus
6767 Dublin Blvd

Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCratt
3627 Merrill Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
2440 Fulton Ave
Neal's Speakers 8Stereo
1728 Fulton Ave
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
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San Francisco
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Stereo Plus
220 Market St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St

Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Pans Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd
San Jose
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Paradise Sound
Listen Up
860 S Winchester
2034 E Arapahoe
San Luis Obispo
Cherry Creek
Audio Ecstasy
US Tech
786 Higuera
248 Detroit St
San Mateo
Colorado Springs
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
Listen Up #3
2199 S El Camino Real
230 N Tejon
Santa Barbara
The Sound Shop
Audio Vision
528 S Tejon
612 N Milpas
Denver
Mission Audio
Listen Up
215 W Mission St
999 S Logan
Santa Maria
Sound Hounds
Jeff Lynn Audio
1575 S Pearl
5455 Esplanada Ave
Fort Collins
Santa Monica
Audio Junction
Acoustic Art
2727 S College Ave
320 W Almeria
Sound Hounds
Audio Shoppe
646 S College
1322 2nd SI. Ste 228
Westminster
Optimal Enchantment
Westminster Newsstand
522 Santa Monica (by appt. /5088 W 92nd Ave
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sausalito
Sound
Unlimited
Music by Design
169 Church St
107 Caledonia St
Danbury
Sherman Oaks
Carston Stereo
Tower Records
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Classical Annex
New Haven
14623 Ventura Blvd
Take 5Audio
Simi Valley
105 Whitney Ave
House of Audio/Video
New London
1970-4 Sequoia
Roberts
Stockton
90 Bank St
Private Line
Home Entertainment
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
88 W Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W 11th St
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Venice
Armadillo 8Company
928 California Ave
Walnut
Audio Best
2411 S Joel Dr
West Covina
Protech Audio
1312 Portner St
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
8840 W. Sunset Blvd
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
3135 US 19 N
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S. US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
24 Hollywood Blvd SW
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E Bay Dr, Suite E
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E New Haven

Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Audio Distinction
5710 N Davis Highway #1
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S. Beretania #207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
203-0 W NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Clark St Midwest Stereo
2806 N. Clark St
Funtech
4041 N. Milwaukee
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E. Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 R1 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
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it is said, is the one,
true, universal language;
alanguage of emotion and sensation
with which all peoples can identify.
It is our goal at Hales Audio
to manufacture only products
which are faithful to this language.
System Two and System Two Signature
can be heard at:

Fa
SOUNDBY
I
L-à

SINGERIli

High-end Audio Done Right.
18 East 16th Street
New York, New York 10003

HALES AUDIO

(212)924-8600

We haven't forgotten what it's all about...

EXPOSE
YOURSELF
to all of the speakers you've always wanted
to audition, now under one roof.

APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers. Frequent "best sound at show" awards,
available in decorator finishes.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar
speakers. Superb values, outperforming
competitors twice their price.
FRIED Classic musical, phase-coherent
loudspeakers both large and small. Transmission
line loading for tremendous bass impact without
subwoofers.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Innovative,
highly reliable push-pull planar magnetic systems
acclaimed by The Absolute Sound, IAR and
Stereophile. Upper range clarity that surpasses
even electrostatic designs.
JSE Patented Infinite Slope crossovers eliminate
driver interference. Phase coherence assures
proper harmonic structure, lifetime warranty.
PRECISE New, highly musical loudspeakers
designed by Keith Johnson. The Absolute Sound
awarded the Precise I0**.

Come listen and compare these world class loudspeakers on some of the best acsr>ciated
components available. Then choose the one most suited to your listening requirements.
Apogee •Anson •Audioquest •BEL •B & K •British Fidelity •Cary •Counterpoint •Eminent Technology
Forte •Fried •Fostex •Jamo •JSE •Kirnber Kahle •Kiseki •Klyne •Magnum Dynalab •Melon •Meridian •MIT
Mod Squad •Monster Cable/Alpha •Musical Concepts •Niny Gritty •Onix •Ortolan •Precise •Premier
FS Auk •Rotel •Rowiand Research •SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Stax •SystemJek •TalistnanAlchemist
Target •Tube Traps •Van Den Hu] •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •Wharfedale

AUDIO NEXUS

33 Union Place, Summit, NI 07901 — We Ship Anywhere
20S

201-277-0333
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Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 W. Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Sprinofield
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd.
1426 Twist Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music, Inc.
3203 E. Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University Pl
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Butoir Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceo
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Luthetville
Gramophone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike

Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill Street
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd.
112 S. Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Road
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Mount Pleasant
Dr Goodear's
Audio Parlor
100 Hiawatha Dr
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Sound Choice
235 S. Main St
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Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Pl
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau
Stereo Salon
1424 N. Kings Highway
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 a Lindbergh, Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Dr
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S. Main St
NEW JERSEY
Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E. Main St
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD I, At 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave

Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight &Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 S. Main St
Fairport
Fairport Soundworks
30 State St
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E. Boston Post Rd
Munich
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E. Rt 59

New York City
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E. 33rd St
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ene Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Ehe Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
Watertown
Northern Electronics
704 Bradley SI
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E. Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 Slate Rt 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S. Hamilton Rd

)09

Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High Sr
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 ft Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 East 41s1 St
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Sou odes
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th Street
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S. 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
2883 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 ft Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
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PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332- 8Ave Jesus TPinero
RHODE ISLAND
Middletown
Soundings
700 Aquidneck Ave
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E North St
TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
19020 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E ID
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S Loop 289 a13
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
Pampa
Barry's Audio &Video
2545 Perryton Pkwy
Pampa Mall
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103,4 Blanco Rd

UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products &Svcs
215 Main St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc.
6519 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
WASHINGTON ,DC
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fi Farm
1708 Harper Rd
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc.
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd.
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Madison
High Performance Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

CANADA
National Distribulgr
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One. RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
3192 Dunmore Rd SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitiam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
MA Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
Music Works
4740 Main St
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552'/2 Upper James St
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W.
Same Day TV-Audioland
217 King St E.
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W. Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St a3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. a3

Oshawa
Mike's Place
17 King SIW
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242V2 Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thomhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E.
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Stereo Factory
234 King St E.
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Audio Venue
131 Park St
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St Zotique
Montreal
Cinaphonie Audio
6479 Beaubien East
Quebec
CO.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
BERMUDA
Hamilton
MEW International Ltd
61 Church St
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
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Copenhagen
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cita Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
MP. Bruunsgade 36
HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201. Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF. S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Restraal 142 150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone. Wellington
•
•5 ,c, ,
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da An Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E. Coast Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Joffe, 22
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raidamn Rd
Future Land
Amann Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade. Friar St
WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Strasse 2b
WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

Gifted
Listener
Audio

A

samusic lover, you
have the gift to
appreciate the subtlety in
both the music and the
performance. You complete
the experience.
We understand this, and
we share your enthusiasm.
Our exceptional
components, meticulous
setup, and honest advice
allow you to relive the
excitement in your home.
Come visit us, or call for
an appointment. You'll like
our standards. And you'll
find we're just small
enough to listen to you.
These brands are on display:
Analogic •Ariston •Audio Quest
BeeK •Celestion •Dynavector •ET
Euphonic Technology •Forte •Fried
Koetsu •Live Wire •Magnum
Mirage •Onkyo •SME •Premier
Nitty Gritty •Phantom Acoustics
Sims •Sonrise •SOTA •Sumiko
Till \man •Threshold •Wadia Digital

• Accessories •Books
•Recordings
5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville VA 22020

703.818.8000
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Serving LOS ANGELES with superior sound for 15 years

'At Paris Audio, we offer
gourmet feasts of audio and
video systems—from $749 to
the limits of your imagination,
from creation to installation.'
Ell Harary, Owner
In our surround sound media rooms, we also demonstrate
multiroom and multisource remote systems each designed to your
specific needs. We are proud to represent these outstanding
companies: •ADS •APOGEE •ARAGON •AUDIPQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •BEYER •CANTON •CLASSE AUDIO
GRADO •KEF •KLIPSCH •LEXICON •LINN •MEITNER
MERIDIAN •MIRAGE •MIT •MITSUBISHI •MONSTER
NAD •NAKAMICHI •PINNACLE •PROTON •QUAD
SENNHEISER •SONY ES •SONY VIDEO •SOUNDSTREAM
STAX •VELODYNE

111
We Ship
Anywhere

1111

pir,,U DIO

WEST LOS ANGELES
12401 Wilshire Blvd
4blocks west of Bundy
213/820-2578
WOODLAND HILLS
20037 Ventura Blvd
just east of Wnnetka
818/704-7677

BY THE YEAR 2000

EVERYTHING ELSE WILL HAVE COME AND GONE—BUT YOUR
TICE AUDIO POWER BLOCK &TITAN WILL STILL BE THERE!
•Atma-Sphere •Audible Illusions •Belles •Cary
•Chicago •Distech •EHS •Eminent Tech. •
FMS •Fried •Garrott •Kindel •Kinergetics •
Klima •Magnum •MFA •Musical Concepts •PS
Audio •Pro-Ac •Quicksilver •Sonance •Spica •
Straightwire •Sumiko •Superphon •Systemdek
•TARA Wire & Electronics •Target •Tice •VPI

Hear These And Other Fine
Products At:
POWERBLOCK —Improvement greater than
you ever imagined. Indispensable for any hiend system.
TITAN—Coupled with the powerblock—they
define the state of the art in AC line conditioning.
POWER EXTENDER—Rack style, 6outlet
strip designed not to degrade the AC power.

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
Call for appointment

516-360-8815
11 Caroline Avenue, Smithtown, NY 11787

Used equipment bought, sold, traded
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF THE MCNEILL AUDIO REPORT
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, eso per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.90 per word, $76 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
B&K, Dynalab, SME -309, Acoustic Energy, Tweek,
Melos, Target, Fluxbuster $144, Edison-Price, Merlin, Disc-Ade, OCOS, Kimber, AudioPrism, SimplyPhysics, VPI, Audiopuest. CDs/LPs: Attic, Dorian,
East-Wind, Jeton, MD&G, Odin, Opus3, Proprius,
Stereoplay, Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson. lector Electronics, Portland, OR. (503) 233-2603.
Visa/MC/Amex/COD. "Since 1976"

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION of used McIntosh
and JBL Alnico components. Locators of all brands
of hard-to-find used equipment. Reproduction liantfields. Dynamics, detail, and imagery never before
found in one speaker system below $10,000. Maranta
7, 9, and 10B faceplates. McIntosh MC3500 facepLites.
Call for further information. Jobn Wolff, (313)2295191, 24- br machine.

COUNTERPOINT SA-100, NEW, transferable warranty, $950 OBO; Meitner 101 mono amps, mint,
$1800. Stuart, (315)788-0305.

JADISJA-30, $2795. Corner Audio, (503)227-1943.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Hailer, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman /Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Lu.xman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best
prices—professional consultation. All products
covered by manufacturers' USA warranty. Amerisound
Sales, Inc ,Jacksonville FL 32241. East: (904) 2624000. West: (818)243-1168.
AMBER 50B INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER, reviewed in
Vol.7 No.7, p.38, $200. (714)679-0173 (CA).
DBX 224 TYPE 11 noise-reduction system, $125. (714)
679-0173 (CA).
BANG & OLUFSEN PENTA SPEAKERS, museum condition, best offer. Call Mike at (919)467-2373 (NC)
evenings.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: AudioQuest,
Barclay, Cardas, Classé Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu,
Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, Ryan Acoustics,
Sansui /Vintage, Sumiko, Superphon, Target, Wavetrace, Well-Tempered. Custom cable terminations.
Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707.
Visa/MC/Amex.
ARE YOU A DO-IT-YOURSELFER? Do you want the
best sound possible from your audio system, including
your car system? Then write or call for Old Colony
Sound Lab's free high-end kits and parts catalog
featuring amps, preamps, crossovers, accessories, wire,
plugs, etc. Everything you need to enhance your system. OCSL, RO. Box 2435, Peterborough, NH 03458,
(603)924-637l.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components. Low, low prices! CD players, D/A converters,
turntables, tonearms, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners, preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and
speakers. Buying and selling. New and used. Foreign
and domestic Audio America (Virginia). Call (703)
745-2223.
CELESTION SL-700 LOUDSPEAKERS, mint, with
grilles, $2200. (207)767-4625 or (207)767-4590
evenings.
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FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Ariston, Rotel, B&W loudspeakers, Spectrum,
Onkyo, Mod Squad Line Drive and Prism, Chicago
Speaker Stands, Kimber Kahle, Audio-Uchnica, Linn
turntables and cartridges. Fair prices and consultation. Three Rivers Audio (219)422-5460.
CORMORANT IS MAJOR COMPETITION for every
top-rated interconnect cable and easily wins against
most! 'neat yourself to the accuracy of this cable, riskfree and at modest cost; know before you commit your
money that you agree or return within 45 days of
receipt for refund including shipping both ways.
Model SCT-04 (Cormorant), $119/ Im, shipping $3.
Stewart Grand, Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Avenue, West Palm Beach, FL 33407. (407)
842-7316.
ARE YOU PLEASED with the sound of your CD
player? Modify your player and reward your ears with
amusical, involving performance. Call us for modifications and accessories that will transform your player
into aliquid, tonally accurate source. Products include
select DIA corm-item, digital filters, damping materials,
power-supply modifications, and more. Call (512)8215504 for details and catalog. Soloist Audio 348 Bark
S.A., TX 78209. Fax (512)821 5265.
STEREO CONSULTANTS PROUDLY REPRESENTS the
best values in audio! B&K, Superphon, Audible Illusions, Lazarus, Melos, Magnum Dynalab, Pnzeic, JSE,
Fanfare, Ryan Acoustics, Angstrom, British Fidelity,
Thorens, Musical Concepts, AudioQuest, more Competitively priced in Lafayetk IN. Phone: 3- wpm ESr
Mon.-Sat., (317)474-9004.
WESTERN CONNECTICUT: WE SPECIALIZE in affordable high-end! Adcom, Aragon, B&W 800 series,
Bedini, Mirage M- I& M-3, Sony ES, Lexicon, Philips,
Soundstrearn, Harman/Karclon, Kimber Kable, AudioQuest. Custom multi-room installations and more.
(203)748-0311.
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MFA, SOTA Siltech,
Linaeum, SME, Superphon, Atma-Sphere, Spica, Forte,
Philips, Rotel, BEL, Wadia, and more. Corner Audio
1204 NW GIMan, Portland, OR 97209. (503)
227- 1943.
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Music so real
you want to touch it!

•CUSTOM AUDIO &
VIDEO INSTALLATION
•MULTI ROOM &
REMOTE SYSTEMS
•FREE PARKING
•AUTHORIZED
WARRANTY SERVICE
•FREE DOUBLE
WARRANTY

"As for the performance of the Sapphire,
we would call it highly respectable on
all counts and just about state-of-the-art
in imaging," reviewer, Peter Aczel,
The Audio Critic.

For exceptional sound at affordable
prices call 1-800-346-9183 today to
receive your free catalog. Audition in
your home at no risk.
AUDIO CONCEPTS, INC.
901 S. 4th Street
La Crosse, WI 54601
(608) 784-4570

ANNOUNCING:
the first annual
American Tour of the
PENTA HI FI SHOW
in London. England
September 11-18

861-1044

828-3210

2201 MARKET ST
SAN FRANCISCO

6767 DUBLIN BLVD
DUBLIN

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL CA
For heights and depths no words can reach.
Music is the soul's own speech.

eiliery

AIM

FINE STEREO COMPONENTS
For manufacturers, retailers and
audiophiles. Departing Los Angeles or
New York. Total cost priced from $1195
(includes Penta Hotel accommodations
and round trip air fare from NY, based
on double occupancy).
Taking a limited number of reservations before June 30.
Please write or call for more info:
AUDIO EXPEDITION
650 Shopper's Lane #170
Covina, CA 91723
(818) 966-1930
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BRASFIELD •CARDAS AUDIO
CLASSÉ AUDIO • CLEARAUDIO
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY • HALES
MAGNUM DYNALAB • SOTA & MORE
convenient to reach
from anywhere in California

209 298-8888
By Appointment in Fresno

,,

t(q -cophilc \Li\ I HI

JBL PARAGON SPEAKER, CLASSIC, much-in-demand
audiophile speaker system. The acoustic and visual
excellence of the Paragon have become legendary.
Good condition, $6500 OSO. Contact Fred, (708)
389-9456 (Chicago).
LINN LP12, $450; LAZARUS Cascade Basic, $350;
B&K ST-140, $300. (203)255-3031.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc The Stereo 7iuding Outlet, 320 Old
York Rd. .Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.
OUR PROPRIETARY CLASS-A FET circuit revisions
on the Adcom GFA series amplifiers and Magnavox/Philips CD players are already legendary; find out
what all the excitement is about. Adcom GFA-555,
545, and 535, $269 installed; Magnavox/Philips CD
players, $199 installed. Also available, Philips CD-50
CD players with class-A Discrete FET output, $679.
All with our money-back guarantee! Stspermod4 2375
West 21st Ave., Eugene, OR 97405, (503)344-3696,
or Wavetrace Technologies, 4215 East Bay Dr
#1205C, Clearwater FL 34624, (813) 536-2904.
STAX SIGMA ELECTROSTATIC Earspeakers, mint,
$550; DCM Time Windows and Time liases, mint,
$1050. (512)681-3040.
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Factorydirect pricing! Full warranty and money-back guarantee. Factory sealed. Enjoy the finest at the lowest
possible price! For more information, call or write:
David Lucas, Inc, Dept. se 924 Hutton Rd., Oakmont, PA 15139, (412)828-9049.

Ce..: 101 TEMPORAL
CONTINUUM

THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST is the only full-line Nestorovic dealer on the West Co2st. \We offer and demonstrate Nestorovic's three speaker systems, tube monoblock amplifiers, solid-state crossover, and fully passive
moving-coil network. We also carry PSE. Berning,
and Creek electronics, Melos and Klyne preamplifiers,
Essence and ProAc speakers, Merrill and Revolver turntables, Morch arms, Clearaudio arm and cartridges.
Garton and Grado cartridges, Brasfield and Kinergetics
CD players, AudioQuest and Aural Symphonies interconnects and speaker cables, the Merrill Stable 'Eable,
and much more. In Los Angeles, (213)541-8177.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion SL3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SA100/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Velodyne, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna,
Sound-Lab, Kinergetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight
Wire. (714)861-5413. Appt.
MERRILL OUTBOARD POWER SUPPLY for the AR
turntable is ready! The Merrill power supply provides
aspeed-tunable, low-distortion sinewave generator,
new tweaked motor, and precision crystalline polymer
pulley As with all Merrill products, the sonic improvement is dramatic. 33rpm, $179; 33&45rpm, $209.
Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis,
TN 38104, (901)272- 1275.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US- warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W. Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave, Patchogue, NY 11772. (516)475-1857 or (800)
332-5369.
TliIELC.S-3, TEAKWOOD, with EQ. $1075. (8/7) 7540925, message.

T7ON

SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers, the new
Hales speakers (both Cardas -wired), Cardas cables,
Convergent Audio preamps (that marvelous C.A.T.),
Wingate, Bedini, YBA amps, First Sound passive linelevel preamps (superb). Benz, Sound Anchor. Demos
and trade-ins occasionally. Audio Archives, (619)
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SUPERPHON DM 220G AMP, latest mods, mint, $549.
(818)247-7408 or (213)664-2384 (CA).
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455-6326.

KRELL KRS-2 PREAMP, year old, mint, $3400 inc.
freight; PS Audio 200C_X amp, latest version, mint,
$1400. (716)876-6678, Jobn (NY).
REDISCOVER FM STEREO—Informative booklet on
how to improve your FM reception. Free for the asking
from the "FM Specialists" at Magnum Dynalab, 6509
7Yansit Rd. #H1, Bowmansville, NY 14026, or call
(800)448-8490.

ICHILDRESS CT
BURMA:SW[14
MARYLAND 10866
(301)890-3231
FAX (301)890-3819
MAS7ERCARD VISA AMEX
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USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT. Martin-Logan Sequel
II & Monolith II; Infinity IRS Beta & Gamma; Celestion
SL-700, SL-12, & SL-66i; Audio Research SP-9 Mk.II,
SP-8 rev.7, & CL-30; Theta DSPro; Mark Levinson
No.20 & ML-2; Well-Tempered Table. Call Audition
Audio for pricing and details at (801)467-5918. Visa,
MC, Amex accepted.
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MMMMGOOD!
Magnum

FM Tuners

Mirage Loudspeakers

MIT

Cables

Mod Squad Products
Music Reference Tube Electronics

>Music

AFFORDABLE HIEND AUDIO
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AUDIOQUEST
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
MC
B&K
SONATA
CELESTION
CARDAS
CLASSE' AUDIO
DYNAVECIDR
KEF CUSTOM KIMBER LEXICON
ENTEC
EPOS
MISSION/CYRUS
MAGNUM/DYNALAB MOD SQUAD
MERIJN
PHILIPS AUDIO/VIDEO
NILES REGA SONUS FABER SIMS
STAX SONRISE SOUND ANCHOR
TERA/VIDEO TARA-LABS TARGET
TIFFANY VELODYNE WBT
FXPERT DOMESTIC & FOREIGN SHIPPING
FOR INFORMATION 01? APPOINTMENT
PHONE CONSULTATIONS

16_hh

301-890-3232
FREE INFORMATIVE BROCHURE
542 North Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
11 am-6 pm Tuesday-Saturday
Wednesday evenings until 8pm

Js
A U•D•I•O

).VE CHILDRESS CT
HI ,RTONSVILLE.
LIARYLIND 20866
1AX/3011890-3819

tisA MAsT RCARD & AMERICNV EXPRESS

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS
designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%
Golden Section Stranding
mathematically eliminates
resonant multiples
by
in the
theassociation
conductor

\\...........s...

airrational strand masses

in an exponential progression.

CARDAS
GOLDEN SECTION
STRANDING

e

Patent Number
4,62,1,151

21()

982• 1102

FAX

714-449-3839

Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VPI
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

AUDIO CABLE

p:e >NI

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts

=I=

312 -769-5640
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LEVINSON CUSTOM OAK STANDS for stacked Quads
w/two pairs Quad ESLs, late serial numbers, $1750.
(414)332-9563.
DYNACO STEREO 70 OWNERS: Our 12AX7 frontend does sonic wonders for your sT7o. 30-day
money-back guarantee if not completely satisfied. For
additional information, call or write: Purist Audio
Design, PO. Box 125, Clutg 7X 77531-0125. Phone:
(409)265-5114.
WESTERN PENSYLVANIA AREA—Demo Clearance:
Motif MS100, $2400; MS50, $1600; MC8, $1400; Aragon 4004, $1200; 2002, $875; 24K, $750; D2A, $750;
Denon DCD 3520, $1000; Linn Sara 9s, $1250. Only
one of each product available w /full warranty. Audio
Gallery, 1708 Shady Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15217, (412)
521-9500.
HI-FI SUPPLIES—PAY CASH for Levinson, ARC, CJ, Krell, Spectral, Rowland, and Threshold. NI; (212)
219-3352. Open 7days, 10am-6pm.
SPECTRAL DMA-50, six months old, latest, $1925;
RGR model 4, mint, $175. (718)638-4465.
PHILIPS CD PLAYERS: Reference Standard LHH1000B,
Stereopbile Recommended Components (Vol.12
No.6), Class A; CD-960 w/new TDA1541A SI chip set;
new CD-80 w/S1 DAC; CD-60 w /motorized potentiometer; CD-50, exceptional value; CDV-488 Reference CD video player w/full digital effects; CDV-487
CD video player w/TDA1541A SI chip set; Philips Bitstream available soon! For information, call (301)8903232,JS Audio, One Childress Court, Burtonsville,
MD 20866. Visa, MasterCard, American Express.
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Wanted :

Smart cable buyers.

Only The Cable Company
lets you test cables at home
by mail*. The best cable is
the one that sounds best in
your system.
*Ma'n ufacturer terminations.
*37 Brands, 178 cable products.
*Free shipping on export orders.
*Interconnects, speaker cables
and power cords, too.

(The Cable Company)
*CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS:

1-800-FAT WYRE
or (215)294 9576. or fax (215)294 9586

MON-FRI

11-5 EST

VISA-MC

box 305. upper black eddy. pa 18972
I
mu mu mg mu mu mu am mu um
LL p.o. am
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ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 3, $1495; biamp mixer, $845;
Thiel CS3, $1450; Denon DRM441-IX, $449; Aiwa 660
cassette, $195; Adcom GFA-555, $475; Counterpoint
SA12, $795; SA3000, $1399; Grado MCZ, $229. (714)
861 4830.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NCYTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, NEC, Forté, Nalcamichi R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc,
SOTA, TDL Speakers, ICEF, Polk, Energy, Monster,
Straight Wire, Stax, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon,
Sumiko, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305
Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816.
CASH FOR USED PWR /PREAMP —ARC, Levinson,
Krell, PS Audio, Threshold, and Conrad-Johnson in
good condition. Simply ship in UPS/COD. Call CA,
(209)298-7931 or Fax (209)297-0359, Sennie
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET. Acoustat TNP
preamplifier, excellent condition, $300; Maranta 4140
integrated 4-channel amp, good condition, $150;
Franklin Mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings Of
All Time, $1200. JVC BN-5 Biphonic processor, $100.
Prices Include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommerwere, c/o Stereophile 208 Delgado St., Santa Fg NM
87501.
SONY 608 ESD COMPACT DISC PLAYER, 8months
old, absolutely perfect condition with all factory packing, etc, $625080 including shipping. Call Tim, (915)
856-4425 before lOpm CST
SOTA SAPPHIRE STAR, clamp, Versa mat, excellent,
$800; ARC SP-9 Mk.II, new in box, $1300; Snell A3,
excellent, $2600. (201)231-9241.
KLYNE SK5AM PRFAMP, mint condition, highly rated,
$2000. (213) 372 4177.
ADCOM SLC505 PASSIVE PREAMP/line controller,
$95; 3pair 1M Monster Reference 2interconnects,
$70/pr.; 2Nikko CO-23 Pro Series electronic crossovers, 2-way stereo, 3-way mono, $225 each. All like
new, factory boxes and manuals. (206) 322 -6846.
APOGEE DUETTA II with factory modification, excellent, original boxes, $1995. (
41 9)

782-6625 .

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 5, $3600; Haller
DH500, $425. (301)592-8492.
BASIS GOLD STANDARD Debut turntable, Graham
Arm (latest version), Cello Chorale cartridge, mint condition. (201)746-2794.
ADCOM GFA-535 POWER AMP and GFP-555 preamp, both, $550; Spendor SPI with stands, $750; AREB-101 turntable, $200. Mint, in boxes. NJ, (201) 4897302 evenings.
LINN SONDER LP12, Valhalla and Zeser mods, Grace
arm, isolation base, extras, $545. (718)856-2112.
26 LEVINSON HIGH-GAIN PREAMP, $3600; Revox
B260 tuner, mint, $1450; Oracle Premier Mk.III without arm, $1875. (708)475-1475 evenings.
INFINITY RS-IIB SPEAKERS in excellent condition,
$2200080. Call and leave message, (702)644-4457.
Serious offers only.
KEF 104/2 PLUS KUBE, $1800, new. Michael Browne
(212)949-8990 between 9am-5pm EST
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Fumphwerks'' is afull-spectrum audio
service for the music aficionado.
progressive, complementary
I

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN

MERIIiLL

MARTI11

Locm

COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered

Lab

ET

Threshold MIT SDICC

IrdnitY audio research IRS

THE

Series

-

STEelt
SiOPPE

21 N. Market Si., Selinsigro•e. PA •717.374.0150

UNLIMITED

Audioquest
B&K •Modified B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics
Lexicon
Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... & More

"Established Since 1959"
"We hear Music with our Ears;
We listen with our Minds."
A. Angers, Founder

SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131
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fast,
members
t, efficient
hip acprograms
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casserte. Your precious time is cut to a
minimum in locating and purchasing
what you want.

Fumphwerks"" is adedicated,
premium quality service. You can expect
peerless service in your pursuit of music.
For busy discriminating people, this is not
only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or
pen for afree portfolio of services/fees and
be on your way to your highest expectations
in music service.

Fumphwerks'
• • _:-,
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph'
2e

audit)
snecialists inc.
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •NAD
Bang & Olufsen •Carver

Nakamichi •Wharfedale
Onkyo •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Straight Wire
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the. electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601

(219)234-5001
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MAGNUM DYNALAB UPDATE PROGRAM. Factory
upgrading to "Etude" specification available for FT101 models. See your authorized dealer or call/write
for information. Magnum Dynalalz 650971z:tuft Rd.,
Bowmansville, NY 14026, (800)448-8490.
QUICKMOD IS A SIGNAL-CONDITIONING MODification for B&K, Adcom, NAD, & Rifler amps, $25 for
kit or send us your amp for $100. 1235 El Prado,
Itidgecrest, CA 93555, (619)446-7621. Upgrading,
tired of spinning your wheels at the dealer? Make the
right choice. Call Audio Consultants, (619)446-7621.
MORDAUNT-SHORT 442s, black ash cabinets, excellent, $1750. (312)784-0427.
APOGEE FULL-RANGE RIBBON speakers, $3150;
Levinson oak LNC-2 cabinets ($175 new), $90. (303)
320-3921, 6- lOpm MST & weekends.

2MCINTOSH MC275 TUBE AMPLIFIERS, best offer.
(818)507-6034.
MEITNER PA6i PREAMP, $1400; Madi-igal Carnegie
One, good condition, 8150. (609)497-0411.
SOUND-LABS A-3 FULL-RANGE electrostatic, 6
months, and B-35 electrostatic subwoofer, new, for
sale as asystem, $8200 and will pay shipping. (619)
942-7043.
NAKAMICHI DMP-100 MODIFIED by Rowland
Research with Apogee anti-aliasing filters; Sony SL2000 beta recorder; Sony Tr-2000 tuner/timer unit,
$2000 or best offer. (313)399-3686.
APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURES, anthracite finish,
immaculate condition, magnificent sound, $2250 or
best offer. Leave name and number at (404) 733-7399.

RCA SHADED DOGS AND MERCURY 90,000s. Set
sale, free list. Write L Boyd, 542 Aullwood, Salina,
KS 67401, or call (913)823-8406.

ORIGINAL VERSION SOTA PANORAMAS. $1000;
Adcom GFA-535 amplifier. Musical Concepts modified, $325.Jobn, (618)656-1627 eves, (314)233-3101
days.

VANDERSTEEN 2Ci WITH NATURAL GRILLES, 9
months old, absolutely perfect with all boxes and

GOLDMUND STUDIO Mk.IV with T3F arm, Carnegie

packing. Great sound and great looks! $1000 OBO
complete, including shipping, Vandersteen Superstands, and no tax. Call Tim, (915)856-4425 before
lOpm CST
HIDE YOUR CABLES! Custom wood baseboard moldings (patent pending) keep high-end performance
with 100% Wife Acceptance Factor. Fit any decor. For
complete information, send self-addressed stamped
envelope. Dealers welcome. The Bob Wood Organization, PO. Box 9001, Itbodlands, TX 77387-9(K)!.

cartridge, and MIT 330 phono, extras. $5500. (415)
528-1871.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9, NEW, never used. incluth.
two extra tubes, autographed owner's manual I.
$1395; SP-9, used, excellent condition, two
extra tubes, 1195; Yamaha A-1000 integrated amp.
excellent. $350; Aiwa AD-F990U cassette deck, excellent, $300. (717)655-3930 after 4pm EST
SONY PCM 701ES, $900; IQS FFr board and softwan
for Apple computer, $950. Call 7bm. (213)547-3755.

Le) ee2e4(-0ree
Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.

THRESHOLD

VTL

MUSE

APOGEE

MIRAGE

RYAN

HALES

VMPS

MERLIN

ROTEL

CAL

FORTE

WELL TEMP

SYSTEMDEK

THORENS

CARDAS

BRASFIELD

SHURE HTS

VERSA DYNAMICS

BENZ

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

GRADO

1937 W. I1th Street. Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(7141982-8110
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Acoustat •Apogee • Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&VV •
Celestion •CVVD• Audio Quest
•Ene rgy •Fried• Hat leí •Precise
Infinity•JSE• JVC Video* Dual
•Koetsu • Krell • Magnum
•Meitner • Lexicon •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
• SOTA • Stax • Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound kl Music

Sales & Service •351 Pleasant Street
Northampton. MA 01060 •(413)584-9547
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Upstate New York's Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Aragon /Arcam /Denon

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
AUDIO RESEARCH • B & W • CWD
GRADO • INFINITY-IRS BETA & GAMMA

Linn /Madrigal /Magnepan

LEXICON

Mirage M1 /Mission /NAD
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PIERRE LURNE • SHURE SURROUND

Home trial program

SME • SOTA • SPECTRAL

for Monster Sigma

• STAX
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Nakamichl 1000 DAT/Processor
on display.

VELODYNE • WADIA • WILSON WATT

SINCE '1968

THE SOUND CONCEPT

"L2 't MiÉs The Perforeahee"
2314

Monroe Ave., Rochester, NY

(716) 442-6050
Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5

MC/VISA/AMEYJDIS
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Representing:
Apogee
B&K Audio
Bang & Olufsen
California Audio Labs
Celestion
conrad-johnson
Entec
Forte'
Infinity Reference
Linn
Martin-Logan
Mirage MIT Cable
Jeff Rowland Design Group
SME
Shure Home Theatre
Sota
Theta Digital
Threshold
Vandersteen
Wadia
Wilson Audio plus
CD's and LP's

Closed
11-9
4119
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Nashville,

615/297-4700
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Pike

(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha, NE 68114

Texas Finest

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

By Appointment
Credit
Financing
Delivery
Set
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Audio Store
ADS •Analogic •Bryston
B&W •Carver •Classe
Duntech •Dynavector •Encore
Esoteric • Goldring •Hales •Janis
Krell •Krell Digital •Morch •MIT
Oracle •Rega •Rote! •Snell
Sony ES •Target • Tice
Wadia Digital

DIO

eV
INSIGHT
Located In Dallas Texas

TN

2141437-4167
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MARX LEVINSON No.26 with 226 power supply, units
are absolutely perfect, 9months old, all boxes, etc,
$3300 or best offer. Available accessories: Madrigal
HPC interconnects; one 25' pair Monster M100011
balanced cable. Must sell. (609)895-1860.
MIT SHOTGUN CVT lm interconnect, $500; MIT 330
balanced interconnect, 35', $500; Koetsu Rosewood
Signature cartridge, $700; Koetsu Rosewood Signature
Mk. III cartridge, $1200; Rowland Research Model 7
balanced monoblocks, $6500; Sound-Labs A-1 electrostatic speakers, $6000. (508)877-0591.
WADIA 2000; JEFF ROWLAND Model 5amp; Coherence One preamp; Discrete itchnology LSI MIcY CD
player; Magnum Dynalab FM tuner; Ariston turntable with Sumiko tonearm and MC cartridge; Stax clec(rustics. Won in acontest, never used, must sell to pay
federal & state taxes. Best offer. (202) 364-9482 or
(703)875-7033.
HAFLER XL-280A, $375; Superphon Revelation dual
mono, $225; 1pair of Apogee Calipers, one needs
woofer-panel repair, $500 freight collect. Contact
Bruce at (803)793-4218.
BRAND NEW FACTORY-SEALED SME- V tonearm,
$1600; British Fidelity A-100 class-A integrated amp,
$700. (713)974-3207.

PERFECIO BAleiCED FOR OVER 40 Y ARS

Vacuum Tube Logic:
Maximal preamp at $775.00.
Tara Labs: Astral Blue S2.95/ft.
Incredible value! TFA return
at S8.75/ft.
Acoustic Energy AEI:
One of the finest small monitors
we've heard.
Celestion: The latest in ribbon
technology with true dynamic bass
The Rock Reference:
The ultimater turntable.
Sales, service and
custom installations

879-6999

All molar credit cards

Rt 24, Chester,

SIDEREALKAR The SiderealKap was designed to be
the finest-sounding capacitor available for highquality audio reproduction systems. Find out what
the music lover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Free
literature and price information upon requ9st. Dealer
inquiries invited. Sidereal Akustiç 9974 Scripps
Ranch Blvd., #120, San Diego, CA 92131. (619)5784226, Fax (619) 578-4059.
COUNTERPOINT SA-3000, $1500; SA-220, $2000,
new, unopened, silver; 'lime A-4010S Reel, $150; Sony
it-355 Reel, $100; KLH Model 24 Stereo Centez $100.
John, (619) 584-8794.
MIT CABLES, CUSTOM TERMINATIONS, Cannes,
XLR balanced, high-flexibility tonearm sets, MIT and
Cardas hookup for internal rewiring; MAS MasterLink,
Atma-Sphere OTL, Clements speakers, Shallcross
attenuators, Wonder Caps/solder/wire, Vishay, Resista,
Edison Price, Odyssey wur connectors, SimplyPhytics, NAVCOM, Fluxbusters ($150). Many accessories/mod parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas). Michael Percy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 9493 7 (415)669-7181.

LPs/CDs
CLASSICAL RECORD SALE Large selection, 100+
labels: RCA, Mercury, London, Decca, EMI, Westminster, Lyrita. Many imports! Send $4 for catalog to First
Chair Records RO. Box 629, Walkersvillg MD 21793.
RACHMANINOFF THIRD PIANO CONCERTO discography. 73 detailed entries/ 12 pages. Send $3 to Scott
Colebank, 2721 SE Shawnee Drive, Topeka, KS
66605. Also wanted. rare/unusual recordings of this
work.

AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
Sound advice
without the price

879-6889

NJ

(914) 666-0550
11:00am-6:00pm M-F
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BUY AND SELL USED high-end audio/video equipment. McIntosh, Marantz, Krell, Levinson, ConradJohnson, Counterpoint, ARC, SOTA, KEF, B&W, 1n00y, SME, CAL, etc Will pay top cash. Call Shim, (201)
943-3761.

Audipmmt
Cdnnection
TICE POWER BLOCKS Si TITAN
flOttl U r11,51,

BELLES RESEARCH
power amps -high current delivery
BRITISH FIDELITY DIGILOG
successful black box
CELESTION
now with ribbon technology—SL-6. 600. 700.
also The 3
COUNTERPOINT
electronics that speak for themselves
GARROTT CARTRIDGES
areviewer's tool
MERRILL
Heirloom Table & Stable Table
MORCH
DP-6. UP-4 tonearms extraordinaire!
MOD SQUAD
Line drive affordable class A
QUICKSILVER
agreat teami the preamp loins the monos.
TARA LABS SPACE & TIME
amust with tube amps—call
VANDERSTEEN
the legend contini es
2Ci. watch for The 3
(201)239-1799
615 Blnonlfiela Ave Verona, NJ 07044
trade-ins welcome, used equipment
in-home consultation available

For the love of music.
Conrad-Johnson
Martin-Logan
Vandersteen
Audioquest
Quicksilver
Aragon
Lectron
Melos
ProAc
Spica
Basis
Krell
Naim
Rego
NAD
CAL
B&K

Audio Ensemble
2Pauls Way (Rte.101A )
Amherst, NH 03031
603 886 4742

BRINGING YOU
TO YOUR SENSES
FOR OVER 20 YEARS
Rogers •NAD •Altec
Electrocompaniet •Polk
Hafler •Counterpoint
Luxman •Image •Audiolab
Premier •Sony ES •Monster
Much,much more!

-41f101101101.11TH

sreneoloirt
eiecfromcs

•(201)842-6565.
450 HIGHWAY 35
SHREWSBURY, NJ 07702

WE SHIP ANYWHERE!
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LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereo»!le review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, QUiCX II, and Import Pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Quantity discounts. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220. (317)255-3446.
CLASSICAL LP SALE: Many deleted, still-sealed
imports. EMI SIS, ASD, Decca SEE SPA, London Phase
4, CS6000, small quantity Lyricrs. Pacific Vinyl, 8306
Wilshire Blvd. #856, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. (213)
280-3584. Also available: new Japanese rock, jazz,
soundtracks, classical LPs (including King Records
Super Analog reissues)

Wanted
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR Ql Alin LP and CD collections! Classical, Audiophile (RCA, Mercury, London,
EMI, Lyrita, more), jazz, rock, many others. No collection too large! USA's greatest used/new/collector
shop stocks over 100,000 LPs. Princeton Record
Exchangg 20 South Wane St., Princeton, NJ 08542.
(609)921 -0881.
WANTED: HARMAN/KARDON CITATION 19 power
amp, good condition only. Write Al, PO. Box 56514,
New Orleans, LA 70156, or call, after 7pm CST, (504)
835-6177.
ALWAYS PAYING TOP 8$ for McIntosh, Marantz, JBL
parts and systems; E-V Patrician and Georgian. Fisher
amps and preamps, Krell, Levinson, and similar highend quality products. MFSL, Nautilus, and other popular j
1-SP-master records. Call (800)628-0266.

GA

mango audio design

PLATTER INTERFACE

Rare Records Ltd.
FOR THE WELL TEMPERED TABLE
AND RECORD PLAYER
We buy and sell

available soon for other turntables

LP vinyl records

$189.
Not amat but an integral part of the platter.

Over 100,000 titles in stock

You simply have not heard your records yet.

Mail orders accepted
G&A Rare Records, Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
(Between Broadway and

1720 North Marshfield St.
Suite 5E
Chicago, Illinois 60622
312-235-6450

Columbus Ave.)
212 877-5020
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DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

WANTED: PARAGON PREAMP model I2A, not modified. (513)859-8882, Doug.
WANTED: IRS3 AND TECHNICS electronic VIT scale.
Call Greg (714)642-9534.
WANTED: TEAC Z-7000 cassette deck. Will consider
trade for "Dndberg TCA 3014A cassette deck. Geœgg
(216)773-7328 after 6pm.

I'LL PAY $35 FOR MINT stereo copies of RCA LSC
1817, 1893, 1900, 2147, 2183, 2225, 2287, 2400, 2405,
2449, LDS 6063; Mercury SR 90103, 90132, 90134,
90144, 90169, 90212, 90277, 90281, 90305, 90313,
90316, SR3-90I6. Many other titles wanted. R. Goldman, Box 1, Kenilworth, IL 60043.

COLLECTOR BUYING ALL old tube Maranta, McIntosh, Mark-Levinson ML- 1and ML-2; old Tannoy
speakers, all Maranta mono units; Krell. (718)387-7316
or (718)384-4667.
WANTED: SALES TRAINER/SALES PERSON. Duties
Training specialty audio store sales staff to sell highperformance audio equipment; training specialty
audio store sales trainers to train sales staff; designing and organizing effective sales training materials
and programs to implement these materials; selling
high-performance audio products to specialty audio
store buyers. Requirements: A broad knowledge of
current products in the specialty audio field; apassion for all kinds of music with an emphasis of experience in classical music; proven SUCCTSS recoixi in leading training and education programs and in sales.
Please submit resume and cover letter to Dansparent Audio Marketing PO Box 117.
ME 04042
No phone calls, please.

The RACKITTm System

WANTED: COLLECTIONS OF Speaker Builder, Z4A,
JAR, HFN/RR.John, (703)425-7482.

For records, tapes and CDs.

WANTED: LUXMAN M300 power amp, excellent condition desired, will repair if needed. likekdays, (405)
364-8550; nights and weekends, (405)329-0568.

The best record rack in America
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design

(415) 928-4509

l'.0. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

FOR SUPERB SOUND
AT HOME AND ABROAD
The world's best resource books on excellent loudspeaker
sound whether your listening room is stationary or mobile, and
whether you're filthy rich or dirt poor—you can buy smarter
or build frugally. Only $19.95 each (Add $1.75 P&H).
MCNisa welcome

OLD

COLONY BOOKSHELF

PO Box 243. Dept. S93, Peterborough, NH 03458
(60 3) 924-6371

FAX: (603) 924-9467

Finally, a transparent speaker that is
affordable. 'Highly Recommended' by Robert Harley. Send
for a reprint of his review on the VORTEX SCREENS
from the July issue, Vol 12, No 7, of Stereophile
magazine and also receive a copy of our speaker

VORTEX
TRANSPARENCY FACTOR

22
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fact sheet/order form.

ACOUSUCAL MIMMONC
DI

4272 Baggett Drive Riverside CA 92505
714 785 7713
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
It any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson 8.
Associates, 82 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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THE FINAL WORD
Others have commented that early analogophile
negative reaction to CD sound was at least
partly prompted by the immutability of the digital format. "Parts is parts," or, to be more pre-

(Sound Components). The results: 100%, 90%,
80%, respectively-- in spite of problems, LP
aclear winner over CD (though tape along way

cise, bits would be bits—and this drove ana-

ahead). Just today, though, Igot to do anew
comparison at the same site: master tape,

log system tweakers nuts. Fortunately, those
fears have proven untrue—Stereopbile, along

Pygmy AD-1 A/D converter into aSony DAT
machine and played back through either the

with many like-thinking magazines, has re-

Wadia 2000 or Proceed D/A converters,

ported steady "progress" (lessening degrada-

Nalcamichi 1000 R-DAT, CD sourced from Sony
1630 A/D played back through Wadia or Pro-

tion) in the digital realm.
I'm afan of digital in-out comparisons using

ceed, and LP. Some contenders could be dis-

live mike feed or master tapes, and recently had

pensed with right away: the CD, Earl Wild at
Carnegie Hall (Audiofon CD72008-2), was dull

the opportunity for some. Probably the best
one involved our own Test CD. While visiting
Technical Editor Bob Harley's listening room
for the first time Igot achance to compare the
original CD of Peter Mitchell's organ recording
(Titanic Ti- 164) with our version of it. This CD
was truly original: its bitstream, following minimal exposure to Bob's Macintosh-based edit-

and lifeless in comparison to master tape or
Pygmy; LP also, though not objectionable, lost
body and life—the character was similar to
master tape, but realism was significantly
lowered. Most objectionable, unfortunately,
was the Nalcamichi 1000.1n my opinion, this
recorder does not come close to high-end

ing system and aDAT machine, went right onto

sound quality. With such asuperb transport,

the CD master. Yet, playing our Test CD and the
original back on the same CD player, there was
an obvious difference in the hall sound (right

Nakamichi's engineers owe it to themselves to
do some bypass comparisons; excellent ana-

at the beginning, before the organ starts play-

The Pygmy AD-1, though, played back
through either Wadia or Proceed converters,

ing); our CD had noticeably less. Whuffo'? as
Pogo would have queried (back when Pogo
was Pogo). These were supposed to be uncorrupted digits, with no uncorrectable errors, and
no D/A and A/D conversions. Bob is looking
into it.

log master tapes are agood enough source.

came close to my personal goal for digital of
"no perceptible, or important, degradation."
(Small shifts in tonal balance are not usually
important; added distortion, timbral shifts,
lowered musical realism are.) The different ver-

Iwas similarly amused by the comparison

sions offered by the Wadia and Proceed, in fact,

on the Chesky Test CD between adigital master
(one generation removed) and a100x digital

began to persuade me that the A/D itself might

copy. One of the things even us digiphobes
were expecting was perfection within the digital domain: the bad result of most A/D converters would remain just so bad and no worse
as it traveled from one digital tape to another.
No way! Particularly on brushed drums, the
100x copy shows gross degradation. I'd like to
see adata-to-data comparison looking for the
problem, as well as some investigation as to
why the digital error-checking code didn't
catch it.
But there's hope, at least in the area of A/D
conversion. Elephantine readers (those with
long memories) will remember acomparison
Idid afew years ago (Vo1.11 No.2) between master tape, "best" LP, and "best" CD playback, at
Peter McGrath's dealership in Coral Gables
226

be doing an almost perfect job. With some program material (Earl Wild's piano), no degradation was particularly apparent with either converter. In the toughest case (the Harmonia
Mundi recording Ireported on back in Vol.12
No.11, p.258), the Proceed was virtually perfect
in the areas of hall ambience and lack of hardness on male voice, but did poorly on the
highest notes of the sopranino recorder used
in this performance; the Wadia had much less
problem on the sopranino, but hall ambience
was notably diminished and male voice got
hard and "shouty."
The Pygmy AD-1 costs around $3500, and
should be tried by every engineer making recordings or conversions from old analog to digital; it's the first bright light I've heard at the end
of this digital tunnel.
—Larry Archibald
Stereophile, May 1990
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IRIS

SYSTEM

FROM

HAFLER

...one of the most convenientto-use preamps around...
it is afundamentally musical
performer at an affordable price."
John Atkinstm/Stereophile Vol. 12 No. 6June 1989

915

Hafler

Nun

The IRIS System. Hafler's continuing commitment to uncompromised musical sound
reproduction and exceptional value.
The IRIS Preamp circuitry replicates the
smooth sound of vacuum tubes while maintaining the very low noise and high dynamics of
transistors.
The IRIS
Remote is
intentionally
easy to use.
The rotary knobs
control volume and balance
with an accuracy, convenience and
feel that is unique to Hafler.

The IRIS FM Tuner is aperfect complement
to the Hailer system. It combines precise quartz
controlled tuning with infrared remote control
and aclearly legible display. That makes finding
and enjoying your favorite stations apleasure.
The IRIS CD Player completes an intensive
engineering effort to create anew level of superior performance at an "affordable price."
For the dealer nearest you call l-800-366-1619.

Haller

ADIVISION OF ROM» COFFORMION

"The Affirdahle High-End"

LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
AudioQuest speaker cables will make you think you're
hearing all your music for the first time.

•

•

111

Audio0uest F-14

•

AudioQuest F-14 uses four solid
conductors in apractical and inexpensive configuration. Strand interaction
is eliminated, skin-effect and

resistance are kept
to reasonable levels, the
performance is glorious and
the price is practically free.

AudioQuest Cobalt uses Hyperlitz•
conductors. This patent pending
design virtually eliminates magnetic and
electrical interaction between strands
while allowing for alarge cross sectional
area (AWG) with no skin-effect induced distortion. Best of all, every strand has identical
geometry and electrical characteristics so that
no discontinuity is introduced to the music signal.
These two blue cables and all the AudioQuest designs
sound much more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
the competition's. The midrange and highs are sweeter,
more extended and less "confused"
sounding, while the bass is tighter and
better defined. All the AudioQuest cables
(speaker, interconnect and video) use very cost
effective designs which give you an absolutely
incredible improvement at aminimal cost.
The proof is in the listening — please listen
for yourself. When you do you'll replace your current
cables with AudioQuest cables and rediscover
your entire music collection.

Aucboauest Cobalt

Call today for the AudioQuest dealer nearest you.

audioquest
Tel: 714 -498•2770

/r-

Fax 714 498 5112

PO. Box 3060, San clemente. CA 92672 USA

